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FOREWORD,

The subject to be discussed at this Symposium is perhaps typical of many new spe-

cialties, most of them non-existent in their present form only a decade or two ago.

Created by the recent incredibly rapid expansion of science and technology, these can be

likened to sparks flying in all directions from an eiploding firecracker. The lifetime of

sparks is usually short, but while they last, it may be worthwhile looking it, detail at
this or that one in hopes of learning not only about it, but also others like it.

Radar reflectivity measurements typically have strong ties to the more general tech-

nology of electromagnetism and optics, and to such established specialties as antenna

measurements and optical scattering. Like many other technologies with which it has

teamed to create new and spectacular devices and systems, it has received concentrated,

almost feverish attention s.nmuhtaneously by many groups of workers. Unfortunately, this

single minded concentration, which has been responsible for many individual successes,

has also, in many cases, prevented the persons involved from engaging in dialogue or

other forms of communication with colleagues engaged in parallel endeavors. Considera-

tions of official or commercial secrecy also seem to have played a negative role occasion-

ally in inhibiting beneficial discussion and exchanges of opinions and results.

In surveying recent history, one might argue that the experimental technology of

radar reflectivity measurements has, in the United States, experienced at least two peaks

of activity. Broadly speaking, the first peak coincided with our rearmament following

the beginning of the Korean War, when weapons systems centered on aircraft posed many

new technical problems. The second peak was triggered about ten years later by the

introduction of complex missile systems, especially )f the ballistic variety. The sub-

sequent appearance of satellites, spacecraft, and a growing interest in the exploration of

celestial objects (only recently within the exclusive domain of the astronomer) may

serve to extend this second epoch of radar reflectivity technology; it may even introduce
a third era.Whether to conclude a chapter, then, or perhaps even a book in the history of a highly

specialized technology, or to aid in erecting a springboard for a new departure, this seems

to some of us a propitious time to 'stop, look, and listen." That is why a very capable

and distinguished group drawn from the numerous industrious workers in the field con-

sented some time ago to join in organiz:ng the attempt at technical mass -communications

represented by this Symposium. In this, 011 of us have also benefited by the generous

cooperation of a number of U. 3. Government a.,d non-profit organizations; both the in-

dividuals and organizations referred to are listed below.

The attention of those about to peruse the subsequent collection of dozens of excel-

lent papers is directed to the following important distinction: this collection does not

constitute the Symposium; at best, it can be but an incomplete anthology. What Ls

hoped is that this collection will contribute a valuable cornerstone to the Symposium as
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a whole. The structure, the very essence, of the Symposium remains to be fashioned by
those of you who will attend and participate in its discussions. The more actively and
intelligently you take part, the more you will benefit yourself, your colleagues, your
special field of endeavor, and your profession, through this, your Symposium on Radar
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ABSTRACT

This report is a collection of technical papers which will be reviewed and discussed

at the Symposium on Radar Reflectivity Measurement on June 2-4, 1964 at M.I.T.
Lincoln Laboratory.

The prime goal of the symposium is the exchange of ideas and information relative
to research efforts, past, present and future in the field of radar reflectivity measurements.

The technical papers dwell on the following reflectivity range subjects: geometry and

techniques, special equipment, models, model supports, special materials, calibration,

range intercalibration, measurement proceedings, data standards, correlations and

applications.
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SOME NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF

RADAR REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS USING MODELS

George Sinclair

University of Toronto
Toronto, Canada

When radar equipment came into common use during World War 11, there immediately

arose a need for detailed information on the radar echo areas of various targets. While
some of the information was obtainable from measurements made with operating radar
systems, it was quite apparent that it was essential to develop methods for making measure-

ments in the laboratory under controlled conditions. Model techniques which had already
proven so successful in the study of airborne antennas, seemed to offer a logical answer

to the problem.

One of the earliest investigations was based on the use of optical models to simulate

radar targets. While useful information could be obtained, such models suffered from the
lack of coherent sources of monochromatic radiation, and from the extreme amount of

scaling involved which made it difficult to produce an accurate simulation of practical
targets.

The development of model techniques at radio frequencies originated as a result of a
study on methods of measuring antenna patterns by a technique involving reradiation of

the received antenna power. The field reradiated by the antenna was distinguished from

the radar echo field by modulating the antenna power before radiating it.

In the early days of radar, it was not practical to use pulse techniques for laboratory

measurements on models because of the difficulty in obtaining pulses which were suffi-
ciently short as to permit operating at reasonably small distances to the model target. It

was necessary to employ CW methods, using directional couplers of extremely high direc-
tivities to separate the echo signal from the transmitted signal. There were severe equip-

ment requirements arising from the use of these couplers.

The successful development of model techniques made it possible to consider measur-
ing the complete scatzering matrix. Methods were developed for treating radar systems of
arbitrary polarization characteristics, operating against targets with arbitrary scattering

matrices.

i
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METHODS OF MEASURING SCATTERED FIELDS

(A Historical Survey of the Development at Harvard University)
by

Keigo lizuka

(A) INTRODUCTION

Toward the end of world war II both theoretical and experimental

studies of scattering and diffraction were accelerated in various institu-

tions due to the invention of RADAR. Harvard University was not an exception.

The first paper on this subject at this institution is dated as early as

1948 (1). Theoretical studies at Harvard were focused on scattering and

diffraction from obstacles of very simple shapes and structures most of

whose mathematical solutions could be expressed in closed forms. This

approach was based on the philosophy that only through profound and thorough

understanding of the simpler cases could light be thrown on the complexity

of actual physical situations. The shapes and structures for which

theoretical studies have been attempted include the following:

(1) A general descriprion of the diffracted field of circular cylinder

of infinite length with either magnetic or electric field parallel to

the axis. This was also extended to the dielectric coated cylinder.

(2) Theories of diffraction and scattering for both bare and dielectric

coated spheres.

(3) A general study of the diffracted field of the elliptic cylinder;

this has been extended to other general cases.

(4) Theory (19, 20, 21, 22) of scattering and diffractions by parallel

circular cylinders, thin wires and strips.

(5) Theory (23 - 38) of transmission scattering and diffraction by

2



miscellaneous obstacles such as loaded dipoles, slotted cylinders,

Unidirectionally conducting screens, various apertures etc.

For the verification of the theories developed and the study

of more complicated problems which do not permit a simple mathematical

analysis, various experimental techniques for measuring back-scattering

cross sections and the diffracted field were developed. These include:

(1) Standing-wave-ratio method.

(2) Cancellation method.

(3) Partial reflection method.

(4) Doppler-shift method.

(5) Pulse-technique method.

(6) Application of scattering technique to field measurements.

In the following, an outline of each technique developed or

to which substantial contributions were made at Harvard for measuring

back scattering cross sections and diffracted fields will be given. Most

of the methods employed an image-plane technique so that all auxiliary

apparatus could be arranged under a ground plane. Only the obstacle under

study, the source and a receiving antenna or probe were above the ground

plane. This technique, however, restrictG the shapes of the obstacle to

those characterized by a plane of symmetry and the polarization of the E

field to the one perpendicular to the ground plane. In most cases, the

same method can be utilized with or without the image plane but extreme

care must be taken with regard to the disturbances in the field caused by

the auxiliary equipments; especially by lead wires to the probes which

usually cannot be made small enough to be of Insignificant effect even

though the effect of the probe itself could be made negligible.

3



In
(B) STANDING-WAVE RATIO METHOD (D.D. King (39), A. L. Aden ( 12)

Just as a standing wave ratio inside a waveguide determines the

reflection coefficient of the load, the standing wave ratio consisting of

the incident traveling wave and reflected traveling wave in the space

between the source and the obstacle under test, determines a reflection

coefficient of the obstacle from which it is possible to calculate the

back scattering cross section The only difference is that the amplitudes

of the two waves decay in the simple spherical 1/r form •.n the Fraunhofer

region. The formula (12, 39) for the reflection coefficient P is

w2 st - l/(l+ 1 / (1-W2)) 1 (2)
Jr I. s, + 1/(1 : / Al w22)j

_4 ,,, 2 r 1 2 (2)
It-& C-.•

where

S is the ratio of a maximum amplitude to the next adjacent minimum

amplitude.

W1 is the distance from the location of the maximum to the obstacle.

W2 is the distance trom the location of the minimum to the obstacle.

S-Wl- W2

When Wl> W2 the standing wave ratio is denoted by S = S +. When

wI < w 2 s s -.

Fig. I shows a block diagram of this method (40); the measured

back-scattering cross section of a metal sphere is shown in Fig. 2 (40).

Tht experimental results show quite a satisfactory agreement with theory.

4 I
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Since this method depends critically on a movable probe between

the source and the obstacle, the image-plane technique is indispensable. i

Even though this method has the advantage of utilizing a low power source,

efforts should be made to reduce the residual SWR on the ground plane either

by using a very large ground plane or by properly arranging absorbers along

its edges. The further improvement of this method is due to Sletten (40)

in Air Force Cambridge Research Center. [

(C) CANCELJATION METhOD (J. Sevick) (41, 42)

The scattered field can be obtained by taking the difference

betweeD the fields with and without the obstacle. In Fig. 3 (42) a I
magic T is used to carry out this differencing operation. First, with i
switch 81 in position B, balance the input signals to the magic T to

obtain the null output of the receiver, in the absence of the obstacle.

Then, install the obstacle, the signal output from the receiver is
I

proportional to the scattered signal. The incident field is measured

with S1 in position A. The back-scattering cross section in this case is

obtained from (42)
a 2

(d 1 + d 2  d 2  (E"
dEi (3)B ~dl

where the assumption was made that the amplitude of the field decays as

l/r.

E is the scattered field intensity
i

E is the incident field intensity.

d is the distance from the source to the probe

d2 is the distance from the obstacle to the probe

6



Especially with a small obstacle the ratio of E /1 becomes

quite small and this method encounters difficul:y. A modification was

attempted by R. V. Row (43) who used a directional antenna as a probe

in order to increase the gain of the probe in the direction of arrivalI2
of the scattered signal.

Another modification was tried by S. R. Dike and D. D. King (21)

who measured the scattering field of a very thin obstacle whose scattering

field can be considered to be rotationally symetric. On account of this

rotational symmetry, the receiving horn can be located at an arbitrary

angle with respect to the direction of the propagation of the incident

wave. The scattered field could be measured with a receiving horn which

was located at the angle where it was insensitive to the incident wave.

The measured results of the back-scattering cross section of

a single antenna of radius a/% - 3.5 X 10"3 as a function of its length

is shown in Fig. 4 (41).

On the one hand this method has the advantage of having a

fixed probe and no moving parts; on the other hand the accuracy is

restricted by the electronic stability of the r-f power supply, mechanical

ttabil'Ly or the structure) limited degree of isolation of the magic T,

and multiple reflection between the source horn and the obstacle.

0

(D) PARTIAL REFLECTION METHOD (H. J. Schmitt and B-O As)(26,44)

In order to achieve a more complete isolation of the receiving

horn from the incident field, a semi-transparent microwave mirror was

placed between the transmitting and receiving horns. Consider the arrange-

ment shown in Fig. 5 (44). A part of the incident wave is transmitted to

7
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the obstacle and the rest is reflected toward the absorbers by the

mirror placed in a 45 degree angle between the source and the obstacle.

The back scattered signal from the obstacle is reflected again by the

mirror toward the receiving horn. Thus, the incident wave reaching the

receiving horn directly is minimized. The back-scattering cross section B

per unit length of an infinitely long strip of width S at normal incidence

measured by this method is shown in Fig. 6 (25). While this method applies

to any shape (the use of the ground plane is not essential), it has the

disadvantage of requiring standardization by means of an obstacle with a

known back-scattering cross section. This is necessary since the incident

field intensity at the obstacle is not a known quantity.

(E) DOPPLER EFFECT (H. Scharfman and D. D. King (45),
C. C. H. Tang (9))

The effect of a Doppler frequency shift of the reflected signal

from the moving obstacle was used to measure the back-scattered signal.

Consider the block diagram in Fig. 7 (45). The obstacle under test and

the standard metal sphere are installed on a turntable such that they

move into the field and toward the source in turn. The reflected signal

is received by the same horn as that used for transmission and is fed into

a mixer circuit in which the back-scattered signal is allowed to beat with

the original signal to obtacI Lhe audio signal at the Doppler shift frequency.

The separation of the back-scattered Doppler signals from the obstacle under

test on the one hand and from the standard on the other hand is accomplished

by means of a commutator. The ratio between the two amplitudes determines

9



S~FIG. 5 Schematic dia~amn o1" the e'xpetiirenmal setup (or the

pardal-reflection method.
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the back-scattering cross section. A good separation of the scattered ' I
field from that reflected from the surroundings can be obtained by this Z.;

method. The measured results obtained by the Doppler shift method for

the back-scattering cross section of an infinitely long cylinder are

shown in Fig. 8 (9, 25).

A modified method uses a belt moving around adjacent wheels -

in order to move the obstacle in a straight line. It is made useful in I

the measurement of the back-scattering cross section of nonrotationally

symmetric obstacles. j

(F) PULSE TECHMIQUE METHOD (C. C-H. Tang (46))

In this method use is made of the reflection of a pulse from

an obstacle. The pulse duration is chosen in such a way that each pulse I

is long enough to ensure a steady-state response and yet short enough and

opaced far enough apart in time to avoid overlapping with the outgoing I
pulses.

Fig. 9 (46) shows the arrangement that C. C-U. Tang used to I
obtain the proper pulse. When a d.c. pulse was applied to the crystal

which was used for balancing the arms of magic T, the balance of the magic T

was destroyed and a pulse-shaped r-f signal appears as the output of the

magic T. After amplification by a traveling wave tube the r-f pulse was

fed into another magic T which served to separate the outgoing pulse from

the reflected one when some overlapping in time between them was unavoidable.

The back-scattering cross section is determined by a comparison of the

detected pulse height of the reflected signal from the obstacle in question

with that of the standard. In Fig. 10 (46) the back-scattering cross section
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of circular disks measured by this method is shown.

Aside from the complexity of the setup, this muthod has the

advantages of good (or even complete) separation of the signal from

possible reflections from the background, and no restrictions on the Lhape

of the obstacle.

(G-1 APPLICATION OF A SCATTERING TECHNIQUE TO FIELD MEASUR(EMETS I
kPhotoconductive probe - K. lizuka (47, 48 )

Probes in which the usual connecting leads o the detector have

been eliminated, have been constructed for measuring the intensity of an

electromagnetic field. They are based on the principle of scattering and

consist of modulated reradiating or scattering antennas in the form of

either a small dipole (for measuring the electric field) or a small shielded

loop (for measuring the magnetic field) center-loaded with t photocell that

is illuminated by a chopped beam of light. Fig. 11 (47) shows a block

diagram of the equipment for measuring an electromagnetic field by means

of &photo-probe. First, the hybrid junction is balanced in the presence

of the photo-probe, but without illumination by the beam of light. When

the beam of light is turned on, the signal that is scattered from the probe

changes and the hybrid junction is unbalanced. The difference in the back-

scattered signals with the beam of light on and off is fed into an amplifier.

It is proportional to the square of the field intensity at the probe. The

switching of the beam of light at 30 c/s is accomplished mechanically by

a photo-chopper disk driven by a synchronous motor. The back-scattered

signal is detected and amplified by an amplifier which is locked with a

signal frcm a reference photocell illuminated by the same beam of light that

14



illuminates the photo-probe. The same principle has been applied to the

measurement of the distribution of current along an antenna of arbitrary

shape. This was accomplished by sliding a small shielded-loop probe

center-loaded with a photocell along the antenna. A very small and constant

gap was maintained between the probe and the antenna. In Pig. 12 (47) the U

near-field pattern of a half-wave dipole measured by this method is shown.

Since the scattered signal from the probe is amplitude modulated,

there is no error in the measurement due to possible leakage through an

imperfectly balanced hybrid junction or from the reflected waves originating

somewhere else than at the probe. These unwanted signals are not amplitude-

modulated.

(H) APPLICATION OF A SCATTERING TECHNIQUE TO FIELD MEASUREMENTS II

(Coil spring probe - K. lizuka (49)

A thin coil spring whose length can be varied periodically by

mechanical means has been used as a probe to measure the electric field

intensity. The vibrating probe acts as a re-radiating antenna with

periodically varying length (It was also analytically demonstrated that

the effective length of a thin helical antenna equals the axial length of

the helix.) that modulates and scatters the component of the j field which

is parallel to the axis of the spring. The scattered signal is picked up

by a receiving antenna and amplified with an amplifier that is locked-in

with the frequency of the mechanical vibration of the coil. The arrange-

ment of the electronic apparatus is similar to the photo-probe mentioned

in the previous section. Only the parts which are different from the

previous one are shown in Fig. 13 (44). Measurements of the field of a

'5
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half-wave dipole antenna are shown in Fig. 14 (49).

While this method has the advantage of good separation of

the signal from the background, it requires special precautions for

limiting the mechanical vibration exclusively to the coil spring,

because the scattered wave from any vibrating object gives rise to an

error signal.
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FUTURE TRENDS IN RADAR CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT

Keeve M. Siegel
Conductron Corporation

The background cancellation problem for cw ranges at high frequencies for low radar
cross section shapes for usual type support systems for large models seems to be reason-
ably close to reaching diminishing returns. The short-pulse systems caanot operate at
long wavelengths and even at medium wavelengths the dispersion of the energy wir.in the

absorbing material can significantly affect the measured value for the radar return when
it is compared with or is to predict the cross section as observed at the longer pulses.
As objects get larger and larger and as cross sections become smaller and smaller, the

far field requirement will have to be lifted for all ranges which are ground based. Thus

it is felt that before significant breakthroughs are obtained in radar cross section measure-
ments, theoretical analyses will have to predict methods of making near-field measurements

and predicting far-field results. Also theoretical methods will have to be obtained for

allowing the prediction, when knowing the material characteristics, of utilizing short

pulse answers to predict long pulse answers. For bodies which are not bodies of revo-
lution, difficulties will continue to exist on how to obtain correct polarization answers

when the background is a function of both the aspect of the model and the polarization

being measured. It is felt that the key radar cross sectic-.a problems for the future lie in

measuring objects at low values of signal-to-noise ratio. Here again new radar cross
section measurement techniques will have to be utilized if the laboratory method is going

to become both the quality control tool as well as the design tool, in addition to being a
research tool for tomorrow's ideas, concepts and applications.
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COMMENTS ON STATIC'RADAR REFLECTIVITY '.

MEASUREMENTS TECHNIQUES

W. F. Bahret, Electronics Physicist
Air Force Avionics Laboratory

Research and Technology Division
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 4

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the accumulated findings of the Avionics Laboratory on static 7
radar reflectivity measurements systems and techniques which have been built up through
ten years of experience in the field. The paper concentrates on indoor measurements.
It discusses types of instrumentation and model supports, with specific emphasis on ane-
choic chamber requirements, which have been substantiated by short pulse radar measure-
ments, and the use of unique and helpful apparatus such as tunnel antennas. The paper
also discusses model fabrication techniques, tolerances and the use of non-metallic
coatings on models.

THE CONCEPT OF STATIC RADAR REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS
Let us start this discussion with several assumptions:

1. That the terms radar echo area and radar cross section of a vehicle are under-
stood.

2. That it ib recognized that these characteristics are functions of the shape and

materials of the vehicle, viewing angle, illuminating radar frequency and polarization. d
3. That there is no need to justify the desire for radar cross section data.,
4. That tnie 'free-space" cross-section information is required.
5. That scaling laws for model measurements are understood.

Strictly speaking, the only way to satisfy all the restraints for obtaining absolute cross

section data is to perform flight testing. Yet this approach is extremely expensive and, by

its nature, contributes errors and uncertainties particularly with regard to vehicle aspect.
Furthermore in the vehicle design stages, such testing is impossible. As a result, one
commonly resorts to static testing in which the vehicle is somehow suspended in a
"pseudo free-space" environment and echo patterns are recorded while the body undergoes

controlled changes in viewing angle.
It is important to recognize that static measurements necessitate compromises between

electrical and mechanical/physical requirements. The size, weight, shape and radar cross
section of the vehicle often impose incompatible demands, such as extremely low back-

ground echo level from a target support system capable of holding hundreds of pounds. It
is our intention to emphasize herein the necessity of adapting the measurements instrumen-

tation amid techniques to the target being measured and to present solutions to particular
problems where possible.
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR STATIC MEASUREMENT

For indoor work, CW instrumentation has been used almost exclusively in the past
simply because conventional pulse systems require too much range to the target. For
example, a radar with a 0.25 microsecond pulse requires that a target be in excess of
250 feet from the antenna for proper measurement. Typical CW systems are shown in
block form in Figures I and 2. The electronics equipment is all standsad and for the
most part commercially available. There is no need to dwell on specific units here
since different frequencies of operation would require different units. However, the
equipment should have the following characteristics:

1. the transmitter must be a frequency-stable source of reasonable power output.
2. the receiver mu'st be stable in frequency and gain and have at least a 40 .

decibels (DBW dynamic ringe.
3. the tunable load, attenuators and phase shifters must be capable of precise

adjustment.

The one antenna system requires that a tunable load be adjusted in the absence of a
target, so that the power into the receiver arm of the hybrid tee junction is very small
compared to that from the target itself. Ideally the tunable load serves only to eliminate
signals arriving at the receiver arm from mismatches in waveguide and antenna components.
In practice in an indoor chamber, however, one actually tunes out all sources of reflec-
tion such as the walls of the chamber and the target support. If the echo from these
sources remains the same after the introduction of the target, or is changed by a trivial
amount, there is no problem. However, if the target significantly alters the illumination
of the chamber walls, as is often the case, the background is no longer cancelled and is
measured along with the target. Such a situation is a serious source of error in the
measurement of low cross section targets.

The two horn system usually contains a phase shifter and attenuator to control a
portion of the transmitted signal which is used to "null" the received signal in the ab-
sence of a target. Ideally this would only be necessary to eliminate leakage or cross-
talk between the antennas. In practice one again cancels all chamber echoes and the
above comments on the change in background with target still apply.

Generally, the less 'nulling" that is necessary, the longer a null can be maintained.
In our use of the two horn system, we have developed a novel "modus operandi" which
provides for extended periods (measured in hours) of very low received signal level in
the absence of target. First we incorporated a pair of "tunnel antennas" which have low
leakage and low sidelobe levels. These are conventional horns (100 beamwidth in E&H
planes) which radiate through an extension of their sides. The extension is lined with
radar absorber material. The extension in our case is approximately 20 wavelengths
long and is lined with Emerson and Cuming type AN-75 absorber. The front face of the
absorber is flush with the inner surface of the sides of the basic horn. The beamwidth
is determined by the aperture of the horn without extension as can be seen in Figure 3.
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This figure compares the patterns of the basiclhorn, the horn with an extension lined with
B. F. Goodrich liairflex type absorber and the horn with the AN-75 lined extension The
reduction in the E plane sidelobe levels is quite apparent. The H plane sidelobes are not
significantly reduced by this treatment, but normally these are low and present no major
problem. The attainment of low sidelobes means that the illumination of the sidewalls and
floor of the chamber is gr!,ktly reduced, which in turn reduces the amount of background
signal which trust be nulled. The cross-talk between the two antennas, when the ends of
the extension are within 1/2 inch of one another, is more than 100 DB below the transmitted
power. With a short pulse (10 nanoseconds) radar operating at 9325 mc, a reading of 118
DB cross-talk level is repeatedly obtained.

With the virtual elimination of cross-talk, any nulling would only cancel echoes from the

target range itself. Rather than apply cancellation techniques to mitigate the effects of
chamber echo we prefer to reduce the primary echo itself to a tolerable level. We have
found that by physically canting the chamber backwall (that directly behind the target) at
an angle we can direct a null in its echo pattern toward the receiver horn and thus minimize
the received background signal. That this wall i3 the major contributor to chamber echoes,
which ordinarily must be nulled out, has been confirmed by short pulse radar diagnosis. In
practice, the received signal in the absence of the target is thus reduced to levels below

the noise level of the receiver. This received signal is approximately 15 DB below that
from a 4 x 10-s square meter (M2 ) sphere at a range of 25 feet from the antennas. It is
important to note here, as before, that the introduction of the target can disturb the back-
ground illumination and thereby eliminate the fine null obtained in the absence of target.

The short pulse system which has been mentioned several times thus far was obtained
from Harry Diamond Fuze Laboratories, where it was designed and built. It operates at a
fixed frequency of 9325 mc with an output pulse width of !0 nanoseconds and a PRF of 25
kc. The block diagram shown in figure 4 is conventional, but the circuitry is of course
special for handling the short pulses. The IF amplifier has a center frequency of 450 mc
and a buandwidth of 100 mc. The twin tunnel antennas previously described are used for
transmission and reception, hence no T/R device is necessary. The output pulses are dis-
played on a sampling oscilloscope. As of this writing we have no automatic method of
recording echo amplitude with this system, but one is in the planning stage. The present

readout technique is a manual one, in which the receiving line attenuator is adjusted to
redrice all echoes to a fixed reference value. Reatdings taken at discrete intervals
(normally 1 degree) of target rotation produce an acceptable pattern. However, sharp nulls

or peaks which occur between reading points are missed. The only discrepancy between
pulse and CW data taken on the same target is in the depths of sherp nulls.

This pulse radar has been an invaluable tool for diagnosing the sources of echo in the
measurements chamber since it can resolve, in range, two targets separated by as little
as 5 feet. It has also been our only accurate system for measurement of very low cross-
section (10-Sto 10- 6 M2 ) targets, because changes in backwall echo do not influence the
measured target echo.
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THE MEASUREMENTS CHAMBER 4

We have been using a home-made anechoic chamber for many years and have measured

a large variety of targets ranging from those which are physically small and have large.
echo area to the other extreme - physically large with low echo area. This has forced us

to investigate the influence of chamber design upon the measured echoes from this range
of targets perhaps to a greater extent than even the commercial organizations which supply
complete chambers. The investigation has of necessity been trial and error but the unique
capability to observe effects by both short pulse radar and CW systems has revealed many
interesting facts. Thus we can make several general but positive statements with regard
to the chambers:

1. The antenna(s) used for target illumination should have the least possible beam-
width consistent with uniform target illumination and the length of the chamber. Low side-
lobe levels are also necessary. These antenna characteristics prevent direct illumination

of everything in the chamber except the volume in the immediate vicinity of the target and
the sector of the chamber wall direcdy behind the target.

2. The target support must be as lightweight and low in volume as allowed by target
size and weight. Obviously the target support echo, which occurs at the same range as

the target echo, cannot be removed from the total signal recorded even with a pulse system.
(Fritsch of Lincoln Laboratory has recendy demonstrated an interesting technique for re-
moval of the support echo "post facto" by recording phase and amplitude of echo signals
for targets-in-place and target-absent conditions.) In any case the signal recorded with
target in place is the vector sum of target and support echoes. Styrofoam columns which
have been extensively used as target supports, may be tapered to reduce their inherent
echo but there is a limit to how far one can go. Thin nylon or dacron string (8 lb test)
arranged in a manner suitable for support and rotation of a target provides an echo one to
two orders of magnitude below the best styrofoam column. For instance four strands,

joined at a poi nt far above the target position and connected to the target turn table rim at
four points in quadrature, have an echo area which is immeasurable with a horizontally
polarized pulse radar whose minimum discernible target cross section is 8 x 10-? M2 for
the range involved. Vertical polarization naturally provides a larger echo, but this is just
barely measurable as 10-6 M'. Tolerable support echo is of course relative, but should
always be more than 20 DB below the target echo. One problem with supports which we

have observed, but have not explored, is their tendency to alter the fields incident or ex-
cited on the target. Such alterations could drastically change a recorded echo pattern
par ticularly for low cross section shapes. One last note on the target support - the turn
table should be far enough below the target so as not to be directly illuminated by the trans-
mitted signal. If this is not possible, then it must be shrouded by radar absorber material
(RAM) for minimum echo. We have also found that the top of the turn table must be covered
with RAM to reduce multiple bounce type of echoes which travel from transmitter to target
to turn table to target to receiver.
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3. The radar absorber material used in the chamber must be the very highest quality
available particularly for the backwall. Some commercial materials provide as much as 50
DB or more reduction in specular echo from flat surfaces. It is particularly important that
the materials maintain this low level of echo for viewing angles within say 30 degrees of
normal incidence. Assuming that the proper antennas are used and direct illum, ination of
the chamber sidewalls is avoided, it is of lesser importance that the absorbers have low
reflectance at angles far off normal (> 50* ). W e have not seen direct sidewall reflection
in our chamber but have observed multiple bounce echoes from target to wall to target.

These latter are most pronounced when near normal incidence on :he wall is obtained. For
this reason, all of our sidewalls are tilted slightly off vertical and our backwall is tilted
off vertical and is movable in azimuth. One must remember that a wall covered with ab-
sorber still has an echo pattern with peaks and nulls. Obviously orienting the wall so
that a null is coincident with the direction of incidence would provide an echo significantly
(10 - 20 DB) below that of the specular echo. Bear in mind though that a null in the pat-
tern is obtained for a given illumination condition. Change the distribution of energy
across the wall and the null may disappear and become a peak.

4. The target must be located as close to the measuring antennas and as far irom
the backwall as possible. The free space loss (PR") dominates the thinking here. Mov-

ing the measuring apparatus far from the backwall reduces that echo power at the receiver
while keeping the target close to the apparatus insures maximum target signal-to-background
ratio. At the same time maximum distance between target and backwall reduces coupling
and mutual interference problems.

5. A movable backwall for the chamber is highly influential in reducing inherent
chamber echoes and also, in some cases, in reducing the effect of target introduction upon
chamber echo. A standard technique for evaluating the chamber echo when CW systems
are used is to record the echo from a small sphere which is rotated off center. From the
variations in the pattern, one calculates the magnitude of the interfering echo. We have
demonstrated to our own satisfaction that this magnitude is a function of the angular
position of the backwall. B. F. Goodrich Co. has repeatedly substantiated these results
in evaluation of their chambers. Thus one could optimize the chamber for minimum back-
ground for the sphere. Unfortunately this does not mean that the background is then
optimum for all targets. Yet regardless of wh.: built a chamber or who evaluates it, we all
too often see the background figure derived form sphere tests quoted as the performance
capability of the chamber with no qualification for target.

6. The influence of the target ,ipon background signal in an indoor measurements
chamber cannot be ignored. When a target is introduced into the chamber it always dis-
turbs the background illumination, thereby altering the magnitude of the chamber echo
previously nulled out by one means or another. For targets with large echoes, a moderate
increase in background level is insignificant since a ratio of 20 DB is tolerable. But for
cross section targets, the increased background lev¢! may be greater than that from the
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target itself. A CW system would measure the combined echo as if it were only the echo'
from the target. Figtire 5 is an example of CW data (X-band) on a low cross section
shape. Figure 6 (solid line) is a plot of short pulse data on the same body. For the CW
data, the background echo in the absence of target was less than 10-6 square meters. ,

The pulse data was taken with a pulse length (10 nsec or 5 feet) which provided the
total echo from the target (20 inches long) but easily separated it from the background
signal which was more than 40 feet behind the target. The only difference between the
two sets of data is that the CW system could not ignore the increased background level.
Despite numerous attempts, we have not been able to devise any chamber arrangement
which prevents, or even reduces to an acceptable level, the effect of these types of

targets upon the background signal. The only way accurate CW data can be obtained in-
doors for such bodies appears to be either to rock the target in range and calculate the
correct echo at each angle or use the technique of Fritsch. Figure 7 shows the background

effect measured by pulse radar. Since photographs were to be avoided in this paper, we
had to resort to drawing the sampling scope presentation. Here the solid line shows the
amplitude of echo signal versus range in the absence of target. The backwa'l was ad-
justed in angle so that its echo, shown at 60 feet, corresponds to approximately 1.5 x
10-6 M2 at the target range. Note the complete lack of measurable cross talk between
the antennas and of target support echo at 15 feet. The dotted lines represent signal

level versus range with a low cross section target in place at an arb-trarv aspect angle.

We think the situation is clear and need not be discussed further.

MODEL REQUIREMENTS
Scale models for radar cross section measurements are a necessity if static techniques

are used because full sized bodies would generally require prohibitive ranges or be too

heavy for low echo supports. Model fabrication is as sensitive to the magnitude of radar
cross section of the body as the measurement procedure.

For bodies with large (> 10-1 MI full scale) echo area, th, main problem is to insure
that all important contributors to cross section are included in the model. For aircraft,

the cockpit cover and larger items in the cockpit, the radome and equipment including
antcnnas behind the radome, and jet engine inlet and exhaust ducts must all be con-
structed in reasonable detail. However, surface irregularities do not noticeably influence
the total vehicle and may therefore be ignored.

On the other hand, for low c;oss section shapes where presumably there is little
specular reflection, surface irreguiarities make a large difference. This can be seen in

Figure 6 by comparing the solid curve with the points marked (x). These latter represent
maximunm values for the respective ten degree azimuth intervals and were taken from a

reflection pattern of the same body as wa3 used to obtain the solid curve. The difference
in the two sets of data was in the surface of zhe model. In the case of the larger values,

the wood from which tht body was made had warped sligh;ly causing a step discontinuity
of perhaps 0.010 inches average at the shadow boundary. When the step was removed,
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the solid curve was obtained. Note that these are unsealed dam taken at 9325 mc by
pulse radar.

We usually require dimensional accutracy in any model to be within 0.030 inches.
Surface irregularity is ordinarily less than 0.001 inches. The dimensional tolerance is
based upon a consideration of normal incidence echo from a circular flat metal plate.
Here the echo area is proportional to the radius raised to the fourth power. For any other
geometry, the echo area is a slower function of linear dimension. For the worst case
then, it can be shown that a 2% error in radius only causes 0.4 DB error in echo area. Of
co.irse this is a percentage problem and for very small models, or standard spheres for
instance, the tolerance is tightened accordingly. But usually for models in the order of a
foot or more in dimension, 0.030 inches is satisfactory.

Other than dimensional accuracy and necessary detail, our main concern in modelling
is weight. For this reason, wood or plastic painted with metallic silver paint is preferred.
Very satisfactory models have been made by laying up glass cloth laminates in a female
mold, thus obtaining a very smooth outer surface for the body, and assembling the cured
sections over lightweight ribs much the same as an aircraft is built. In this manner

bomber models over 14 feet in wing span have been made with total weights of slightly
over 100 lbs. For much smaller models of say re-entry vehicles, solid wood turned uui a
lathe provides necessary surface smoothness and is acceptable from the weight stand-
point. Several coats of good conductive paint (such as Dupont 4817) provides an ex
cellent metallic surface so long as the resistance of the coating is less than 1 ohm per
square. Only slightly higher values produce measurable changes in echo.

Perhaps the most controversial issue in model measurements is the matter of imper-
fectly conductive materials such as radar absorbers. Rigorous scaling laws clearly re-

quire that thickness be scaled, that magnetic and dielectric properties be the same at
the measurement frequency as at the full scale frequency, and that conductivity be
scaled. Yet for the optics region, where body dimensions are large in terms of wave-
lengths and specular reflections dominate the echo from most targets, it is really the
reflection coefficient of the material which is influential.

Consider the simple case of a flat metal plate at normal incidence. If we measure
the return as a metallic surface then cover it with an absorber whose power reflection
coefficient is say .01 we will reduce the metal body return by 20 DB. Now if we assume

the body had been scaled, we would compute the full scale echo by multiplying the
scaled echo by the scale factor squared. If we measured the full size plate at the full
scale frequency, then covered it with an absorber of power reflection coefficient .01, we 3
would again reduce the metal return by 20 DO3. But this last echo area is precisely what
we would have obtained by calculation from the scaled data. Yet in the two cases, we
could have used absorbers whose identical reflection coefficients were obtained by
totully different combinations of magnetic and dielectric properties and whose thicknesses
were not in the ratio of the scale factor.
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Since a very significant portion of the reflection measurements made today involve the
use of absorbers on models, it is only reasonable that we take advantage of anything whih i
will make the job easier and cheaper. Even though the statements in the preceding pars-
graph may apply only to absorptive materials, they have wide application at that. In our

efforts to reduce the cross section of a vehicle we use any absorber whose reflection co-
efficient at the scaled frequency is the same as that of the actual absorber at the full
scale frequency. That this obtains valid data has been substantiated in several instances
where both full scale and model data have been available. Unfortunately, these data are
classified and cannot be presented herein.

We must of course recognize that in the Rayleigh region, these simplifications may not -•

apply. It has been shown by Siegel and others that the formulation of absorbers for bodies .

small in terms of wavelengths must be adjusted for body shape and dimensions to obtain
a given reduction in echo. Since to date we have done very little work which bears on this
special problem, we will leave its discussion to others.

COMPARISON BETWEEN CW AND PULSE DATA

As a last point of interest, we would like co present results of measurement of a
satellite model which were obtained by both CT and pulse systems at the same frequency.

The results, shown in Figure 8, are plotted as actual echo area of the model, uncorrected
for scale factor, versus azimuth angle measured from none. The echo from this model was
large enough that the background did not influence the CW result. At nose-on there is a
7 DB difference between the two sets of data which is much too large to be acceptable.

However, we found after these particular patterns were taken, that the nose-on echo could
be varied by adjustment of the junction between mating sections of the model. Therefore,

we cennot blame the nose-on discrepancy on instrumentation error. Other than that differ-
ence and the fact that there seems to be an alignment error of perhaps 1 degree, the
agreement between the CW and pulse data is excellent. The loss of sharp peaks and nulls
by the technique we used to obtain the pulse data, i.e. one degree readings, is evident

and teaches that finer readings are necessary when the target aperture, perpendicular to
the path of propagation, becomes large. The planned automatic recordiug system should
solve this pro!Aem completely.
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RADAR CROSS SECTION MODEL MEASUREMENTS

W. E. Blore I
R. I. Primich
R. A. I-Hyami

P. E. Robillard
H. M. Musal .

Microwave Section
Aerospace Operations Department

General Motors Defense Research Laboratories

SUMMARY

It is the purpose of this paper to summarize the experience gained
by the authors during the past ten years in the operation of four model
measurement radars in an indoor anechoic chamber, three CW Balanced-
Bridges operating at frequencies of 10 Gc, 35 Gc, and 70 Gc, and a short-
pulse radar operating at 35 Cc. The latest versions of these radars have
the following capabilities:

TABLE I

Frequency 10 Cc 35 Gc 70 Gc 35 Gc Pulse

MinimumMeasurable -40 dbAZ -35 db2 -25 dbX2 -20 db\ 2

(Non- rotating)

Maximum I
Target Size 12" 3.5" 3.5" 15"

Minimum Tower
Cross Section -40 db)X2 -35 dbŽ 2 -25 dbP3 -20db)>2  1

The above performance figures were measured at 7- 0L/M with a plane-
wave lens. With smaller targets and focused lenses, significant increases
in sensitivity can be achieved. For example, at 10 Gc, a target of Z"diameter and cross section -60 dbX•2 can be meas Ired; and at 35 Gc, a
target cf 0.8" diameter and cross section -54 dbk can be measured.

The significant features of the CW balanced-bridge radars are as
follows. Both transmitter and local oscillator klystrons have been phase-
locked through a phase-locked multiplier chain to a 1 Mc frequency
standard. The phase stability of the system is such that an isolation of
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better than 100 db at 70 Gc and 120 db at 35 Gc between the transmitted
and received signals has been maintained across the hybrid for continu-
ons periods of more than ten minutes. Also, phase can be measured
directly by comparison of the received signal against a reference signal.
A simple cancellation circuit has been included which has enabled the
bridge to be balanced in a smooth, controllable manner. The amplitude
and phase of the backscattered wave from the model can be measured
with accuracy of better than + 1 db and + 20 respectively. Models are
supported on styrofoam t~wers which have been tuned to a maximum
cross section of -35 dbA at 3.5 Gc.

The 35 Gc pulse radar has a pulse width of 15 iS , a dynamic range
of 50 db, a transmitter-receiver isolation of 130 db, and may be used to
make bistatic as well as backscattering measurements with both plane
and circularly polarized radiation. I

In the development of these radars, the authors have made extensive
investigations of several sources of error in model measurements. In
particular, these include the effects of non-plane illumination, various t
model support methods, cancellation techniques, model dimensions and
finishes, transmitter frequency stability, and data recording techniques. I

Further, in another development, the authors have used CW doppler
radars to measure the nose-on cross section of models in a hypersonic
ballistics range. These radars, operating at frequencies of 35 and 70 Gc
are essentially CW balanced-bridge radars in which the doppler shift of
the moving target has been used to separate the model signal from the
stationary background signal. Significant changes in the model cross
section due to the plasma sheath have been noted. A high resolution
focused 35 Gc oblique doppler radar has also been used to measure
parameters of the wake behind the hypersonic velocity projectile.

MM WAVE - RADAR CROSS SECTION MODEL MEASUREMENTS IN
ANECHOIC CHAMBERS

Introduction

About ten years ago the authors began to develop a facility
which was to be used to make basic studies of the radar cross section
of model targets. In the interests of convenience and year-round oper-
ation, measurements were to be made in an indoor anechoic chamber,
and because of the convenient sized models and ranges which resulted,
the operating wavelengths were to be in the millimeter region. Two
major problems were immediately apparent. First, it was necessary
to simulate free-space conditions around the model. This simulation
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entailed three major elements: the elimination of the effects of the A
anechoic chamber on the measured model cross section, the provision 4

of a model support system which did not significantly affect the model
cross section, and the evaluation of the effects of non-plane illumination
on the cross section measurements. Second, provided free-space con-
ditions had been successfully simulated, it was necessary to make accur-

ate measurements of large numbers of low cross section models over a
wide range of model sizes, wavelengths, aspects, polarizations, ,and
bistatic angles. In the sections which follow, we will deal successively
with the problems of non-plane illuminations, model support, background A
cancellation techniques, and the development of sensitive, accurate, multi-
capability radars. A

Plane-Wave Illumination

Radar cross section is invariably derived under conditions of
plane wave target illumination, arid, indeed, in the full-scale case, the
target is so far from the radar that the spherical wave is locally plane.
In a model range, the target is close to the radar so the illumination is
spherical rather than plane, and it is usually assumed that the illumination
is a satisfactory approximation to plan.3 wave conditions if the amplitude
does not vary by more than I db or the phase by A/4 over tho extent of
the model. Many experiments have shown that this is indeed a reasonable
criterion, since the effect of slightly non-plane illumination is to decrease
tne gain and fill in the sharp nulls without significantly changing the major

features of the measured cross section pattern. For many of tX.e targets
investigated with the radars developed by the authors, the target was
smaller than the radar antenna. In this cabe it is possible to measure
target cross section inside the Fresnel zone .f the antenno, provided the
plane wave illumination conditions are fulfilled. Tnavretical predictions I
of the Fresnel fields of square and circular apertures have been corn- 3
puted 1, 2 and the authors have experimentally confirmed the predictions
We have found that the amplitude variation is the limiting restriction I
on model #ize at distances closer to the antenna than V/I. while phase
variation is the limiting restriction from o0/ix lb t 0'/) . In a logical
extension to this work, the fields in the focal region of a lens have been
analyzed!Sand it has been shown that sufficiently uniform fields exist in
this region to measure models up to 2 X in diameter, for typical lenoesof 1ION aperture and focal length* ranging from 2 to 5 lens diameters. 3

Model Support

The model support must be sufficiently strong and rigid to fix
the model securely, yet it must not contribute significantly to the radar
cross section of the model. The present authors have used polyfoam

I
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towers as model supports since these towers are easy to construct, are
readily tailored to individual models, are rigid enough for small models,
are suitable for rapid measurements of a series of models, and most
important, they may be easily tuned to have very low radar cross sections.
Reference (4) gives the details of adjusting the tower diameter to obtain
minimum echo area, and indicates that towers of about 1" diameter have
been constructed which have a cross section of -50 db )X (-80 dbmz) at
X-band, -35 db )X (-76 dbm 2 ) at 35 Gc, and -25 db X2 (-62 dbm 2 ) at 70 Gc.
These fi ires are about 15 db better than results reported with nylon
strings ffand are about 10 db better than previously reported results
for polyfoam towers 16.

BACKGROUND ELIMINATION

The Anechoic Chamber

A rectangular anechoic chamber of dimensions 40 x 12 x 60 -
feet covered on all surfaces with microwave absorber was used to house
the scattering range. Although we are aware of the many methods and
philosophies :-egarding the tuning of anechoic chambers to achieve a mini-
mum background cross section, no special effort was made to tune this
chamber. Instead, we have attempted to eliminate the interfering rar.ge
background with two separate techniques. First, the use of the CW
balanced-bridge radar, in which the total background signal in the absence
of the model is cancelled by a pkase-ainplitude nulling circuit. Second,
the use of a short-pulse radar, whereby all background except that in

the immediate vicinity of the model is eliminated by means of a range
gate. Consider first the short-pulse radar.

The Short-Pulse Radar

Since the details of the short-pulse radar are fully presented
in reference(5), we mention here only some highlights of the performance
and problems of the radar. The radar frequency was 35 Gc, and the
minimum pulse length was 12 no. The transmitted power was 30 kw, the
receiver tangential sensitivity was -52 dbm and the IF frequency was
3000 inc.

The received back scattered pulse amplitude was maintained
constant with a RF servo-crystalled attenuator driven by a masked-CRT
photo-multiplier detection system, so that cross section measurements
accurate to one db were possible over a dynamic range of 50 db. Separate
antennas were used for the transmitter and receiver so that bistatic and
polarization diversity scattering studies with both rectangular and cir-
cularly polarized radiation were possible. Tunnel antennas were used
to suppress the antenna sidelobes and to provide an isolation of better
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II
than 130 db between the transmitter and receiver so that transmitter re-
ceiver leakage was completely eliminated. For a typical target approxi-
mately 12 inches in diameter at range of 23 feet, the minimum measur-
able cross section was -20 db A (-61 dbm 2 ). The major limitation to
the radar sensitivity has been the support system. Due both to the rela-
tively large towers required because of the large models, and the wide
frequency content of the short pulse, it was not possible to obtain styro-
foam towers with cross sections less than -20 db \ (-61 dbm 2 ). However
this sensitivity was adequate for the models to be measured at the time
(1958). and the pulse length proved short enough so that adequate time
separation was obtained between the pulse scattered from the model and
that scattered from the back wall of the anechoic chamber. Even at the
present time, five years after the original design, this radar has a unique
combination of high frequencs$ high power, and narrow pulse width.

The CW Balanced-Bridge Radar

With a CW balanced-bridge radar, the output cf the receiver
in the absence of a model is the vector sum of the backscattered radiation
from the anechoic chamber (including the model support system) and the
leakage signal due to the imperfect isolation properties of the waveguide
magic tee. This output signal may be eliminated if it is combined with
a signal of equal amplitude and opposite phase, and, provided the presence
of the model does not significantly change the room illumination, or the
background does not change position, and both the cancellation signal and
the the background signal do not change amplitude or phase, then the
background effects are completely eliminated, and the model appears to
be in free space. The major limitation to bridge sensitivity is the difficulty
in obtaining a complete cancellation of the background signal and of main-
taining this cancellation for significant periods of time. The maximum
performance is obtained only if the following conditions are met. All
waveguide components must be rigidly mounted, the radar must be rigidly
fixed in place, the anechoic chamber must be closely temperature con-
trolled, the transmitter frequency must be extremely stable--preferably
phase locked to a low frequency standard oscillator, and the cancellation
circuits must be capable of fine, repeatable control of both the amplitude
and phase of the cancellation signal. Three radars, operating at fre-
quencies of 9 Gc, 35 Gc, and 70 Gc, have been constructed following
these pringiples. Details of the 35 and 70 Gc radars have been published
elsewhere so we only summarize here the performance figures attained.

TABLE II

9, 35 and 70 Gc Radar Performance

Frequency 9 Gc 35 Gc 70 Gc

Target Size 12' 3. 51 3.55"

Minimum
Detectable -76 dbm 2  -76 dbm 2  -6L. dbmr2

Cross Section
at k -4\dbA 2 -35 db X -25 db 2
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The above performance figures were measured at ID'A with
a plane-wave lens. With smaller targets and focused lenses, significant

increases in sensitivity can be achieved. For example, at 10 Gc a targetof 2" diameter and cross section -90 dbmZ (-60 db X• can be measured

and at 35 Gc a target of 0.8" diameter and cross section -95 dbm 2

(-54 db X can be measured. The essential features of these radars are
as follows. Both transmitter and local oscillator klystrons have been
phase-locked through a phase-locked multiplier chain to a I Mc frequency
standard. The phase stability of the system is such that an isolation of
better than 100 db at 70 Gc and 120 db at 35 Gc between the transmitted
and received signals has been maintained across the hybrid for continuous
periods of more than ten minutes. Also, phase can be measured directly
by comparison of the received signal against a reference signal. A simple
cancellation circuit has been included which has enabled the bridge to be
balanced in a smooth, controllable manner. The amplitude and phase of
the backscattered wave from the model can be measured with an accuracy
of better than + 1 db and + 20 respectively. Models are supported on
styrofoam towers which have been tuned to . maximum cross section of
-76 dbm 2 (-35 db A2 ) at 35 Gc and -62 dbm t(-35 db X ) at 70 Gc.

Recent measurements which have been made with these radars
may be found in References 7, 8, 9.

The Phase Comparison Radar

The CW balanced-bridge radar places stringent requirements
on the frequency stability of the microwave transmitter klystron. The
beat systems have therefore stabilized the klystron frequency with some
fairly elaborate techniques--for example, Pound stabilizers, crystal
multiplier chains, and phase-locked loops. A technique, called the
phase-comparison radar, has been developed in which the microwave
frequency stability requirements can be relaxed, and in which, effectively,
a CW balanced bridge operates at an audio modulating frequency. Details
of this system are presented in Reference (10), so only the essential
features of the system are presanted here. U

The radar consisted of a double-sideband suppressed carrier
Klystron transmitter (modulation frequency An4) driving the usual CW
bridge. The uninodulated Klystron output after being phase modulated
at a rate VJ; serves as the local oscillator. The output signal is fed
through the 4 mixer, a bandpass amplifier, a phase detec,ýor operating
at the modulating frequency uJrm , a tuned amplifier operating Rt &JA I

and an amplitude detector. It can be shown that the final output of this
system is of the form fo, - k co-s 46,n . Thus it is possible to balance
the bridge by adjusting the background signal from the far wall of the
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range and the leakage through the magic tee to be in phase, and then
adjusting both signals to be 900 out of phase with the reference signal in
the phase detector, so that the bridge output in the absence of a target
is zero. An operating version of this ra.dar has been constructed at 10 Gc,
and operated as expected. Background cancellation was effective at both
r'4 and modulating frequencies, and the requirement for extreme fre-

quency stability on the r4 source was relaxed. One disadvantage of the
bridge was that no tower c•.ncellation was possible.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON MODEL MEASUREMENTS WITH ANECHOIC
CHAMB ERS

In this section we present some general, possibly controversial con-
clusions about mm-wave model measurements in anechoic chambers. We
have found + 0. 5 db to be about the best possible accuracy with which
cross section measurements can be quoted, considering the errors in
illumination, background illimnination, RF attenuators, servo driven pen
recorders, and other error sources, and we feel that + 1 db is probably
closer to the actual error in most cases.

All our models are constructed to tolerances of 0.0010 in dimension,
0.100 in angle, and 5)a in surface finish, but, for most models, these
tolerances could be relaxed by a factor of ten without changing the re-
sults significantly.

For small models, we find that commercial rotating gear is inadequate
because the excessive vibration of these units changes the model aspect
during rotation.

The basic test of the quality of our measurements has always been
the ability to reproduce accurately the Mie sphere curves, and the ability
to produce symmetrical patterns with deep nulls. The ability to measure
the same nose-on cross section fn orthogonal polarizations is also impor-
tant. These criteria are necessary, butnot sufficient guarantees of good
cross section measurements. We have generally evaluated the quality of
the anechoic chamber by rotating a sphere off-center on a tower.

It should be noted that one of the virtues of the CW balanced-bridge
technique is that provided only the nose-on cross section of the model is
required, and the model does not have to be rotated, the cross section
of the support system and the range background are unimportant, and very
low cross sections can be measured. The limitations, other than that of
changing bridge balance, are only those second order effects caused by
the change of background illumination due to the model, and any model-
support interactions.
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In Figure 1, we present a general curve, which summarizes the
experience we have had with the CW balanced bridge. In this figure, we
plot minimum measurable model cross section in square wavelengths

against the model diameter in wavelengths, and the two shaded areas
delineate first the absolute limits of model geometry which can be
measured with the balanced-bridge, and second, the combination of
model size and cross section which are most easily measured with a
balanced bridge. Points typical of our three radars are also included in
the figure.

In Figure 2, we present a universal design chart for the CW balanced
bridge radar. This figure plots minimum measurable cross section
against range to target and target size with both antenna size and hybrid
isolation as parameters. The figure has been generated from the radar
equation: P and from the roughly linear relation between
model size and distance from the antenna. The three radars we have built
all perform essentially in accordance with this nonograph

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF MODELING TECHNIQUES

In the preceding sections, we have discussed the application of milli-
meter wave radars to the measurement of the radar cross section of model
targets in an anechoic chamber. The study of reentry phenomena is
another area in which millimeter wave radars and modeling techniques
have been successfully applied. Many of the relevant phenomena of reentry
can be duplicated under laboratory conditions with a hypersonic ballistics
range--a device in which small models are accelerated to high velocities
and fired through long tunnels containing controlled atmospheres. In

particular it is easy to make detailed studies of the flow field and plasma
effects over a wide range of pre-selected velocities and pressures, and,
as part of these studies, we have instrumented a CW doppler radar with
the beam located along the flight direction to make direct measurements
of the nose-on echo area of a projectile in flight. As was the case for
model measurements in anechoic chambers, ballistic range measurements I
require the simulation of free space conditions. The doppler shift pro-
duced by the moving projectile has been used to isolate the desired pro-
jectile signal from the clutter arising out of the stationary background.
Details of this technique are given in References 11, 12, 13 and 14. At
present, we operate two CW doppler radars at 35 and 70 Gc simulaneously,
diplexing the radar beams by means of a wire grid reflector. Both radars
are capable of measuring projectile rada cross section to within +1 db
over a range from -10 dý A to +30 db X (from -51 dbm 2 to -11 dbm 2 at
35 Gc and from -57 dbm to -17 dbm 2 at 70 Gc) while the projectile range
varies from 6 to 30 feet. Radar antennas, reflectors and microwave
windows have been designed so that the maximum operating range with a
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minimum of interference from the sides of the ballistic range is achieved,
with a minimum use of microwave absorber to line the tank. Excellent

agreement between the radar cross section measured in flight and that
obtained in the anechoic chamber has been noted. Further, significant
changes in the projectile radar cross section due to the plasma sheath
have also been noted, and these changes are being correlated with the
plasma properties.

Another version of the CW doppler radar has been installed with the
beam located at 450 to the flight axis. This oblique radar is used to
measure the properties of the wake behind the projectile. In particular,
transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the wake can be observed,
and measurements of the wake velocity can be made.

The radar operates at 35 Gc and is essentially similar to the two
radars described above. A 24" diameter Fl lens focused on the range
axis provides a spatial resolution of about two wavelengths along the flight
axis. Coarse cancellation of the background is accomplished at microwave
frequencies, and the doppler shift is used to isolate the projectile signal
from th- stationary background. Minimum detectable signal is about
-20 db
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STATE -OF-THE-ART
1 ANECHOIC BACKSCATTER RANGES

W. H. Emerson, Mgr. Absorbent Materials and Systems, B. F. Goodrich
F. P. Brownell, Senior Microwave Engineer, B. F. Goodrich

Shelton, Connecticut

INTRODUCTION

It has now been some ten years since the first "darkroom" was de-
scribed in the technical literature. I This particular room, like the ma-
jority of those which have followed, was brought into being primarily as
a facility for indoor measurement of antenna parameters. While a number
of such rooms have been put to good use in the measurement of radar cross
sections, it has only been relatively recently that concerted attention has
been given to acquiring an understanding of the particular requirements im-
posed by backscatter work. Once development effort was directed toward
this end, performance of chambers with respect to radar reflectivity char-
acteristics began to show steady improvement; a trend w hich is continuing
through the present and may be expected to continue in the future. We, as
chamber designers and suppliers, see solid evidence to indicate that the
backscatter chambers of today have inherent radar cross sections which
are a number of orders of magnitude better than those of a year or two
ago. Much of the interesting recent progress has not yet been reported
in the open literature. The primary purpose of this paper therefore be-
comes the description of the state-of-the-art in backscatter chambers as
seen from this vantage point. During the course of this description, em-
phasis will be placed on aspects such as: 1. ) the definition of customary
means of describing backscatter chamber performance, Z.) the inherent
chamber cross section levels which can be currently achieved, 3. ) the de-
sign techniques through which such performance can be accomplished and
4. ) the measurement techniques through which such levels can be quantita-
tively measured. Comparison of these performance characteristics with
those of other types of ranges is suggested.

DESCRIPTION OF THREE MODERN INDOOR REFLECTIVITY CHAMBERS

There would appear to be no better way to describe the state-of-the-art
in anechoic backscatter ranges than to describe existing new chambers
which have been specifically designed to provide nighest performance for
reflectivity measurements. Consequently, we present in Table I a wide
variety of comparative data and information on three chambers of this type
which have recently been designed and installed by this company. We be-
lieve that these facilities qualify for use of the term "state-of-tlt-art" as
a result of their high levels of performance and the fact that this perfor-
mance is directly attributable to new materials and techniq.,vs.
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TABLE 1.

Comparative information on three recent state-of-the-art reflectivity chambers
designed and installed by the B. F. Goodrich Company. *4

Reflectivity Characteristics at X-Band
Equivalent radar cross section at 25 feet for stated path length

Martin Sperry AIL I

Oj (favorab'le tilt angle) 60 dbd <M2 80 db dM 2  i •

30 dbA A2 36 db <A 2  50 db< z2

0 (back wall vertical) 49 db (M 2  30 db <M 2 45 db <M 2

Apparent reflection coefficient

I't (determined from dt) 77 db 85 db 99 db

r'v (determined from 6) 66 db 49 db 64 db

r'v ("Free Space VSWR" 62 db not meas. 67 db
technique )

Measurement Conditions

Path length to back wall 50 ft. 39 ft. 39 ft.
Frequency 10.0 KMC 10.0 KMC 10.0 KMC
Crosstalk before cancellation 10 db <M 2  35 db <MZ 35 db < M 2

Crosstalk after cancellation 65 db( M 2  85 db <M 2  88 db <M 2

Antennas Parabolas, Parabolas, Parabolas,

D = I ft. D = 1 ft. D = 1 ft.
Receiver sensitivity -85 dbm -85 dbrn -100 dbm
Generator output level +23 dbm +23 dbm + 20 dbm
Noise level in terms of O( 53 db(M 2  63 db( M2  60 db(M 2

Reference target sizes 2. 10 in., 28 db<Mz Same Same

.624 in., 43 db(M 2 Same Same

Design Characteristics

Back wall VHP-26, VHP-45, VHP-45
Tilt Wall Tilt Wall Tilt Wall

Side walls, floor and ceiling VHP-18 VHP-26, 18 VHP-26, 18

Front wall VHP-18 HV-8 HV-8
Baffles None None None
Floor work areas None Each End Each End
Shielding requirement None Moderate None
Construction Outdoor, Indoor, n 3d. Indoor, modular

Cnder block Plywood Plywood
Ventilation Forced air Air condition. Forced air
Lighting Incandescent Incandescent Incandescent
Cross section dimensions, Q IX 2Ox2O ft. 16x16 ft. 20x20 ft.
Length dimension, 0. D. 50 ft. 46 ft. 46 ft.

*It is suggested that those who are interested in detailed design and measurement
information on these chambers query the B. F. Goodrich Co. for copies of the
evaluation reports which are available on each.
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Reflectivity Characteristics

Prior to considering the observed performance levels of these cham-

bers, it would seem appropriate to provide discussion of the means which T
are commonly employed (and are here used) to quantitatively describe
chambers with respect to their backscatter properties. Two systems may
be encountered: 1. ) one defines chambers in terms of their inherent ra-
dar cross section, 2. ) the other in terms of their apparent reflection co-
efficient. While one may readily convert from one system to the other, the
two are sufficiently different in viewpoint to suggest continued existence of
both for the present. They are separately considered below:

Inherent Radar Cross Section. This terminology describes a cham-
ber in the manner which is customary for other types of radar targets. i. e.
in terms of the cross section of the equivalent sphere that would produce
the same return signal at the receiver as does the empty chamber. In the
case of other targets, the distance to the reference sphere and the target
is taken as the same so that the target may be described by a cross section

value which is exclusively a function of target reflection properties and in-
dependent of distance. Inthe case of a chamber, however, it is not as ob-
vious as to what distance should be chosen for the reference sphere since
a chamber does not appear at a discrete point in space. While the distance

to the chamber back wall might have been established as a reference point,
it has instead become customary to define the inherent cross section of a
chamber with the sphere located at a fixed distance and hence unrelated to
chamber dimensions. Values are commonly quoted with the reference dis-
tance chosen as 25 feet (as in Table I), 50 feet, or the distance of the tar-
get pedestal in a particular chamber.

This means of describing chamber performance provides both ad-
vantage and disadvantage. The advantage is that it expresses quality in
terms of radar cross section; a concept which is familiar, useful and ap-
propriate for chambers of this type. On the other hand, the cross section
numerical value is not exclusively a function of chamber reflection properties
but is, in addition, a function of both reference target distance and back
wall distance. As a result, a direct comparison between values quoted for
one chamber cannot be readily made with values quoted for another unless
the values are converted to the same basis with respect to both distance
factors. Such conversion can be made with knowledge that: 1. ) the radar
cross section value for a chamber varies directly as the fourth power of
distance to the reference sphere (ref. radar range equation), and 2. ) the
equivalent radar cross section at a fixed distance varies inversely as the
square of the distance to the back wall. 5 The equation for the conversion
follows:
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Rtw

where C( I and 0'2 = chamber equivalent radar cross sections
(db<M2 ) at reference target distances
Rti and RtZ in chambers I and 2

Rwl and RwZ = Radar to back walt distances in chambers
I and 2.

The following is an example of such conversion: Assume it is
necessary to convert the equivalent cross section of a chamber known to be I
60 db(M' at 25 feet with 50 foot distance to the back walt to the equivalent
cross section at 100 feet with 120 foot wall distance for purposes of com-
parison with another chamber. With the aid of the above equation, it may
be shown that the numerical value for the first chamber becomes 43. 5 db(M 2

at 100 feet with the back wall at 120 foot distance. It might not be apparent
to the uninitiated that two numerical values which superficially appear so
dissimilar describe the same quantitative phenomena. The disadvantage is
evident of this description method in not providing a unique number to de-
scribe chamber performance.

Turning now to the X-Band reflectivity values quoted in Table I, we
find that th se three chambers show equivalent radar cross sections of
10"6 to 10" square meters at 25 feet over close to full path length with the
back wall set at a favorable tilt angle. (The effects of back watt tilt are dis-
cussed in a later section.)

A comparison of these cross section values with the encountered
systems noise levels listed in Table I for these chambers shows that with
each the level of chamber reflected energy was so low as to be below re-
ceiver noise. (The technique developed to measure cross section when be-
low noise is described in a lateo- section. ) It is our understanding that
these chambers represent the first time that this condition has been achieved.
We speculate that it would be desirable during use of a chamber to know that
any observed signal was not corrlng from the chamber. As a result of the low
inherent cross sections, these chambers provide opportunity for work with
smaller targets or for higher accuracy on larger targets. An idea of the ac-
curacy available may be determined from the recordinp of Figure I which
shown a small target with a cross section of 42 db<MZ at Z5 feet moving in
and out of phase with chamber reflected energy. It may be noted that finite
reflections from the chamber are here causing an uncertainty of only about
plus or mint0. I db in the value of cross section for a target of as small a
size as this.

Also listed in Table I ari values for the inherent cross section of
these chambers for the condidon where the back wall is vertical. This data
has been included to facilitate comparison with chambers having the conven-
tlonpl fiel bhr)K wa1l. It will be noted that one of the chambers showed an
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appreciably higher value of cross section for the condition of wall vertical
despite the similarity of design to the other two. Study of the recordings
of cross section vs. tilt angle for each of these chambers reveals that
cross section values averaged over a range of angles are similar on all
three chambers but that values at any given tilt angle (including 0") may
vary appreciably. It appears that the quality of the absorbent material
determines the general level but that superimposed on this level are max-
imums and minimums which we attribute to diffraction phenomena (i. e.
the particular vector sum of all the unit wall vectors at that particular
angle and frequency). These recordings clearly show that a higher value
was encountered for this chamber because a peak in the diffraction pat- -
tern here happened to fall with the wall vertical. The tilt wall may be
thought of a means of insuring that such peaks can always be avoided and
that good nulls can always be introduced lo achieve lower levels of inherent
cross section.

Reflection Coefficient. This terminology describes a chamber on
a basis of the ratio of incident to reflected energy just as is done with ab-
sorbent materials. In the case of materials, the reflection coefficient I
describes (and is determined from) the level of reflected energy from the
absorber with respect to the level of incident energy from a flat conducting
surface. In the case of a chamber, the reflection coefficient similarly de-

scribes (and may be determined from) the level of chamber reflected energy -

with respect to the level of incident energy calculated to come from an in-
finite flat conduct.ng surface located at the distance of and in the plane of
the dhmber back wall. Since radar cross section is proportional to power,
the reflection coefficient also describes (and may be determined from) the
ratio of inherent chamber cross section to the cross section calculated
for an infinite conducting surface located at the back wall.

The reflection coefficient of a chamber is thus, by definition, the
reflection coefficient of the absorbent material on the back wall an measured •-

in the chamber. To express chamber quality in terms of reflection coeffici-
ent is to state that the observed level of chamber reflected energy or the ob-
served level of inherent chamber cross section is that expected for an in-
finite conducting surface located in the plane of the chamber back wall when I
covered with an absorber having the stated value of reflection coefficient.

The concept of thinking of chamber reflected energy as emanating
from the material of the back wall is well related to practice since back-

scatter chambers are typically used and defined with sufficient antenna
directivity to limit illumination to the back w/all and thus avoid degradation •

of chamber cross section by reflection from side wall, floor and ceiling re-
glons. It is for reason of such illumination that the reference value for the
conducting surface iv calculated from the case of an infinite wall rather than "•

a finite wall with dimensions of the chamber cross section. Use of the latter

case is not considered here appropriate since, with typical chamber illumina-
tion, the edges of the back wall are indefinite as the result of low illumination.
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The expression of interest for the infinite wall case in Cr =1R2 where
R is the distance to the chamber back wall in meters and 0" is the equiva-
lent cross section at the distance of the back wall expressed in square
meters. In view of the importance here of this expression and the fact
that it is not familiar to all, we include a derivation in Appendix A.

Defining chamber performance in terms of reflection coefficient
also presents disadvantages. The chief disadvantage appears to be that
definition is less familiar to users of backscatter chambers, and, in ad-
dition, cannot be directly applied to backscatter problems without conver-
sion back to cross section units. On the other hand, advantage is offered
since the reflection coefficient definition describes both chambers and ma-
terials in the same manner and hence both have essentially the same nu-
merical value. The only difference is that the chamber reflection coeffia-
ent describes (and is determined from) an aggregate of absorber pieces
mounted on the back wall in a chamber whereas the reflection coefficient
of the material describes (and is deterrmined from) individual pieces or
small groups of pieces. The reflection coeffiient concept thus provides
distinct advantage in choosing a back wall material to meet a particular re-
quirement or in predicting chamber performance. IRrhaps the most im-
portant advantage to use of reflection coefficient is that it provides a unique
numerical value to describe a chamber. This value is exclusively a function
of chamber reflecbion properties and is thus independent of the distances to
a reference sphere or a back wall. Values for various chambers can, with
this definition, be directly compared without need for conversion to common
distances as is required for the radar cross section definition.

Table I contains reflection coefficient values for each of the three
chambers under conditions where, in one case, the back wall is set at a
favorable angle and in the other where the back wall is fixed at vertical.
Note that in the best chamber a reflection coefficient value of approximately
100 db was encountered at a favorable back wall tilt angle. This value ac-
tually means that the amount of chamber reflected energy measured back
at the receiving antenna was the amount that would be expected from a con-
ducting wall at the other end of the chamber when this wall was covered
with an absorbing material having normal incidence reflection coefficient
of approximately 100 db, Since materials are not known which reduce re-
flection by this amount, measurement of this low a value for the chamber
gives evidence of the effectiveness of the tilt wall in further reducing the
level of reflected energy beyond that provided by the material with fixed ver-
tical mounting.

It will be noted that the table lists reflection coefficient values for
the condition of back wall vertical as determined in two different ways. In
one case the values were obtained from the ratio of the inherent cross sec-
tion measured in the chamber to the cross section calculated for the con-
ducting wall. In the other case, values for two of the three chambers were
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acquired by measurements of reflection coefficient by the "free space
VSWR" technique which is commonly employed to measure the reflec-

tion properties of chambers designed for antenna measurements, A corn- i
parison of the reflection coefficient values from the two methods is of in-

terest. It will be noted from the data of Table I that the values for both

chambers by both methods differed by not more than 4 db. Such agreement

is interpreted as lending support for the concepts here presented.

The magnitude of values for the condition of back wall vertical

is also of interest since opportunity is here provided for comparing the re-

ftection coefficient measured in a chamber with the reflection coefficient of

the materials covering the back wall. The fact that the values for the cham-

ber are here found to be the range of 60 to 70 db would indicate that the back
wall materials were characterized by similar reflection coefficient values.

Such a comparison is limited in the case of these chambers however, since

the reflection properties of the materials here used are not quantitatively
well known. This is the case because techniques are not available at this

time for making measurements on individual pieces or small groups of

pieces which have such low reflection coefficients. A variety of both prac-

tical and conceptual problems involving factors such as edge reflections,

size effects, etc. 2, limit measurements with reasonable accuracy to the
50 db range at the present state-of-the-art. On the other hand, we propose

that in view of the manner in which these measurements were made, they
may be considered as providing: 1.) the first quantitative measurement

of the normal incidence reflection coefficient of any materials into the 60-
70 db range and 2. ) the first confirmation that materials can be provided
which have a reflection coefficient as low as 60 to 70 db down.

Prior to completing this section it might be well to point out cer-

tain limitations to both of the above means of describing the reflection
properties of backscatter chambers.

a. Both describe chamber performance for the case where

the chamber is empty or contains a physically small target. Some classes
of targets cause significant enhancement of apparent chamber cross section
which in turn causes measurement error above that predlLcd on the basis

of known values of chamber cross section or reflection coefficient.

b. Both describe chamber performance for the condition of low
side wall illumination. During such times as it is necessary to measure
with smaller antennas, it should be borne in mind that the inherent chamber

cross section will be degraded and will be a function of the degree of side

wall illumination.

c. Neither describes how much undesired energy may be ar-
riving at the test site via specular or non specular reflection from the side
wall, floor and ceiling surfaces to constitute a source of measurement error.
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d. Neither describes how good a chamber is in regard to secon-
dary reflections, i. e. reflections from large objects under test to adjacent
wall surfaces, and thence back to the object to appear as a form of error.

It may be anticipated that future definitions of chamber reflectivity
performance will be expanded to include description in terms of these factors
and that this will provide impetus to development of improved solutions to
the basic chamber problems represented by these factors.

Design Aspects of These Chambers

While a variety of second order factors have contributed to the ob-
served performance levels, comment will be limited in this section to the
two design factors which are primarily responsible for the advancement of
these chambers over prior art. These important factors are: a. ) the ab-
sorbing materials used on the back wall and b. ) the arrangement for tilting
the back wall. In view of their significance, they are separately considered
below.

a. Absorbing Materials. Each of the three chambers used the
B. I-*. Goodrich VHP (Very High Performance) materials to completely
cover the back wall regions. This particular type was chosen in view of
interest that each of these chambers exhibit performance at the state-of-
the -art.

This particular material is in the form of an aggregate of flexible
foam dissipative pyramids. The function of the geometrical shaping is to
effectively reduce reflection by providing a long, gradual, discontinuity
free taper from the propagation characteristics of free space to the propa-
gation characteristics of the dissipative medium. Use of the pyramidal
shape provides a transition where the loss increases at an exponential
rate. This particular rate of change is known to be desirable for two rea-
sons: 1. ) it is economical in terms of thickness for a given performance
at the low frequency end, 2.) it provides a general trend of decreasing re-
flection with increasing taper length which allows achievement of very low
reflection coefficients with very long tapers.

Forty-five (45) inch thick versions of VHP material were used on
the back wall in two of these chambers. This physical thickness provides
at X-Band a taper which is extremely long in terms of wavelengths (approx-
imately 40.#) and a taper which is extremely gradual in terms of change
per wavelength. These factors are undoubtedly important in the attainment
of the 60 - 70 db normal incidence reflection coefficient attributed to this
material at this frequency. While use of such thick materials at such high
frequencies may be surprising to some, it is our understanding that per-
formance at this level cannot be attained in any other manner at the present
state-of -the-art.
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b. Tilt Wall. What is referred to here is an arrangement which
has been designed into each of these three chambers to allow the back wall
to be tilted through an angle range of approximately 20 from the vertical
and set at an angle which directs a good null in wall reflection back down I
axis. The idea :&s carried out with a motor drive on a hinged absorber
covered wall that is of a size approximating this inside dimension of the
chamber. Controls for the motor are returned to the receiving position I
so that the operator may conveniently find such a null by observing receiv-
er output. 4

It will be appreciated that motion of a wall in this manner may
be expected to provide variations of reflected energy at the receiver as a
result of what might be considered as a scanning through a portion of the
back wall diffraction pattern. The observed results appear to be in keep-
ing with the complex diffraction pattern that might be expected for a large
surface which varies in both phase and amplitude of reflection from point
to point on its surface. Figure 2 shows a typical recording of the encoun-
tered variation of reflected energy (and hence inherent radar cross seotion)
with tilt angle.

What is of primary importance here, however, is that tilting the
back wall exhibits deep nulls which represent a significant improvement
in radar cross section. Figure 2 for example shows a number of nulls
going down into noise at 53 db<M 2 . Noise level is here expressed in
equivalent cross sectiun at 25 feet. Measurements which are described
in the following section have shown that the level of energy in the nulls may
be as much as 20 db below noise. These measurements have also revealed
that there may be a ratio in excess of 40 db between the level of the worst
peak and the best null with tilt over a 200 range of angles.

Reference is again made to Figure I in view of its importance in
demonstrating the achievement of a very low inherent chamber cross sec-
tion using the tilt wall to provide a favorable wall angle. At the upper right
of this recording is shown the trace of a swinging sphere of a size 28 db<M2 .
Ho sign of periodicity is detected which might be attributed to the sphere
passing in and out of phase with the chamber. In the center left region of
the recording is noted the trace of a swinging 43 db <M 2 sphere. With
this small target a perindic variation of approximately 0. 2 db is noted as
the moving sphere altern-itely passed in and out of phase with the fixed
chamber reflection. It may be shown that a periodic variation of this mag-
nitude is attributable to a signal some 38 db below the level of the sphere.
We, therefore, determine that the level of the chamber is here 38 db below
the 43 db<M2 sphere or at approximately 81 db <M2 . Ambi guity as towhether the weaker or stronger level represents the sphere or the chamber
is easily resolved in view of the change of average level with change of
sphere size. It was estabiished in a manner described in the following sec-
tion that the crosstalk between transmitter and receiver during this recording
was cancelled to a level at least 88 db <M 2 . Receiver noise was at a level
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equivalent to 60 db (M 2 .

We thus see that a combination of state-of-the-art absorbing ma-
terials in conjunction with a tilt wall can offer opportunity for accurate cross
section measurements to a level close to noise. Patent application has been
made on the proprietary tilt wall feature by the B. F. Goodrich Co.

Measurement Techniques

Inherent Radar Cross Section. A number of organizations have used
the technique described in these references 2, 3 to measure the inherent ra-
dar cross section of backscatter chambers. This method basically com-
pares the level of reflected energy from the chamber with that of a sphere
of known cross section at known distance. This particular technique ts
characterized by the way in which crosstalk between tranmmitter and re-
ceiver :@ handled. Here crosstalk is set to be either in phase or out of
phase with chamber reflected energy by small physical movement of the an-
tennas to a location which provides the desired phase of relationship between
the two components. The vector sum kor difference) of these two voltages
is then cancelled down into receiver noise. Further antenna movement is then
used to introduce an additional 180* phase shift in the return from the cham-
ber. Under this condition, it maybe shown that the remaining voltage is
equal to twice the voltage from the chamber and thus provides a measure
of the inherent chamber reflection levt.

While this method provides accurate measurements of reflection
levels which are well above noise, it also provides values which become
increasingly inaccurate as the chambet level under measurement approaches
the noise level. This is because one of the steps of this procedure requires
cancellation. In practice. with this method, one is able to insure cancella-
tion only to the point where the signal goes into noise. An "uncertainty vec-
tor" voltage which may be almost as large as the difference between 0 and
noise level is therefore left in the problem. This error voltage combines
vectorially with the chamber reflected voltage to limit -neadurement accuracy.

6ince modern design techniques are able to provide chambers in
which the level of reflected energy is below noise, it It apparent that the
above measurement technique is inapplicable since it may possessan in-
herent error voltage which may be larger than the chamber reflected vol-
tage, rather than some 20 db below it as is desirable for accurate measure-
ment. In view of the above, this company has developed a measurenmnt
technique which extends the opportunity to make quantitative radar cross
section measurements of a given accuracy downiward by a few orders of mag-
nitude. As a result, this new method is well adapted for use with modern
chambers. This method which we refer to as the "B. F. Goodrich technique"
is described in principle below:

Rather than usc this as an opportunity to discuss the method in all
detail, consideration will be limited to the two main concepts which primari-
ly determine the inprovement in measurement sensitivity. These are:
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1. ) the means used by this method to measure the magnitude of a signal
which may be some orders of magnitude below noise, and 2. ) the means
used by this method to greatly reduce the size of the previously referenced
"uncertainty vector" which provides the main limitation to accuracy.

a. Quantitative Measurement of a Signal Below Noise. Those of
us who cut our engineering teeth on routine slotted line measurements may
not have realized that many of the values being measured were of levels ap-
preciably below noise. Consider the case where a VSWR of 1. 04 is meas-
ured on an antenna or load where the level of incident energy on the line is
15 db above detector noise. It may be shown that a VSWR of this magni-
tude is caused by reflected signal at a level of 35 db below incident as the
two go in and out of phase. For the chosen example, the level of reflected I
energy is actually about 20 db below the detector noise level.

What is being taught above is that quantitative measurements can
be made of reflection levels that are well below noise by adding this energy
vectorially with changing phase to an incident signal which is above noise.
this may be viewed as the modulation of a carrier where the depth of modula-
tion is proportional to the level of the modulating signal.

This concept is used by the B. F. Goodrich technique to measure
the level of reflected energy below noise level. It is employed in practice
by swinging a sphere of known cross section on a monofilament line and re-
cording the periodic amplitude variations which are caused by the sphere
passing in and out of phase with chamber reflected energy as is shown in -

Figure 1.

A note of caution should be here introduced. A swinging sphere
simultaneously measures the level of chamber reflected energy and the level •

of the'uncertainty vector"with some arbitrary vector relationship between
them. One is justified in accepting the value which issues from a swinging
sphere as the level of reflected energy only after it has been established I-
that the "uncertainty vector" is at an appreciably lower level.

b. Reduction of the "Uncertainty Vector". Our technique

achieves a condition where the error voltage which exists as a result of
incomplete cancellation is known to be a number of orders of magnitude
below noise rather than near noise as with the previously considered method. ,

Rather than cancel the vector sum (or difference) of cross talk and chamber

down to noise, our technique uses the somewhat simpler and more straight- -
forward arrangement of cancelling only crosstalk. It will be appreciated

that if crosstalk can be well cancelled, energy from the chamber will pre- l
dominate above it with minimum error. Cancelling only crosstalk opens
up opportunities for using procedures which allow cancelling to much lower
levels. The following procedure was developed for this purpose and forms-

a feature of the B. F. Goudrich technique;
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Consider a case where the antennas and the cancellation network

(phase shifter and attenuator) are mounted on a rolling platform which al-

lows linear movement over a few wavelengths in a direction parallel to the

direction of propagation. When a fixed target is located at the test site,

movement of the antennas will produce a periodic amplitude variation in the

level of detected energy as a result of target energy of variable phase passing
in and out of phase with crosstalk of fixed phase. If the phase shifter and at-

tenuator are tuned to minimize this periodic variation (analogous to matching

an antenna with stubs to achieve a'!flat line"), a condition is achieved where

the crosstalk is well cancelled and the remaining signal is that from the tar-

get. In practice this periodic variation is read on the expanded scale of a

bolometer amplifier at the output of the receiver. Tuning of the cancellation

network generally is able to provide a condition where periodicity is no long-

er discernible and is known to be less than 0. 05 db. This would represent a

condition where the level of crosstalk would be known to be at least 50 db be-
low the target level. If the target were 10 db above noise, it would thus be
known that the crosstalk was cancelled to a level at least 40 db below noise.

This would represent an improvement of perhaps 40 db in the level of the
"uncertainty vector" over the other measurement method.

The combination of this cancellation procedure and this meano of

determining chamber level below noise allow measurement of the inherent

cross section of a chamber to be made to something like a 40 db lower level

with the B. F. Goodrich technique in contrast to the previously referenced
technique.

Reflection Coefficient During the course of evaluation of these cham-

bers, measurements were made of the chamber reflection coefficient by

two different methods. In one case this quantity was obtained by taking the

ratio of the measured inherent cross section of a chamber to the cross sec-

tion calculated for a flat conductive surface located in the plane of the back
wall. The reflection coefficient values shown in Table I which were deter-

mined in this manner are identified as "determined from O7".

In the other case, reflection coeffici.nt values were obtained by

the so-called "free space VSWR" technique which was developed by the B. F.

Goodrich Co. and has seen wide use in the measurement of reflection prop-

erties of chambers designed for pattern work. These values are identified

as such in the table. The manner in which the reflection coefficient of cham-

bers is measured by this technique is discussed below:

It will be recalled that to describe a backscatter chamber in terms

of reflection coefficient is really to describe it in terms of the reflection co-

efficient of the back wall covering material. Thus the reflection coefficient

value for a chamber is obtained by measuremenit of the reflection coefficient

of the back wall material in place. The technique here employed is, in prin-

ciple, the same as that used in the well known "arch method" developed by

the Naval Research Laboratory for measurement of the reflecting properties of
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individual absorber pieces. 4 This method obtains the ratio of reflected to
incident energy by comparing the energy level over a path involving reflec-
tion from the absorbing material to the energy level over a path of the same
length without the material. The ratio of the two levels is the reflection co-
efficient.

This basic technique is easily applied to a chamber by comparing
the energy level over a path involving reflection from the back wall of the
chamber to the energy level over a path of the same length without the ma-
terial. In practice this is accomplished in the following manner: The
chamber is illuminated at the appropriate end with a directional antenna.
Another directional antenna is used as a receiver in the vicinity of the test
site near the other end of the chamber. The level of incident or direct
energy is obtained by orienting the receiving antenna toward the source.
The level of energy reflected frorm the wall is obtained after rotating the
receiving anlenna toward the back wall of the chamber. When oriented in
this direction, the antenna will receive energy not only over the desired
wall reflected path but also, at the same time, over the direct path via
a back lobe of the antenna. It becomes necessary to separate these two
signals, measure the level of each, and identify which is the one repre-
senting reflection from the wall. The "free space VSWR" technique has
been developed for handling this type of problem in the evaluation of pat-
tern chambers. It accomplishes these ends by mease-ring the "free space
VSWR" encountered in a chamber as a probe antenna is physically moved
to make the two signals pass in and out of phase. From the magnitude of
this VSWR the difference in level between the two signals is determined.
This technique will be recognized as being the free space analogy to the
measurement of the reflection coefficient of a dummy Load in a waveguide
system. This technique is applied to the problem at hand by moving the
directional antenna parallel to the direction of propagation (perpendicular
to the wall surface) to allow the wall reflected component to pass in and
out of phase with the direct energy coming in off the back of the antenna.
Ambiguity as to whether the wall reflected energy is represented by the
value of the stronger or weaker signal can be resolved in a number of
ways, the most common of which is by comparing these tevels with the
known back lobe level of the antenna. Since the path involving the wall
is slightly longer than the direct path, a small correction for the differ-
ence in distance is applied prior to quoting the ratio of the wall reflected
energy level to the direct energy level as the chamber (i. e. wall) reflec-
tion coefficient.

IMPROVING CHAMBER ACCURACY

In using backscatter chambers such as these, one has at his disposal
two important factors upon which measurement accuracy is dependent.
These are: 1.) chamber illumination and Z.) distance to the target.
Familiarity with these factors will allow them to be used to advantage
rather than contributing to unnecessary error.
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Illumination Directivity

Good backscatter chambers at the present state-of-the-art may ex-
hibit much higher levels of reflected energy from side walls, floor and
ceiling than from the back wall. This point was graphically brought out in
the additional measurement of one of these three chambers with antennas
of very low directivity. The inherent cross section under this condition
was actually 5Z db poorer than when measured with antennas which re-
stricted illumination to the back wall. This very large difference is at-
tributable to: 1..) the loss of effectiveness of the back wall tilt feature
since here only a small percentage of the total energy was on the back
wall and 2. ) the fact that the majority of radiated energy here fell on

absorbing material at wide angles of incidence where the effectiveness of
conventional materials is well reduced. Measurements of inherent cross
section vs. azimuth which were made with high directivity antennas in
two of these chambers provided additional confirmation that side wall re-
gions reflect much more energy than the back wait region.

It is thus apparent that measurements of highest accuracy are to
be achieved when sufficient antenna directivity is employed to limit il-
lumination to the back wall and discriminate against the poorer regions.
This factor should be given attention in the establishment of height and
widhdimensions for anticipated facilities.

Target Distance

It is our belief that all backscatter chambers should have a conven-
ient arrangement for locating the target under test at the minimum dis-
tance allowed by far field. This is to take advantage of the opportunity
offered by the sharp inverse fourth power function of received power with
distance to improve the ratio of target level to chamber level. Appreciate
that this advantage is available only when distance is reduced by moving
the target toward the source and not if the source is moved toward the tar-
get as a result of back wall distance.

FUTURE STATE-OF-THE-ART

Those involved in radar cross section measurements can expect that

current development in the absorber field will provide materials, designs,
and facilities which are conducive to more demanding future work. 1br
example, the following two ideas seem sufficiently close to commercial

realization and sufficiently significant to backscatter efforts as to justify
mentioning at this time:

1. A WideAngle Material. The first successful development of a
material designed specifically to provide high performance at wide angles

of incidence has been completed. .;t is now apparent that this material will
offer a radar cross section at wide angles of incidence which is some two
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orders of magnitude below that from conventional materials designed for
normal incidence application. The material will be in the form of a VHP
type which will have the pyramids inclined to be approximately parallel to
the direction of propagation. Future chambers will offer lower cross sec-
tions (especially where wider illumination has to be used) as a result of
this development.

2. A Weatherproof Low Backscatter Material. Development has
also been completed on a means of providing a weatherproof coating for
very high performance material. As a result, absorbers offering in ex-
cess of 30 and 40 db reflection coefficient will, for the first time, be-
come available for outdoor work. Both the regular and new wide angle
versions of VHP material will be offered in this flexible weatherproof
form. These materials will make a significant contribution to the im-
provement of existing outdoor ranges and will help to insure that future
outdoor facilities will represent an improvement over those of the present
state -of-the -art,
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TRANSMISSION LINE SCATTERING RANGE

Michael J. Gans
Electrical Engineer
MB Associates

ABSTRACT

A new type of scattering range is described in which the radur reflection
properties of objects are measured by inserting the object into a transmission
line. The theoretical justification for this technique is presented from the
basis of the reciprocity theorem. A theoretical comparison is then made
between a specific two wire transmission line range and an image plane range
to illustrate the increased signal and decreased spurious ret:rm provided by
the transmission line range. Its utility in the following areas is discussed:
simplification of model support, positioning and orientation equipment;
polarization and phase measurements; forward and bistatic cross-section
measurements; frequency sweep measurements; and controlled environment
measurements. The experimental program presently in progress to determine
the limitations of the transmission line range is also described.

INTRODUCTION

When one attempts to measure the scattering cross-section of very
small objects on a conventional scattering range, the return is so small that
extremely sensitive instruments and stable systems are required. A great
deal of attenuation on scattering ranges is du• to the spreading of the waves:
1/4 1Tr 2 for the incident wave times 1/4" rul for the reflected wave.
Thus the attenuation in power is proportional to 1/r4 where r is the distance
to the scatterer. The following is a method of eliminating the 1/r4 attenu-
ation and yet keeping the received voltage proportional to the square root of
the free space scattering cross-section. The method consists of placing the
scatterer into a uniform transmission line. An example of such a range is
shown in Figure 1 . In this example, the signal in the receiver arm of the
directional coupier is nulled in the absence of the scatterer by means of the
tuner. The scatterer is thern inserted into the transmission line, and it
introduces a new reflection which is measured by the receiver. As shown
in the next section, this signal, V, is proportional to the square root of the
free space back-scattering cross-section of the scatterer.
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PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD

The justification for this technique is based upon the reciprocity theorem1. 2 ,
which states that the above-mentioned signal, V, is determined by an equation
"of the form

V = Cf(" E -J dSJscatterer - "-()

where C is a constant, E is the field when the scatterer is absent, J is the current
distribution on the scatterer. From equation (1) it is seen that, if one can produce
the same field in the absence of the scatterer as a free space plane wove, and if
one can cause the current distribution on the scatterer to be the same as if it were
immersed in a free space plane wave, then the re,.eived voltage would be the
same as that for a free space scattering range. These conditions can be satisfied
with a uniform transmission line. On a uniform +ransmission line the wave
travels at the velocity of light and the wave impedance is that of free space 3 .
Furthermore, if the scatterer is small compared to the dimensions of the transmission
line, the transmission line field will be essentially uniform over the volume into
which the scatterer is to be inserted. Thus if the transmission line is terminated
in a matched load it will provide the same field in the absence of the scatterer
as a free space plane wave. Some currents will be induced on the scatterer due
to the field reflected by the transmission line or surrounding objects. If these
currents are negligible compared to the currents induced by the incident field,
the current distribution on the scatterer will be the same as if it were immersed
in a free space plane wave. The interaction of the scatterer with the trans-
mission line and other surrounding objects is not too difficult to minimize.
For instance Justice and Rumsey 2 point out that the currents on a scatterer,
one half wavelength long, are changed by only one percent when a ground
plane is brought to within a quarter wavelength. Also, they measured the
cosine distribution of the TE01 field in a rectangular waveguide by means of
a scatterer, obtaining nearly perfect agreement to within 1/20 of a wavelength
from the wall, confirming their prediction that "conducting surfaces in the
vicinity of the scatterer do not appreciably alter the square law dependence of
echo voltage on incident electric field.' Also they point out that, if the surface
of the reflector with which the scatterer interacts is convex, the inter-action
will be significantly less.

TYPICAL SENSITIVITY

As an example of the sensitivity of the transmission line range the following
comparison is made between a two wire line scattering range shown in Figure 1,
and an image plane scattering range. If one desires to measure the radar cross
section of an object small compared to wavelength, then the distance, s, between
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the two wires need only be a half wavelength to make the mutual interaction 4
between the wires and the scatterer negligible and to make the field uniform
over the volume of the scatterer. With a half wavelength spacing between
the wires, one must be careful to provide a balanced and well tapered input
to the line in order to prevent radiation and excitation of undesired modes
(a typical surface wave excitation problem). A cross-sectional view of the J

two wire transmission line is shown in Figure 2. Assume that the signal
generator output is one watt and there are no mismatches in the circuit of Ii
Figure 1. Then the voltage on the transmission line is

V - lZo'x Power : rZo (2) 1
where Zo, the characteristic impedance of the transmission line, is given by4

Zo= 120 cosh- (b) (3)

For this example, the wires were chosen to be 10 AWG copper. Thus

S = = 1.5cm = 0.59 inch; 2b = 0.1 inch (4)

It is possible to express the electric field on a two wire transmission line in
the form 5

cash + ÷cos-e- ;
E - V (5)

where i and 4- are the bipolar coordinates, E is the electric field which
is in the .0- direction, a is the proper interfocal distance and • is
determined from the following two relations

S 2 2acoth o and b . csch (6)

By the use of equations (2) - (6) it is seen that the incident electric field
at the center between the two wires in 15.6 volts/cm; so that the power
incident on the scatterer is given by

Pinc = 6.48 x 103 watts/m2 (7)

112077

For comparison, the University of California image plane scattering range is
examined. At 9300 mc (A.= 3.23 cm) the minimum far field distance, rmin,
is given as 25 inches (63.5 cm) 6 . Thus, the size of the illuminating horns

aperture, d, is
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Figure 2

Cross Sectional View of Two Wire Transmission Line
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d = ,63 = 10.15 cm. (8)
2

Whereas the gain, 2, of the horn is7 (at A = 3 cm)

g = 4 ) =143. (9)

However, the attenuation due to spreading of the waves at rmin is 1/(41rmin 2).
At =3 cm, rminis

2d
2

r m =68.7 cm. (10)min A

Hence the inciden, power level for a generator on the University of California
scattering range is

g __143_i
Pinc 41-rmin 2  4T (.687)7 24.2 watts/m 2 . (11)

Therefore, the voltage ratio of the scattered signal received by the two-wire
line scattering range to the signal received by the free space range is determined
by means of (1), (7), and (11) as

V2W 6.48 x 103.4 = 267 (12)

VFS 24.2

VI
dbs.gna = 20 Log10 2 20 (2.426) = 48.5 db. (13)

power VFS

Equation (13) shows the considerable advantage of the two-wire scattering over
the free space scattering range for small objects. Other configurations for the
two-wire line can be applied if larger objects are to be measured, e.g., Bus
Bars, etc..... These confiourations can give a more uniform field over a larger
volume and less expansion of the power outside the scattering region if care is
used not to excite higher order modes or to radiate.

i
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS A JSi

In order to test the accuracy of the transmission line scattering range a
system was constructed as shown in Figure 1 with S = 1.7 cm = A/2 at
8.75 gigacycles. Since metal spheres much smaller than one wavelength in
radius have a theoretical cross section which is well known, it was decided
to test the accuracy of the range by using 3 balls, 1/8", 3/16", and 1/4"
in diameter, respectively. Also, since the transmission line scattering range
should give the same result for radar cross section independent of how far
along the line the scatterer is placed, each ball was measured at three posi-
tions along the line. As seen in Figure 3, there was close agreement between
the cross sections measured at the three positions.

The measurements were normalized by equating the average cross section
of the 1/8" diameter ball, as measured at t+e three positions, to the theoretical
cross section for a 1/8" diameter metal spher -. It is shown in Figure 3 that
the rest of the measurements agree with the theoretical values. The theoretical
back-scattering cross section of a metal sphere of radius, a, small compared
to wavelength, is8

13,90 ()4 (14)

For example the back-scattering cross section for a 1/4" diameter metal sphere
at 8.75 gigacycles is 0.317 square centimeters.

POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS

An experimental program has been initiated in order to determine the

possibilities and limitations of the transmission line scattering range in the
following areas.

Signal to Noise Ratio

Since the signal power is not reduced by 1/r4 as in a free space scattering
range, the signal power is potentially higher in a transmission line scattering range.
In conventional ranges power is spread out and reflected from many obstacles besides
the target. These spurious reflections are tuned out before the target is inserted;
however, slight movements of the spurious reflectors introduce noise which is
difficult to eliminate, especially since the spurious reflections are usually much
larger than the target reflections. In the transmission line scattering range, however,
the field is concentrated on the target, and what gets by the target is absorbed by
a standard transmission line matched !oad. Thus, the transmission line scattering
range potentially gives a higher signal and a lower noise than conventional scattering
ranges.
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Plot of Back Scattering Cross Section of Small Metal Spheres
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Construction

Due to its inherent high sensitivity and minimum spurious reflections,
the transmission line scattering range should have less stringent demands of
stability and close construction tolerances and so make it easier to build than
conventional ranges. Also, conventional ranges must operate in the far field of
both the illuminating antenna and the target (unless the target is short enough 1
to remain in one fresnel zone of the near field). This means that the target must

be 2d2/; from the illuminating antenna7 ; where d equals the largest dimension
of the antenna aperture and A is the free space wavelength. There is no such
distance requirement for the transmission line scattering range, which may allow
it to be constructed smaller than conventional ranges. 4 A

Support of Models

Since the field is concentrated on the target, supporting devices
(rotating motors, etc.) may be brought in closer to the target without disturb-
ing the field. This may reduce the problem of positioning and rotating the
target without introducing inaccuracies into the measurements.

FrecquencX, Scanning

Since the spurious reflections are minimized, it may be possible to
change the frequency of the illumination over a complete band without retuning
the system. Thus, it may be possible to measure the reflection properties of atarget when subjected to frequency scanning.

Phase Measurements

Since there is no far field distance requirement in the transmission line

scattering range, the distance from the target to a phase measuring bridge can
be only a few wavelengths. This may enable one to measure the phase of the
target reflections easily without requiring an extremely stable frequency signal
generator.

Polarization Measurements

By piacing two transmission lines with the same axis but rotated 90P
with respect to each other, it is possible to impress any polarization on the target
by controlling the relative phase and aplitudes of the Incident waves on the two
trar. -nission lines. Also the reflected signals received on each of the lines allows
the complete scattering matrix for the target to be determined.
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Forward and Bistatic Cross Section Measurements

It is possible to measure the forward cioss section of a target on a
transmission line scattering range by constructing the output of the transmission
line the same as its input and balancing th;s output with a constant signal so
that c null in the outpt receiver is oblained when the scatterer is absent.
When a scatterer is inserted, this receiver voltige will indicate the forward
cross section.

In conventional ranges it is difficult to make bistatic measurements
because the coupling from the transmitter to the receiver varies with bistatic
angle even with the target absent. This variation is difficult to separate from
the variation of target cross section with bistatic angle. Since the field is
concentrated on the target in the transmission line scattering range, by making
the receiving transmission line wide spaced compared to the illuminating j
transmission line, it may be possible to have negligible coupling between the
two lines with the target absent. If this coupling is negligible, then, when
the target is inserted, the receiving transmission line will pick up a signal
due only to the differential cross section of the target in the direction of
the axis of the receiving transmission line. The receiving transmission line
may then be rotated around the target and its variation in signal will be due
and p;oportional to the variation in target cross section with bistatic angle.

Environmental Control

Since the field is concentrated on the target, the transmission line
range is small and relatively insensitive to its surroundings. This may allow
it to be placed into a vacuum chamber, for instance, where controlled
cross-section measurements could be made on wake phenomena, etc.

CONCLUSIONS

The transmission line scattering rang# displays a high degree of accuracy
and sensitivity. This accuracy is mainly due to the fact that the transmission
line scattering range does not allow the 1/r4 power spreading inherent in
free space scattering ranges. It is felt that the transmission line scattering
range will work effectively for any size object for the Mome reason. Also its
potential versatility calls for a thorough investigation of its capabilities.
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AN EFFECT OF WALL ILLUMINATION UPON I

MICROWAVE ANECHOIC CHAMBER PERFORMANCE*
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A
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Columbus, Ohio 43210 ýA

ABSTRACT

The use of scaled model targets and improved absorber wall
coverings have made CW measuring systems housed in anechoic
chambers a practical and attractive radar cross-section tool. How-
ever, as targets having lower and lower cross-sections become of
interest, demands are placed on the anechoic chamber which rarely
required consideration before. One of these is target-wall inter-
action, by which we mean the perturbation in the background level
(due to wall illumination) upon introduction and rotation of the target
in the field. Such a non-stationary background clearly is deleterious
to the nulling of CW systems and may even dictate minimum measur-
able cross-section criteria. An analysis of target-wall interaction
is proposed which distinguishes between two types of interaction, that
of the target upon the wall, and that of the wall upon the target. From
the resulting expressions, recommendations can be made concerning
the scattering characteristics of the target and its location. Some
experimental verification of these results is given.

7

01 The research reported in this paper is supported in part by
Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Research Technology Division,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio under Contract AF 33(616)-
8039 with The Ohio State University Research Foundation.
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INTRODUCTION

The most common indoor cross-section ranges are of the CW
type in which introduction of a target into an electromagnetic field
disturbs the balance of a microwave bridge circuit. If this unbalance
is due solely to the presence of the target the resultant voltage can
easily be related to its scattering cross-section. If, however, intro-
duction of the target into the field simultaneously disturbs the back-
ground signal (i. e., scatter from chamber walls, supports, etc.)
which had previously been balanced out, there is no assurance that
the unbalanced voltage is due to the target alone. This background
disturbance, sometimes called "wall shadowing" or "target-wall

interaction, " is analyzed below under simplifying assumptions and
resultant conclusions are verified experimentally.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Two effects which are discernible in the target-wall interaction
phenomenon are sketched in Fig. 1. The one effect (Fig. la) is that

of the energy scattered from the wall to the target, which in turn
scatters into the receiver antenna. The other effect (Fig. ib) is that

of the energy scattered in the forward direction by the target illumi-

nating the back wall, which re-radiates into the receiver.

Initially, let us assume a monostatic configuration (1 = 00) as
shown in Fig. 2. The power received through the wall-to-target

interaction of Fig. la and the power transmitted are related by

* The research reported in this paper is supported in part by

Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Research Technology Division,

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio under Contract

AF 33(616)-8039 with The Ohio State University Research

Foundation.
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where p, is the power received, P is the total power transmitted,

R2 (,) is the power reflection coefficient of the absorber wall in a
direction * from normal, a-T(u) is the forward scattering cross-
section of the target (viewing the target from the absorber wall*),
and AR is the aperture of the receiving antenna. The three bracketed

quantities in Eq. (1) can be identified as the total power reflected by

the wall, the fraction of this power that is collected and reradiated

forward by the scatterer, and the fraction of this that is collected

in the receiving aperture. On the other hand, the power which is

backscattered directly from the target is

GT AR

(2) PtO = PT %V/~T'wr

where GT is the Dower gain of the transmitting antenna and (Tr(O) is

the ba•:kscattering cross-section of the target viewed from the trans-

mitter. Dividing Eq. (2) by Eq. (1),

Pt(0 ) GT O-T(O) ( rw\

(3) P, t0) Rz (4)) T'

which is the desired relationship.

In order to study the target-to-wall interaction of Fig. ib, I
consider Fig. 3. The receiving antenna is assumed to collect

energy only over the angle subtended by its half-power points;

hence, only that energy reradiated by the target into the cone

subtending the angle ZL ZA' is seen by the receiver. Further,

the illuminated region on the wall is approximated by its projection I

normal to the beam axis forming a disk of radius d coated with an

absorber with power reflection coefficient R (0) rather than RZ (0).

This disk subtends a solid angle at the target of approximately

* By reciprocity this is the same value as that obtained looking

at the target from the transmitter.
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rd /4w rz . Under these assumptions, the power received through
target-to-wall interaction is given by

i -r do j
(4)T' - L)] R ( J A_

4T rtw 4w r~ 4 (it + rX_)

wherea (itr + A)is a value of the target scattering cross-section

averagea over the aforementioned solid angle centered in the forward

direction (looking from the transmitter). The three bracketed
quantitiea in Eq. (4) can be identified as the effective source induced

by the transmitter at the target position (a radiation intensity), the

solid angle about the forward direction subtended by the disk of

radius d, and that part of the energy within this solid angle that is

reflected by the wall into the receiving aperture. The power gain

of the receiving antenna is approximately GR Z 4w (rt + rw)2 'irdz ,

and if GR = GT Eq. (4) reduces to

(5) p2 (0) - T(r + A) R' (,)AR,
4w rt

which, divided into Eq. (2) yields,

Pt(0 ) GT a(0) (r

(6) --
Pz() 2 (4 TT(W +) ~r.

If the transmitter-receiver gain is high, its bearnwidth is small, i
and if the target is relatively small, its scattering cross-section

is approximately constant within the solid angle over which it is

averaged, whence 7T( r +A) -- T(ir). Hence

Pt(0) GT OT(0 ) rw\(7) r
Pz (0) R2 ( •T(W) rt

which it identical to Eq. (3). The fact that wall-to-target inter-

action equals target-to-wall interaction is a result of reciprocity.
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The target-wall interaction analysis may be extended to the
bistatic configuration sketched in Fig. 4. Figure 5a represents

the wall-to-target interaction and Fig. 5b represents target-to-

wall interaction. It is clear from the first of these sketches that

the wall-to-target Interaction analysis in the bistatic case exactly

parallels that for the monostatic case, that is

(8) P 1(P) =[T R" ((N] [z,, r2 [(r, ]

where all symbols mean the same as in Eq. (1), and a(v-p) is the

bistatic scattering cross-section of the target viewed from the
wall and receiving at bistatic angle Tr-p measured counterclock-
wise from the wall. The power received directly from the target

is

PT GT AR
(9) Ptl(+) - 41r rt'" W T(I) • %P

where a* (p) is the bistatic scattering cross-section of the target
viewed Som the transmitter and receiving at a bistatic angle p

measured clockwise from the transmitter. Hence

(10 11+) GT (+) -T1(-) 
_5-'__

Note that a,(•) and a- (r-p) are the only quantities in Eq. (10) which

vary with bJstatic ang&e 0.

To study the bistatic target-to-wall interaction, consider

Fig. 6. Again, assume that the receiving antenna collects

energy only over the angle formed by its half-power points; hence

only that energy reradiated by the target into the cone subtending

the angle 'Z2, is seen by the receiver. Furthermore, the

illuminated region on the inclined wall is approximated by its

projection normal to the receiver beam axis forming a disk of

radius d coated with an absorber with power reflection coefficient

RZ (6). The disk subtends a solid angle at the target of approximately
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Wd2 /4yr r .2 Similarly to Eq. (4)

(I) T [ T [ 1 vTd *j R_ (8) AR1

Or Lr TwrJ L41r (rr + rr)

where 7•(w-ý+ A) is a value of the target scattering cross-section
averages over the aforementioned solid angle centered about the
bistatic angle (w-p) measured counterclockwise from the transmitter.
Since GR-2 4 w(rr + rwr)2 ,'wd? , this becomes

PT GT W- + A) RZ (0) AR
(12) Pz (r) =4 rr 41 r 2

wr

whence

(13) p) GR a T 2~
pz(03) R2 (0) (1r-O+L) Ir

if a high gain receiver is used and the target is relatively small, the
scattering cross-section over the solid angle ZA is approximately
constant so - (r-• + A) . a'(ir-.) and Eq. (13) becomes

(14) _t() = GR T (

P2 (•) R2 (8) (i-'T )

Note that not only •T(ý)and Ir(-•) but also R2 (0) are functions of

bistatic angle a in Eq. (14).

Equations (3), (7), (10), and (14) express the desired relation-

ships between power received from the target, and power due to

target-wall interaction effects for monostatic and bistatic configu-

rations. To maximize these ratios notice that maximizing the

distance between the target and wall and minimizing the distance

between the target and receiver (or transmitter) is advisable.
Notice also that more difficulty can be expected from target-wall

interaction with targets which have a high forward.to-backward
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cross-section ratio than from those whose corresponding ratio is
low. Evident too is the fact that a 10 db improvement in absorber
performance yields a 10 db improvement in interaction effects.
And in the case of the target-to-wall interaction for the bistatic
case (Eq. (14)) the absorber must be good over a suitable range
of angles.

The theory presented here is very approximate; it says nothing
about effects of corners and sidelobes and multiple reflections, all
of which enter in a very complicated fashion. However, from experi-
ence in the Antenna Laboratory darkroom, it does appear that the
region illuminated by the transmitter on the back wall is the greatest
offender; this explains the fact that at certain bistatic angles, as the
illumination region on the back wall common to both transmitter and
receiver decreases, so does the background. We have found, in
general, that background and interaction effects are less serious for
bistatic configurations. One additional point brought out by Eq. (14)
is that a good absorbing wall in the line-of-sight of the bistatic
receiver is advisable. The possibility also exists of angling the
back wall slightly so that it is more nearly normal to both the trans-

mitter and receiver beam axes over the most used bistatic angle
range, keeping in mind that popular absorbers degenerate rapidly
beyond incidence angles of + 350 to the normal.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Because wall-target interaction effects exist only upon intro-
duction of a target which itself generally contributes an echo, these
effects are elusive to evaluation. From one viewpoint, we desire
a scatterer-probe which has a backscatter, say 20 db down from
typical interaction return, so that its introduction into the field
upsets the microwave bridge essentially only by interaction with the
room, not by direct backscatter. The resulting unbalance is then
almost wholly due to the interaction phenomenon. However,
measurement of such extremely low cross sections is complicated
by spurious noise, drifting, etc., which obscures the effect under
study. An alternative method was employed here using large
scatterers (a flat plate coated with 20 db absorber and a thin rod);
these were placed into the field of a nulled phase-sensitive systeml
and moved at a constant rate along the line-of-sight, producing
outpats recorded in time which were sinusoidal in shape. If no
interaction exists, the average levels of these sinusoids should
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be coincident; if interaction does exist, the average levels should

separate, indicating a constant unbalance of the microwave bridge
due to wall shadowing. 2 Figure 7 presents curves of this sort for

two target-to-wall-spacings. Since the forward to backward cross
section ratio of the absorber coated plate is , 20 db while that of

the rod is -. 0 db, we expect a separation of the average levels of

these curves in both cases, but more pronounced in the instance of
the small target-to-wall spacing. This is verified in these curves.

This paper has merely introduced the subject of target-wall

interactions; much more experimental investigation is required to

obtain a full understanding of the phenomenon and ways to combat

it. The brief experiments which were performed for this paper do

indicate that target-wall interaction can be a source of error for

large targets of low cross-section and that for small targets of
low cross-section, other system errors are probably more
important and must be accounted for before the interaction phenomenon.

The experiments also verified that the motion method of obtaining
cross-section is an effective means of avoiding first order inter-

action errors since the amplitude of the sinusoid, which is propor-
tional to scattered field, is relatively independent of the sinusoid

average level. Second order effects of wall reflections, which

appear as warpings of the field into which the target is immersed,

do affect the shape of the sinusoid and thereby introduce error;
these effects were not evident in the present experiments.
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COMPLETE RADAR CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS

J. Richard Huyren
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company

Electromagnetics
Sunnyvale, California

ABSTRACT

The concept of a complete set of radar target cross-section data
is useful to compare and evaluate different eystems of radar target
measurements. It leads naturally to the question of a minimum set of
data and this in turn leads to the requirement of built-in redundancy
in a complete system of measurements. This report deals with the
techniques for a complete set of data in the form of a minimum set of
compatible patterns. Using this technique a complete set can be
obtained for rotationally symmetrical targets. For non-symmetrical
targets in general no complete system can be devised. For those
targets emphasis should be placed on selected characteristic parameters.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of complete radar cross-section data is introduced
here as an important systems concept which serves to bring together
several ideas c&ncerning radar target signature analysis. A complete
set of data obtained from a genaral radar target is defined to be such
data that at eve_• aspect the radar cross-section of the target is
known.

To show the use of this concept we consider a target which de-
polarizes. For such a target, patterns taken at different linear
polarizations (for instance horizontal and vertical) will ntCrthe
saieis. Since the target (in space) in general is free to move in any
position relative to the radar site, it will be desirable to obtain
cross-sections at all linear polarizations. One "brute force" tech-
nique consists of i-aking patterns at equal increments of orientation
of the linear polarizations. In order to cover 1800 using increments
of 100 a total of 18 patterns would have to be obtained for each
"cut" through the target. And this technique still leaves gaps in
between the 100 intervals.

Another procedure would be to recognize that the patterns
obtained at several linear polarizations are equivalent (except for an
ambigvity) to the knowledge of the scattering matrix of the target as
a function of aspect. On the other hand, if the scattering matrix of
the target is known, the radar cross-section at all linear polariz-
ations can be determined. Thus knowledge of the scattering matrix of
a target at all aspect angles, gives rise to a complete set of radar
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cross-section data, (i~e. without gaps in aspects).

It is natural to ask about the minimum set of data required for a
complete set. A system has been developed, such that for targets with
an axis of rotational symmetry, only four patterns (a set of
compatible patterns) supply complete data.

There is a peculiar feature in radar patterns which makes the
:oncept of completeness more significant than at first sight expected.
It is well known that a pattern, say for horizontal polarization, ex-
hibits aspect angles for which the signal disappears in the noise
level but that for the same target at that smie aspect the cross-
section at a different polarization (say vertical or circular) may be
considerably above the noise level. In that case the choice of horizon-
tal polarization to obtain scattering matrix data (which is our choice)
was a poor one since the signal disappears and an information'gap
results in incomplete data. This deficiency points to a requirement
of redundany in the minimum set of input data, ioe. we have to select
an extra pattern such that if one pattern of the set disappears in the
noise level, the extra pattern exhibits a high cross-section and vice
versa. Such a complete set with built-in redundancy is called a
compatible minimum set of radar patterns.

This report deals with the detail requirements for obtaining a
minimum set of compatible patterns. For rotationally symmetrical
targets, it can be shown that the four patterns described above
satisfy this requirement.

The concept of redundancy is relatively new in radar cross-section
work but is clearly a necessary requirement for the employment of

computer techniques which cannot tolerate information gaps.

For non-rotationally syMeetric targets, it can easily be shown
that in general no complete set of data is possiblel This means for
those targets there will always be information gaps no matter which
method of measurement one chooses. The reason for this is purely a
matter of geometry. Rotationally symmetric targets are defined by
only one aspect angle, i.e. the pattern angle o , while targets which
do ukoTlave an axis of rotational symmetry will also depend on the roll
angle (or cut angle) g. This means that several sets of patterns, one
set for each "Cut" through the target hav-etfo"T; obtained and since
cuts are not continuous in p , there always will be information gaps.
Natuarally, it is possible to take many cuts (small increments in p )
but this leads to a tremendous increase in amount of labor required
and ideally there still will be small gaps remaining. Depending on
the size and structure. of the target the diffraction patterns may
exhibit rapid changes even within a few degrees. This is a basic
reason why it is discouraging to get complete data, i.e. complete
scattering matrix information, from non-symmetrical targets. The
amount of labor involved to even approach a complete set is many orders
of magnitude larger than that required for complete data on symmetrical
targets which can be do.e by a relatively simple effort.
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What then can me do to analyze non-symetrical targets? The answer
has to be found in the direction of selection of special parameters
which are significant for systems considerations. Basedon thesie
parameters me can make important statements about the targets without
having to know a complete set of data.

It should be noted that the requirement of completeness of data
is necessarily an ideal one.

However, it serves a useful purpose to evaluate systems as to their
degree of completeness. Completeness as a function of frequency is
clearly an impossible requirement since it would require coverage of
the whole spectrum. Within a specified frequengy range completeness
can be approximated* Finally there are orien!_.tione of a target at

which the maximum return itself disappears below the noise level. (We
refer to the notion of "diffraction null" in the discussion of the
targets below). For those rare cases target information is lost and
retrieval of it is impossible but solely because of intrinsic target
properties and not because of a poor choice of measurement.

POLARIZATION CHART

A useful technique of representing polarization was suggested by
Poincare . The method consists of using the orientation angle
and the ellipticity angle 17 , which determine the elliptically
polarized wave, as polar angles of a point on a unit sphere. The actual
polar angles areg iven by 2 # and 2 * Points on one hemisphere
correspond to right-sensed polarizations, while points which belong to
the other hemisphere indicate the left-sensed polarizations. In this
winner, a unique representation of all possible polarization is given
br points on the unit sphere. This sphere will be referred to as
ralarization sphere. (4)

A cylindrical projection of the sphere on a plane will be used in
this work to obtain a polarization chart. Figure 1 shows the polariz-
ation chart. The outside periphery of the chart supplies all linear
polarizations with horizontal polarization on the right and vertical
polarization on the left of the horizontal axis. The position angle
of a point on the chart is twice the major axis orientation of the
ellipse. The radius vector is a function of ellipticity only. Two
such charts - one belonging to the upper, and the other to the lower
hemisphere - determine all transmitter polarizations uniquely. The
center of the chart corresponds to the two circular polarizations. In
many applications, it will be more convenient to use one polarization chart
instead of two, to indicate all points on the polarization sphere, wherepoints belonging to differently sensed polarizations are distinguished by
some labeling procedure.
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PRINCIPLE OF TARGET SCATTERING

A radar is defined as a sensor of electromagnetic energy, which
uses the same antenna for transmitting and receiving. The mechanism
of radar reception is illustrated in Figure 2. The signal back-
scattered fram the target is in general decomposed into two orthogonal
components: one is the received signal which has a polarization
"parallel" to the transmitted signal; the other is the rejected signal
which is "orthogonal" to the received polarization. As the names
indicate, the received signal contributes to a voltage at the terminals
of the radar receiver.

In mathematical terms, the process is described as follows.
Consider the normalized transmitted polarized signal represented by a
two-component complex vector h , then the return signal is given by
the target scattering operator T applied to the transmitted signal h
(7). The received voltage will then be found as a scalar product of
the return signal Th with the transmitted signal h as shown by the
equation V - Th e h-* The received voltage squared is the power density

2in the returned wave: P - Th 9 h The scattering operator T

which describes the radar backscattering properties of the target at
fixed aspect angles is a symmetric operator because of reciprocity.

If h is determined by two independent components of electric field
in a given frame of reference, the scattering operator T is represented
by a two-by-two symmetric matrix.

In general the returned signal is considered decomposed into a
component "parallel" to the transmitted polarization h and a component

"orthogonal" to h: TH - a_* + bh_ (in this notation * indicates

complex conjugation). Two special cases are of interest: If the trans-
mit polarization h is such that the scalar b - o, it is the solution of

the eigen-value problem: Th - th*_ Two orthogonal eigen vectors h_ ,

and solve this problem. We can show that one polarization, say hl

is the so-called maximum polarization h , with corresponding eigen--max
value t • For this case the power density in the returned wave:
P Itmax 2 is maximum. The other case is where the scalar a - o

and we have: Th - t h . This case solves for the two so-called
- o -

null polarizations h!oI and h , since then: V a t h For

these transmit polarizations the antenna appears blind to the target.

I
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Fig. 1 Polarization chart

RADAR RECEPTION chart I
TARGET

//

TRtANSMITTED SIGNAL /

RETURNED RECEIVED R(4ECTED
SIGNAL * SIGNAL SIGNAL

Fig. 2 Principle of radar reception
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Each null-polarization being represented as a point on the polaris-
ation sphere is given by two real parameters. Consequently, the
general target matrix T has five independent parameters by which it is

defined (except for a common phase factor which plays no role with
radar amplitude measurements). If the positions of the two null-
polarizations are known as two points on the polarization sphere, then,
for an arbitrary transmitted polarization, one can compute the return
from the target. It is clear from this discussion that the two nulls
9pd maxim.a specify the parameters which determine the soaft~eFM operator
in an invariant forms lose. without dependence on a part oular reference
frar 9m

The five target parameters which completely determine the scattering
matrix for any target at a fixed frequency arei

r� is the orientation angle of the maximum polarization and is
the internal target orientation parameter.

(I is the ellipticity angle of the maximum polarization and is
a measure of "helicity" of the target.

Sis obtained from the phase of the maximum polarization and
is a measure of depolarization by the target.

Sis an intrinsic target parameter possibly related to local
surface curvature (for specular targets).

Pm is the maximam receivable cross-section of the target.

The quantities are all a function of aspect ( o( , 9 ) of the target
(15). The remaining part of the paper describes specific techniques
for measuring these invariant parameters.

In contrast to the descAbed technique, it has been customary in
the past to determine the scattering matrix by measuring its coefficients
directly. It is clear that, although this method also would describe
the scattering operator (since the reference frame in which the operator
is represented is known), the matrix coefficients themselves contain a
mixture of information about the target and reference frame, and thus
are not pure target parameters. To try to correlate information obtain-
ed from two different targets by a comparison of scattering matrix
coefficients will be a frustrating task.

INSTRUMENTATION

A special antenna was desigied to produce variable polarizations.
Figure 3 shows a schematic view of the antenna construction. The
reflector consists of an 18-in diameter parabola with an 8-in focal
length. The feed consists of a tapered circular waveguide with a
specially designed teflon back feed.
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A quarter wave vane is positioned within the circular waveguide
feed providing a 901 phase lag between the two orthogonal linear polariz-
ations. The orientation of the vane with respect to the linear input
polarization determines the ellipticity of the transmitted polarization.
If the vane assembly and the linear polarization are simultaneously
rotated, a change of major axis orientation of the transmitted ellipse
occurs. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the CW, X-band system which
was employed. For monostatic operations the same antenna was used for
transmitting and receiving, as was mentioned before. This requires
that the received signal shall be separated from the transmitted signal*
With the CW system, this requirement can be met by utilizing a magic T
as a balanced bridge. To accurately determine the radar return from
small targets, isolation between transmitted and received signals of
the order of 100 db must be achieved.

Measurements on targets having radar cross-sections exceeding one
square toot were accurate to within .25 db.

ITM FOUR POLARIZATION TECHNIQUE FOR STMtMERICAL TARGETS

A tw-get with horizontal symmetry was placed upon a foam tower and
rotated along the vertical axis (Figure 5)-

Four patterns of different polarizations were obtained and recorded
on transparent paper. The four polarizations used were horizontal,
vertical, linear at 45* and right circular. The patterns as a function
of rotation angle were superimposed upon each other and db differences
from three different patterns relative to the local maximum were
obtained.

The polarization null-locator chart Figure 6 is constructed
such that knowledge of the db differences establishes the position of
the characteristic target nulls on the circular polarization chart.

The db-level lines for each of the four polarizations are indicated
on the nul2-locator chart in Figure 6. Ihe technique for finding or
plotting a target polarization-null consists simply of reading from the
four superimposed patterns the three db differences relative to a local
maximum (either H or V), The intersection of any two curves correspond-
ing to the db difference values for the corresponding pattern gives the
position of the ritensed null on the polarization chart. For
symmetrical targets the left-sensed null is then uniquely determined.

Notice that each point (polarization null) an the chart is
obtained from intersections of three db-difference curves. This =one
that the method iS overdeternine~ since a point can be obtained from
the intersection of two db-difference curves alone. The entra pattern

gives built-in redundancy for the system of measurements, i.e. if one
pattern disappears below the noise level no information is lost, since
the system guarantees a high return for the other polarization patterns.
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The only exception to this rule is when the ma•imun return, i.e. the
return for the maxLmm-polarisation itself disappears below the noise
level. This happens rarely howeverl we refer to the discussion on
"diffraction-nulls" below@

The four polarization method works very fast and efficiently for
hand plotting target information obtained in the laboratory or on the
pattern ranges Observe that the null-locator chart is symmetric with
respect to the horizontal axis. This makes an ambiguity check
nooesesary

A now four polarization system has been worked out re"'.y which
uses an elliptical polarization instead of the 450 unear and.
which eliminates the ambiguity* Figure 7 shown the null-J r
chart designed for the improved mthod, Figwe 8 actually I
illustrates the nl1 determination for this case.

The fourth pattern in the new case with elliptical polarization thus
serves two purposes: 1) It resolves the ambiguity betwoen two
the system* Thus .this technique supplies a minimum set of compatible

data for complete radar target croes-section determinations

3ERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results are shown for two types of targetes The
first meaesuements show the results for a pair of plates crossed at
90' with respect to each other* The intersecting axis was kept
vertical during the measuremont and the dihedral was rotated about the
varAcoal axis with the angle 0 e Figure 9 shows the four patterns
thus obtained separately and super-imposed upon each other. Tho
resulting null-plot for this target is shown in Figure 1O. %% obtain
a highly interesting question mark curve, formed by the null-looua for
right-b4aed polarizations an the polarization chart.

One notioes the remarkable regularity whiioh the nul-loous for the I
dihedral exhibits, compared to the fluotuatin patterns of Figure 9.
Notice that on these patterns the local maximum is attained either at
horizontal polarization or at vertical polarization. At no aspect
angle does either the circular polarisation pattern or the 45' linear
polarization pattern exceed the maximum level* This result is
characteristic for symmetrical targets.

The second experimental result was obtained from a convex-shaped
bodys. gures 1. and 12 show the patterns and the corresponding
null-loous for the right-sensed polaizationso The convex-shaped
object can be expected to exhibit a nall-locus characteristic
(Figure 12) which is distributed around the center of the oharb, at
circular polarization# because of specular reflection. It is interest-
ing to note, however, that deviations from the center position occur
even for relatively strong signals. This indicates that for convex-
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shaped objects of a few wavelengths, the specular reflection
considered as a local flat plate is no longer a valid assumption at
all aspeots. Indeed, the null-locus behavior of convex-shaped
objects could be used to determine the extent to which stationary
phase methods are applicable for predicting diffraction patterns.
We notice a peculiar phenomenon happening at U a 640. At this angle
the mawjm, return itself disappears in the noise. At this angle a
so-called "diffraction null" exists for the target. At this angle no
energy is returned to the radar, i.e. the target is "invisible" to the
radar for M type of polarizationi

?MEA5RE•NT OF A GEEAL TARGET

The technique thus far presented is suitable for radar cross-
section measurements of targets which have rotational symmetry. Many
targets are of this type, or are approximately symmtric. These
targets are particularly suitable to measure, since scattering matrix:
information obtained for one cut through the rotation axis determines
this information for all aspect angles. For a non-eym•mtrical target,
several cuts have to be obtained to cover all aspect angles. For this
reason, the information obtained cannot be complete.

Basically, there are two approaches to the measurement technique
of non-symmetrical targets, for each cut in which data are obtained.
The first consists of a "symmetrization" procedure and involves a
rotatable antenna. The second method computes the data from inputs
to a stationary antenna. The first method consists of a "maximum follow-
ing" principle in which the maxim=m polarization is found either by
scanning with linear polarization, or by some other technique. Most
targets exhibit the property of having no "helicityr' i.e. there is no
internal preference for right or left circular polarization. For
those targets, the maximum polarization is a linear polarization with
orientation angle " . By "following" this angle y by rotation of
the polarization antenna, either manually in the laboratory, or by
using a servo device for automatic operation, the angle - can be
eliminated as a variable parameter. Thus a symnetrized target is
obtained of which patterns are measured, and from which null-polariz-
ations can be deduced in exactly the same manner as was shown for
symmetrical targets, except that several loci are now necessary. one
locus for each cut through the target.

if the target has appreciable "helicity",, this procedure canmot
be followed and only a computing scheme will suffice to analyze the
data. The computing scheme consists of a measurement of the scattering
matrix by conventional means (using a stationary antenna which receives
amplitude and phase of parallel as well as orthogonal components of
the backscattered signal). Through the solution of the two eigen-valus
problems discussed before, the invariant parameters which are character-istic for the target are computed. These values could be precented.-
graphically, or stored in the computer for further computations.
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CONCLUSION

For a target having axial symmetry, a complete set of radar cross-
section data is obtained by the four polarization method, which
supplies a minimum set of compatible patterns, From these patterns
the invariant target parameters can be presented graphically as a
null-locus on a polarization chart or stored in a computer for data
analysis. If the target is non-syimetrical, complete data can be
supplied only for each "cut" through the target at which measurements
are performed. If the target has no -helicity' (i.eo its ma•dmum
polarization is linear) symmetrized null loci for each cut can be
obtained fr' graphical display. In either case complete scattering
matrix determination is available in invariant form. This
information is essential for signature data analysis and comparison
of radar targets.
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN LONGITUDINAL BAFFLING
AND TRANSVERSE FENCE FOR REDUCING

RANGE GROUND SCATTERING

Alan F. Hay

1) INTRODUCTION

If a baffle or fence is sufficiently large in wavelengths the theory

of refil] may be used to predict its performance. In this theory, the

Green's theorem expression for the field in a half space due to a planar

diffracting metal object or hole in an infinite metal screen is expanded

asymptotically for sinall k. The results are interpreted physic, / as

"diffraction" or edge rays. The expressions for these r/.,: may then be

used to predict the effect of edges wherever they occur. in scattering by

large objects. The advantage of this theory lies principally in the fact that

the non-tractable surface integral expressions of Green's formula are

reduced to relatively simple algebraic formulas and a simple geometrical

picture. These formulas have been obtained in the case of the longitudinal

baffle (Figure 1) and the transverse fence both of which are often used to

suppress ground reflections in an antenna or backscatter range.

2) LONGITUDINAL BAFFLE THEORY

In this case there are six edge rays, two each for each half of the

baffle and one each for each remaining semi-infinite ground plane. The

general expression which results from the theory of refl-1] is given in [2]

and is quite complicated. However a special case is sufficient for first

* This work was performed for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration under Contract NAS 7-100.
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order baffle design. U the transmitting antenna is an isotropic point source

and both antenna and target are at the same height H above ground and are

both in the symmetry plane of the baffle, then the relative one-way power
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of the ground reflected field when the baffle is present to the power radiated

directly from the transmitter. is given by

(1)r d + hf '

h(H-h)[2(H-h) 24. r31/ d(d +hH) [2(d2 -+H2 ) + r2 ] IA

where r is the distance from source to target, h is the height and d is

the half width of the baffle, and * is a real phase factor which varies rapidly

with X, d, h, and H. Eq. (1) is valid for a perfectly conducting baffle and

ground. If an imperfectly reflecting baffle or ground (e. g. absorber) is

involved, (1) must be modified by the appropriate reflection coefficients of

the six rays. However perfect conductivity is the worst case (most ground

reflection) and conditions in practice often approximate to it.

A further condition for the validity of (1) is that the baffle be suffici-

ently large compared to a wavelength. Detailed analysis in this case shows

that sufficiently large can be expressed algebraically by two formulas which

reduce to

(2) 4h (H-h) > Xr(d 4h ), 4d > Xr

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
when r > > H2+ d and r > > d (H-h) /(d+h ) which is the case most

of the time. More general formulas than (1) and (2) are available in ref[2j 1

In a given backscatter range, r, H, and X would be given. For an

optimum baffle design the values of d and h minimizing (1) in the worst

case (when* 0) would be desired. Computations with (1) show that the
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optimum generally occurs when the baffle height and half width are both

equal to about half of the height of the line of eight above ground. That is,

(3) dh h -I

For example. when r 100', = .5', H 10', d =h = 5', then according to

the reflected field is about 9 db below the direct field. if the height of

target and source are raised to 20' and the baffle increased to 10' high and

10' in half-width, the undesired ground signal is reduced to about 14. 5 db be-

low the direct signal. These are approximately optimum values of d and h

in both cases.

Unfortunately it turns out that some practical baffles do not satisfy

equations(2). The beat design, in fact. is not a baffle satisfying (3) but one

somewhat smaller. This fact was discovered by an experimental program.

The program also seemed to verify the validity of eq(l) under the conditions

of eq(2).

3) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An 8' x 8' alurninum ground plane was set up as shown in Figure 2

for scale model studies. In all cases reported here r was Kept equal to

62, 2" and f = 38. 8 gc (X . 305"), The transmitter was fixed at a height H

above the ground plane and a height gain curve recorded as the receiving

antenna was elevated a height L above the ground plane. Figure 3 is a typical

result without a baffle with the deep nulls indicating a good ground image.

Typical results with a baffle are shown in Figure 4. The SWR of reflected
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to direct signals at L = H may easily be read from these curves and (when

corrected for transmitter and receiver directivities) compared to the SWR

implied by (1). The comparison is given in Figure 5 in several cases and

indicates reasonable agreement.

It should be pointed out that a longitudinal baffle also produces cross-

polarization and for designs near the optimum the level of the cross-polarized

field is about the same as that of the principally-polarized reflected field

(see ref f]).

4) TRANSVERSE FENCE

There are four edge rays for a transverse fence as shown in Figure 6.

The expression analogous to (1) for the relative strength of ground to direct

field power flow with fence when the source and target are at the same height

H and when the fence is transverse of height t and half-way between them is

F
(4) rr4 X Z1 3

64w t)_ 4 -t)3Z

%Fe2[ [ + [Zl1- 2+(Hft) (H4t)

12

2r 2 [i)4H)1 1/2

hn this Figure, D is the sum of the decibel directivities of transmitting

and receiving antennas in the direction of the diffraction ray to the top edge of
the baffle relative to that for the direct ray.
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Eq(4) is only valid if the transmitter pattern is isotropic, if the ground is

perfectly conducting, and if conditions analogous to (2) which imply that H-t

and t are not too small compared to X are satisfied. It is interesting to

note that when the baffle and the fence are the same height (teh) the value

of (4) is fairly cloeV to that of (1) (for values of d mninimiaing (1)) and in fuct

usually (4) is a little less than (1).

From this fact, one suspects that the fence might generally be more

desirable than the baffle, and this seems to be the case. Figure 7 is an ex-

perimental height gain curve for a.typi-al fence. Figure 8 compares the

measured SWR of ground to direct energy for various baffles and fences with

the line of sight at various heights. For all of this data r = 62. 2" and

X . 305". From this data it appears that in this case the fence of height

3. 75" is the best and better than any baffle, and that a line of sight height

of 10" is about the lowest that one could operate while still suppressing most

of the ground reflected signal. Even at a line of sight height of 20" little

further improvement appears possible by use of a baffle or a fence.

5) CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

We have derived approximate equations for the suppression of the

ground reflected signal by longitudinal baffles and transverse fences which

have been verified by an experimental program in some cases. In a particular

case these expressions (plus measured values extending data beyond the range

of their validity) indicate that the best fence is superior to the best baffle and

can make a substantial improvement in decreasing ground reflections. These

same techniques could be used for quantitatively analyzing the performance |
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of baffles and fences in free space.
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AN ANALYSIS OF REFLECTION MEASURING SYSTEMS

Robert G. Kouyoumjian
Associate Supervisor

Antenna Laboratory
Department of Electrical Engineering

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

ABSTRACT J
In measuring the radar reflectivity of an obstacle it is frequently

desired to minimize the range of measurement or maximize the back j
scattered signal while maintaining prescribed limits on the departure
of the incident field from a uniform plane wave at the obstacle. Although
it is not possible to analyze this optimization of the measurement
rigorously for the general case, the optimization will be treated here

for an idealized measuring antenna. The results are assumed to be
useful in estimating the limitations and requirements of practical
reflection measuring systems. The analysis is employed also to find
the approximate size of the largest model which can be measured
satisfactorily with a CW ref'.ection measuring system. This paper is
essentially a condensed version of Reference 1.

1. ECHO AREA

Let a rectangular coordinate system be fixed in a scattering object
as shown in Fig. 4. The vector p determines a point on the surface S

of the object and S is a unit normal vector to the surface at p (the symbol
1, ^ " will be used to indicate vectors of unit magnitude). The antenna of
the reflection measuring system is linearly polarized in the x-direction
and is located at a range R from the obstacle. The input terminals to

the antenna are designated by 1, 2.

* The work reported in this paper was supported in part by Contract
DA 36-039-sc-5506 between Signal Corps Supply Agency, Laboratory
Procurement Office, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey and The Ohio State I
University Research Foundation.
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-0.
The incident field with electric and magnetic vectors 50 H0 is

the field generated by the current 10atthe terminals 1, 2 with the
obstacle removed. The total field E, H is the field generated by the
current I0 with the obLect present. The scattered field by definition

is-s - E -FTs=H-H

For an incident plane wave linearly polarized in the x-direction
the echo area r is defined by

a lim 41 Rz IEIZ(1)(1
xI

sIn the far..zone of the scatterer, as R -*co, Ex has the form

jkz aJkR41

where the far-zone amplitude

~~~~j J7 jk.z y
Ux j + 0 dS

zo
S

E1 S
-- {J'. E"o. K°-} dS (3)

in which k z 2 Tr, z0 is the impedance of free space, and (J, K) are the
equivalent electric and magnetic surface currents of the scattered field
induced by an incident electric field of unit amplitude. 7, 3 From Eqs. (1)
and (Z)

kZ z ?

411

Next, using the Lorentz reciprocal theorem"4, one obtains

ro _IEQ T R - qo' (5)
Vr I0 t IOI {j" O. E-K HO}dS )

S V
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in which Vr is the open-circuit voltage received at terminals 1, 2.
It is important to note that Ko, Ho used in FA. (5) describe a general
incident field which need not be a uniform plane wave. However, it
follows from Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) that E°, Ho must have the form
of a uniform plane wave, or approximately so, in the vicinity of the
obstacle, if Vr is to be used to determine echo area. This does not
necessarily mean that the obstacle must be in the far-zone of the

antenna; we shall see that in the Fresnel zone there aro regions where
the field of the antenna is approximately a uniform plane wave. If a
proper measurement of o is to be made, then

VriO • I EO•[ 2 6-jo E Ux (6)

where the integral in Eq. (5) is approximately equal to IE:IUx.

2. RECEIVED POWER

The radiation resistance of the antenna is Ra, and the transmitted
power

PQ ._o 1 ol Ra- (7) •
22

Let pr be the power received when the antenna and receiver of the
reflection system are matched; then since Vr is the open-circuit
received voltage,

pr IVrl1 (8)
8 Ra

From Eqs. (6), (7), (8)

prpo IvrEI (9)

16

Now if the incident field at the obstacle is nearly a uniform plane wave

I EoI? • zo so (10)
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in which SO is the incident power density. Introducing a generalized
gain6D T

incident power density at range R

G(R)
power density for PU radiated isotropically at range R

a 4ir RZ S°(R)/P° , (l1)

we obtain the familar radar range equation from Eqs. (9), (10), and (11),

except that the following expression can be used in both the near and far

zunes of the measuring antenna.

pr POW (R) X 2)
(4yr)' R'

In the equations to follow the "approximately equal" symbol will be

replaced by the "equal" symbol.

From Fqs. (9) and (12) it is seen that o a I vrIz when the incident

field in a uniform plane wave in the region occupied by the obstacle and

when , RK are not perturbed by the presence of the measuring antenna.

The echo area may be determined by comparing the received squared

voltage amplitude with that from a scatterer with known echo area, such

as a sphere or corner reflector located at the same point. Although

echo patterns are usually taken at sufficient range so that obstacle-an-

tenna interaction is not significant, the uniform plane wave condition on

the incident field at the obstacle only can be approximated in general.

The error in r resulting from this approximation can not be ascertained

for an arbitrary scatterer, but this error has been studied for certain

types of scatterers and the results serve to estimate the allowable

departure of the incident field from a uniform plane wave in the region

occupied by the obstacle, 9,9 A0411 It is seen from Eq. (5) that the

echo area mea.sur6or ent does not depend on the nature of the scattered

field at the antenna aperture. This is an important point when one

notes that attempts have been made to establish range criteria based

on prescribed variations from the plane wave condition at the antenna

aperture as well as the obstacle.
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3. OPTIMIZATION OF THE MEASUREMENT

Let an obstacle of maximum dimension L be positioned at a
range R on the symmetry axis of the measuring antenna. The
antenna aperture is taken to be square in shape with a side length 1,
and the aperture field distribution is taken to be uniform in amplitude
and phase. This type of aperture distribution simplifies the solution
of the problem, and as was mentioned earlier, it is assumed that the
results obtained will bear a reasonable relationship to those of
parabola and horn antennas of comparable dimensions used with
reflection measuring systems.

The obstacle aperture is the projection of the model on a plane
perpendicular to the direction of incidence. In taking a complete set
of echo patterns, all aspects of the model are presented to the
reflection system. An area which would include all model apertures
is the square area whose side length is equal to the largest model
dimension. Since the reflection systems of interest here are employed
in echo pattern measurement covering all aspects of the scatterer, this
square area will be used as an effective aperture in the following

development. Generally, the variation in amplitude and phase of the
incident field at the effective aperture represents the mnaximum
departure of the incident field from the plane wave field at the target.

Thus for a series of echo patterns, the allowed departure of the
incident field from the uniform plane wave condition may be specified
by the amplitude and phase variation of the incident field over the
effective aperture. An obvious exception to the previous discussion
is the long thin scatterer where measurements are limited to the

end-*or aspects; in this case the radial variation of the field must also

be considered.

It is seen from Eq. (12) that the smallest measurable echo area

in square wavelengths is

OrXm .. rm/X2  (4r)3 PM 1',, (13)

pr is the smallest measurable power. The first factor in the above

equation depends upon the equipment employed, i.e., the transmitter

receiver, model support, and method of isolation between the trans-

mitted and received power. However, at this point in the discussion

our attention is directed to the second factor, which determines the

I1
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optimization of the experiment in terms of minimum range or minimum !
measurable power for an obstacle of given L/X and prescribed incident
field variation at its aperture.

The field of a square aperture with a uniform electric field distri-
bution Eff = 2 Ea is given by Schelkunoff1 Z as

Ex9 JEa e-jkz [EIF (2x) + d -2x)1

X LEQ /I +)y+ E%....)J (14)

in which d1)t .w T
E (t) e 2"e J d- ; (15)

0

this expression is valid provided x,y are substantially less than z, and
z is large enough so that the field point is not close to the aperture I
On the axis of the antenna Hy t Ex/zo, ithe power density
s°P 21 Ea" [E(W)]'/zo, and PO Ea" z /Zzo, where W =-/ I .

It then follows from Eq. (11) that

G0(z) = 4w()L 2  (16)X W.
where R clearly equals .z, 4wr(l/X) is recognized as the far-zone
gain of the square aperture, and the Z sign again has been replaced
by an = sign.

We shall now give a measure of the variation of the incident
field at the obstacle aperture by defining the ratio A of the incident
field amplitude at the edge of the obstacle aperture to the amplitude
of the center of the aperture and the phase difference 0 between the
center and edge of the aperture:*

* Strictly speaking, Eq (17) describes the field variation only in the

E- and H-planes.
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A = E(u) + E(v) (17)

ZE(W)

where

u = (*-L)/ 2X-R-, (18)

v U(i+L)/~2XkR, (19) I

and

*=UV/ (20)

The variables involved are A, 4, L/X, R/k. .'/Xa-, m with R/A
and a-)rn the dependent variables which may be minimized. For a given
wavelength and scatterer L/X is fixed and crm or R are minimized

subject to the conditions that

Ao0 < A< 1, (21a)

0<4 < *o, (Z2b)

where Ao is the maximum allowed amplitude variation and 00 is the

maximum allowed phase variation of the incident field at the effective

aperture. The solution to this minimization problem is facilitated by

expressing R/k and •Yrn in terms of u and v. From Eqs. (13),(16),
(18), and (19)

R 2 (L)z (2)

) (v-u)2

v z v u •
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where v > u; moreover

(= (v+u) L (Z4)
* (v - u) X

It is clear from Eq. (17) that u, v are functions of A, only so that from

the limits expressed in (21) the range of values of u, v depends upon A.,
*O, i.e., our measure of the departure of the incident field from a uniform
plane wave. Since u,v are independent of L/k, it is clear that
R/k c (L/X) 2 and a. rn a (UI X)4; thus R/I and a)rn increase rapidly
as the obstacle size increases in terms of wavelength.

As an example let us choose 4o = ir/8 and Ao = 0.9; these conditions
on the variation of the amplitude and phase of the incident field are
frequently used in recording echo patterns.* The range of values of u, v
shown in Fig. I corresponding to these values of 4o, and Ao appear in the
region enclosed by the curves labeled A = I 4p = 0, A = 1, 4ý = 22.50,
A = 0.9 and the edge of the figure. In this figure it follows that curves
of constant R/% for fixed L/k are described by the equation v-u z k and
appear as a family of straight lines of slope 1. The value of k is given

by the intersection of these straight lines with the v axis. Contours of

constant oxr for fixed L/k may be presented as the curves described
by

n 2 E.(W) constant; (25)
v2 uzIW

these appear as dotted curves and may be referred to as curves of constant

sensitivity. From Fig. 1 it is seen that the maximum value of k

(minimum R) occurs at v 1 1, u = 0; also it is seen that the minimum
value of n (minimum 7, ) occurs for v = I., u = 0. It follows from
Eqs. (ZZ) to (Z4) that forrrhis example

* As an illustration of the error which may occur with this type of

variation in the incident field, Mentzer 1 3 found that for the same

4o and Ao = 0.85 the error in the broadside echo areas of cylinders
is no greater than 0.7 db.
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and

R 2 L 
( Z 6 c )

x x

This optimization of range and sensitivity was accomplished by varying

the aperture of the measuring antenna. It is seen that this optimization

is achieved when the antenna aperture is equal to the obstacle aperture,

and that the measurement is carried out in the far-zones of both

apertures. A study of other examples where only modest variations of

the incident field at the target is permitted reveals essentially the same

conditions for optimization. In the case where large variations in the

incident field at the obstacle are permitted, e.g., •)o = 6 w, A 0 0.7

which have been employed in the measurement of the median echo areas

of large models, 1 one finds it impossible to simultaneously minimize

the range of measurement and the smallest measurable echo area. The

condition £ = L for maximum sensitivity also was obtained by Fails and

Fubini"4 under more general assumptions involving a restriction on the

maximum allowable phase difference between a point on the aperture

and a point on the effective aperture.

It is interesting to minimize the range and maximize the sensitivi-

ty when the antenna and effective obstacle apertures are not equal. Let

us examine two cases I = 2L and £ = L/Z. It is seen from Eq. (24) that

£ = 2L results in a line of slope 3 passing through the origin of the u,v

plane, whereas I L/Z results in a line of slope -3 passing through the

origin; these are shown as dot-dashed lines in Fig. 1. From Eqs. (22),

(g3)andFig 4(o e ) ob =n (or

rL

"3" j4-b

t :2L:

a n d
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=,L/Z: ()- =)

,+ \p JX I'I
Thus for fixed L/k, choosing an antenna aperture larger than the :••-

obstacle aperture results in an increased range and slightly decreased -
sensitivity compared with our first example;-on the other hand, choosing

an antenna aperture smaller than the obstacle aperture results in an •i
unchanged range and a greatly reduced sensitivity.[

The disadvantages of carrying out an echo measurement in the

near field of an antenna aperture much larger than the obstacle I
aperture also may be seen from Fig. 2. In this case the aperture
relationship is described by a line through the origin with slope a
little larger that, one. We see from Eqs. (ZZ) and (24) that

× (v +u)z

so that the near zone of the measuring antenna corresponds to the i
upper right hand part of the enclosed region. This is clearly a .l
region of lower setlsitivity; furthermore for a fixed L/A, its use
results in larger ranges than would be required if ! L.

The coziclusions reached in the previous paragraph will now be
checked by a different method. As pointed out earlier, it is necessary
in measuring o* that the incident field closely approximate a uniform
plane wave at the scatterer. It has been shownis that the near-zone
field of a horn antenna closely approximates a uniform plane wave in
the neighborhood of its axis, The accuracy of the approximation
improves where the magnitude of the field is stationary with respect



sensitivity is to be obtained in the near zone measurement. In carrying
out the echo measurement of some plates and spheres, the latter range
was selected, 13>ecause of its broader maximum along the axis.
Referringp-o-Fg. 3, which presents the measured field of the horn in
the E-"d H-planes, it is evident that an obstacle with L/) = 1 can be
measured with Ao = 0.9. A square plate with a one wavelength side
was found to have a 0.9 db error in its broadside echo area at this
range; on the other hand, a sphere of one wavelength diameter was
found to have an error in its echo area of less than 0.3 db. This near
zone* measurement is 22.4 db more sensitive thanr a measurement in
the fa.r-zone with RX/1 2 = 1; however, if we optimize the measurement
by setting I = L and R = 2L 2 /X, the sensitivity would be about 10 db
greater than that occurring at 1X//l = .075. The example illustrates
that given a small obstacle and large antenna aperture, the sensitivity
can be increased appreciiably by choosing the proper range in the near
field of the antenna; however,, the sensitivity is increased to a maximum
when f LandR/X>.. = Z(L/k)". With f = IOL andRk/1 2 = .075,
u = 2.3Z and v = 2.84, which is in the upper right hand region of the u,v
diagram, outside the range of values shown in Fig. 2.

In the measurement of small obstacles in the near field of large,
focused apertures an improvement in the sensitivity is to be expected.
It is of interest to determine the extent of this improvement together
with the apsociated range of measurement; this will be considered for
the general case and then applied to the example just treated. A
theoretical treatment of the focused, rectangular aperture has been
given by Sherman.' 6 In his paper he presents a theorem that in the
focal plane of the aperture near its axis, the electric field has the same
properties as the far-zoue field. As a corollary, at the focus the
electric field varies inversely with the focal distance and may be
calculated from its far-zone expression using the far-zone gain.
Experiments reported by Goodrich and Hiatt, 11 which give the
magnitude of the electric field in the vicinity of a focal point, are in
general agreement with the results of Sherman.

When small scatterers are measured in the near field of a large
aperture with Ao = 0. 9, *o = 22. 50, the permissible nonuniformity in
the incident field generally is determined by Ao (the restriction on the
phase variation usually is satisfied easily). From the theorem given
in the previous paragraph and the pattern function for a square aperture

with a uniform aperture distribution, the angle a between the pattern

*The definition of near zone here is 1, Z P R. < A1/>.
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points at which the electric field intensity is 0. 9 of its maximum value
is found to be X/21(L >> X). The range of measurement, or focal
distance in this case, is obtained from L = Ra. Next, employing the

formula for the far-zone gain and substituting into Eq. (13),

r *

with -.

L X_

Thus for the large, focused aperture one can achieve the optimum sensi-
tivity reported in Eq. (26b); however, the range of measurement is

increased by a factor of (I/L) with respect to the optimized range. In
the example of the unfocused near-zone measurement /k = 10, L/k 1;

if this aperture were focused on the scatterer, RX /12 = 0. 2 and the
sensitivity would be increased about 10 db with respect to that of the
unfocused case. On the other hand, the range is nearly three times
that used in the unfocused case.

APPLICATION

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the essential features

of the CW and pulsed reflection measuring systems similar to those which

have been used at this laboratory. 1 , 1 9 , Z 0" The pulsed systems are

inherently more sensitive than the CW systems, hut are more costly
and complicated than the latter; consequently, we are interested in the

approximate size of the largest obstacle which can be measured using
a CW system.

First let us establish criteria for a satisfactory echo pattern.

Again, Ao and 4o are chosen to be 0. 9 and 22. 50, respectively. The

coherent component of the background power is required to be 20 db

below the received power from the median echo area a-, so that the

background power can cause an error no greater than 1 db in o

Assuming that the indirect obstacle-antenna interaction is insignificant,

the background power is the power observed with the obstacle absent.

Its coherent component may be caused by ungated reflections from the

ground or obstacle support in the case of a pulsed system or by

unbalanced reflections in the hybrid junction circuit in the case of a

CW system. A practicaL-tipper limit to the balance of the hybrid
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junction circuit appears to be about 100 db, i. e, the background power
in tht receiver arm of the circuit is 100 db below the power in the
transmitter arm. • 1 With the 6 db loss in the hybrid junction circuit, I
the background power is about 94 db below the transmitted power.

Using the above data it is found frorm Eq. (26b) that the minimum

measurable a in square wavelengths is

S= 8 X 10 6 ,

A curve for this equation is shown in Fig. 5, where a- is plotted as
a function of L/X for different artillery shells and aircraft models.
The oK were found for 0-degree elevation patterns, because WX is
usually smallest for these patterns. These targets are more or less
cylindrical in shape so the fairly regular behavior of a-7L with LA. is
not surprising. The larger dispersion of data below LiX = 7 is to be
expected from target resonances. From the intersection of the two
curves, one notes that CW reflection systems can be used to measure
targets of this type with L/A as large as 40. This answer agrees with
the opinion based on experience that a CW reflection system can be
used to record satisfactory patterns provided the scatterer is not
more than a few dozen wavelengths long.

In conclusion, although certain theoretical results presented
here have been confirmed experimentally for reflection. systems
employing horn and parabolic antennas, the analysis is based in
part on the use of a square aperture with a field distribution uniform
in amplitude and phase. A more precise statement of the limitations

on these results can be given after this analysis has been extended to
include other aperture shapes and field distributions.
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liIlASUILNG TILE PHASE ALN TILE AtI'LITUDL
OF BkhSCATTUJLLU 1W),U)t N14RGY ON .i 6TATIC ILUNGE

Norman R. Landry

Electromagnetic Research Laboratory
1tCA Missile & Surface Radar Division

Moorestown, New Jersey

AUISTRAUT

A pulse system capable of making both phase and amplitude measure-
ments at 1300 megacycles is briefly described. Following a discussion

of the phase detectors that are used, some of the stability problems
associated with a full-scale pulsed system are explored, with special
emphasis on the effects of range background on phase measurements.

Also included are discussions of 1)phase versus time delay measure-
ments, and 2) the effect of various centers of rotation on the phase

measurements from a given target.

To date, most radar cross-section measurement ranges have concentra-
ted on me.suring the amplitude rather than both the amplitude and the
phase of backscattered energy. Inasmuch as phase data is very useful
in trying to obtain the scattering matrix associated with a particular
body, a system capable of measuring both items at 1300 mc has recently
been built as a part of VAMP, the Downrange Antimissile Measurement
Program under Project DMFENDElt (sponsored by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency and administered by the Army Missile Command.)

The discussion that follows explores the problems peculiar to phase
measurements. It is not meant to ignore amplitude measurements, but
it is felt that phase measurements have not been documented as well as
amplitude measurements in the radar cross-section literature.

A simplified block diagram of the amplitude and phase measurement
system is shown in Figure 1. The transmitted frequency is obtained
by mixing the STAOLO frequency with a crystal controlled 30-mo signal
and selecting the proper sideband to be amplified. Characteristics
of the preselector are such that the STLLO frequency is attenuated
80 db as compared to the transmitter frequency. The 1W switch and
pulse generator are used to form the low-level RF pulse and the width
of the 1F pulse is adjustable and is usually set to 0.2 microseconds.
The output from the 1F switch is fed through two stages of amplifica-
tion. The first travelling-wave tube amplifier is a Sperry STL-260
and has a power gain of approximately 50 db with an output peak power
of up to 30 watts. The second TWT is a Varian VA-131B and has a power
gain of approximately 40 db with an output peak power of up to 50 kw
of which 5 kw is usually used. The output from the transmitter is
fed through the microwave system to the 30-foot diameter L-band anten-
na. Target returns are mixed with the STALO frequency and then ampli-
fied in the gated I.F. amplifier. The 30-me reference frequency is
also amplified in a gated I.F. amplifier and the outputs from the two
I.F. amplifiers contain the desired amplitude and phase information.
The amplitude and phase detectors extract this information and make it
available for any of the recorders (analog and digital) in the recorder

complex.
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In keeping with the idea of discussing those items peculiar to phase meas-
urements, only the phase detector of Figure 1 will be discussed in any detail.
A schematic of the basic components of the phase detector is shown in Figure 2.
Using phasor diagrams to represent the various voltages, the reference voltage
can be depicted as E The signal voltage is very small compared to the refer-
ence and because of &ite centertapped transformer action adds in quadrature to
E1 when the relative phase between the two signals is zero. See sketch.

As shown, for the case of zero relative phase, E2 and E3 are equal in amplitude.
The outputs from the half-wave rectifiers will be equal in amplitude and of oppo-
site polarity and the stretched video output from the centertap will have zero
amplitude. The case for a forty-five degree relative phase is shown below.

El

E2 and E3 are no longer equal and the stretched video pulses will have some
positive amplitude. For E2 larger than E3 (for -45 degrees, say) the output
pulses would be negative. If El, E 2 , and E3 are considered as being essentially
parallel (E 1 , E2, and E3 >> Esig.) then the amplitude of the output is E 3 -E 2 ,
and

E2 EI - E i sina

E 3E1+ i sine

E 3 E 2ZE igsna.

If the amplitude of Esig is held constant by using the AGC controlled signal, then
the output from the phase detector is proportional to the sine of the input phase
angle. Note the 180 degree ambiguity in the above sketches. To overcome this
ambiguity two phase detectors are used and the reference signal fed into one of
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the phase detectors is phase shifted ninety degrees so that its output voltage is
proportional to the cosine of the unknown phase angle. Knowing both the sine
and cosine of the angle to be measured, the angle can be unambiguously deter-
mined. The stretched video pulses are peak detected and the d-c levels are
amplified to a usable level and recorded. In addition, the two d-c levels are
fed into an electromagnetic chopper and resolver unit and the resolved phase
angle is recorded.

A list of the system specifications as applicable to both amplitude and phase
measurements is given below.

1) Relative phase accuracy of 5.0 degrees rms for a 0.01 square meter
target.

2) Background cross section of 0.0001 square meters.

3) Absolute amplitude calibration accuracy of *1.0 db.

4) Amplitude measurement accuracy of ±1.2 db at 0.01 square meters.

5) Target aspect angle accuracy of ±0.1 degrees.

6) Target handling capability of 4,000 pounds and approximately 30 feet
long.

7) Transmit capability of any linear, circular or elliptical polarization.

8) Receive capability of any linear, circular or elliptical polarization.

9) Transmitter frequency of 1300 megacycles.

10) Pulse width of 0.2 microseconds.

11) Pulse repetition frequency of 1000 pps.

12) Maximum transmitter peak power of 5.0 kilowatts.

13) Range gate of 0.2 microseconds.

14) Recordings of amplitude and phase on analog and digital magnetic tape
and/or rectilinear and polar graphs.

The accuracy of the phase and amplitude data is as given above in the
section describing system specifications. Two primary sources of error are
from site background and equipment drift. With respect to phase measurements
the effects of background have been analyzed analytically and the effects of sys-
tem drift have been measured and analyzed statistically. The results are given
in Table I and the calculations are shown in Appendix A. The phase errors were
calculated by assuming that background is fixed in amplitude and phase (a fixed
target) and that the phase of the signal voltage is equally likely to be anywhere
from 0 to 360 degrees relative to the background at any aspect angle on any
given -est. The calculations were made for S/N = 0 decibels and for very large
values of S/N. The condition that gave the largest error was then extrapolated
for other values of S/N and the column of RMS error where extrapolation was
required has been marked "Approximate". The calculations are still valid if
the phase of the background signal varies in a random manner relative to the
phase of the target signal. If background takes on the characteristics of noise
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TABLE I. BACKGROUND EFFECTS ON PHASE MEASUREMENTS

Signal to Noise Maximum Error Average Error RMS Error
db degrees degrees degrees (Approx.) I

0 90.0 0.0 52.0

10 18.4 0.0 13.0 1
20 5.75 0.0 4.06

30 1.81 0.0 1.28

40 .59 0.0 0.42

SYSTEM STABILITY
Units 10 minute period 20 minute period!

Average Maximum Phase degrees ±1.8 ±3.1
Error

Standard Deviation of degrees 2.2 3.1 i
Above Average

Average Standard Devia- degrees - 0.51
tion of Phase Error
Within One Run I

Standard Deviation of degrees 0.72

Above Average

(as it tends to do with proper nulling techniques) the phase errors in the RF
energy also take on the characteristics of noise. When these signals are pro-
cessed by peak detecting circuitry, however, these phase errors tend toward
the maximum values. Since the peak detection is not perfect, the actual errors
will probably be closer to the RMS error.

The system stability section of Table I shows that the average m imum
phase error in a 20-minute run is ±3.1 degrees. It must be stres* *. =at• is
maximum phase error exists only for a very limited target aspect a' ,,Le and can
occur at random. A look at the average standard deviation of phase error within
one run will bring out this point. In an averae test there can be errors of 3.1
degrees, but their frequency will be associated with the six sigma value of the
standard deviation which was determined to be 0.51. For any given test picked
at random it can be said that the standard deviation of the phase errors in that
test will be less than 2.67 [0.51 + 3 (0.72)] degrees for 998 tests out of 1000.
This information was obtained by analyzing 120 pieces of 10-minute data and
60 pieces of 20-minute data. The periods of ten and twenty minutes were
chosen because the time for one target rotation is between these two values and

because phase stability is only needed during a target revolution since phase
d are read from the data.
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Two effects related to phase accuracy that have been noticed in the data
that has been recorded are 1) that the phase data from symmetrical targets
is very symmetrical and 2) that the phase differences read from the data area
function of the location of the center of rotation on the target. If a target body
is immersed in a flat field regardless of the location of the center of rotation
and if multipath effects are negligible, the only effect of different centers of
rotation is to change the effective range of the target as it is rotated about the
different centers of rotation. Having made a phase measurement for a certain
center of rotation it is possible to synthesize a phase measurement about a new
center of rotation by the following formula.

720 A cos 8

where

a is the correction angle in degrees

Mls the amount of translation of the center of rotation and is positive if
the center of rotation is moved toward the nose of the target

6 is the target aspect angle and is zero degrees for nose-on

X is the operating wavelength and must have the same dimensional unit
asA.

The correction angle, a, is added to the measured phase angle at each target
aspect angle and can be positive or negative depending on the sign of the cosine 8.
A digital computer program is being prepared to carry out this computation (if
desired) on the digital data that will be recorded.

Since the effect of phase variation due to target aspect change and phase
variation due to range change (time delay) can be but need not be the same, it
had to be determined whether the system was actually measuring phase changes
and time delay or just time delay. It was felt that if insufficient bandwidth were
available, the phase of the signal in the IF amplifier would be independent of the
phase of the RF signal and resultant phase measurements would merely be meas-
urements of the relative times at which the IF amplifier was shocked into ring-
ing. A test was devised to resolve the question and the results proved conclusively
that the system measures the phase of the returned energy regardless of what
(time or target) has affected the phase. Thus if the phase of the return is affected
by the shifting of the center of return or by a change in boundary Iu-. ur (ablation
material, e.g.) the phase system will measure the total chaage and not only that
due to the change in effective range. The test consisted of two parts 1) varying
the effective range to the target and 2) holding range constant and varying intra-
pulse RF phase. In the first test, the time of the target return was delayed by
means of a line stretcher in the transmitter line to the antenna and data of meas-
ured phase versus line stretcher position was recorded. In the second test, the
time of the echo was maintained constant relative to the reference, to, and the
phase of the transmitted signal at to was varied. Again, data was recorded and
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when the results of the two tests were compared, it was judged that (within the
experimental accuracy described in the system specifications) the two curves
were identical. It is thus concluded that the system measures the phase of the
RF echo regardless of what has affected the phase.

A sample of a phase measurement is given in Figure 3 and the corresponding
amplitude (cross-section) data is given in Figure 4. The target body is a thirty-
inch diameter flat plate, has a large U-shaped stiffener on one face and is
mounted with a metal shaft. When using the phase data, it must be remembered
that phase measurements have meaning only when a change of phase is associated
with a change in aspect angle. The phase data can be considered linear for
rough approximations and if an arbitrary reference angle of Pis associated with
the center of the polar graph, then the outside of the polar graph represents
360 + P. Phase angles of o, 211 + and in general 2nw+ at are All recorded at
the same radial position relative to the center on the graphs. The recording pen
flyback at 360* + 0 allows the counting of the number of 2ff radians that have
occurred. A flyback from the outside of the graph toward the inside can be
interpreted as saying that an angle of 21 should be added to subsequent readings
(another flyback says that 41Y should be added etc.) and a flyback from the center
of the graph toward the outside can be interpreted as saying that an angle of 2ff
should be subtracted from subsequent readings. The phase angle for the flat
plate varies three 41 + a where 1800 <c.< 3600. A look at e = 0 (face on) and
0 = 180 0 (tail on) shows that the flat plate was not rotated about an axis in the
plane of the flat plate. Knowing that it was rotated about an axis parallel to
the plane of the flat plate and that the displacement was less than a quarter
wavelength, the actual displacement can be calculated from the phase data as
being 5/8 inch. For the radar cross-section plots, the scales are linear, each
division is equal to one decibel and the level of one square meter is marked on
the graph. For both plots, the angular aspect angle is in degrees and the identi-
fication of O= 0° (or face on) is marked on the polar graphs.
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APPENDIX k

Background Effects on Phase Measurements

Assumptions:

1) Background fixed in amplitude and phase.1

2) Relative phase between signal and background voltages equally
likely to be anywhere between 0 and 360 degrees

Let eI signal voltage

e= background voltage

relative phase between signal and background voltage

c= error in phase measuremento

el

then
e2 sin 0tan of = e + e2 co (A- l1)

g81+ e 2 coo

The value of 0 that will make the phase error P maxtmuan can be found by differ-
entiating equation A-I and setting the resultant equal to zero,

Se2 sin of tane I + e2 Cos ;7 j

1,i
1The phe of the background voltage can be allowed to vary as long as it varies

independently from the signal voltage.
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2

e + e2 set
da.. 16CB,

~W 2 2 =0e 1 +2 1 e 2 cos + e2

ee 2 cos%&+ e 2
2  0

or

& COs 1 (- to give a (A-2)
1 max

Use of the following sketch

em

St,
.MAX 1

shows that

e2

a =sin-1 2 (A-3)
max

To study some of the statistical characteristics of the phase error, a, con-
sider the case where the background voltage is much less than the signal voltage.
When e 2 < < e 1 the equation

a =an-1 e 2sin

eI + e2 coso

reduces to
_e2

=-l sin q, (A-4)

where a is expressed in radians.
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From the second assumption on page 156, the probability density function of V,
can be written as follows:

P (41)

0 otherwise.

The probability density function of a will now be found. I -

e•

.7r 7r 7

i"

Because of the symmetry of the sine curve about its peak value and because a is
a double valued function of Vi_

pe() =2p(&) d
2d rs.-.1 . i

(a) d en l J

e~

P()for al <e --
IT •)- (ee 2 2€€- e 1}

(A-5)

0 for lal e 2
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By inspection the mean value of af is equal to zero. The variance of af is equal
to the mean square value and is given below.

I" I

aa 2 f a2 p (a) d c

I12

I e1

e I

2 dea

"e ýe 2 el +21 -2

"e2 V

f -e2

\el 
e2

to ~ ~ ~ a th mean squar vauInsgvnblw

L 
_e 

2
dea

2i0 2 2

a e -)
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2

2 e
12= e2  I

'tx 2e12  •.

and the standard deviation on RMS value of a is

a f _ e a•ma fore 2 < <e (A-6)

As another part of the study consider the case e 2 = e1
Then •1

-1 sinl': = tan l+COS¢

Using the facts I

sin 2 2 sin 4D cos Ib
1 +cos2 =2cos2 $ I

2 sin 2 CosB
tan 22 2

or

tan a = tan 2

which can be true only if a

It follows that for this case

p(a) for - • , (A-7)

= 0 otherwise
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J -=

a
2 T .

Again, the mean value of a is zero by inspection, the variance is found as follows,

p2f2
a 5 -a dc

0!I

ff,

2
312 a i

3 If

2 2_
2 2  1 2

of 12 3 max

and the standard deviation or RMS value is

1i

a = ORMS= 3 max fore 2 =eI (A-8)

To demonstrate that equations A-5 and A-7 are reasonable, the following sketches
are offered.

In both sketches equal increments of 41have been chosen and the vectors ej + e 2
have been drawn. The distribution of a is constant for el = e 2 and for e1 = 3 42
the distribution is concentrated near the maximum value of a .

The phase errors shown in Table I in the body of the report were calculated as

follows:

Maximum Error

Use equation A-3
e2

C = sin-
max e2
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Average Error

For e2 < < e and for e2 = e, the mean value of ot was found to be zero. With
the help of Figue A-i in this Appendix, these results can be extrapolated for

any ratio of a . Thus
2

-= 0 for all values of--

RMS Error

= a for e < < e by equation A-6
a RMS - max 2 1

OM = L x for e 2 = el by equation A-8

1 SAssume the worst case, let aRMS = . 0 a max for all casea except "• = 1

and carry out the calculations.
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SURFACE CURRENTS IN THIN CONDUCTING SHEETS

P. Magoulas, Ph.D., B.Sc. & P.A. Matthews, Ph.D., B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E.
University College London.

(1) INTRODUCTION

To calculate the field scattered from a conducting obstacle in an
electromagnetic field the current distribution in the obstacle rust be

known. For certain shapes of obstacle it is possible to solve the
field equations exactly but in the case considered here, that of a
thin flat conducting sheet, illuminated edge on such a formal solution
cannot be set up. To evaluate the fields, the current distribution on
the sheets has been measured and expressions have been derived from
which these distributions may be calculated.

The measurements of the surface currents were carried out using a
magnetic loop probe coupled to a bridge detector for measuring rela-
tive amplitude and phase. The situation of the sheets relative to the
incident field is shown in Figure ao The incident field is propa-
gated in the z direction with the electric field in the x or horizontal
direction. The sheets lie in the xz plane. Three types of sheet are
considered, those finite in both the x and z directions, those finite
in the z direction and infinite in the x direction, and those finite in
the x direction and semi-infinite in the z direction, that is extending
from z n 0 to +a* . Measurements have been carried out on rectangu-
lar1 triangular and circular sheets, and also on cylinders which have
an appreciable thickness in the y direction.

For a rectangular sheet currents can be measured parallel to the
front edge, parallel to the side edge, longitudinal currents. The
currents parallel to the front edge may be divided into two types,
those excited in the front edge itself which attenuate rapidly along
the sheet and those transverse currents excited further down the sheet
which act as a travelling wave along the sheet.

(2) EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The measurements were carried out at a frequency of 3000 Mc/s
using the system illustrated in Figurel.b . A Heil tube oscillator
radiating from a horn was used to illuminate the obstacle. A refer-
ence signal is taken by waveguide from the oscillator to the bridge
for measuring amplitude and phase. In the reference arm are level
setting and measuring attenuators and phase shifters. A signal from
the magnetic loop probe is also coupled to this reference arm. The
two signals are mixed in a crystal mixer. The oscillator is modulated
at 3 kc/s and the mixer output is taken to a tuned amplifier. Mea-
surements are carried out by setting the position of the probe and
then adjusting the calibrated attenuator and phase shift to give a
null reading on the output amplifier meter. This is repeated at a
number of points to plot out the required field pattern.
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The apparatus was set up indoors and to prevent distortion of the
field by reflection from neighbouring objects absorbent screens wera
set up around the region in which the measurements were carried out.
The horn was situated sufficiently far from the position of measure-
ment for the field to be substantially plane in that region.

To measure the magnetic field alone a balanced shielded loop was
used. This is illustrated in Figure 2.a . This form of loop has the
advantage that it is well shielded from electric fields and with the

gaps in the outer conductor symmetrically placed in the vertical arm
of the loop there is little pick-up from the horizontal electric field.
The dimensions of the loop are small compared with the wavelength,

having horizontal and vertical dimensions of 2 mm. by 3 mm. Ii such
a loop is held immediately above the conducting sheet the current

induced in the loop is proportional to the field through the loop
and hence to the current in the surface flowing in the direction of
the plane of the loop. If currents are induced in the loop due to
the electric field they are in phase in the two vertical arms of the

loop. The coaxial lines frcm the loop are coupled into a waveguide
transformer at points X/apart and so the electric field does not

induce any net field into the guide. The currents set up by
the magnetic field are 1800 out of phase in the two lines and when
coupled into the guide set up a wave in the guide.

The efficiency of the loop as a detector of the magnetic field
was tested by making measurements on obstacles over which the field
distribution could be calculated, e.g. cylinders or wires. The

results of such a test are shown in Figure 2.b in which a comparison
is made with the measurements of Codis and with calculated curves.

There is good agreement over the illuminated side of the cylinder.

In the shadow region agreement is not so good. It is thought that
this may be due to the presence of standing waves in the field in the

region of the cylinder.

(3) MEASUREMENTS ON RECTANGULAR SHEETS

3.1. Front Edge Currents

Measurements were made of the current along the front edge of
sheets and in wires of the same length. These results are shown in
Figures 3.S,b,c. for different lengths together with calculated
values of the field. The currents measured along the edge are similar
in form to that in wires until the length of the front edge is 2X. At
this length there is a difference in that the current is zero at the

centre of the wire but on the sheet it still has a value only half that
of the maximum.
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3.2. Longitudinal currents

The variation in longitudinal current was measured along the side
of a sheet 12X long and one wavelength wide Figure 4 . The field is
small in amplitude near the tront edge but increases in amplitude along
the sheet. There is a nmrk'd standing waveŽ pattern along the sheet.
When the sla,'et is terminatea with an absorbing screen the standing wave
pattern is much reduzed and the field has -.he form of a wave travelling
along the sheet. Thnis is confirmed by the measurement of phase (Figure
4b . The variation of the longitudinal field across the sheet is
shown in Figure 4c There is 1800 phase change between the currents
along one edge of the sheet and the currents along the opposite edge.

3 _3. Transverse currents

The transverse component of the current was measured along the
sides and centre of the sheet and the results of this measurement are
shown in Figere 5a Near the front edge there is a large current in
the centre and little current at the edge, whilst at a point along
the sheet the current at the centre falls to a low value and the cur-
rent in the edge increases. Again it appears that a travelling wavei.j: set up along the sheet. The currents in the front and back edges

are similar to those in aerials. The variation in the transverse
component of the current measured across the centre of the sheet is
shown in Figure 5b Again there is 1800 phase change in the currents
in the two edges.

From these measuremeits it seems reasonable to consicer the theo-
retical evaluation of these currents in two parts, firstly the currents
induced in the front edge of the sheet and secondly the travelling
waves set up a)ong the sheet.

4. CALCULAT:ON OF THE FR)NI EDGE CURRENT AND BACK SCATTERING FROM THE
FRONT EDGE

4.1. Front edge current

The currents in the front edge of the sheet havebeen calculated
following the variational method put forward by Tai for cylindrical
wires. The front edge of the sheet is shown in Figure 6 The
current is induced in the front edge of the sheet by the incident
field E . It i:i assumed that the current can be regarded as a current

fiiLmend I(x') along the x axis in the plane y = 0 and that the
current is scattered aiong the edges AD, BC. Then for a point x on
the edge the distance R from x t, x' is given by

IL - 1-- ,,-1I
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Now it has been shown that the field E is related to the current I(x')
by the relation 0

+ 4
Multiplying by I(x)dx and integrating from - 1 to + 1 and then
dividing by -. L L

gives

E..A

where K(x - x') :

Then writing

IL

and

gives a quantity S which is stationary with respect to small variation
in I(x) about the correct value. From a given trial function for I(x)
a better value can thus be obtained.

On the front edge two conditions are assumed:

l(x) = I(- x)

I(A.) I (-A. ) = o

A current distribution satisfying these conditions is

I(x) a I (cos kx - cos k 1) [,•

but this does not agree with the non-zero measured value of the current
in the centre of a sheet t = X, i.e. 2A wide and a correction term

-A cft _•

P
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may be added where the constant t is found through equation(, • is J
such that ae =0 at x = IJ. . Thus

too, - ck,,ki-A C.Bi&. (Jý Z

Putting the expression into equation (P I and putting the derivative I
of this with respect to )\ equal to zero as S is stationary, an
expression for A may be found. This may be expressed as *

where the expressions are those given in the thesi(6 and which may be )

evaluated in terms of generalised sine and cosine integrals which are
tabulated.

When the complex value of A\ has been evaluated the current dis-
tributions for values of L. from 0 to X may be calculated. The values
of A% are given in Figure 7 . For values of . > X a second approxi-
mation must be made as the first approximation again gives zero cuirent
at the centre which does not agree with measurements. The actual eva-

luation of the second and higher approximations becomes increasingly
tedious.

The values of current in amplitude and phase calculated by this

method have been plotted on the same graphs as the experimental mea-
surements and show a fair agreement.

4.2. Back Scattering from the Front Edge
tA)

The scattering cross-section may be defined following King as

total power reradiated from scatterer.
0  incident Poynting vector at scatterer

This is expressed in terms of the incident and scattered electric
fields as

at a distance R from the scatterer.

Both E and E may be expressed in terms of I(x) and S to give

50 LLIs- o

The values of S may be evaluated frcm the calculated current. distribu-

tions and hence the scattering cross-section of the front edge. This
is shown in Figure 8 and is compared with the scattering cross-
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section of wires. Attempts to measure the back scattering by standing
wave methods were inconclusive due to the disturbance of the field by
surrounding objects.

(5) TRAVELLING WAVES ON THE SHEET

5.1. Surface waves on elliptic cylinders

The travelling waves on the sheet will be analysed by considering
them as the limiting case of surface waves on elliptical cylinders.
Measurements of the magnetic field above the surface of a thin sheet
covered with dielectric confirm the existence of surface waves whilst
the field distributions across an elliptic cylinder have the same
form as the measured distributions.

An elliptic cylinder of finite conductivity car, support both E and
A type modes. The excitation of these modes is illustrated in Figure
9a. In (a) the incident electric field is in the direction of the
major axis. At points on the surface there are normal and tangential
components of E and H. The tangential component Ht will excite TE or
H type waves In addition to TM or E type waves.
For the E wave the Ht components on the upper side of the cylinder are
in anti-phase whilst for the H wave the components of H are in phase.

n

The coordinate system of the elliptic cylinder is shown in Figure
9b. For an incident electric field in the x or 0 = 0 direction
analysis of the surface wave fields gives

E modes

z

E =All ..L
SI

.. 5

H

, & .O

- - .

H =0
z

with surface impedance

L.

L __ _

la 'a AJ6 p.
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Figure 9. Analysis of the Incidenit field or. an elliptical
cylinder for (a) 3 f ield along the m~ajor axis, (b) H
field along the imajor axi~s, and (c) coordinate system
on elliptical cylinder.
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sheet there are travelling waves in both directions on the sheet. The

wave reflected at the wave end and travelling back towards the trans-

mitter can contribute towards the total back scattering cross-section.

As in the case of the front edge current the back scattering cross-

section is calculated from the scattered field. This time the field is

due to the currents on the surface of the sheet

The phase change along the sheet is given by *- as the backward

travelling wave is being considered. From this value of scattered

field the power flux density in the backwards direction can be cal-

culated and the corresponding total reradiated power if the power flux

density is assumed constant around the scatterer. Then the back

scattering cross-section can be calculated from

Equivalent reradiated power.
Incident Poynting vector

As both parts of the scattering cross section are evaluated taking the

front edge as reference they may be added to give the total scattering

cross-section.

When calculating the magnitude of the currents the coupling between
the incident field and the waves on the sheet must be known. This has

been found experimentally from the measured amplitude distribution and

from the measurements of Hey and SeniorAS Taking the measured values

for a sheet 6.7% long the constant BACoupling factor, can be found.

In practice this value is not constant for short lengths of sheet as

the current takes a few wavelengths to build up to a steady value and

for short lengths values of B(L) appropriate to the length of sheet

may be derived from the measured amplitude distribution. However from

the one pair of experimental measurements the scattering cross section

can be derived for other lengths of sheet as is shown in Figure 12

(7) CONCLUSION

The measurements made have shown that the currents on rectangular

sheets can be considered in two parts, the front edge currents and

currents due to travelling waves on the sheet. These travelling waves

can have the form of surface waves and the theoretical work on elliptic

cylinders shows the current distribution to be expected on flat sheets.
From the measured values of current the effective back scattering
cross-section of sheets of various lengths can be calculated.
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GW MEASUREMENTS OF AN ECHO n

BALLOON IN THE NEAR ZONE t

R. K. Ritt
Group Department Head, Applied Sciences

A. W. Wren, Jr.
Group Department Head, Florida Operations

Conductron Corporation

INTRODUCTION

During the months of June and July, 1963, Conductron Corporation
performed radar reflectivity measurements on a full-scale Echo II
balloon at the main dirigible hangar, Lakehurst Naval Station. The
problems connected with efficiently instrunenting for CW measurements
in a near zone situation and the treatment of the data were unique and
in this paper, we briefly describe the measures taken.

DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

A scaffold, 48 feet high, was erected in the Lakehurst NAS main
dirigible hangar. Upon this scaffold was constructed a wooden track,
86 feet in length. The track formed a circular arc, 100 feet from the
surface of the balloon, which when inflated, had a radius of 67.5 feet.
The angle subtended by the arc was 300. Figure 1 illustrates the rela-
tive position of the inflated balloon, the scaffolding, and the hangar
interior. Figure 2 illustrates the plan view of the relative positions
of the balloon and the scaffolding. At either end of the track was
located two standard gaiin hurn antenziaz, one L-band and one C6and.
They were mounted back to back so that by a rotation, either one could
be made to point at the balloon, aligned along the baýloon radius. These
horns were the transmitting antennas, being connected, respectively, to
a 1.71 KMC and a C-Band CW source. The sources were located on a plat-
form mounted just beneath the track. A small wooden cart was constructed
to move along the track. On the cart, similaly to the transmitting horns,
were mounted a third pair of horns. These served as receiving antennas,
and were connected to a Scientific Atlanta receiver, located on the deck
of the hangar. The coordinatet of the recorder chart were db vs. angle.
The cart was motor driven, and its position on the track was synchronized
to the motion of the recorder chart, so that the angular position of the
cart could be made to'coincide with the recorded position on the chart.
The cable from the receiving antenna to the receiver was slung so that
constant cable length could be maintained, independently of cart posi-
tion. Figure 3 is a sketch of the physical arrangements.

Switching was provided so that all changes of electrical connections
and positioning uf the receiver cart could be controlled from a console
which was constructed and located adjacent to the receiver. Rotation of
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the horns was performed by technicians who were located at eitner end of
the track. Tuning and monitoring of the RF sources was performed by a
technician located on the source platform. The mounting of the horns
was constructed so that axial rotation could be performed, permitting
change of polarization.

One hundred feet from the scaffold and on the opposite side from the
balloon, a tower was erected, atop of which was placed a flat calibration
plate whose position could be remotely controlled and synchronized. During
calibration runs the horns were aligned in the direction of the flat plate.
Calibrations were performed at 5.85 and at 1.71 KMC. Prior to a test
sequence, the C-Band horns were aligned in the direction of the flat plate,
with the receiver cart adjacent to the left transmitting horn. All horns
were at vertical polarization. The 5.85 source was connected to the left
transmitting horn, the flat plate rotated, and a flat plate pattern run
off on the recording paper. The voltage source was then connected to the
receiver through an attenuator and adjusted so that the receiver pen coin-
cided with the flat plate maximum. A straight line pattern, using this
attenuator setting was run. The right transmitter was then connected, a
new flat plate pattern recorded, and its maximum compared to the straight
line pattern. The attenuator setting was then readjusted so as to lie
midway between the two flat plate maximum. This adjustment was maintained
throughout the test sequence, and used as the calibration level of mea-
surements at 5.85 and 5.65 KMC. Its nominal value at 5.65 was obtained
by computation. The L-Band system was similarly calibrated. At the
conclusion of a test sequence, the stability of the source was tested
against a flat plate run. For no test sequence was there observed a
change in the calibration level.

A test sequence was performed in the following steps:

I. Upon being notified by the test director that the balloon had
been inflated to a given pressure level, which was to be maintained
throughout the test sequence, the L-Band system was connected and the
horns, all polarized vertical.ly, were aligned on the balloon, the
receiver cart adjacent to the right transmitter.

2. The right transmitter was connected, and the cart moved to the
left, the signal level being recorded.

3. When the receiving horn reached the left most position, the
left transmitter was connected, and the receiving horn run to the right.
Simultaneously the right transmitter was rotated to horizontal polari-
zation.

4. Upon reaching the right most position, the right transmitter
was connected, the receiver run to the left, and the left transmitter
rotated to horizontal.
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5. Upon reaching the left most position, the left transmitter was
connected and the cart run to the right.

6. Upon reaching the right most position, the receiving horn was
rotated to horizontal, the right transmitter connected, and the cart run
to the left.

7. Upon reaching the left most position, the left transmitter was
connected, and the cart run to the right.

8. The recording paper was then calibrated with the secondary stand-
ard.

These steps were then repeated for 5.65 and 5.85 KMC. In this fashion,
at each frequency, patterns were obtained, which for simplicity, were suc-
cessively labeled in the following manner:

TRANSMIT RIGHT VV
TRANSMIT LEFT W
TRANSMIT RIGHT HV
TRANSMIT LEFT HV
TRANSMIT RIGHT HH
TRANSMIT LEFT HH

0For any transmit position, the bistatic angle increased from O0 to 30
The "specular" 0 angle, 0 defined as the bisector of the bistatic angle, in-
creased from 0 to 15 . If the specular angle were redefined to be the
angular position on the balloon corresponding to the specular ray, let-
ting, for convenience, the right most position correspond to 0 , then for
TRANSMIT RIGHT, the specular angle Pncreased from 0 to 15 0, and for
TRANSMIT LEFT, it decreased from 30 to 150.

The balloon was constructed of adjacent gores, each subtending an
angle of 180 /53 - 3.40. The sector of the balloon corresponding to 0 -

15 contained two adjacent reinforced gores; therefore, the patterns cor-
responding to TRANSMII RIGHT represent a specular angle which passes over
the reinforced gores, and those corresponding to TRANSMIT LEFT, a specular
angle which does not pass over the reinforced gores.

BACKGROUND LEVELS

The r~dar cross-section of a conducting sphere, 67.5 feet in diameter,
is 1335 m , or 31.2 db > in2 . Following usual practice in cross-section

meabarements, it was felt that to validate the measurements, the back-
ground levels must be maintained at least 10 db arid preferably 20 db below
this nominal value. The antennas being located 167.5 feet from the center
of the 67.5 foot (radius) balloon, the balloon subtended an angle of 440

of the antenna beam. Antenna patterns of the standard gain horns were
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bistatic field can be obtained using the Kline-Luneberg jsymptotic expan-
sion, for which the analysis was worked out by Schensted for plane wave
incidence on bodies of revolution.

Bistatic Scattering for Plane Wave Incidence

Let a plane wave travel in the direction of the positive z-axis
and polarized in the x direction. Consider a sphere of radius a, whose
illuminated portion of the surface is given by

z = f(p) = a - a-2 2)

where
•/2 2 :

p= x +y

The scattered field has the form

Es iks Z2)

n---n=O

For the case on hand, only the first term given by n = 0 need be consider-
ed, since the remainder of the expression is the order of I/(ka). The
phase factor s is the distance along the incident ray from the z = 0 plane
to the specular point, plus the distance along the scattered ray from the
specular point to observer. See Figure 4; s is the distance AB + BP. The
leading term of expression (2) has the form

E= ( hh 0 )112 (- cos 0 p + sin 0 •) (3)

where for the observation point P, p is the distance of the specular
point B from the z-axis. If the bistatic angle ABP is defined to be 2a,
then we have

p = a sin a. (4)

The angle 0 associated with the position of the observer P is the angle
between the y = 0 plane and the plane containing the point P and the z-
axis. The values of h and ho can be found on using Equations 1, 4 and
reference 1 to have the form 0

h =I+
p a cos a

ho a sin c [i +-Ls cos a]0 a
where s is the distance BP. The vectors • and p have the form
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=-in0 Li + cos 0 1

p cos 2a [cos i + sin 0, + sin 2cc-x -y

To complete the picture we need to find s in terms of the angle a and the
distance r of the observer from the center of the sphere. It is seen from
Figure 4, that

Sa r (7)
sin (9 - a) - sin (20c - e) - sin a

Solving the last two equations for e - C1, we have obtained

sin . o + ( a (.)2sin2a (8)
s in (Z r-c r

thus giving _F F2 in
a aCos +J 7()2 - sin2 (9)

Hence combining the above results we obtain

N1/= = 1 - 2 cos2a + 2 cos CJ (r)2 - sin2a

I + 2 (K)2 _ sin2  1 2(10)
cos a /

Relationship Between Near-Zone and Far-Zone Results

Let a transmitter be located at point T (Figure 5). We shall
assume that it is sufficiently far away from the sphere so that the apecu-
lar region lies in the far-zone of the antenna. In addition we shall
first assume that locally in the region about thS specular point the incl-
dent wave can be treated as a plane wave. Let E I? be the electric
intensity of the incident radiation at the specular point.

The scattered field in the near zone and far zone will be given in
Table I, for the following two polarizations. Specifically we shall con--
sider vertical and horizontal polarization, where the incident radiatlon
is respectively polarized perpendicular and parallel to the plane formed
by the transmitter, the receiver (previously called the observer) and the
center of the sphere. The scattered field for the horizontal and vertical
polarization cases are found by setting 0 0, and 0 - n/2 respectively
in Equations (3) and (6).
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As seen from Table I, there are no cross-polarization terms. This
is because the cross-polarization terms occur in the terms nf the series
(Equation 2) which have been neglected, and are of lower order by a fac-
tor 5 x 10- . The angle 2a is the far-zone bistatic angle. To extrapo-
late far zone results from near zone results this angle must be fixed.

We next come to the question of changing the assumption of plane wave
incidence. A more accurate assumption with the transmitter at a finite
distance from the sphere is to treat the incidence wave in the neighborhood -

of the specular point as a spherical wave. The main effect of this is to
change the factor 4 D(O)/Dks) given by Equation (10). For simplicity we
will take transmitter and receiver to be the same distance r from the
center of 2 the sphere. The "divergence factor"t 4 D(0)/D(T) can be obtained
from Fock. =c )

2r Ma 2

. sin CZ +Cos .

with M I sin • si

Thus if a spherical wave is assumed incident, then Table I must be

modified in that the near field magnitude (the second column) must be
replaced by

S2--R < co• -)1/2
E{Co (12)

M(lsin a + cosa M)
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APPLICATION OF SURFACE FIELD MEASUREMENTS
TO RADAR CROSS SECTION STUDIES

T. B. A. Senior
Radiation Laboratory, The University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Introduction

When an electromagnetic wave is incident upon a body, a surface distri-
bution of fields or currents is set up which then radiates to produce the scattered
field. In some senses, therefore, the surface field is more fundamental than
the scattered field; the latter is given in terms of the former by an integral which
is relatively simple in the far zone, and consequently, for a given direction of
incidence the complete (monostatic and bistatic) field can be derived from the
surface field by quadratures. On the other hand, the reverse procedure is not
quite so straightforward.

The surface field is the natural product of most integral equation methods
for the solution of diffraction problems, and since it is usually more sensitive
to minor shape (and material) perturbations than is the scattered field, it pro-
vides a stringent check on those approximate techniques which are our only way
of treating all but the simplest shapes of body. In addition, however, it has con-
siderable practical importance in itself, even when the ultimate objective is the
determination of the scattered field. Many of today's problems in the radar
cross section area are concerned with the reduction or enhancement of the field
at large distances by modifications to the shape and/or material of the scattering
object, and in cases where the field is not dominated by specular reflections, a
detailed knowledge of the surface field and of how it is excited is an almost
essential prerequisite to any scientific attempt at cross section control. It is
certainly essential if near-optimum results are to be achieved.

During the last two years the Radiatibn Laboratory has given increased
attention to the study of surface fields on selected shapes by extensions of the
more standard theoretical methods involving physical optics, creeping waves,
etc. and by direct measurement of the currents using probes. The latter approach
has proved extremely valuable in these investigations, and is already filling a
vital role in improving our theoretical tools for the prediction of scattering
patterns. With its aid it is a relatively simple matter to discover the direct
effect of minor modifications to the shape of a body, and it is expected to prove
even more important in later applications to absorbing coatings. It may there-
fore be appropriate to describe the experimental facility as it exists at the
moment, and mention some of the measurements which have been made.
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Historical Survey
The use of probes to determine the fields excited on the surface of a con-

ducting object is by no means new. As early as 1938 it was employed by Pippel

and Baerner1 to measure the currents induced by radio antennas on an aircraft
structure, and similar work was carried out by Granger and Altman 2 and
Granger and Morlta 3 soon after World War II. Since 1948 it has been widely
exploited by the Cruft Laboratory of Harvard University and many of the im-
provements in probe design originated there. Reynolds 4 and Dunn 5 studied
different forms of detection probes and measured the fields on flat conducting
plates, and the latter author also considered the effect of elliptical polarization
on loop systems. An extensive analysis of loop antennas was later published

by King 6 and still more recently Whiteside 7 has examined the response of dif-
ferent types of probe to electromagnetic fields. The information provided by

this last author is probably sufficient to design and 2onstruct any probe necessary
for a surface field measurement.

One of the most difficult problems with a probe technique is to a"-id stray
pick-up in the wires leading from the probe to the detector, and if these wires

are kept short the possibility of reflections from the associated equipment is
introduced. An attractive way of avoiding both these problems is to use a ground
plane and to cut a slot in the body along the trajectory to be followed by the probe.
The latter is now below the surface and the lead wires can be taken from the
inside of the body through the ground plane to the detector hidden underneath.
This method was used by Morita8 to study linear antenna elements and a slight
variation upon it was employed by Ribblet 9 in his work on the 'infinite' circular
cylinder and the parabolic reflector. Another application of the ground plane
system was by Wetzel and Brickl0 whose measurements of the surface field on
the shadow portion of an elliptic cylinder confirmed the accuracy of the creeping
wave approximation, but for two dimensional objects the parallel plate system

becomes appropriate, and this was employed by Row 11 and, later, by Plonsey1 2 .

The obvious disadvantages of all these systems are the necessary restric-
tions on shape of body, direction of incidence and polarization, and none of them
are consistent with a routine type of measurement which would assist in the
analysis of scattering from 'practical' (and almost inevitably complex) shapes.
One of the few attempts to measure surface fields directly was the limited in-
vestigation of flat plates at glancing incidence by Hey and Senior' 3 . In some
respects the present Radiation Laboratory work is a natural outgrowth of this,
and perhaps the major accomplishment is the demonstration that surface fields
on three dimensional objects can be measured under reasonably wide circum--
stances, and with a sufficient degree of accuracy to be of help In studies of

scattering phenomena.
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Experimental Facility

The facility is housed in a room 13 112 ft wide and 100 ft long but the entire
operation is confined to a region 25 ft in length. The model to be measured is
mounted on a styrofoam pedestal just in front of a shaped absorbing screen
composed of high performance absorbing materials, and shielding the traversing
mechanism for the probe.

The choice of frequencies has been influenced by two factors: the desire
to measure models whose dimensions are comparable or larger than a wave-
length, and the necessity of having probes very small in comparison with the
wavelength if they are not to disturb the field unduly. The first of these forces
one to the higher frequencies if the models are to be of reasonable physical
dimensions and this in turn reduces the size of the probe. Ultimately the limit
is provided by the difficulties of construction and handling of probes only a few
mm in dimension, as well as by the accuracy of positioning, and all of our
measurements so far have been carried out at L- and S-band frequencies. It is
hoped to add a C-band capability at a later date.

The type of probe depends in part on the field component to be measured.
A variety of different types have been investigated including a diode loop, two
diodes forming a balanced dipole, and a simple shielded loop. This last has
proved convenient for most of our measuitements, and several versions have

been constructed differing only in size. The latest has a loop 3 mm in outside
diameter, which is probably somewhat smaller than the optimum for S-band. I
This is connected to a piece of rigid coaxial line (Coaxitube, manufactured by
the Precision Tube Company) of outer diameter 0.03 in., with inner conductor
of diameter 0.01 in. and glass wrap insulation. Because of the relatively high

loss in a line of such small dimensions, only a 6 in. length is used and this is
attached to a 12 in. length of larger (0.085 in.) diameter Coaxitube. These
constitute the support mechanism for the probe. They are maintained in a
vertical position perpendicular to the incident field polarization, and coupled
at the upper end to a horizontal coaxial line which is coated to reduce surface
wave effects. This last rests on a styrofoam beam and passes over the center
of the absorbing screen to a vertical tower mounted on the probe positioner.
The general arrangement can be seen from Fig. 1.

The mechanism for positioning the probe consists of two coupled horizontal
motion lead-screw carriages operating at right angles to one another, and an
associated elevating device. The coverage in the horizontal plane is 15 cm by
36 cm, and the latter dimension therefore represents the maximum length of
model that can be traversed without repositioning on the pedestal. With this
system the probe can be located within 0.2 mm of its intended position in a
horizontal plane, but since the vertical alignment is not quite as accurate due
to mechanical oscillations, the probe is usually placed in physical contact with
the model. To ensure that ne conduction currents will flow in this situation,
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a bead of epoxy resin is placed at the gap in the loop and filed down on the lower
surface to leave a film a few mils in thickness.

The illumination is from a standard gain horn, and to cut down room ref-
lections attributable to the side lobes, an absorbing tunnel 24 in. in length has
been attached to the horn aperture. The distance to the center of the model is
about 3. 5 m, which is not sufficient to provide uniform excitation over the full
length of some of the models that have been studied, and for the sphere discussed
in the next section the incident field taper is theoretically 0.7db and has been
measured as such. The effect can be seen in the data, but to increase the range
would decrease still further the level of the signal fed to the receiver. At S-
band this is already 80db below a milliwatt. The transmitted power is here some
300 milliwatts, produced by a klystron tube modulated at 1 Kc. The receiver
was constructed in the Laboratory from low noise components and has an overall
noise level 100 db below a milliwatt. A block diagram of the S-band equipment
is shown in Fig. 2.

Data

In the year that this equipment has been in operation a variety of models
has been investigated, and included amongst these are (i) thin wires of up to
3X in length at end-on and near end-on incidence, (ii) flat plates at glancing
incidence, (iii) thin cylinders for over 30 different lengths L spanning the range
0. 36X < L < 1.86 X and for all angles of incidence, but with concentration on
broadside aspects, (iv) the same cylinders as in (iii) but with a cavity-backed
slot at the center to produce a sequence of reactive loadings, (v) spheres and
(vi) cone-spheres at nose-on incidence. It is obviously impossible to do more
than give typical results here, and attention will be confined to amplitude+
data.

The work on the thin cylinders referred to in (iii) and (iv) above is des-
cribed in detail by Chen and Liepa14 . The cylinder was constructed so that one
basic model was sufficient to embrace the full range of lengths by the insertion
of extension pieces and rounded end-pairs of different sizes. The radius was
0. 183 in. and all measurements were carried out at =. Irequency 1.088 Gc.
Three samples of the data for broadside incidence on the unloaded cylinder are
given in Fig. 3. The upper curve is for the first resonant length, L =0.426 i,

arid the peak value of the current here has been used as the reference level for
the amplitudes in the lower curves, in which L= 0.887 X ad 1.303 .

Some data for a sphere taken at a frequency of 3.066 Gc is presented in
Fig. 4. The probe trajectory is in the equatorial plane containing the incident
electric vector, so that in the shadow the field is predominantly the major
creeping wave component, and the central point on the rear of the sphere is

A phase measurement system is still in its trial stages.
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the left-hand end of the horizontal scale. Also shown is the curve computed from
the exact Mie series representation of the surface field, and it should be noted
that this has been superimposed using the measured value of the incident field
in the plane of the support rather than on a 'best fit' basis. The curves are
everywhere within 1 db of one another, and the agreement becomes even better

if the systematic discrepancy attributable to the incident field taper is subtracted.

Corresponding data for a cone-sphere with vertex angle 300 is shown in

Fig. 5. The radius of the spher.cal cap is identical to that of the sphere used
for Fig. 4, and direct comparison of the results now shows the enhancement of

the creeping wave component previously deduced1 5 from measurements of the

nose-on cross section. Its magnitude is such as to remove most of the dis-

crepancy between theory and experiment for the nose-on cross section of a
cone-sphere (see, for example, Blore1 6 ), and its origin has been determined.
A detailed treatment of cone- sphere scattering, including measured data for
both the far and surface fields, will be published shortly.
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THFE TERRAIN SCATTERING PROBLEM*

Robert C. Taylor
Assistant Supervisor
Antenna Laboratory

Department of Electrical Engineering
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Columbus, Ohio

INTRODUCTION

The basic problem in terrain scattering work is to determine
the average radar cross section per unit area (ao) for all types of
terrain at any frequency, incidence angle, bistatic angle, polarization,
and any environment. In recent years the study of lunar and planetary
surfaces through their scattering behavior has. also become of im-
portance. Thus the converse of the basic problem must be considered;
the estimation of the physical properties of the surface from given
values of 0o.

Two general approaches to the basic problem are to measure the
radar cross section of all types of terrain under all conditions, or to
calculate the radar cross section theoretically. It is obviously im-
possible to measure every possible type of terrain under all conditions.
This limitation is even more serious for presently inaccessible extra-
terrestrial surfaces. A purely theoretical approach which was not
validated by experiment would also be of little value. Furthermore,
for theoretical models of a surface to be developed, or validated from
experiment, precise scattering measurements from controlled
surfaces are required. Consequently a combination of experimental
and theoretical methods must be used, in which the surfaces can be
classified as to type (roughness, loss, etc.). I

The first step in the solution of the terrain return problem is
always the development of system and measurement techniques that
will accurately determine the average radar cross section of terrain.
This paper will be concerned with some of the problems encountered
in making terrain return measurements, and will describe one
practical system that has been found effective.

* The work reported in this paper was supported in part by Grant
Number NsG-213-61 between The Ohio State University Research
Foundation and National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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CHOICE OF SYSTEM

Airborne vs Land-based I
Early work in terrain scattering measurements have emphasized I

the application of the measurements to the design of high resolution
airborne radar systems. Many airborne scattering measurements were
made because it had been thought that ground based measurements
could not be extrapolated to the airborne case. It has since been shown

that for many types of surface, this expectation was unjustified, as
ground based measurements can be extrapolated to the airborne case
with acceptable accuracy. :

The main advantage of the ground based system is that it is
possible to know exactly what kind of target area is being measured
at any given time. This is quite difficult in the airborne system,
due to the large area and heterogeneous nature of the surface being
illuminated. In addition it is quite difficult to obtain an absolute
calibration of the radar system, and the results are often quoted on
a relative basis rather than absolute. The cost of obtaining airborne
measurements is, compared to ground based measurements, several
orders of magnitude greater.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

General

The design of a radar system for terrain scattering measurements
is in many ways quite different from the conventional radar systems
used to measure the radar cross section of various types of aircraft,
missiles, etc. , through modelling techniques. This is especially true
if the radar scattering is to be measured from natural surfaces, where
the radar system must be brought to the target rather than the target
brought to the radar, thus requiring the use of a mobile radar system.

Even when the measuring system is a mobile one, some care is
necessary in setting up the experiment. It has been found from
previous backscattering measurements that 5 fundamental parameters
affect the magnitude and characteristics of the terrain return. 2 These
parameters are surface roughness, polarization, complex dielectric
constant, incidence angle, and frequency. Since it is not possible to
measure the effects of all of these parameters at once, several
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measurements of the same surface are required. In order to
determine the effects of each individual parameter accurately,
care must be taken to ensure that the exact same surface is
being measured each time and that the area under investigation
is homogeneous. This is more easily accomplished if only a
small area of surface is illuminated by the transmitter, since
large areas of homogeneous terrain with constant slope are not
common.

It has been found from previous work that to obtain an average
value for tke radar cross section of the terrain requires the aver-
aging of the return from many independent samples of the same

terrain. 3 This can be accomplished either by measuring many fixed
samples of terrain and then averaging the measurements from each
sample or by continually moving the transmitter and receiver with
respect to the terrain and averaging while the measurements are
being made. The latter is preferred since a large amount of effort £

and time is required to reposition the system for each sample of
terrain, using the former method. In addition it has been found that
greater accuracy is obtained from the continuous averaging method.

Sensitivity and Dynamic Range

From previous measurements it is known that minimum radar
cross sections per unit surface area (a-) of -50 db have been meas-
ured for the backscatteriag from smooth surfaces near grazing,
whereas the same surfaces near normal incidence exhibit normalized
cross sections up to o vo + 20 db. These are average values and
the instantaneous values mnay vary ± 10 db from the average. Thus a
system dynamic range of at least 90 db is required.

Calibration

The calibration of the radar system is quite important especial-
ly if the radar scattering measurements are to be on an absolute
basis (in terms of a-, ao or a) rather than a relative basis. The
results of the measurements can then be applied universally to any
particular application. In addition it it important that the system
calibration include the antenna to ensure greater accuracy.

Data Analysis

One problem that is universal in terrain scattering measurements
is the data reduction. In many cases the results of the measurements
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are not analyzed for days or even weeks. Errors in data taking or

equipment malfunctions are not noticed until considerable data has
been taken. Thus one important requirement is "instantaneous"

data reduction, where the results of the measurements (ar, ro, and
a) on an absolute basis, can be checked as the measurements are
being obtained.

Mobile CW Doppler Reflection System

Shown in Fig. I is a block diagram of the cw Doppler radar
system. The system is operated at frequencies of 10, 15, and
35 KMC or any other frequency in this range by changing the RF
section of the system. A reference signal is applied to the crystal
detector by unbalancing the hybrid tee, thus introducing a small
amount of transmitted power into the receivor arm. Because of the
relative velocity of the terrain with respect to the antenna, the
terrain return signal of constantly changing phase beats in the crystal
mixer with the transmitted signal, producing an audio frequency
signal. The signal is then amplified by the linear amplifier with

variable pass bands to eliminate any undesired signals. The signal
is then detected by the square law detector and Led to the electronic
integrator and dc recorder. The time base of the integrator is

variable and can average the return from the terrain up to periods

of 5 minutes. The recorder measures the instantaneous value of
terrain return and determines the attenuation to be used in the

transmitter to insure squaze law operation from the detector.

It also can provide some information on the fAding characteristics

and dynamic range of the return.

The antennas used in the system are high-gain pyramidal horns

with dielectric lenses designed to give an optimum pattorn at the

operating range of 20 feet. The effective il3uminated area normal to

the line of sight transmission is 2.41 ft' for 10 KMC, Z. 36 ft' for

15 KMC, and 0. 67 ft' for 35 KMC. The complete radar system is

installed in a truck and the RF section of the transmitter-receiver
is mounted on the end of a 40 foot boom secured to the truck. The

Doppler shift in frequency is obtained by driving the truck at a pre-

determined speed across the terrain. The speed of the truck is

calculated for each angle of incidence so that the Doppler shift in

frequency wculd be an audio signal within the pass bands of the

amplifier. The system can transmit and receive vertical, hori-

zontal, and circular polarization.
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The calibration of the system is accomplished by measuring
the return from either a double or triple bounce corner reflector
(dependent upon polarization), the Doppler shift being obtained by

rotating the corner on a four-foot arm as shown in Fig. 2. This
type of calibration reduces the effects of background noise and the
target support since the target must be moving at the required
speed to obtain the desired Doppler shift in frequency.

Absolute values of radar cross section can be obtained by

a simple slide rule calculation at the end of each measurement.

Figure 3 shows the ability of the system to duplicate previous
measurements with a precision of better than t 1 db.

The system can be converted to a bistatic radar for measuring

the scattering from simulated surfaces, with the addition of a

receiving antenna, and a modulation for the transmitted signal as

shown in Fig. 4. In this case the averaging of the return is provided
by mounting the surface on a railroad car and moving the car slowly

through the bea-n of the antennas.

Figure 5 shows a representative series of radar backscattering

me asurements obtained with the cw Doppler system. Figure 6
shows the results of bistatic measurements obtained by converting

the Doppler system to a bistatic radar.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been found in terrain scattering work, that to obtain

accurate values of ro, several important requirements in system

design and techniques must be satisfied. These requirements can

be summarized as follows:

1. The radar return from many independent samples

of the same terrain must be averaged, preferably

a continuous averaging while the measurements
are being obtained.

2. The physical characteristics of the exact area

of terrain being measured must be known at

any instant of time.

3. The area of the surface being measured should

be small in order that controlled changes in

surface structure can be made accurately.
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4. The surface being measured should be homogeneous
4.and of constant slope.

5. The data analysis should be performed at the time

the measuTements are being obtained. I
6. The complete radar system including the antenna

should be calibrated on an absolute basis, in

terms of o0, a-, or a.

If the radar scattering characteristics of a surface are accurately
known it is possible to apply the resuits of these measurements to

many other problems. It has been found that mathematical models can

be developed to predict the scattering not only for one particular surface

but for a range of surfaces with a wide variation in complex dielectric

constant and surface roughness.4 It has also been found that the
apparent noise temperature of terrain can be determined from the radar

scattering characteristic of the surface. 3 The effects of terrain -

environment upon antenna noise temperature can be determined from

the scattering characteristics of the terrain surrounding the antenna.

It is felt that these applications are only the beginning and that many

other important phenomena can be discovered from the radar scat-

tering characteristics of terrain.
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Radar orfts na;ýio to ia mossre of the letromnet io reflection oharector-

Iistis of a body. This parmewtor say be d~escribed analytically by the relationt

vtore: q is the radar cross section

P the scattered povr flux density at distance R from the scatterer

PL the pover flux dinlity In an Incident plane vave field.

It is a fact of experience that a large geometric cross section does not
D@essoily dnowte a correspondngly largo radar cross section;o as a matter of
fact, there seews to be neit•ier a simple nor obvious relationship between the
two, ?or ezwple, %be radar aross seOtion 9f the mathematical *one seen nose-on
is of the order of 1026 mtslrs oquaz', (Vo). The exact analhytical solution to
the radar arose osetion probhm Is found to be untractable in all but the v"ry
simplest of shapes, I.e.* th4 spher, eto. The remaining cases. vhioh are, by
the way, the 'nee of mwst practical interset, remain outside the scope of present-
day mathe"atcal teoobnLes,

One of the methods or extrating information concerning the radar cross
sections of bodes utilitoe a contiuous vave redar bridge employed against a
target mwunted in a precision Indoor microwave aleobolo chamber. Zn practice,
the senesiivity of a continuous wave r&da crose section measuring ran$e is
determined by the joint offeot of tw factors: (1) the zero i8alanOe introduoed !
by equipment imperfections, wa (2) a factor which depends on the vanner in vhich
the target modifies the tLlumitation of the microwave anechoio chobser. If we
can substantially reduce the error& arising out of these factors, we can expeot
to be reward4e vlth inarease acouracy aMd pecision in our measurements. I

The accuracy, of I1W maourw•ont system is depenrent upon the ability of the ¶
testor to first stabilize and then define the amplitudes ard effects of orrors
inherent in the system. Since the targets of primary Interest have been spec-
Ifically designed to reflect only a very am-" fraction of the Illuminating
energy, the first tWik 'ooomes the design of a trsnit-receivo system with
adequate sensitivity and eleotriOal phase atbility charaoteristics.

wl.zent#. Tno equation describing the achievable sensitivity of a CW radar
croes AeotiOb measurements circuit lei
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mi, A2 f 2  P 2

where: R U Propagation Path Length (one way)

0- Free Space Wavelength

A a Antenna Aperture Area

f Antenna Efficiency Constant

Smi - Receiver Sensitivity Threshold

P - Power Transmitted

n - Minimim Detectable Target Area

The optimum values for the variables in the bracketed quantity are essentially
fixed by the criteria for even power illumination of the target and near field
requirements. Smin and PT are both limited by the capabilities of available
equipment. In actual practice then, the equation above determines a theoretically
achievable goal for the testor when designing and fabricating the microwave
circuit.

System isolation is defined as the ratio, expressed in db, of the power at
the receiver to the power transitted when there is no desired tanet being
illuminated.

S
The theoretically achievable value for "system isolation" is PT

The return in a radar cross section measurement range is described by the
following equation:

ET -+ Ect + EB + ES (3)

where: E Measured relative field strength
,T Target relative field strength

EB a Background relative field strength

Ec Cross talk relative field strength

E'S FoFrward scatter effect from target

Ej = Target holder relative field strength

From the definition for system isolation, we would like to have

IEfI I E-t) + -I S..

-when no desired target is being illuminated.

A monostatic o0. single antenna, tranamit-receive circuit was chosen for this
test facility, because the bi-static system has an inherent pattern error due to
the annular displacement of the two antennas vith respect to the normal axis of
propagation. 227



I
To explain the circuit operation of a monostatic system requires a brief

review of the operational principles of Ue hybrid tee. If all four arm of
this device were terminated such that there were no standing waver. in the sys-
tem, the circuit behavior at the tee could be described as foIlovss

The transmitter power entering arm H is divided equaly into arms
1 and 2, -r- none of the transmitted energy will enter arm Z.
The rcflected or returm power enterinq arm 1 will be divided
equally into arms H and ", and none of the return energy will
enter arm 2. Since it is impossible to fabricate a perfect hybrid
tee or, for the matter, to provide for a perfect termination at
all four arms, standing waves are present in the system. The pur-
pose of the 5 or 9 stub tuner In awn 2 is to Introduce a mimatch
of proper phase and amplitude at the Junction of arm H, such that
the effects of all system standing waves are cancelled out anda
ma-,d-- isolation is achieved. The theoretioally achievable mnn

FT
ratio for the test circuitry which we have so far constructed
varies from -115 db to -130 dh, and to actually reach this figure
and hold it for the period of a test run, it is necessary that
the phase stability of the transmitted signal in the wavegu"io
circuitry be of the order of l0-O.

The degree of phase stability which can be achieved in ar& waveguide circust
In directly related to the stability of the test frequenc and to the dimensionsl
stability, in all planes, of the waveguide caT Tintsef..

The frequency stabilizing portion of the test circuit consists of a Bynchro
Oscillator which phase-locks the test frequency to a cryest# reference source
vhiýh has a long-term frequency stability of one part in 109 (for ezam.le, f
iov _+ 50 cps).

The required dimensional stability of the system is achieved by physically
isolating it from variations in its thermal and vibrational enviroment. By
careful attention to detail, we have been able to obtain Eot " $mSn aM to
hold it at this value for several hours. If the enalosure -rourAilg tbhe tar-
get is stable mechanioally, and the circuit is tuned for ma.ux isolation with
the antenna looking into the empty enclosure, then (beaouse of our over-all eys.
ter hase :tablt ) the enclosure becomes part o tecircuit, and ve can tuft

for -IBI+ I CT ý ma.. thereby reducinga lan mn

Because of our phase and dimensional stability, I La lro AM gg* .
In other words, should we place a target in the ohumaer and 11, 1ovs M
remain at a constant value for a period of time, the duration of wiach depends
upon the long-term stability characteristics of the test setup. This does not
mean, however, that a Et . Although we may have eliminated the time
dependence and reduced all the error quantities to very low values, they never-
theless are contributing in, as yet, an undefined manner to the value of !. 1t
is important to note, for example, that after the target has been put in plaoe,
the wall reflection is modified due to forvard scatter from the target, It has
been usual to accept the error caused by this modification of the room reflection
and to restrict measurements to targets in which thbis offeet is mail. At the
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,ri va havo chan3ed the phase of the target return by 2%, while keeping the
return .ron the valn essentially constant. Thus, the return signal exhibits a
perlodic structure with chanZe in range, the amplitude of this periodic term
"bcir7 a measure of the imbalance Introduced by the target and the mean value
represents the true cross section measured. Analytically, we have:

0Max min

' r

It should be emphasized at this time that, in addltiwn to the elimination of
error as outlined above, this process in effect allows accurate measurements of
return signals approachirZ the magnitude of Sin

To obtain the required information for every look angle by following this
procedure would be tedious to say the least, so the following technique has been
ewployed instead:

T.e model is rotated and all values of a recorded. The model is then
",.ravc:zed a distance X/16 and the process repeated. A traversing
macho.nim, instrumented from outside the chamber proper, allows the
target =.del to be altered in range without disturbing the measure-
ment system. This is repeated a total of eight times covering the
distance X/2 and the nine patterns are all recorded in an overlay
fashion on a singl, sheet of paper.

Thoazo deta rc p.cassod by the 7090 co=puter to prosent I tabulation of
true radar cross section measured versus aspect angles from 0 to 360 at 1f
intervals, in addition to a profile graph of the same parameters. In operation
data from the meas. fac. Is fed to the computing engineering section, etc. -
scale factors, calibration level, etc.

Using the methods outlined above, we have made measurements on a series of
spheres show in Table I. The deviation indicated is within the order of magnitude
of our present readout capability Computer program for conducting spheres is
tabulated in increments of .001 1 a for the range .001 to 10.000.

Figure 1 illustrates the radar return from a comon housefly suspended by
a single strand of M3nofilbment nylon cord. The average value of the return is
approximately 10-7
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Table I

PREJl-.r!1ARY SPPtR.E CALIBRATION
AT .5.1-,' %. ii 701' C11AMM

Sphere Dia. Caic. a Y.eas a % a lgas. db Calc. db Meas. db db
Inches cm2  cm' Deviation Level from Ref. from Ref Deiatior

5/8 6.03, 6.027 0.08 -38.7 -10.9 -10.9 0

3/4 10.41 11.226 7.77 -36.0 - 8.5 - 8.2 .3

2-1/2 4T7.47, 46.78- 7 1.44 -29.8 - 1.9 - 2.0 .1

4.056 74.14 7T4.149 REF -27.8 0 w F"

6.879 271.85ý 5.166 1.33 -22.1 + 5.7 + 5.7 0

10.042 510.97 501.325 1.89 -19.5 + 8.4 + 8.3 .1

13.166 878.34. 933.543 6.28 -16.8 +10.8 +11.0 .21 - - -..

15.06 11,49.232j1122.625 2.32 -16.0 +11.9 +11.8 1
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PRECISION MEASUREfrr OF -ME RWIAR SCACMRING MATRIX

J. A. Webb,/W. P. Allen
Lockbeed-;oorsia Company

lVrietts, Georgia

ADSTRACT

The radar cross section measuremrent equipmont at Lockheed-Georgia Company
is described In this paper, end so-en of the results of measurements made witb
resonant dipole chaff are given. TnIs equipment is a quasi-monostatic, c.
reflection range operating at X-band. It has one rather unusual feature, in
that it utilizes electromechanical servomechaniams to drive a precision micro-
wave pbase shifter and a precision attenuator to mAintain the receiver output
at a null. This technique provides significant advantagee over measurements
made at intermediate frequencies.

DIOCUSSION:

The radar cross-section measurement equipment at Lockheed-Oeorgia Company
is capable of measuring the radar scatterinG matrix to considerable greater
accuracy then that vhIch Is normally obtained. There are several factors which
contribute to this accuracy, the major ones being (a) a closed loop measurement
technique using precision microvave components, (b) the use of an extremely
accurate frequenoy control on the tAnsmittor, and (c) the use of special back-
ground compensation tecbnique&. The meticulous care used in setting up and conduct-
ing eAperiments has also contributed significantly to this accuracy.

This equipment is a quasi-monostatic, cw reflection range operating at X-bard.
A simplified block diagram of the measurement equipment is given in Figure 1.
Rotating jointo on the transmitting and receiving antennas provide measurement
capability at any poliArization. A signal leakoae path is used to cancel the
"background" return. A second sinal leakage path is used to cancel the return
from the target, to produce a null output from the receiver. Electromecbsnical
aeriornschanlms drive a precision microwave phase shifter and a precision
attenuator In the target cancellation patb to maintain the receiver output In a
null. The measurement accuracy is therefore determined by the accurucy of these
precision microwave components. A second attenuator Is used in the target can-
cellation path as a pad, to set the operating ranoe of the servo-driven attenuator.

A precision potentimeter is located on the shaft of each of the electro-
mechanical servomechanisms to provide output voltage. Tvo rectangular ebart
recorders, synchronized to the target azimuth positlonor, are used to record the
amplitude and phase of the radar scattering parameters.
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When measurinG the elements of the scattering r.atrix for any Ziven targ7et,
it is necesoary to correlate phae, ahift data obtained at various polorizations.
To avoid almost impossible toleroncen in torl*et replacement between measurements,
the target is not disturbed until all of the eleiments of the scattering matrix
have been zaeasured. This requires that ba:ck.,round readings be made before target
placement, and that these readings renmain conqtant during a measurement run.
Experience hoc shown that the background will retain constant, provided that the
txansznitter is sufficiently stable in frequency. To provide this stability, the
transmitter is hoae-locked to a crystal standard, having a short-tern stability
of I port in i0k

After background cancellation, the residual return from the microwave dark-
roo.a is less than the change in return due to the styrofoam model support column,
as the column is rotated in azimuth. The mean residual return due to the column
is typically -50 to -55 dbsm. The amplitude and phase of the residual column
return however can be plotted as a function of azimuth angle, then subtracted
from the target return.

This technique of vector subtraction Ia effective, but the resultant improve-
ment in residual background is not as great as originally anticipated. Thic is
not due to any lack of accuracy in vector measurement and subtraction but to
the performance limitations of the darkroom itself.

The static return from a microwave darkroom is generally used to specify
daricroom performance. With background cancellation, however, as used in this
equipment, the static return from the darkroom is of little interest. What
is of interest is the bistatic scattering anomalies caused by the introduction
of the target into the darkroom, and the changes in background as the styro-
foam column is rotated in azimuth. It was found that bistatic scattering fras
the room limited the darkroom performance to about -60 dbsm even with vector
subtraction of the column return. It was also found that these bistatic scatter-
ing anomalies occurred from the back wall of the room, witb very little scatter-
ing from the sides of the room. As a result of these measurements, improve-
merits in the configuration of tbe back wall are being planned.

For purposes of system calibration, several highly accurate stainless steel
spheres are used. Tbase spheres range in size from 3/16-inch to 3 inches
diameter. In addition to providing good calibration reference, these spheres
have been used on occasion for darkroom checkout, by rotating the sphere off-
center and thereby creating an interference pattern between the reference sphere
and the darkroom return. 1 Direct recording of the background return, bowever,
and averaging over 360 degrees azimuth rotation, is considered to be a more
desirable technique for microwave darkroom checkout. The rotating sphere method
still provides the only technique for evaluating the residual darkroom ano. lles
after vector subtraction of the column return.
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Output data from the servo-driven phase shifter and attenuator are
norally recorded on two rectangular chart recorders, synchronized to the
tarGet azimuth positioner. These data may also be recorded on magnetic
tape and played back either to the chart recorder, or to an analog-to-
diital converterwhere attenuation and phase shift readings may be made
for each 1/2-dezree increment of azimuth position chance.

Figure 2 is a pictorial view of the neoaurement equipment. The microwave
equy ccnt is located on the table, with the transmitting and receiving antennas
cxte.,dine into the microwavo darkroom. Two rectangular chart recorders, the
aziouth positioner control and indicator, and the null-monitoring oscillo-
scope are shown at the right. The servo controls and amplifier are underneath
the recorder. Figure 3 is a close-up of the phase shifter servo.

Fiiure 4 is a view from inside the microwave darkroom, looking towards the
back will. Figure 5 is a forward view, showing the measurement antennas pro-
trudJng through the microwave absorber. Figure 6 shows the 7-channel Instrumen-
tation tape recorder, which is used for multi-channel recording and playback of
scattering parameters.

Fi-urc 7 shows the angle synchronizer which is used for synchronizing play-
back c-gnals fron the tape recorder. When converting scattering parameters to
digital data, a cam-driven microswitch on the angle synchronizer provides a
"rcad command" pulse for each 1/2 degree chance in azimuth angle. When play-
in3 back to chart recorders, a synchrotranamitter on the angle synchronizer
provides an appropriate signal to syncbronize the chart recorders and the azimuth
position indicator.

.2ASUREMf DATA:

This equipment has been used to provide input date for use in a digital
simulation program. In this simulation program, the vector scattering par&-
meters are used to predict the radar cross-section for any polarization angle,
and any orientation of a symmetrical body.

As a check on the validity of this prediction technique, the radar cross-
section was predicted, then measured, for an arbitrary incident polarization
angle. These teats clearly demonstrate that this prediction technique is valid
and that the measurement accuracy is sufficient for prediction of the off-axis
scattering characteristics.

:.easurements were made of the returns from long thin wires of various
lengths, up through the third resonant peak. The resultant data from these
r-easurements are shown in Figure 8. These data represent mean cross-section
values, averaged over 180 degrees azimuth angle, and 180 degrees polarization
angle. The wire used had a radius of 1.5 mile, representing length-to-radius
ratios of 420 to 1260 at the fire-% and third resonant peaks, respectively.
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Figure 2. Pictorial view of the radar cross section
measurement equipment.

Figure 3. Electromechanical servo driving a microwave phase shifter.
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FPigre 6. Seven-channel tape recorder used for eoattertong am ns~omute.

.4

Figure 7. Azimuth position angle synchronizer for analog-to-digital
conversion, or for data transfer fr,,yn tep to cheft.
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,% curve from Van Vleck2 representinC calculated mean returna from perfectly
tonducting wires, aseumine a conatant length-to-radius ratio of 900, is aloe
plotted in Fleure 3. It is Interestinn to note that the beat correlation with
Van Vleck occurs near the third resonant peak, where the lengtb-to-radiuI ratios
most nearly correspond.

Ceosedy and FaLnberg 3 hove shovn that the dissipation factor in the wire is
also ,'j to important in determinlnc the chorocterictica of the return. Figure 9
ehows calculated peak returns by Coooedy and FsInbere from a perfectly conduct-
InC wire and a copper wirep and measured returns from copper vire, compared to

me•aurements made at Loockeed. Casoedy end Feainberg used I mil, diameter wire
at 3000 ma, corresponding to a length..to-radius ratio of 3700, vbereas the
Lockheed measurements vore made at 9375 mc using 3 mil diameter vwre, correspond-
Ine to a l.ength-to-radius ratio of 420.

Much better correspondence Is obtained between the Lockbee. measurements end
thoce made by Berrocchioli and Levis at Ohio State University.* The lengtb-to-
radius ratio of the wire used by Serraccbioli and Levis vie approximately 440-
for these measurements, corresponding very closely to the Lockheed measurement
conditions. A comparative plot of the Ohio State and Lockheed measurements Is
civen In Figure 10.

The angular distribution of the response of a wire Is shown in Figure 11,
plotted on a normalized scale, from measurements made at Lockheed. This curve
is compared to calculations by Van Vleck, aloe normalized (Metbods A end C,
Fi ure 5). Van Vleck used a wire length-to-wavelength ratio of 0.5 and a length-
to-radius ratio of 900, compared to 0.46 and 420 for the Lockheed measurements.
Vector subtraction of the column return vas used for reducing the background in
the lockheed measurements.
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Lockheed measurements at 9375 4o
with 3 mil diameter oopper wire.

From Casedey and Fainborg at 3000 Mar
using 1 mul copper wire.

- - -Theory' (no :Loss)

- - - - measured data

0.8

0.2--\

/ "
0 '• I I '1

0.2 0.5 0.6

Wire longtb-to-wavelength ratio

Figure 9. Calculated and Measured Peak Returns for the A/2 Resonant Peak.
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Plgure 10. Calculated and Moosured Peak Returns for the A/2 Resonqnt Peak.
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VERY SMALL RADAR CROSS-'SECTION IEASURY"ffS AT UHF

Phillip Jo. Willcox
Ooodyear Aerospace Corporation

ABSTRACT

The Quasi-doppler technique has been used successfully fgra apurate
radar croso-section measurements of the order of the lO-102X in the M9"
band. This presentation includes, in addition to the theoretioal dis-
cussion of the Quasi-doppler teohniquep the physo,,1 configuration of
the test rangep with particular ehuasis on the determination of range
parameters, and tne metnods eaployed in data redurction, A review of
target support systenw contains the description of a unique target mount
that virtually eliridnates, for certain target configurations, the effect
of mount motion on the target return.

71EORY OF THE QUASI-DOPPLER TECHMIQUE

Conventional methods of aAking radar reflectivity measurements die-
tat* that the baokground return level be appreciably lower than the
level of the target return for reasonable accuracy. The familiar ourve
reproduced in Figure 1 shows the accuracy that can be insured for a
given target to backgrouno separation. This is due to the random rola-
tive phase between the target return and the background return. This
relative phase can be anything from in phase to 110e out of phase;
therefore, the target return level accuracy can be no better than the
two extremes. For oxanrle, the target return level mist be nearly 20 db
higher than the background for an accuracy of ±l db on the measured
value. Tnis problem in certainly not unsurmountable if tne target to be
measured is large in terns of radar cross-section. However, if the tar-
get return is very smallp the problem of roducing the background to the
point at which acceptable accuracy is to be achieved becomes extremely
diff cult.

This may be readily appreciated by considering the published data on
the better radar cross soetioi ranges in the country.1  Most well de-
signed mid carefully constructed grognd ranges have an average measured
backgrouna level of the order of 10o M2  Considering such a range, a
target with a radar cross-sectlon of lO'1 m2 would yield a measured re-
turn 20 db above background and henue, have a measurement accuracy of *I
db. A smaller target, however, would have associated with it a muoh
poorer accuracy figure. By conventional methods then, the size of the
target that can be measured with a given accuracy, is seriously limited.
This is particularly true at low frequencies such as in the UHF region
since the background level is generally higher and more difficult to
cancel by conventional cancelling networks.

This lim.t may be greatly extended by tse of the "Quani-dopplerR
technique. As the name implies this method employs target motion. If
the target is moved slowly in the direction of propagittion, the phase
of the target return continually varies copleting one full period for
anich half w.velength of target mntion, If during this time period, the
background l1.,vel can be assumed to remain fixed in both amplitude and
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phase, the net effect is that of a phase changing target return modula-

ting a fixed phase background return. This results in a sinusoidal type
recording.

Consider a given target return level of magnitude A and a background

return level of magnitude B. The peak power return will result when the

target and the background are in phase. This is given by (A+B) 2 . Simi-

larly, the minimum power return will result when the target and back-

ground returns are 1800 out of phase and is given by (A-B)'. Then,

10 log A X (db) (1)

will yield the peak to null variation of the return in decibels. For

any given value of x, the ratios of the peak power level to the target

level and to the backgrour. level may be computed, i.e., for any given x

determine 10 log (A 4 B/A) and 10 log (A + B/B) 2 in db. These have
been plotted versus x in Figure 2. The first expression yields the

level of the target return in terms of the peak, and the second yields

the level of the background return in terms of the peak. Notice that if

the difference between these curves is plotted as a function of x, the

error curve shown in Figure I is the result. It is, therefore, evident

that the doppler return recording is in fact an actual recording of the

error on the target return due to the arbitrary relative phase between
the target return and the background return.

IETERMA'ATION OF RANGE PARAM1ETERS

The accurate determination of range parameters which will yield an
acceptable target illumination precedes any attempt to make a backscat-
ter measurement. Four primary variations must be considered; phase var-

iation over the target aperture, amplitude variation in the horizontal
and vertical planes of the target aperture, and the amplitude variation
in the longitudinal direction, i.e., in the direction of target motion.
Each of these variations will be considered in turn.

Plane Wave Criteria

The ideal target illumination for accurate backscatter measure-
ments would be a perfectly plane wave over the entire target aperture.
If a point source is assumed, the degree of "planeness" is a direct
function of range length and will determine a minimum range length for
any given acceptable phase variation over the a~erture. For example,
the often used minirmum range requirement R > 2D/"/A, where D is the

largest dimension of the target normal to the direction of propagation.

yields a phase variation of no greater than A/16 over the aperture.
For most backacatter measurements, this is assumed to be a reasonable
condition. It must be pointed out that this result is based only upon

the direct radiation and does not consider the phase effect of energy

reflected off the ground or other nearby objects.
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Aplitude Variation In Longitudinal Direction

Any physical target other than a flat plate will have a signifi-
cant finite dimension in the direction of propalgaition. Since the E
field decreases in proportion to 1/R, where R is the distance from the
transmitting antenna, it is obvious that the field will differ at points
on the target nt different distances from the antenna. Consider a tar-
get of length L, the nearest part of which is a distance RA from the
antenna and the farthest part of which is a distance RB from the antenna.

Then RB - RA * L. (2)

In order to measure the difference in power between the two points, con-
sider the power ratio

22IAE(oAA)2 
(A * L.)2

(RA G RA (3)

The measured variation in db would then be given by

20 log /RA + L k (

A RA

where AA represents the variation in db.

For application to the quasi-doppler technique, the dimension L must
consist of the target dimension in the longitudinal direction plus the
distance covered by the motion of the target.

Equation (4) may be written

RA - K L (5)

where K- 1

For any given acceptable value of A A, the minimum range required can

be easily determined.

Amplitude Variation in the Horizontal Plane

The amplitude variation over the horizontal target aperture will
be a function of the transmitter antenna beam width and the range length.
For any given target size, the minimum range is determined by the anten-
na beamwidth for a given allowable variation. In most cases, therefore,
the allowable variation in the horizontal plane will dictate the parti-
cular antenna to be used.
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AMplitude Variation in the Vertical _Plano

It has been shown2 that when a transmitting antenna is located
prxidmate to the ground such that the grazing angle of the reflected ray
is less than 20, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is approxi-
mately unity for either horizontal or vertical polarization. Similarly,
the phase of the reflected ray will be approximately 1805 relative to
the incident ray for either polarization. For this reason, if the grazi.t,.
angle can be kept below this value (2'), the far field effect can be con-
sidered as being generated by the two element array; i.e., the antenna
and its image, considered as two point sources saparated by 2h where h
is the antenna height above ground.

The field strength in the far field from a two element array as

a function of elevation angle may be written

3(0c) F aoFo in r2 h sin (6)

where F (-) is the elevation pattern of the transmitting antenna,
h is the antenna height above ground,

and A is the operating wavolength.

For small (26) grazing angles, it will be assumed that F(oC) is con-
stant and normalized to unity over the angles (-<) of interest. If x
is the target height above ground

si -d tan - (7)

where R is the range length.

Using this assumption, the for field may be warittan as a function of the
target height x as

E (x) - Eo sin ( 2 7r-hx//>-R), (8)

Ties then represents the multilobed far fieAd elevation pattern from a
transmitting antenna located proximate vo thL_ grow.i,. The form of the
field is shown by the solid line in Figure 4& The dotted line repre-
sents F (a.), the far field elevation pattern of the transmitting an-
tenna. If the first lobe of the structure is considered, it is seen
that the assumptionsthat F (.re) is constant over the angles of interest,
is most valid. The true validity is, of course, dependent upon the beam
width in the elevation plane of the transmit'ting antenna. The far field
power pattern may be written

P (W) - 20 log (sin 2 . (9)

The target height xo may be fixed at the peak of the first lobe by the
condition

27 h * (10)

R
which reduces to -R h xox. (u)
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Since the range length can be found by other means, e.g., the plane wave
criteria and the amplitude variation criteria in the lonnitudinal dlrec-
tion both yield minimum range values, the range at this o int will to a
fixed constant. It is left then to uniquely determine the values ot h
and xo for a given acceptable amplitude variation over th.e vertr--il t•fr-
get aperture.

Equation (10) applied to the peak oC the first lobe ,

20 log sin " o 0 (db) (1?)

Similarly, one may writeAR
20 log sin _ 2h x, - A (db) (13)AR

where x1 is the height of the lower ed;;e of the tlPerA,., ; xpýrtur2 .-. 1) .1 -1 Z
the power level at this point measured in minus decibels from the neak
of the lobe. It is recognized that (xo - Xl) Is one half, aseumin& a
symmetrical target, of the vertical dimension of the target aperture.

For a Ldven allowable varintion (A) at Xl, the val,,es rl" h and X0

may be computed. Solvtng equation (13) for X1 yield39

xA 2 h R in -log - N (1)

Subtracting (1h) from (31) ann rearranging ,id-;

h.4x K AR, A V) (15
where Ax xo - x- and K- r - L 277"

Th•erefore, cyce the range has been dstermiLied, and the vertt"1l aperture
dimension 2 A x and the allowable aqplitude variation havc been deter-
nined, a unique antenna height h can be found from equation (15). The
L.nique solution for x. is then given by equation (1l).

TAR•F- 3UPPORT SYSTEM

The single most obvicus problem in the Quasi-doppler technique is
that of the motion of the target support. Certainly any structure: which
supports the target during its motion must also be mcvin:,, and thnrefc,re.#
ifll also yield a power return which will effectIvely acil to the tarLet
return and oontribute to the modulating effect. Various forms of low
dennity ant dimensionally small physical structures have been employed
with varying degrees of success.

For oertain target shapes, a upeoial mount has ueen dovised and que.-
.'ovafully ewloyud. Such a mount is shown in diagram form in Figure 3.
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It consists of a small cantilever beam extending through a small opening
in a very large wall of absorber material. A linear actuator behind the
wall moves the beam either toward or away from the transmitting antenna.
The target is mounted on the extended end of the beam. Optically, the
only motion seen from the antenna is that of the target since the absor-
ber wall is fixed and the target itself hides the beam. Certainly for
many targets, such as spheres, or cone spheres which have large for-
ward scattering properties, such a device would not be applicable. How-
ever, for certain target configurations, it is well suited.

Consider, for example, a regular cone with a concave base. If the
diameter of the base is much larger than the cross section dimension of
the cantilever beam, the effect of the beam motion can be considered
very small. The diffraction at the edge of the cone base will be appre-
ciable. However, only a very small portion of this will be affected by
the motion of the beam. Most of the diffracted energy will instead
illuminate the absorber wall which is fixed. Another effect this syst-ý
introduces is the change in the shadow area on the absorber wall as the
target is moved. This could be more significant than the effect of the
beam itself. However, if the range length is very large relative to the
wavelength, the change in the shadow with target motion of one-half wave-
length could be negligible. This will, of course, be a function of the
effectiveness of the absorber material itself.

DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

!n order to determine the absolute radar cross-section of any arbi-
trary target, a reference target of known cross-section must be measuredunder similar conditions. For this purpose, a simple flat plate can be

mounted and moved in the same manner as the test target.

It has been found, however, that a fixed reference located near the
test target, but such that its presence does not appreciably perturb the
illumination of thm target, will serve as a standard reference and also
yield additional correlation to the measured data. It nust be noted that
slightly poorer accuracy will result from using a fixed rather than mov-
able referince. The problem of data analysis can be best understood by
considering a typical pattern such as that shown in Figure 5. The
curves on the recording are identified as follows:

1) Linear Actuator, witnout target, nooved through X/2. Fixed re-
ference is not in the field.

2) Linear Actuator, with target mounted, moved through \/2. Fi:xed
reference is not in the fiela.

3) Linear Actuator, with target mourted, moved through V,2.
Fixed reference is in the field.

4) Linear Actuator, without target, moved through X/2. Fixed
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reference is placed in the field.

Each recorded curve will yield two levels by use of Figure 2, one
being the fired return and the other being the return from whatever in
the field is moving. It is not always obvious which level is which re-
turn. This problem can generally be solved, however, by cross correia-
tion between the several curves. To illustrate this, assume that the
four patterns were recorded in the order in which they are listed.

Curve 1) shows a 10.0 db peak to nuil variation. Referring to
Figure 2, it is seen that one of the two levels is then 3.6 db down fror
the peak and the other is 9.h db below the peak. These are indicated by
points A and B respectively. One of tnese levels represents the average
background level, and the other, the return from the moving empty mount.
Which level represents which return cannot be determdned at this point.
Curve 2) has a 8.0 db peak to null variation. Tnis yields one level 3.r
db below the peak and the other 10.2 db below the pcak. These levels
are labeled C and D respectively. Since one of these levels must repre-
sent the target retuni, and the other, the average background level, it
appears at this point as though points D and A must be the average back-
ground since they are approximately the same level. This might be suf-
ficient, in certain cases, where only relative measurements are required
(such as between different aspect angles). However, for absolute results
a suitable reference must also be measured.

Curve 3) recorded with the empty mount moving and fixed reference
mounted in the field shows a peak to null variation of 0.7 db. This
yields one level O.h db below the peak and the other Jevel 29.0 db below
the peak. These are indicated by points E and F respectively. One of
these lev6ls represents the return from the movi. ng empty mount and the
other combined return from the fixed reference and the background added
in some random fixed phase. These are indicated b-, points E and F res-
pectively. Comparison of this with Curve 1.) would point to the fact
that points B and F yield the level of the empty mount and point E re-
presents the return from the reference plus backgrounr. Additional cor-
relation results from Curve 4). The peak to nuil variation is 3.6 db
yielding one level 1.6 db below the peak and the other 15.6 db below the
peak. These are marked G and H respectively. Point G must be the com-
bined return from the fixed sphere and the backgrouid and point H t ut
from the target, which agrees with its value as concluded from Curve 2),
i.e., point C.

The actual level of the standard reference may now be assigned an
accuracy figure determined by its level compared to that of the back-
ground. In the example cited$ since the reference is approximately 23
db above background, its accuracy is about ±0.8 db. The accuracy of the
absolute measurement of the target is then of the some orter. Notice
then that a target that yields a return less than 10 db abovo balckground
which would by conventional mea,'irlng methods have associated witlh It,
an accuracy (from Figure 1) of +2.5 to -3.5 db nfw has a mea•urement
accuracy better than ±1.0 db.
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The method will apply equally well to much smailer tcrgots biný,•r tns.
accuracy ol" the measurements actuaily depends upon the a,'curacy that car,
be given to tne measurement of thn refer(.nc:e. A Ruitabb•l P.tr,' rr.rer-
once can be cno.;en at will.

PROBLEM AREAS
Many problen. encounterod in radar crnns-uect1c,n monrurimonta are

connuon to any methoa or technique employed. Amon thee are frequency
and power stability, target su!tpcrt refioctiono and tari'et illuminatton.
The first of these can ho ndequately cnntrolled by ube of cryatsA con-
trollea sources. Continuous frequorv.y wnd power monitoring syptems are
sur•ested as cnecke during a test operation. Support reflontons have
been minimized for certain tarjot confiriirattora by the mount eoeirlbed
earlier. Proper tn•rgt iJlumnation hao been mchieveoi to within toler-
able limits by proper range p.tranmtor requiremantm.

Certain other problems irise in the use of the Quasi-loppler tech-
nique. Among these is tho nhanginp shadow effect durinp tarfet motion.
This is minimized by Increased ra'mr' lenrtn. Another pr'oblem aribing
from target motion is that of varying aspect angle as the targt moves.
This can be eliminated, in the mnnoetntio o'me, by usin• a single
an÷onna and mounting It at tho same heig.ht, as the torpet. Proper lo-
cation of the standard reference in the Illuminatln fi.J., is *xLi'wm-
ly importAnt. Its location must be such that Its illumination is
essentially the same as the target's (or wl4. it kmwn dlffeironoe hetooer
the two) and also such that the preseno. of e9V.ur does not perturb the
illumination of the other. Probably the mmat riunilfoant prnblom yet to
be solved is Mne support structuro frr t.%rj:o• v Of A11V rIven 0,0p.
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INDOOR RANGE DESIGN

R. J. Wohlers
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Buffalo, New York 14221

4
ABSTRACT

The successful raftr crooo-section measurement range requires a
unique combination of excallont el.ectron.c circuitry and mechanical in-
strumentation and the minimization of unvuanted reflections of electro-
magnetic radiation from the surrounding envirormient. Of the three basic
factors Involved, the most important is control of unwanted reflections,
since the degree of precision or control determines the ultimate sensi-
tivity o1f the entire meaoureoennt oyatem. This paper is devoted to the
design principles involved in reducing spurious responses associated
vith the undesirod aignal returns from physical environment, particu-
larly in regard to indoor facilities.

INTRODUCTION

In general, the perturbations introduced by range environment can be
claskifind Into two broad areast

1. background cross section, or the inherent return received from
the range without a target in place, and

2. 131xsntAtc interactions, or the coupling between the target and
environment.

Of the two, background level is most easily recognized and measured,
since it is the residual signal found without a target in place. 3istatic
,ffects, which are more difficult to determine, are not usually considered
in terms of range ]imitation, hence tend to be ignored in range speckfi-
cation,

Both background cross section and bistatic interaction aze present in
all ranges to some degree, whether indoors or out. However, these
effects are usually more noticeable in the indoor case, since the room
reserved for measurement behaves in a manner similar to a gigantic mi-
crowave cavity. The success of the indoor range thus depends primarily
upon the introduction of loss terms in this cavity to achieve a very low Q,
as far as the radar is concerned, for all possible targets. In the case of

The term "bistatl.c" alone in commonly accepted as referring to a dual
antenna radar or radar range mystem. Throughout this report it is used
in conjunction with terminology such as "interactions to denote a multi-
ple reflection path involving the target model. Only once, in Fig. 4,
it is used ýn the "conventional" manner.
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continuous wave (CW) measurements, spurious reflections are received
continuously, thus the achievement of a sufficiently low room background
is completely dependent on physical absorbers. The use of a pulse
system permits some of the backwall and target multipath reflections to
be partially eliminated by gating.

Basic to solution of the problem is the use of radar absorptive mater-
ial to achieve the necessary attenuation for the low Q's required. Not
only is the choice of material important, but, as in the usual cavity case,
so are absorberorientation, geometry and placement. The discussions
that follow are devoted to the design principles involved in achieving high
performance (high loss) while still observing the desirable engineering
goal of economy.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

Of primary concern in indoor range design are the performance char-
acteristics of the materials used for attenuating reflections, since these
materials play such a strong role in determining range performance. It
is needless to say that the material used should have as high an absorp-
tion as possible. This material is usually rated in terms of its absorp- I
tion at normal incidence.

Just as important as the material's normal incidence reflection co-
efficient, however, is its behavior for off-normal incidence. Typical
of high-performance, commercially available absorbers is an extreme
variation of the material's reflection coefficient with angle of incidence.
Usually constructed with front surface matching sections of cones, pyra-
mids, etc., the absorber behaves in a decidedly nonspecular manner,
with, in some cases, a 40 db increase in reflection coefficient noted for
a 20 degree departure from normal incidence.

This effect is displayed in Fig. 1 for K band, and Fig. 2 for X-band.
The data, presented in terms of median vaaues, were obtained from samples
larger than incident beamwidth to insure elimination of edge effects. Each
sample was backed with an aluminum plate of the same size as the sample
to obtain direct correlation between angular behavior of the plate and sam-
ple. The equivalent specular reflection coefficient used as the ordinate
on those figures is obtained by dividing power actually received by that
which a metallic plate would have produced.

The curves shown in Figs. 1 and 2 clearly illustrate the degree of non-
specular behavior of the material, since total return is given by the
product of antenna side-lobe gain squared and effective reflection co-
efficient. Note that one sample at Ka band, the hair mat material HM
1Z5, had an equivalent specular greater than unity, indicating that a flat
metallic plate would have a smaller back-scattered signal at the same
incidence angle.

The data presented, typical of materials tested at Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory, clearly shows that optimum range design, predicated on high
loss to achieve a very low Q, requires energy incident on the absorber to
be nearly normal at all times. As a general rule, the incidence angle
should not deviate from the normal incidence case by more than approxi-
mately 10 degrees.
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Of importance equal to the use of absorbers within the room to achieve
a low effective Q is the actual prevention of some of the transmitted energy
from entering the room. For example, the ideal antenna for range appli-
cation would have a main lobe consistent with the physical aperture em-
ployed, while all side lobes would be zero.

This condition cannot be completely met by an antenna structure. It
is definitely not approached by normal or conventional antenna practice.
The normal antenna exhibits at most -40 db sidelobes, whether a horn or
parabolic reflector is employed.

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory has effected side and back lobe con-
trol by the technique illustrated in Fig. 3. This technique uses the origi-
nal antenna, here called the primary aperture, to illuminate a secondary
aperture centered on the main beam axis and located a short distance
away from the primary aperture.

A box, lined with radar absorbent material, surrounds primary and
secondary apertures. The exit aperture is the same dimension as the
primary aperture, while the lining, consistent with the angular behavior
of absorbers shown above, is oriented so as to be primarily normal to
electromagnetic energy arriving from the feed and primary aperture.
From exceedingly simplified considerations, it can be seen that slde-lobe
energy should be considerably reduced, while main lobe shape and gain
remain relatively unperturbed.

Complete design considerations are beyond the scope of the present pa-
per and show that the simplified concept is essentially correct, with the
far field given approximately by:

•1kX 6-o X.~•9 +° > EAVN+D

3-,

and assuming a perfect absorber lining the box.

Actual measurements, made with these enclosures, have shown that side-
lobe level in the shadow region is given by the product of original side-lobs
level and absorber attenuation.

So far the discussion has not differentiated between the two types of
measurement apparatus used in indoor ranges, cw and pulse, and has out-
lined only general methods for reducing extraneous signals. It is well at
this point to consider in detail the effect of specific apparatus upon room
design.

Figure 4 illustrates the two basic configurations used for cw measure-
ment of radar cross section. Here background cancellation is accomplished
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by tapping part of the transmitted signal, arnd with appropriate phase and
amplitude adjustment, using this signal to cancel energy returned from the
room. Background cancellation is possible for all room configurations,
dependent solely upon the frequency stability of the microwave source and
compensating network.

Under the assumption of perfect electronic circuitry, it may appear
that reduction of the absolute level of background is not a prime concern,
since background signal can be balanced out electrically. This is not the
case, however, since a large background level implies reflected waves
that illuminate the target from the wrong direction and introduces bi-
static scattering effects. For the cw case, background and bistatic in-
teractions are interwoven and the multipath reflections cannot be separ-
ated from the direct target model reflection. A reduction of background
level is required for consequent reduction bistatic coupling.

For the simplest room, a rectangular shape with a radar at one end,
a flat wall beyond the target area is lined with absorber to attenuate the
transmitted signal that travels beyond the target area (see Fig. 5). The
return from the wall is given, in terms of cross section, as:

0 - p -_ r -c R' , -

G- = wall cross section

S= power reflection coefficient

x range from radar to backwall

Additional returns are also found from antenna sidelobe effects; here
side walls are illuminated at glancing incidence, and after multiple re-
flection, enter the receiving apparatus. In general, such returns are
muchless than that from the rear wall and can be evaluated only for a
particular room size and antenna(s). For purpobes of discussion, it can I.
be assumed that the principal source of background is the backstop.

The ratio of power received from the target to that received from the
wall is found to be:

q'r :z target cross section

= range to target

Since the wall return can be canceDed to some degree during a measure-
ment period, expressed as a fraction (-a,) of total wall return, the lower
limit of effective measurement is given by:

For a given factor ), , denoting the stability of cancellation, and a
given 6 , denoting a particular measurement accuracy (usually 100), 1 -
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r.mailer target cross sections appear to require a lar er . H wever.
ki is albo a t•unction of TZ, , and an increase in Z. decreases the

ail%:wablr valuv of , For example, let the room be dimensionally
btable, but Allow the inc:rowave source to have a limited frequency
stability vxpruesed in fractional ornm an Under thia condition, the
ratio of wall return (in power) to that from the target is given by:

ar4 the minimumi cross section that can be measured is Independen;t of range
to thk back wall. In fact, if the far-sons criteria is substituted for M, ,M
tne mrnlmum cross section that can be measured with I db accuracy

•' ••r F (4,") ýj"1' 0 '1 ' A I O-

ii * target langth in sauniber of wavelengths

Three ibctorv O, us dit•r.-nine yinimum masourable cross section (from

the backgcound alone). Those three at. the frecricncy stability of the rf
source, tasrget lWlith and xlsvrier efficiency. Figure 6 ib A plot of re-
qulrod Irequency stability pormnitt•l•g the m,•easurement of a Riven crossSsectiuui at a one db rneasurrermit ar.curacy as a function of target length
and ibeortv. r reflec tion ce.•ffhs:tnt.

homue Itipro.arrioent tan bla noted by Alantimg thn back wall, in which case
the mnilmimiu mearotablI cres isection is reduced by a factor proportional
to the ,atiu ofaihdg-lobe &&in to pMlinbeam ga', squared. However pI
16 also at,41a dependent, rising fur off-norrrmaL aspects and lrmitlni the
tmpripvr,,n-nt sought, YFo example, suppose an X-hAnd equipment is used
with ae almqe•nn bianwtidthdf S. 3dogroes and a first side lobe 13 db
Welow the mln bhoari, ai n. Although the return irom the wal will be

eittwip by L6 dt, throu, the oldolobe r~t~uction ofantenna gain, absorber
rflicitericy is also decres-iod by 26 db (soo Figl. 2 fur VHP-3), and the riot
lifprovsan, nlit iN ocru rib,

.\,, ,.l,• o tu s rt uVor t),f L:antod wail is possible if the rear wall is made
#tUin-plsaiiss, V'or onsiiplis, 1-ot the rear walflon a c;unvex bull's-eye ouf.h

is a paa4hula viewed alogip the axis of *yltitry. Then assumiing thi angle
beti'emmi surface nomrnal ti the wall &rd the incident ray along

1|-jii i re n gatiSrally usafd Iii (w rador cru ps si( 1.1,m miii•i | In ue4m of I
tDfir iei. reViely luw VdW I' will. tih horoiai • hgl, #',dt Iuta levul tUle rated.
A wl.lth IP41)5r Tslteninii fur tisle applitcatlue •lppeb, len hi to the short focus
iri., jiili ,,,isit.,i rsln ri s u•silu ., i p r.,visuu ;uh IL'W V.... a Wril 1 , 4ad .ul, ,i
It I* tol ýIitWti at I1.1s time whiw ig, r tMil Ios hals fuu,,,, £,pl sl~ aluii it on,

ratio'I,
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the first pattern null is held to less than 20 degrees, the effective wall
cross section is reduced by approximately . 625 O, , where 66 is
the half power beamwidth of the antenna in radians. A 20 db reduction
is possible over the flzt wall case for antenna beamwidthsof less than
7. 5 degrees. (See Fig. 7. )* From the foregoing, it can be seen that
the combination of Ln excellent absorber with a source exceedingly
stable in frequency usually allows the measurement of almost any target
in the cw range. (See Fig. 6). The limitations that do exist lie pri-
marily in bi-static effects.

Figure 5 illustrates the ray geometry for bistatic interaction paths
into the receiver. For planar walls, first order multipathse can be
treated most expeditiously in terms of images, as shown. From the
figure, the following signals can be denoted:

El, the path from transmitter to target, to image, to image
antenna (left wall)

EZ, ditto, for right wall
E3, ditto, for floor
E4, ditto, for ceiling

These signals will be notedas group one.

E5, the path from antenna, to target image, to image
antenna (left wall)

E6, ditto, for right wall
E7, ditto, for floor
ES, ditto, for ceiling

These signals will be noted as group two.

E9, the path from antenna, to target, to image antenna
(left wall)

E10, ditto, for right wall
El I, ditto, for floor
£12, ditto, for ceiling

These signals will be noted as group three.

E13, the path from antenna, to target, to image antenna,
back wall (the forward scatter case)

For group one Interactions, the power contained in extraneour received
signals in given by:

P., - N received power
Srr (4 Ty) " R lR A

T'rhe &hape shown wom chosen to obtain a frequency independent return
over an extremely wide frequency range. It doet not necessarily repre-
sent the optimum wall shape for |oinimum croon section over a limited
f requency hnind.

It is aseumeil that twu bounce refiertionto narc, :::.ICh.-maller th:n the
dirett term, hence: thc uijur cunce.rn is for first-order multlpath.
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where, a-,,, = bimtatLc cross section between targat and image, the
subscript denoting which wall interaction

= twice the range from target to wall causing interaction

= reflection coefficient of wall causing interaction

Of all the targets considered for moasurement in t-e range, perhaps
the most severe in terms of strong bistatio effeceo is a flat plate. The
ratio of blt.uato cross section to rnonostatic cross section for this tar-
get is quite high and known, hence it makes an Ideal tool for evaluating
range performance. Using this target, the ratio of -received biatitic
power to monostatic power becomes:

,%

Assuming a square plate is used in length .

The usual requirement on accuracy is that 4<0.01, foir I db me&a-

aurewent aoouraoy. Assuming the target is 10i wavelength on erdlge (Is-00A)
the required dimension from the wall In question to target Ares b coines:

2.

Using an absorber with'in uO.0., the distance from wall to target is

ZZ30 A' , indicating a ccisidorable room size. For example, with a
I cm wavelength, the necessary room length bagasse 14a feet,
To obtain a reasonable rocm pize, the absorb•ir would have to equal at
least 10-4P at which point room W1dth Is a nominal 14.A feet. Ouoosse ul
room treatment thus requires a circumferential band of high quality ab-
sorber matorial about the target areit, of such width as to encompass at
least the first lobe of the target pattarn (about Z ilegross for a 10X tar-
get).

Group two nrad three patb)s are Identical, so that the putr recO.ved
(bistatlo) Is given by

where &(e) antenna sidelobe gain at angle 4, n donoting the uoource

of interferenca

• bist4tio cross section

, l range to Imnage

* eftoctive reflection coefficient st the wall

As before, the ratio of btmtatta power to monostatic bAckscatter power
is importantp hence fur the 10 X. flAt plate:
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In the general case I 4R,. zL ;a hence the ratio can be assumed to
have a value of 1/2 (a pessimistic value). The ratio becomes

With the requirement for =0. 01 (for I db accuracy), the side-
lobe ratio required of the ant rpas becomes:

C7 41VTa'

Since the best of absorbers yield a ,O, of 10 or higher for angles
greater than about 10 degrees, the anteima uidelobe that "looks" at
target image must not exceed 2. 5 x 10-3 or -Z6 db. Further reductions
are possible to achieve lower &Ldelobe levels with the tunnel structure
previously discussed.

Evaluation of back wall interaction terms cannot proceed with the con-
venient flat plate targeti because the ratio of forward scatter to back
scatter is not sufficiently high. Here evaluation must proceed through
the ".se of a target with high forward scatter, but low back scatter. For
design purposes, this ratio can be assumed to be 40 db. The ratio of
received powers (from btstatlo Intsraotion and direct return) is given by:

where R,' #, . , and the distance from target to back wall is &U

With a bulged back wall employed _ Z- ,'Ib and for a /0 of 10"4

we find f t ' / . Since fl, a?•+rI& , the distance from target
to back way, must be no lesI than 0. 366 1R..

There in another interaction found with the back wall, the target-target-
image path. Assuming a forward to back scatter ratio of 10+4, the power
received from this path for a normal flat wall is:
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The ratio of this power to backscatter power is:

P, 4Tr4 (,e.)L

and, with required to be 0. 01, and assuming f 10 the
required distance between target and backwall becomes:

Using a bulged wall, the bistatic power return can be reduced by 15
db, and "8F- °

If z.• is assumed . 366R 2 , then the maximum target that can be
measured with accuracy is . PVwA' , Increasing 'Rto
equal Z", allows measurement of targets as large as 4. 8 riqIo- .3

A nominal choice of tv =10 (target length 10 A ) yields a target cross
section as large as 4e•.

From the analysis presented, evaluating environmental effects, a room
can be outlined to satisfactorily measure almost any target, given the spec-
ifications of target dimension and expected cross section. Quite sur-
prisingly, the analysis points out that background in itself is not a limiting
factor in accuracy; the limitations arise from coupling terms associated -
between target and environment, a specification that is rarely used for
range description.

Using the equations developed, a sample room design can be given.
The room is shown in Fig. 8, using a flat back wall. The targets to be
measured in this range are 0 ?- long, with a maximum forward scatter
to backscatter ratio of 40 db. Using an rf source having a frequency
stability of I part in 107 over a measurement period, a target of 57
db below ?'could be measured. At this level, the measurement limi-
tation lies with the method of target support, a subject not covered in
this paper.

Figure 9 and 10 are illustrations of a cw range currently in use at
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. Operating at Ka band, the design was
predicatod on targets no longer than 7/\ . The asymmetry shown was
deliberately introduced to immediately determine blstatic effects on
symmetric targets.

The configuration was developed from the design principles outlined in
this paper, with certain compromises imposed by budget and space con-
straints. Originally housed in a room with a height of only 14 feet, the

This value is based on the far zone criteria of 1. ('.L)" .
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ceiling is less than the 25 feet indicated as desirable. Although its
present location would now permit the increase in height desired, it is
felt that this change alone would not warrant the effort required. Major
improvements would be effected only by a complete redesign.

The review of possible room modifications revealed that the basic
limitations of the rectangular room could not be overcome except through
use of higher performance absorber materials. It would be necessary to
use materials of 50- to 60-db attenuation and a room of much larger
dimensions.

A proposed method for overcoming many of the shortcomings of the
rectangular room is found in a configuration that is an extension of the
curved back wall. If a continuously curved surface could be provided
that had a constant incidence angle with respect to the target area, then
a considerable reduction in bistatic interaction could be obtained. That
is, the images of target and antenna(s) would be effectively defocused,
with a consequent reduction of coupling by the amount of defocusing
obtained. Using a 10 degree incidence angle for a 10-wavelength target,
approximately 26 db improvement could be achioved.

One method of reducing the interactions is to provide a surface of the
type used for reducing backwall reflections the slightly canted wall. If
a continuously curved surface could be provided that had an incidence
angle that was always 1 1/2 beamwidths off with respect to a ray from
the target area, then a 26 db improvement could be obtained. That is,
the target and its image would see each other only through the side lobes
of the bistatic pattern, and assuming a flat plate uniformljy illuminated,
the side lobes would have a gain 26 db less than the main lobe.

The curve satisfying the condi+ton of constant angle aith respect to a
radius from a fixed point is a logarithmic spiral. Unfortunately, it is
not a closed curve, nor does it lend itself to providing the convex
surface outlined for a backwall reduction. A compromise solution is
shown in Figure -1.. Here the room is circularly symmetric about the
target-radar aLs, with the outer surface a logarithmic spiral starting
at the antenna position and continuing to a point where the spiral is par-
allel to radar boresight. The center of the spiral is located at the tar-
get, the spiral constant such that the ray from the target strikes the wall
with a 10-degree incidence angle.

From the point where the spiral is parallel to boresight axis, another
spiral, of the same constant, is used to close the room. The center of
this spiral is located 1O0X from the target towards the backwall. The
spiral does not completely close the room, however. At the point where
incidence angle approaches 7 degrees, the spiral is changed to an arc
of a circle, tangent to the spiral. This curve is then faired into the bull's
eye backuall. All curves are continuous, at least in first derivative.

The design prevents the target from being illuminated by its image
except for a small region on the rear wall, where the circular portion
joins the spiral. However, the radius of curvature of this concave sur-
face Is small enough, and of sufficiently small ang'alar extent (45 degrees)
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to effectively defocus reflected energy and again reduce the interaction.
It is estimated that tne room will be able to measure targets of 10/%
length at a level of I0-6 / , assuming no support errors.

Presented here have been design considerations for construction of an
anechoic chamber to be used with cw radars, with representative examples
of rectangular and nonrectang4ular rooms. What has been implicit in
these designs are three principles of design practice that should be care-
fully observed for any configuration. These are:

1. To obtain maximum absorber efficiency and room perform- '
ance, incident energy should strike the absorber in a near nor-
mal manner, with incidence angle held less than 10 degrees.

2. Absorber should be applied In smooth continuous surfaces, with
continuity of at least first derivative preserved. The use of con-
cave "traps" and side wall projections should be deliberately -

avoided.

3. Concern should be prinarily with bistatic coupling, not background
per se,

For ranges using pulsed radars, some relaxation in room require-
ments is possible, since advantage can be taken of electronic circuitry
to accomplish both background and bistatin interaction reduction. How-
ever, as in the cw case, all absorbers used should be oriented primarily 1
normal to incident microwave energy.

Because the chief advantage of the pulsed system lies in range dis-
crimination, maximum utilization should be made of this characteristic.
Figure 12 illustrates this point. The shaded region of the figure shows
the region within which a return will be detected by a range-gated receiver
system (primary returns). With absorbing fences placed as shown, an
effective shield is formed, so that no primary background return is pos-

sible and the idealized return of Fig. 13 obtained. The gate in the re-
ceiver, opening only in time conjunction with the signal that arises from

the target area, thus suppresses the fenc~e returns, while emphasizing
the target area return. For a perfect gate, the primary background
return is completely eliminated.

In practice, the gate has only a finite isolation and some fence return
signal does enter the system. However, the fence signals do not occur
in time conjunction with the signal from the target, thus easing the re-
quired ratio between fence-return power and target-return power. In most
cases, the ratio of target-return power to fence-return power need only
be a nominal 6 db to guarantee a I db accuracy. The power return from
the fences is given by:

where 601) = antenna side lobe gain

• = range gate suppression ratio, relative to response at
center of gate

absorber reflection coefficient
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range to fence

The maximum ratio of background signal power to target signal power
becomes:

and the lowest target level that can be measured given by:

For nominal absorbers and range gate suppression, and a common
side-lobe level Nf -30db obtained from parabolic reflectors, it is found
that background, first order, can be held to a level that allows mea-
surement to approximately 4.8% x '*X? (, lo zo.-• X )

With first order terms such a negligible value, the predominant factor
limiting precision of measurement through background is the second order
terms that appear in the range gate. That is, the area preceding the
fences reflects energy, from antenna side lobes, in such a way that the
time path is exactly equal to that of the target area. Such a path is shown
in Fig. 12, where it has been assumed a local wall roughness permitted
the change in reflection angle shown (local specular surface not parallel
to the wall).

Minimization of this source of background can take two courses; either
the walls are covered with absorber, an expensive method or the antennas
can be modified to obtain better sidelobe control. It is apparent that the
ideal case, for the latter treatment, would permit 30 db side lobes inci-
dent on the fence, but infinitely low side lobes on adjacent walls of the building.
Using the tunnel antennas previously discussed in combination with
antennas of -30db side lobe level, the effective side lobe level can be re-
duced to -70 db. Arranging the tunnels such that the shadow boundary, as
previously defined, intersects the fence, it can be seen that approximately
140 db attenuation is possible with a 40 db absorber on the fence. The
background from this source (secondary effects) can thus be made negli-
gible (less than t o'.'A' ).

The backwall return, because it too is discriminated against by time
gating, also proves negligible, so that the chief concern lies in bistatic
interactions.

Figure 13 shows the two primary bistatic paths that are present in the
range. From the diagram, it can be seen that with sufficient space, the
paths can be so arranged that path length differential is greater than a
pulse width. Thus the target-wall-target interaction can be reduced by
gate suppression, while the target-wall-receiver coupling can be reduced
by the product of antenna side-lobe coupling and gate isolation.

In many cases, the room dimensions are insufficient to allow gate
discrimination and target-wall-receiver interaction. Other techniques are
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required. Of particular value is the use of the tunnel antenna in con-
junction with fence -- here considerable minimization is possible. (see
Fig. 14).

For the target-wall-target interaction, the measure of perform-
ance is again found in a square flat-plate target. Taking the ratio of
interactions received power to monostatic received power, as in the cw
case, it is found

where edge dimension of the plate

gate isolation

reflection coefficient of the wall

R= gate length, or full room width

Assume the wall is spaced sufficiently for effective gate operation,
% --o1 and minimum required 7. 'I+. . Under this condition,

even with p = 1, the interaction terrnTroves negligible. (For example,
with a 30 nanosecond gate, operating at Ka band, target size would have
to be 100 A before an effect would be noticed. ) Application of absorber

10-4) would allow another order of magnitude in target size.

From an engineering view, elimination of the target-wall-receiver
coupling by providing the dimension required for gate discrimination does
not seem practical since room size can get quite out of hand.

With a fence required for background reduction, as well as a tunnel
antenna, both can be employed effectively here as well. Using fence
location so that the ray from target area past the fence edge strikes
the ground beneath the receiver, it can be seen that the path is at least
one range gatelonger than the direct signal. For the signals diffracted
around the fence edge, the tunnel provides at least a -70 db attenuation
which, in conjunction with diffraction losses, results in approximately
-110 db loss (through proper geometry).

The only remaining term of significance is the signal that proceeds
from the target, then is diffracted by the fence edge to be received by
unmodified anterna sidelobes. This signal is reduced by side-lobe gain
and edge diffraction effects. The latter can be heldto -40 db or less if
the angle between receiver, fence edge, and target is held less than
160°, while antenna side-lobe levels can be obtained of -30 db. As a
consequence, 9--.3 signal can be reduced by 70 db. It is found that a bi-
static cross section 50 db higher than the monostatic can be tolerated
before a 1 db error in measurement is incurred.

Figure 15 ehows the range with absorber fences in place.
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The design principles outlined were employed on the CAL Ka (35 Gc)
pulsed range shown in Fig. 16. The only deviation from design prin-
ciples is found in the tunnel surrounding the antennas, where the
shadow angle is less than that stipulated.

Characteristics of this range are:

1. Background level - I 0 -5•Z, equivalent to receiver noise

2. Bistatlc interaction - undetected with a 14" square flat plate.

Figure 17 is the range used for the FM/CW radar, operating at X-
band. Almost identical to the Ka pulsed range, this room has properly
designed tunnels that holds background to imperceptible levels. Cur-
rent measurements are not sufficiently sensitive to detect cross inter-
ference effects at 10-5 " .

The only absorber material used on the ranges is fixed on the fences and
backstop, with a total of 3, 000 square feet per range. If the room were
designed on a cw basis, each would take roughly 10 times as much.
Approximately $300, 000 was saved by the design.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE POIARIZATION CAPABILITIES OF A
GROUND PLANE CROS6 SECTION RANGE*

A. W. Wren, Jr., J. A. Green, C. M. McDowell
Conductron Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan

ABSTRACT

The problem or meacurement of circular polarization components on a
ground plane range is considered. If the analysis is restricted to
transverse fields, a propagation equation may be derived. This "ulation
is examined and two methods for obtaining circular polarization
measurements are deduced. Th- first method utilizes two orthogonal
line : polarizations to obt ..... the linear scattea ng matrix which is
related to thut circular s tering matrix t1 ',,'a a unitary transforma-
tion. A second method utilizes elliptical polarization to compensate
for the effect of the ground plane. With the r.cond method, the
circular components may be measured directly. A brief examination of
the "depth of field" for the second method indicates a reasonable
target space is possible.

THE PROPAGATION EQUATION FOR A GROUND PLANE RANGE

A Dual Channel System

In order to analyze the effect of a ground plane on polarizati'on
measurements it is necessary to construct a propagation equation for
the ground plane range. The equation so constructed must be descriptive
of a system capable of transmitting any selected polarization and re-
ceiving any selected polarization. We construct such a system by noting
the fact that any plane polarized wave may be expanded in terms of two
space orthogonal waves.! We consider, therefore, a two-channel system
which transmits and receives both a vertical (x component) and a
horizontal (y component) polarized component. Since we can obtain any
plane polarization by modifying the amplitude and phase of the two space
orthogonal components, the addition of phase and amplitude control
networks provides the desired system.

In general, the amplitude and phase control network can be described
by a diagonal matrix. Thus the transmitted fields may be described by
the following matrix equation

I AtEtx A x 0x Ex

E 0 A E
y I y

where the superscript indicates the transmitted field and the subscripts
x and y indicate the x channel and y channel, respectively. In the same
fashion, the received fields are given by

*This work performed under USAr Contract No. AF30(602)-2831.
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x x X( 2 )
1L Ej m 0 Al IE jI

where the superscript r indicates the received field and the superscript
m indicates the recorded or measured components.

The Ground Plane Matrix in Rectangular Form

We now describe the effect of the ground plane with a matrix,
Let t be the electric field along the direct ray at the obstacle, fl
the field incident on the target, and 0 the phase of the specular ray
relative to the direct ray at the obstacle. Then

(Et PEte- e 1 and Et +rE ee e 4)
x x xx ! y y y yy

where P w reflection coefficient of the ground plane to horizontal
electric field

and P r reflection coefficient of the ground plane to vertical
Y electric field.

Equations 3 and 4 may be written

[E3] = e-ikRl [KI [Et] (5)

where E i E t

[ Ell =1. ( Et] lx

and[ 1i + e-1 0

0 1 + ry e-ie

Similarly, if is the field scattered directly from the target, then
-ikR1

(Er] - e (K[] Es] (6)

where K is defined above, and

E r-ES
I Erl . x Es] X

[E)=LE•J [E LEyJ

In terms of A, the scattering matrix of the target
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[ES] = [A] CEi] (7)
where

hence, using Equation 6 in Equation 7,
_ikR

r [Er] - (K] (A CEi] e 1()

and on further substituting Equation 5 into Equation 8
-2ikR1

(Er]= [K] [A] [K] (Et] e (9)

By absorbing the phase factor e-2ikRl into the scattering matrix and
using Equation I and Equation 2, we obtain the complete matrix equation
for the system

WEm] -[Ar] [K) (A] [K] [At] [E]. (10)

Expanding Equation 10, we obtain

-m r~ t -iO 2 t -eiE ;A(1e )E +AeA 71+e r)(l+e-FA x xle F) E~ 1 ~ ie ie x y1 (11)

LArAt(l+e-ieP )(l+e-leP ) E A2 +ArAt(l+e-ioP )
Ly x x y x 21 y y y y

This equation clearly indicates one of the basic problems with the
ground plane range. The coefficients for the elements of the scattering I
matrix are normally determined by calibrating the system with a sphere
whose cross section is accurately known. For example, we use a sphere
whose cross section is at0 transmit horizontal polarization and receive
horizontal polarization. Then A - Ar -1 and At - 0. The scattering
matrix for the sphere is, of course, Aiagonal. ýnder these conditions
we obtain a measure of

(I + e-iOrx)2 Ex

By transmitting vertical and receiving vertical (At Ar and AAt 0)
we obtain a measure of y x

(l+e e y) E
y y

Now if P r we would have the system calibrated. However, if this is
not the case, we must use some standard depolarization target such as a
long thin wire to obtain a measure of

(l+e-ier (+e-i y) Ex and (l+e-iex (1+e-iy) E y
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If we assume that this can be accomplished we are still in difficulty

for any polarization which utilizes Ex components simultaneously with Ey
components. This difficulty stems from the fact that the calibration
factor for the normal component differs from that for the cross-polarized
component. It is necessary, then, to consider approaches which
circumvent this difficulty.

The Ground Plane Matrix in Circular Form

Equation 10 describes the measuring system in rectangular form.
A similar equation exists for the fields described in circular form. We
notc that the fields in the (x, y) system are related to the fields in a
(r, 1) system by a unitary transform. 2

CE(x,y)] - CU]-* CE(r,l)] (12)

where * indicates the conjugate and -1 the inverse. Also, the rectangu-
lar scattering matrix is related to the circular scattering matrix by

(A] = CU]-1 Ca] CU]* (13)

Equation 10, without the polarization control networks, is

[E m] (K] CA] CK] CE] (14)

Substituting 12 and 13 in 14, we obtain

CEm(x,y)] - [K] [U]-1 (a] [Uo* [K] [U-f [E(r,i)]

Pre-multiply by (U] to obtain

CU] [Em(x,y)]- CU] [K] U-1 (a] [U]* [K] [U]-1. [E(r,i)]

Let

[Kc CU] (K] (u]-0 - Cu]* CK] Cu]-l*

Then

CEm(r,l)] = CKcI Ca] [K ] CE(r,J)] (15)

Thus, if we make the two orthogonal channels in the system into a right
circular component and a left circular component, we. obtain the equi-
valent equation to Equation 10

c [ArI CK] [[K] CAt]

E [r c Cc
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LINEAR POLARIZATION

It has been shown in a previous section that the descriptions of the
ground plane scattering problem in terms of the linear or the circular
components of the electromagnetic fields are simply alternate representa-
tions of the same problem as viewed from different coordinate systems.
Thus, if the scattering problem is completely specified in the linear

polarization basis, it is also specified in the circular polarization
basis. The present section deals with the measurement of the scattering
matrix in the linear basis; the corresponding matrix in the circular
basis can then be obtained analytically by means of the transformation
cormecting the two systems.

Because of the experimental difficulties involved in making phase
measurements, the scattering matrix will be determined by amplitude I
measurements alone. For the ground plane range with real ground
reflection coefficients (see below) this involves a total of eight
amplitude measurements. One of these is necessary to determine the
properties of the ground plane; the remaining seven yield the five free
parameters of the scattering matrix. Since an angle is specified in
general by two length measurements, the two redundant measurements can
be thought of as necessary to specif, the phase angles involved.

When the grazing angle of the specular ray is less than 5 (an angle
taken as the upper limit for any range of interest), calculations show
that the phases of both the verticgl and horizontal ground reflection
coefficients are approximately 180 (to within less than 50) for most
soils. Consequently, they are assumed to be real and negative; that is

Px P- Py -P (17,18)

with px and p real and positive. Furthermore, if the height of the
targetxand antenna above the ground plane are adjusted so that the first
maximum of the incident field occurs on the target, then

0 (19)

Substituting Equations 17, 18 and 19 into Equation 20 and expanding
the matrices, the rectangular components of the measured field become

E= ~A A (1 + p) AE Artl + p )l + p A E (20)
m XA ) 1 1Ex+AX yl 

0x~ Py 12 y

Em r 'ýtl+p)(+ )AE+ Ar~t + ) 2 A E (21)
y Yx X y 12x yy Y 2

Using Equations 20 and 21, the measurements required to specify the
scattering matrix will now be given. For convenience in notation, the
necessary experimental arrangements and the corresponding measuxcd
fields will be noted by similar superscripts. As an example, let
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+ l .[ l Ol rl .[
At IAri (22)
10 0 0 I

then
Eml ( p) 2  Eml (I px)l y) AEx (23,2)

X x Alx y k 12

If the target is replaced by a sphere with scattering matrix

A5. - s5 (25)
ii3 ij

then

ms ( + p 2 Ex Emsl ) 0 (26,27)

In a similar fashion, the following measurements can be performed

H x = All (28)Era2 sI
E2  m A22 (29)

M+j A1  (30)
Mm S2 L ms2 s

yy y
Eml + px A 12 (30

M3 ;ms2 1W + y s(E0)

Em2 A12 E
S4 1 + x Ex(31)

Using the notation
Em Emj+÷Emj ErS3 .Emsj+÷EroSj

x y x y

2 A 1 lp A 2
1+p EmsLA12 2 (32)

5 Ems' 2 1 + Px aIA2

f2 2~ p A12 A22 2
E m• +'"y S ÷ (33)
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Mm Ell3  A~ ~ A 1 2
2

M m -+il+ (34)
7 Es3x s

+ p 2 1A 1 .2 A 2 2

~i~L I ~ +2 (35)1

Since the elements of the scattering matrix can only be determined to
within an arbitrary phase factor, the quantity A12 is chosen to be real.
From Equations 28 and 29

1A l s~ Ml 1A221 sl 1 M2  (36,37)

Multiplying 30 by 31,

A1 2
2 - Isl 2 M3 M4  (38)

Dividing 30 by 31, (l 4 P)2 E 2

If E and E are set equal at the time of meafurementx y

(l + P) M4
Expanding Equations 32 and 34,

All AA AU I 11+ 12
S1 s Cos e (39)

2 2
Al 1 + A. All __~

121 + 21 A+ 12 sine1 (40)

where e1 is the angle between Au and A12 .

Similarly expanding Equations 33 and 35.,

A212+1A2 2j + 21 A2 1 l+ 11CoH + P A 2 cos e 2 (41)
2 i

1+p A12 1 A22  2 A222  + Ax12

M8  ------ ~ 2 1 _ sine2 (42)1 y s " s +y1 s
where e2 is the angle between A12 and A2 2. Since all absolute values in
Equations 39 to 42 are known, these equations may be solved for sin 01,2
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and cos el 2 producing an unambiguous determination of all the parameters
of the scattering matrix.

One other valuable piece of information which is obtained from the
redundant angle measurements should be noted here. Suppose e1 or e2 is
close to zero or n radians. Then Equations 39 and 41 would provide a
poor determination of 0, while 40 and 42 would provide the most sensi-
tive determination. The situation is just reversed for el or 0? near
+ v/2. Thus, by use of the proper equation, an accurate determination of
the magnitude of the phase angle can be made with the equation for the
co-function used only to determine the resultant ambiguity gn.

ELLIPTICAL POLARIZATION

While the above section provides an experimental procedure from
which all available information about the scattering matrix can be
determined, it proves to be overly complicated if only the magnitudes of
the elements of the circular scattering matrix are required. This is the
case, for instance, in cross section determinations. It would be very
desirable if a procedure could be devised to measure these magnitudes in
a more direct fashion. One scheme which immediately comes to mind is
the application of the procedures given in the above section to the
ground plane equation in circular representation. This direct approach
is extremely complicated for the circular polarization scheme, however,
due to the coupling between the right and left circular components of
the field introduced by the grounO plane.

An alternative approach is to consider the transmission of an
elliptically polarized wave which will nullify the effects of the ground
plane. This is, in effect, a pre-emphasis procedure whereby the trans-
mitter and receiver are compensated to remove the effects of the ground
plane.

We consider first a system using rectangular components. The basic

equation in rectangular form is

[Em] I [Ar] (K] [A] (K] (At] [E] (43)

A solution of the type sought is evident by inspection. If

[At] - [Ar] _ (K]-

then Equation 43 reduces to

[Em] = [A] [E]

which is the free-space equation. Therefore we have succeeded in
nullifying the effect of the ground plane.

This is the free-space equation. Consequently, it is a simple
matter to measure the magnitudes of the matrix elements. This procedure
has no advantage for the determination of the rectangular scattering
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matrix since these magnitudes are easily measurable by the methods of
the previous section.

In the measurement of the circular matrix., however, there is adistinct advantage. Suppose that it is desired to have a field incident

on the target whose rectangular components are

Ei Ex Ey + i Ey (44)

then if
E E (45)

we have circular polarization incident on the target.

From Equations I and 5 it is seen that the fields incident on the
target are given by

CEi] = [K] (At] (E]. (46)

The requirement for right circular polarization incident on the target
then is

[K] At] (7)0 
-i

Under these conditions the measured fields are
m]

Em A E- iA E 1
x 11 x 12 X

[ (Ar] (K]
Em A E- i A E

y12 x 22 x

Now let (Ar] (K] be the matrix ,then
Lo 0

Em Em + Em (A +A)Emod ý x y 11 22 x

Using a sphere to calibrate, we measure j
IEd A11 + A2 2  a12mo A (48)
Ess 2 s

mod
A second measurement using [Ar] [K] a nd a standard target
such as a diplane (i.e., a two-bounce 0 - target) obtains

Em I (A - A 2 2) - 2i A r12 e ill (49)

Ed 2d

By transmitting left circular, we obtain a in a similar fashion. Ia22
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SPATIAL VARIATION OF THE CIRCULARLY POLARIZED FIELDS

It has been demonstrated in previous sections that it is possible to
obtain a circularly polarized wave incident upon the target by proper
adjustment of the phase and amplitude of the transmitted vertically and
horizontally polarized fields. Since the complex ground reflection
coefficients as well as the ground plane interference effects vary with
grazing angle, the desired field pattern will only be obtained in a
limited region of space near the target position. The variation of the
field components with consequent deterioration of the desired circularly
polarized field will ba considered below.

Relative Phase and Amplitude Calculations

The incident fields have been shown to be given by
Ei (i+Fx Ex ( ie t -ikR1 i -io .t -ikR1

E (l+re- AEe El=(l+re )E e (50,31)x x x y y y

where e is the phase difference between the direct ray and the specular
ray, i.e.,

0 - (R 2 - R1 ) (52)

where R2 = length along specular ray and R length along direct ray.

If, in Equations 50 and 51, the reflection coefficients are written
in polar form, one has

Ei (i+ p e x)Ete-ikl E = (i + pe -)E e I (53,54)
x x x y y y

where 0x e + (p and ey = 6 + (P y (55,56)

We wish to calculate the components of the field incident on the tar-
get normalized to the corresponding components of the transmitted field;
hence to expedite computation, we write Equations 53 and 54 in their
polar forms as-iie -k Ei

E.- -ikRl -iei -ikR1
S= Ci e e 1 -Y- Ci e Y e (57,58)
t x Et y

y
where

Cix = ý l+ 2p- cos- e + p2 C = Fl + 2py cos ey + p (59,60)

psin e tap sin 0
tanan el +Py s ey (61,62)x 7 + Px cos ex y 1 + p y cos e y

To obtain an expression for e in terms of range parameters, it is seen
from the principle of images that
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2 2 2 2 2 2
R2  (h + ha) + R R1  (hha) + R (63,64)

where ha m fixed antenna height; h - height of observation point; and
R = horizontal distance between the antenna and the point of observation, i

On expanding these two expressions by the binomial theorem and sub-
stituting the results into Equation 52

h h hI[ a + () h h 2 + h 2  (65)

where for h << R and h << R, the higher order terms are neglected,
giving simply a

hha
a4n (66) I

When Equation 66 is substituted into Equations 55 and 56, we have,
finally at a fixed frequency and for a given soil,

hh hh a
4x ht- 3A qW ey Mh4,r - a+ cpy(4) (67,68)

where the functional notation is introduced to emphasize the dependence
of the phases q), and qy on the grazing angle where the grazing angle * is
determined by

tan hha (69)

We now have all of the relations needed to compute the magnitudes * I

and phases of the incident fields as a function of height above the
ground plane. The next topic to be considered is the selection of
antenna and target heights.

The most uniform field over the target is obtained when the antenna
and target heights are adjusted so that the maximum of the incident

field occurs at the center of the target. This means that, at the
center of the target, the total phase difference between the direct ray
and the specular ray should be an integral multiple of 2g radians, and
for minimum antenna and target heights this difference should be exactly
2 n radians. Thus, if ho is the value of h at the center of the target,
then for a given polarization the antenna and target height and therange R are related through Equations 67 or 68 (with ex or ayreplaced

by 2n), Equation 69 and the eqIation of the reflection coefficient.
Generally speaking, once two of the factors ho, ha, or R are chosen,
the equations given above may be solved graphically or by trial and
error for the third factor.

Axial Ratio of the Incident Elliptfcally Polarized Field

If the transmitted field is adjusted so that the incident field
is circularly polarized at the target position, then the phase and
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amplitude variations calculated above will in general produce elliptical
polarization for field observation points removed from the target cen-
ter. The ellipticity of the field will be calculated below by evaluating
the axial ratio of the incident field as a function of position.

As given in Equations 57 and 58, the rectangular components of the
field incident on the target are given by

-ie 3xt -ikRl Cie -ikR
E C1 E e 1I =C e Y Et e (70,71)x x x y y y

If the superscript "oll is used to denote the experimental conditions
appropriate to the target center, then in order to produce circular
polarization at the center position, the transmitted fields must have
an amplitude and phase given by

G io i(O io +
t e Et t t (72,73)x Cio y Cio

x y

In Equation 73, the plus sign is chosen for left circular polarization
on the target while the minus sign is chosen for right circular polari-
zation. Choosing Et° - 1 for convenience, and introducing the notation

3.

A =- o ei. - ei. (74)
j 0.0

3
the incident fields become

-i(O 'kR-i(¢y +-E + kRl)
E- A e- x E = A e y 2 (75,76)

x x y y

In real form

Ei A cos (Wt - - kRl) Ely- A cos (mt + - - kRi)(77,78)-i x x 1 y -2

or in terms of the parameters

P = t - 0x- kRl An 0X- 0y (79)
the fields are E AEi A cos E A cos (•+ & + •

x x y y 2
Equations 80 and 81 represent the polarization ellipse. Since the

quantities A, Ax and Ay can be evaluated from the calculations given in
the previous sections, it is a straightforward matter to determine the
axial ratio as a function of position.

As an example, the variation of the axial ratio with height is
plotted in Figure 1 for the conditions: ho = 10 feet, range = 500 feet,
a = 0.01 mho/meter, frequency = 0.5 gcs, rx a -I.
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PULSED BACKSCATTER RANGE INSTRUMENTATION

A. J. Cann
Director of Engineering

Advanced Development Laboratories, Inc.
Nashua, N. H.

ABSTRACT

The chief reason for using a pulsed radar rather than a CW radar for
target cross-section measurements is to discriminate against clutter and
feedthrough by range gating. Cd systems must use a buckout scheme for
this, which has certain disadvantages. Furthermore, when intercept area
greatly exceeds scattering crcss-section, a buckout system is unsatisfactory.
The second reason for using a pulsed radar is to examine the fine structure
of the target signature.

A pulsed backscatter range radar is less like a conventional pulsed
radar than like an antenna range instrumentation. By taking advantage
of the short maximum range and low data rate usually required, we can
integrate a great many pulses for each data point, thus attaining high
sensitivity with low transmitted power. Non-coherent or Dost-detection
integration is quite inexpensive to implement and can produce consider-
able gain in the typical application. Coherent or pre-detection integra-
tion can produce twice as much gain (in db). Fully coherent operation
also permits phase measurements and vectorial cancellation of the target
support echo as is being done by Lincoln Laboratory.

Two operating systems are described, one which uses pulse integration
and one which does not. The former is designed to plug into a standard i
antenna pattern recorder, while the latter is designed for high data rate.
The difference in cost is striking. Design techniques are discussed,
including both coherent and non-coherent integration, suppression of
spurious signals, and conditions for ranpe patinp and pulse stretching
without a noise figure penalty. A design example of very high sensitivity

is given.

INTRODUCTION

When CW radar is used for backscatter measurements, the sensitivity
is limited, not by transmitter power and receiver noise, but by the
stability of the balance obtained in the bridge system for canceling out
the clutter or background signal. Furthermore, when a target's intercept
area greatly exceeds its scattering cross-section an error is introduced by
shadowing of the background siFnal. 1 Pulse radar has been used to over-
come these limitations and also to study the fine structure in range of
the target signature. 1 , 2 93 But, often, inefficient use of the signal in
a brute force design leads to a high transmitted power requirement which
raises the cost and introduces a duplexing problem. We shalh attempt to
show in this paper how a pulsed radar, specificallv designed for the
backscatter range application, can be quite economical and efficient.
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BACKSCATTER RADAR REQUIREMENTS

A pulsed backscatter range instrumentation is less like a conventional
pulsed radar than like an antenna range instrumentation. Typical search
and tracking radars have a high output data rate requirement. Backscatter
range instrumentation, like antenna range instrumentation, can usually be
satisfied with an output bandwidth of a few c/s. Therefore, a long integra-
tion time can be used, which reduces the average transmitter power requir..d.
Secondly, a backscatter range is usually quite short, which permits using a
high prf without incurring range ambiguities. The resulting high duty
factor reduces the peak power required. In summary, the combination of
high prf with long integration time means that many pulses are integrated
for each sample of output. The signal to noise ratio of the output data 4
from an optimum receiver depends only on E/No, where E : total signal
energy integrated for each data point, and No : noise power per c/s
(a measure of receiver quality). 4  The maximum pulse integration theoret-
ically possible, assuming that the prf is limited only by range, been
derived by Bachman, King, and Hansenl as

f
N - -= ()

2pk2 2

where f : carrier frequency
p : a constant, usually in the range of 0.5 to 4, depending on the

required fine structure
k = target diameter in wavelengths,,A 0/6 = data rate.

For most beckscatter range situations N turns out to be a very large number.

Some users may object that in this mode of operation the single pulse
signal to noise ratio is so low that an A-scope presentation is useless,
and yet they want to study the fine structure, in range, of their target
echoes or of clutter on the range. Here again, the low data rate required
comes to the rescue. It is not necessary to explore the entire range in
one pulse period. A synthetic A-scope display can be made by slowly
strobing the range gate out in range and displaying (or recording) the
output as a function of range. Essentially the same resolution will be

obtained as if high peak power pulses of the same length were being used
with a direct video display.* The time required for one complete scan
equals the number of range elements divided by the data rate (samples per
second).

Another special requirement of backscatter range instrumentation is
that of wide dynamic range with Rood linearity. Typically 40 - 60 db
dynamic range is required with a linearity of _1db. In this respect back-
scatter range radars are more difficult to build, but again, the low data

*Strictly speaking, the synthetic display will be the cross-correlation of
the range gate with the video, so that square pulses, for example, would
be displayed as triangles whose half-amplitude width is equal to the square

pulse width. When a radar is operating at maximum resolution and the pulse
shape becomes pseudo-gaussianl the correlation function is still pseudo-gaussian, and wider by a factor of V-2.
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rate minimizes the difficulty. With careful design, a 40 db range can be
achieved with fixed bias. To go beyond this, one can take advantage of
AGC fed back from a special potentiometer on the recorder. Such a poten-
tiometer is available, for example, on Scientif.c-Atlanta and Antlab
recorders. The potentiometer .s energized by severdl adjustable taps
so that the non-linear function required for the AGC voltage can be
closely approximated.

OPERATING SYSTEMS

The value of pulse integration is dramatically illustrated by a compari-
son of two backscatter radars built by Advanced Development Laboratories, Inc.
(see Table I). Physical appearance of these radars is shown in Figures I and 2.
The model 1084 was intended for use with rapidly rotating targets and thus
uses no pulse integration. The model 1153 was designed to plug into a
standard antenna pattern recorder and takes full advantage of post-detection
integration in a narrowband bolomeLer amplifier. Note that although the
1084 has about 30 db more transmitter power, it has 30 db less receiver
sensitivity. Therefore, the overall sensitivity (in terms of space loss) is
about the same.

An optimum receiver would use entirely pre-detection integration (fully
coherent operation) and would have even greater sensitivity. For example,
were the model 1153 made fully coherent it would have 14 db greater sensi-
tivity.

The model 1153 was made for a 2000 ft outdoor ranRe subject to interference
from birds and aircraft. Therefore, the rather low prf of 24 Kc/s was used to
place the first range ambiguity at at least ten times the range. The trans-
mitter is a klystron whose repeller is pulsed into the mode. Pulse widths
well under 100 ns can be obtained in this way. The receiver is a super-
heterodyne with a bolometer second detector.

The model 1084 was designed for an indoor range and at its minimum pulse
width of 10 ns is capable of a prf of 100 Kc/s, so that some integration
could be used. It uses a pulsed TWT chain transmitter and a TWT preamp
followed by a crystal video receiver.

TABLE I - COMPARISON OF TWO SYSTEMS

Model 1084 Model 1135

Frequency Range (Gc/s) 14-18 8.2-12.4
Peak Power (watts) 1000 0.5
Pulse Widths (nanoseconds) 10-100 100
PRF (Kc/s) 0.1-10 24
Tangential Sensitivity (dbm) -80 -110
Dynamic Range (db) 50 50
Power Consumption (Kw) 4 under 1
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A DESIGN EXAMPLE

To illustrate the tschniques discusse4 in more detail let us design an
indoor backscatter range radar system. Both coherent and non-coherent
integration will be considered.

Specifications

Let us assume the following specifications:

Frequency 3 Gc/s
Range 25 ft.
Target Area (min.) 10"6 sq. ft. (10-7 sq. m)
Antenna Gain 30 db
Data Rate 25 Samples/Sec.
Range Resolution 10 ns (5 ft.)

Let us further assume that it is desired to have a 20 db signal to noise I
ratio with the specified minimum target area. We shall compute the trans-
mitter power required for each case.

N=,-Coherent Integration I

Consider a system in which the transmitted pulse train is chopped
at a 1000 cis rate, a super heterodyne receiver is used, and the resulting
square wave mcdulated output is detected with a bolometer followed by a
1000 c/s tuned omplifier with a 40 c/s band width. The 40 c/s first order
filter will provide the required data rate with over 99% decorrelation
between adjacent sanples. It will be shown below that range gating, properly
done, does not enter into the signal and noise calculations.

T.e maximum unambiguous prf for 25 ft. is 20 Mc/s. However, to keep the
pulse circuitry simple, let us use 1 Nc/s. The integration time of a single-
tuned circuit is given by 6

2
T 2(2)

in this case about 3.016 sec. The number of pulses integrated therefore is

16,000. Now, if we assume the predetection signal to noise ratio is very
low, the integration gain is given to a good approximation by V16-000 =
126 = 21 db*. Therefore, the required predetection snr is 20-21 = -1 db.

This is conservative. A more exact analysis is given in Appendix I.
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The range equation may now be written:
1

kTBF (47T) 3 R4 L, LI W
G2 >, 2 or

Thermal Noise kT 204 db c/sw
Antenna Gain G2  60 db
SNR W 1 db

265 db c/sw

Bandwidth B 100 Mc/s 80 db c/s
Noise Figure F 13 db

(4 7)3 33 db 4
Range R4  (25 ft)4  56 db ft 4

Modulation Loss L1  3 db
Line Loss Lj 3 db
Wavelength X (0.3 ft) 2  10 db ft-2
Target Area a, 10-6 ft 2  60 db ft -2

258 db c/s
265 db c/sw

-7 dbw

s0.2 watt

Systems designed like this usually require such low transmitter power that
duplexing is no problem. Since very short minimum range is often required
it is very advantageous to avoid the use of TR tubes or other long recovery
devices.

Coherent Integration ,

Consider a system in which the transmitted pulse train is not chopped,
and is coherent (e.g. derived by gating the output of a CW oscillator). Again I
assume a superheterodyne receiver, and assume that the i.f. output is synchron-
ously detected with a reference frequency 1000 c/s removed. Now, this is not
a detection in the communication theory sense; it is merely a translation to a
1000 c/s i.f. Therefore whatever integration occurs in the tuned 1000 c/s
amplifier is fully coherent.

The integration gain now is 42 db instead of 21 db so that the transmitter j
power required is 21 db less. Or conversely, the range can be increased by a
factor of 3.35. It will be shown below that the apparatus cost is less than
that of a 21 db increase in transmitter power. Of course, it is possible to
use still narrower bandwidths, for example a 4 c/s bandwidth will permit a
data rate of 2.5 samples/sec and will give 10 db greater sensitivity (5 db
in a non-coherent system).
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System Design

The discussion of range gating requirements and other details is
best carried on in conjunction with examination of the systom block diagram
shown in Figure 3. To prevent "birdies" and reduce the requirements on
gating transient rejection, the prf and all intermediate frequencies are
harmonically related, being derived by multiplication and division from a
single 60 Mc master oscillator. The klystron oscillator, however, can be
freely tuned to any frequency. In a coherent system, insuring that harmonics
of the gating transients will appear to have zero doppler shift, we can
allow them to be as large as the largest expected signal, it being necessary
only to prevent saturation in the receiver. They will not priduce any false
output. If the frequencies were not locked together, it would be necessary
to keep gating transients below system noise level, which would make the
range gate design more difficult.

In the non-coherent instrumentation to be described first, however, it
is still necessary to keep harmonics of the Rating transients below system
noise in the i.f. passband, even though they zero beat with the signal. This
is because the bolometer and tuned amplifier at the output are sensitive only
to total amplitude fluctuations. The 1000 c/s amplitude fluctuation due to a
signal smaller than the gating transient will deoend on its phase relationship
to the gating transient and may even be zero (at 900).

For a non-coherent system the 1 Mc pulse train is chopped by a 1 Kc square
wave, to make bursts of pulses lasting 1/2 millisecond, separated by 1/2 milli-
second spaces. These pulses then modulate the TWT which amplifies the output
of a klystron. A severed helix TWT should be used, or a diode switch added to
reduce leakage between pulses to a level below system noise. Duplexing is
partly performed by a circulator.

The received signals are first heterodyned to a rather high i.f., so that

sufficient bandwidth can be obtained to pass the major components of the pulse
spectrum. A balanced mixer is used only to conserve l.o. power, since at these
frequencies it is not needed for noise figure. Before entering the preamp, the
signal is passed through a diode switch range Rate of moderate attenuation. This
is only to reduce the main bang feed-through to a level that permits quick
recovery of the preamp. It has already been reduced by the circulator and by
limiting in the mixer. 1

The preamplifier munc have enough gain so that average system noise level

after range gating will still be about 10 - 20 db above local circuit noise
level. When this condition is met, any degree of narrowbandinR or pulse
stretching is permissible after range gating, without a noise figure penalty.
In this case it presents no problem, but in a system with very low duty factor
it might require excessive dynamic range of the preamp. In such a case one
reduces bandwidth after the first range gate only by a factor equal to the
ratio by which peak noise after the range gate exceeds the 10 - 20 db criterion.
Then the peak noise in the stretched pulse is still 10 - 20 db above local cir-
cuit noise. After further amplification to increase this margin one perfn.ms
another range gating operation, with an appropriately wider gate. These
steps are repeated until average system noise exceeds local circuit noise by
10 - 20 db.
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The range gate after the preamp must have high enouph attenuation to
gate out clutter and the remains of main bang feed-through. Were it placed
before the preamp, its insertion loss would have raised the system noise
figure considerably. After ranRe gating we can translate to a more normal
i.f., 60 Mc, with a more normal bandwidth, 2 Mc. The output of this i.f.
amplifier drives a bolometer detector. The bolometer output goes through
a sharply tuned 1 Kc/s amplifier so that it detects only the modulation on
the signal. Post-detection integration is performed in the 40 c/s band-
width of the bolometer amplifier, as described before.

Coherent, or predetection integration can be added by translating either
the transmitted signal or the first 1.o. by 1000 c/s to introduce an arti-
ficial doppler shift. This can now be detected with a synchronous detector 2

instead of a bolometer, using the 60 Mc oscillator as a reference. Of course,
the 1000 c/s square wave modulation is not used in this case. It is
important that the frequency offset be produced in the signal or first l.o.,
and not in the second l.o., the 60 Mc reference, or the prf. Otherwise the
harmonics of gating transients would also beat with the reference to produce
a false output. The offset can be produced, for example, by serrodyninR the
TWT.

In order to obtain the full benefits of coherent integration, it is
necessary to insure that most of the signal energy is containel in the final
bandwidth. Since the typical S-band klystron spectrum is on the order of
100 c/s wide this condition may not be met on a long range. And if a 4 c/s
output bandwidth is planned then some form of stabilizatior is almost
surely needed, even on a 25 ft. range. A klystron phase-locked to a harmonic
of a quartz oscillator can have a spectrum width of a fraction of a c/s. No
such stabilization is required for a non-coherent system, where the pre-
detection bandwidth is typically a Mc/s or more.

Providing a 1000 cis reference and two quadrature phase detectors after
the 1000 c/s amplifier permits measuring signal phase as well as amplitude.
This information can be used to cancel the target support signal as has
been done by Fritsch at Lincoln Laboratory.

APPENDIX I

Non-Coherent Integration Gain

The previously calculated predetection signal to noise ratio assumed
totally non-coherent integration. Actually at the snr obtained, the integra-
tion is partly coherent and a more exact analysis should be used.

First, to find the pre-integration snr required, we use not V16,000, but
16,000, i.e. 42 db. Thus 20-42 = -22 db. Now, since the output spectrum of
the detector is nearly trianeular (at low snr), and 1000 c/s is near the low
end (assuming an i.f. band pass of a Mc/s or so), we must have an average snr
3 db less, or -25 db.

From square law detector statistics5 we find that to obtain this output
snr requires an input enr of -12.5 db. This compares quite favorably with
the -1 db snr calculated on the basis of wholly non-coherent integration.
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THE HUGHES BACK SCATTER MEASUREMENT RADAR
AND RECORDING EQUIPMENT

James D. Carlson
Member, Technical Staff
Hughes Aircraft Company

Radar Division
Fullerton, California

INTRODUJCTION

This paper will describe in detail some of the problems encountered
and the solutions derived during the instrumentation and operation of
the short pulse, back scatter measurement range at the Ground Systems
Group of the Hughes Aircraft Company at Fullerton, California. The em-
phasis in this paper will be on problems comon to short pulse systems
in general, and on the signal processing and data recording techniques
that have been developed in conjunction with the Hughes system.

This range has been in operation for more than a year, and althougi
excellent results have been obtained in the measurement of numerous test
objects, some of the techniques that have been employed could be
improved. This paper will attempt to point out these areas and to
prescribe possible improvements.

SHORT PULSE MEASUREMENTS

Short pulse radar measurements are an ideal method for evaluating
the radar cross sections of various geometric configurations and for
determining the effects of coating materials, since the short pulse
radar return permits identification of the scattering points directly as
to magnitude and position on the test object. A short pulse radar is in
general a radar whose pulse width, or range resolution cell, is small
with respect to the range dimension of the object being measured. There-
foreeach scatter point and specular area on the test object will scatter
back to the receiver a discrete pulse which will be identifiable on the
display. A typical short pulse radar system would have a transmitted
pulse width of 1 nanosecond, which would correspond to an r-f signal
bandwidth of 1000 mc/s or a range resolution cell of 0.5 foot. It is
this high degree of range resolution that makes the short pulse radar
so valuable as a tool, but it also imposes some severe requirements on
the system instrumentation as to stability and bandwidth. The synchro-
nization circuitry in the radar system must be extremely stable so that
correlation of the return with a test object can be made to a high
degree of precision. The spectrum of the pulse must not be distorted in
transmission or reception so that the shape of the detected signal
envelope will not be widened with consequent loss in range resolution.
Methods of data processing must be employed that are capable of handling
the wide bandwidth of the detected signal envelope as well as the wide
dynamic range of signal amplitudes that are to be expected from typical
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targets. In addition, range ambiguities in the form of side lobes of
the main pulse originating from reflections and distortions in the com-
ponent parts of the system must be eliminated, or at least reduced below

the level of any anticipated return from the test object.

HUGHES SHORT PULSE RADAR

The Hughes radar is shown in block diagram form in Figure 1, to-
gether with a photograph illustrating the relatively small size of the
installation. The specific information on some portions of the system
is omitted for security reasons.

Transmitter

In the transmitter, a signal is generated and amplified in a
traveling wave amplifier that is gated "on" only at the time of trans-
mission, so that the amplifier's noise is not introduced into the re-
ceiver during the time of desired signal reception.

Receiver

Due to the wide signal bandwidths associated with short pulse
radar returns, it is desirable to perform as much amplification as is
possible at r-f so that inherently broad band amplifiers, such as
traveling wave tubes, may be employed and the problems found in broad
bandwidth, high gain video amplifiers may be circumvented. Since octave
bandwidth traveling wave amplifiers are commonly available, no bandwidth
reduction of the receiver signal will be encountered, even though
several stages of amplification are cascaded. The noise figure of the
receiver should be as low as possible to take full advantage of the
available signal-to-noise ratio, and the receiver should have sufficient
output power to ensure that a wide dynamic range of signal amplitudes
can be handled.

The receiver used in the Hughes radar consists of three cascaded
traveling wave amplifiers. This receiver, together with the transmitter,
defines the magnitude of the noise level seen on the display. Thi noise
level corresponds to the return which would be received from a 1 0 -9 square
meter target located on the range. The radar system is then capable of
recording, (with a 10 db signal-to-noise ratio) a l0"5 square meter test
object located on the range.

Detector

The requirements placed on the video detector in the short pulse
radar are very stringent, and it is therefore one of the components
which must be selected with great care. It must provide a good match to
the r-f signal over the band of interest, have sufficient video bandwidth
to assure faithful reproduction of the detected signal envelope, provide
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sufficient video voltage to the display so that a minimum of video ampli-
fication is required, and have a predictable transfer function or "law".
Commercially available detectors fall short of these.requirements,
notably in the area of video bandwidth.

A detector mount was constructed for use with the Hughes system by
incorporating a 1N23 mixer diode in a modified General Radio coaxial
mixer assembly. The r-f input was terminated resistively in 50 ohms,
and the diode was mnounted normal to the center conductor. Most of the
lumped capacity of the video side of the diode was removed and was
replaced by the distributed capacity of a length of coaxial cable which
was used for the video transmission line. This video cable was terini-
nated in 50 ohms at the display to complete the detection circuit.
Measurements were made of VSWR at the r-f input to the detector mount
and, while it was rather high (approximately 1.8 to 1), it was fairly
constant over the band, thereby implying a constant reflection coeffi-
cient. Since a reflection from this point could be re-reflected by a
system discontinuity and appear as a false target on the display, a
coaxial isolator was added at the detector input to terminate any
reflections. The short pulse saturation level of the diode in this
mount was measured and the diode was found to be capable of delivering
1.5 volts into the 50-ohm load. The video bandwidth of the mount is
excellent. No degradation in output pulse width has been observed for
r-f input pulses of up to 2000 mc/s bandwidth (0.5 nanosecond pulse
width).

Work is presently in progress on the design and construction of wide
band detector mounts using both silicon and tunnel diodes. Considerably
improved rectification efficiency should be obtainable with tunnel diodes
due to their intrinsically lower series resistance (which is on the order
of 100 ohms) as compared to 5000 ohms for the silicon point contact di-
odes that have been used.

DATA DISPLAYS

The dynamic range of the magnitudes of the returns from a test
object may be very great, and it would be most desirable if the radar
were capable of instantaneously displaying radar cross sections from
l03 to l0"5 square meter without distortion. Such is not the case since,
if the receiver gain is set high enough so that the 10-5 square meter
target is discernible, the 10• square meter target will saturate the
recelver. Conversely, if the receiver gain is reduced such that the l03
square meter radar cross section target just brings the recei.ver to
saturation, the 10-5 square meter target will be undiscernible on the
display.

This, then, gives rise to two criteria for the radar. The first
criterion is the dynamic range of signals, or of radar cross sections,
that the system can handle. The smallest radar cross sections which
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can be displayed are determined by the noise figure of the receiver and
the transmitter power level, and the largest are limited by receiver
saturation. Larger radar cross sections can be accommodated by adding
attenuation to the receiver input. The second criterion, which is con-
siderably more restrictive, is the instantaneous dynamic range of the
display. It is determined by the range of voltages that may be seen on
the display at a usable level, which in turn is determined by the
detector's transfer function or "law" and the physical size of the
display. Figure 6 shows the transfer characteristic of the detector
used in the Hughes system. If the detector is driven to a high peak
power level, well above the square law region, amplitude compression of
the signal will occur which will in effect increase the usable dynamic
range of the display. In the Hughes system it was desired to have an
instantaneous dynamic range of 30 db; therefore, operation in this
region of the detector was chosen. The ability to accommodate a wide
range of target magnitudes was implemented by the addition of a calibrated
attenuator at the receiver input. With this attenuator set to zero, the
system sensitivity will be a maximum. The receiver operating point is
held at this level during all measurements by adjusting the input atten-
uator so that the peak of the incoming signal corresponds to a reference
on the display. Since the radar cross section corresponding to the
reference level is known, any incoming signal magnitude can be determined
by using the attenuator setting to correct the reference level.

The data, in the form of a short pulse signature, must be displayed
for observation and equipment adjustment on a device that is capable of
handling the wide video bandwidth involved. Since the range-gated Type
A display is the most useful for range measurements, it was employed in
the Hughes system. In this type of display the target amplitude is
shown versus the sector of range which the target occupies. Two basic

instruments will give this type of display and have sufficient bandwidth
to handle the video information: the traveling wave oscilloscope and the
sampling oscilloscope.

The traveling wave oscilloscope uses a slow wave structure in the
cathode ray tube to deflect the beam, thereby achieving very high
deflection speeds. It is a real time device; that is, it gives one
sweep for each transmitted pulse, thereby displaying the instantaneous
signature of the target. The primary disadvantage of this instrument is
its very low deflection sensitivity, requiring about 10 volts for a
deflection of one centimeter, and the small size of the display, typically
2 by 4 centimeters. Photographic techniques may be used to increase the
effective size of the display, but video amplification is necessary to
obtain a usable input signal level. A wide bandwidth, solid state video
amplifier capable of a 20 volt output was constructed at Hughes to allow
the use of this instrument with the Hughes system; however, it was found
that the versatility of the sampling oscilloscope far outweighed the
limited advantage of the real time display for most measurement purposes.
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The sampling oscilloscope constructs a display by consecutively
sampling the video information on a periodic basis. Since it requires
many radar returns to construct a single complete display, a transforma- 4
tion from real time to a much longer time base is performed in the
instrument. This is particularly advantageous for radar signature|
measurements because the horizontal and vertical components of the dis-

play are available as low frequency waveforms and may be processed with
conventional narrow bandwidth techniques. The sampling oscilloscope
also offers very high voltage sensitivity at the input so that no video
amplification is required. The main disadvantage of this instrument is
that since many samples are required to make up a single display, any
target motion during the display time will show up as distortion of the
target's signature. However, for high pulse repetition frequencies and 4
stable target orientation configurations, this effect is negligible.
Therefore, a sampling oscilloscope was chosen as the primary display
device for the Hughes radar. Figure 2 shows the return from a 9.500-
inch calibration sphere displayed on a sampling oscillograph.

DATA RECORDING TECHNIQUES

The initial means of data recording used with the Hughes radar was
an X-Y plot, the X coordinate being range and the Y coordinate return
magnitude. The sampling oscilloscope provides outputs that are suitable
for use with a conventional X-Y plotter.

Because the power-to-voltage transfer function of the detector is
very nonlinear, it was desired to shape the voltage to the Y coordinate
input to modify the scale factor for a logarithmic display. A simple
diode shaper was used to perform this scale factor modification. The
resulting plots of the radar signature data were made on 11 x 17 inch
graph paper with typical horizontal scale factors of from 1 to 3 feet
of range per inch and a vertical scale factor of 5 db per inch below the
reference level. Figure 3 shows the data format. The signature recorded
is that of the 9.500 inch diameter calibration sphere.

In addition to displaying the radar signature, it is necessary that
a range reference be provided to relate the signature to the test object
for scatter point correlation. This can be accomplished by triggering
the display from a very stable trigger which is precisely delayed from
the transmitted pulse. This was implemented in the Hughes system by
sampling the transmitted pulse and introducing it into the receiver.
By passing this sync pulse through the receiver the effects of the
traveling wave tube transit time variations, which can be considerable,
are eliminated. This signal is then picked off the output of the
receiver through a directional coupler, detected, and delayed in a coil
of coaxial cable whose electrical length is equal to the two-way range
distance to this test object before being applied to the display. The
accuracy obtained in correlating a single return with its scatter point
on the object has been observed over an extended period to be within
1.5 inches.
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While X-Y plotting as a method of data recording has been used with
considerable success at the Hughes facility, it becomes a rather time-
consuming process when large amounts of data are to be recorded. Each
target position requires setting the input attenuator, recording this

magnitude on the graph, and making the actual X-Y plot (which consumes
about 10 seconds of tracing time). To reduce the time involved for this
portion of the operation, a photographic recording system is currently
being Implemented.

The X output from the sampling oscilloscope and the output from the

amplitude shaper are applied to a large-screen oscillograph. This dis-
play is then photographed with a l 6 amm camera using one frame for each
target aspect position. Setting the input attenuator, which is at
present a manual operation, will be replaced with an automatic technique.
A block diagram of the mechanization is shown in Figure 4. In this tech-
nique the manual attenuator at the receiver input will be replaced with
an electronically variable attenuator which will be controlled by a
voltage shaper and amplifier chain such that the amount of attenuation
set into the attenuator will be directly proportional to the input volt-
age. The target return signal at the receiver output will be peak-
detected and the peak level stored in an operational integrator. This
voltage will then be applied to the attenuator at the receiver input and
used to set the recorder reference lev:el. In addition, a number that
indicates the amount of voltage that is applied to the attenuator will be
set into the data channel on the recording camera and photographed with
the target return. Therefore, each frame on the film will contain all

the information necessary to describe the target signature for a parti-
cular target position. This recording system is adaptable to manual or 3
mechanical target positioning and offers a method of obtaining a large
amount of target data in a minimum amount of recording time and at
minimum cost.

The automatic recording system may also be modified to obtain the
data directly in a digital form on tape or punched cards. The mecha-
nization is shown in Figure 5. Data taken in this form are ideally
suited for use in computers with a minimum amount of manual processing.
The data unit that defines each target position must contain the target
aspect angle, polarization of the signal, target magnitude reference
level, the range reference index, and the magnitude of the return as a
function of range. The information corresponding to target designation,
aspect angle, and polarization may be placed oil the tape by manually
operated punch keys or automatically by means of suitable switching
circuits, depending mainly on whether manua'. or automatic target posi-
tioning is used. The horizontal scale on tie sampling oscilloscope,
which indicates range, is divided into range increments or cells. This
may be easily accomplished on the sampling oscilloscope by converting
the stepped horizontal sweep that is used in constructing the sampled
display into a series of pulses by differentiating it. Each pulse then
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defines the start of a range increment, and the number of range incre-
ments in the total display may be determined by the samples per division
control on the oscilloscope. The vertical output, which comes from the
signal shaper, is introduced into an analog-to-digital converter which
gives a numerical output proportional to the vertical voltage input.
The range increment pulses are recorded on the tape and concurrently
cause the output of the analog-to-digital converter to be written on the
tape. The tape will therefore contain one magnitude reading for each
range increment pulse. The number of range increments should be chosen I
such that at least 10 occur during each range cell as defined by the
resolution (or pulse width) of the radar. This will allow reasonably
good reconstruction of the target return from the digitized data. In
the Hughes system, the range displayed on the sampling oscilloscope for
a large target is 15 feet. The horizontal scale on the oscilloscope
r-ontains 10 divisions, so that a sampling rate of 30 samples per division
will give a total of 300 samples in 15 feet of 20 samples per foot.

SNMARY

The Hughes short pulse radar has been used with considerable success
to obtain radar cross section data from a wide range of test objects.
The use of the sampled display as a vehicle for data recording has
proved to be most satisfactory because it permits a number of recording
methods to be employed. Consideration is now being given to the addition
of precision phase measurement equipment to the system so as to allow the
measurement of the relative phase between individual scatter point returns.
This added information will permit correlation between the short pulse
return from a test object and the CW or long pulse return, extending the
usefulness of short pulse measurement data.
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*A METHOD OF PHASE MEASUREMENT

FOR PULSED RADAR SYSTEMS

Bernd Falk, Design Specialist
General Dynamics/Fort Worth

ABSTRACT

This paper contains a description of a phase measuring technique in
which feedback principles are used. A feedback loop around the entire IF
system is used to oliminate the errors and nonlinearities that would re-
sult from simple phase detection of the IF output. Several amplitude and
phase plots of typical radar targets are presented. Application of the
equipment to the direct measurement of the scattering matrix and back-
ground subtraction are briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The need for measurement of radar cross section amplitude is well
established. The measurement of phase on a radar cross section range
enables the determination of other significant target and range param-
eters. The most significant applications are (1) subtraction of the

background returns and (2) determination of the scattering matrix. En-
couraging results have been obtained from experiments designed to allow
subtraction of background returns from measured cross section.

In order to describe the scattering properties of a target complete-
ly, an infinite number of polarizations relative to target orientation
are required. Phase measurement techniques may be employed to determine
coefficients of the scattering matrix directly. From the scattering
matrix, the cross section of arbitrary polarizations may be determined.
By using direct phase measurement, three sets of runs are required to
determine the scattering matrix. At this writing, experiments are being
planned to verify scattering matrix techniques.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

Figure I is a block diagram of the phase and amplitude measuring
instrumentation. The received signal is mixed with a local oscillator
signal to obtain a 60-megacycle IF signal. Following the IF amplifier
is a range gate which allows only echoes at the desired target range to
be gated through the circuit. The gated pulses are detected and
stretched in a boxcar circuit to provide an output voltage which is pro-
portional to the echo signal strength.

A standard 60-megacycle pulsed signal is injected into the IF system
at a time sufficiently delayed after main bang that no target echos are
received. This pulsed signal is fed through a precision, servo-driven
attenuator to the input of the IF system. The range gate and boxcar

"•A1I rights reserved
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circuits act on this pulsed signal in the same way as they act on the
target echo signal. Output of the boxcar circuit is now a rectangular
wave if the amplitude of the echo and reference signal are not equal. I
The amplitude of this rectangular wave is proportional to the differ-

ence between the amplitude of the echo and standard signals.

This rectangular wave is fed to an error detector circuit in which
it is demodulated and used to generate a servo-drive correction volt-
age which is proportional to the amplitude difference between the echo
and the standard signals. This correction voltage is fed to the servo
motor which drives the precisiotn reference attenuator until the ampli-
tude of the standard and target echo signals are equal. Potentiometers
and a digital shaft encoder are connected to this shaft to read out Q*.

The technique used in the phase-measuring equipment is based on the
principle of comparing the signal phase with the phase shift produced
by a precision phase shifter. A servo loop is used to make the two
phase shifts identical. Since range gating is effected at the inter-

mediate frequency, phase information is preserved through the range
gate. The 60-megacycle IF which results from the input signal is fed
to the phase detector circuit and compared with the reference 60-
megacycle signal. The output of the phase detector is a positive or
negative pulse depending on whether the IF signal is in phase or out of
phase with the phase detector reference. A bipolar boxcar circuit is
used to stretch this pulse. The amplitude of the boxcar output voltage
is proportional to the phase difference of the IF and reference signal.

The standard pulse is also processed through the phase channel to
produce a rectangular wave output from the bipolar boxcar circuit in
which the amplitude is proportional to the phase difference between the
echo and the standard signal. The polarity of the rectangular wave
will be proportional to the phase error sense. This rectangular wave
is processed in the error detector, as previously described, and is
used to drive a servo motor. The motor will operate until the phase
of the standard pulse and the echo signal are equal. Potentiometers
and shaft encoders may be connected to the motor shaft to serve as
phase readout mechanisms. I

The reason for the inclusion of the electronic phase shifter is not
immediately apparent. If it were omitted, phase would still be meas-
ured independently of IF phase shift since both echo and reference
signals pass through identical circuitry. However, it is possible for
the circuit to operate about a false null. This application may result I
from phase shifts in the IF and gating circuits. This false null can
be brought about by cumulative phase shifts in the IF system. The for-
ward loop gain of the servo loop depends on the relative phase of the
signal and the reference at the phase detector. Use of the electronic
phase shifter assures that the phase detector always has a reference

which is in the required phase. This operation is accomplished by
sampling the output of the bipolar boxcar circuit and adjusting the
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reference phase for a zero average voltage at the bipolar boxcar output.

FREQUENCY STABILIZATION

On an outdoor range, range length is usually long relative to wave-
length. Therefore, small changes in frequency will cause relatively
large changes in the received signal phase. For the worst case, fre-
quency stabilities in the order of 1 part in 107 are required. Frequency
stabilization of the transmitted frequency is achieved by phase-locking
a microwave signal source to a quartz crystal oscillator by use of one
of the recently introduced oscillator synchronizers.

The frequency determining circuitry is shown in Figure 2. A micro-
wave oscillator is frequency-stabilized by the synchronizer. The output
signal of the oscillator is used as the receiver local oscillator signal.
Transmitted frequency is derived from the local oscillator signal by use 4
of a "side-stepping" technique. The 60-megacycle oscillator provides
signals for the sidestep mixer as well as for the phase-measuring loop,
to ensure that the system is completely coherent.

TYPICAL DATA

Figure 3 is a representation of phase measurements made on a large
sphere mounted on a styrofoam column approximately 11 centimeters from
the axis of rotation. Theoretically, a sine wave should be traced out
as shown. A maximum error in the order of 6 aegrees is indicated for
this run. Both range and equipment errors are present in this type of
measurement.

The application of phase measurements to background subtraction is
shown in Figures 4 through 7. In each case, a run is made to plot the
amplitude and phase of the background and the styrofoam column as the
column is rotated one turn. The target is then mounted atop the column,
and the run repeated. If it is assumed that the target and the back-
ground add linearly, the true target cross section may be determined
by performing a vector subtraction as indicated below:

c-Target C(Target + Background) - 0"Background I

The results obtained with a 2-inch sphere are shown in Figures 4
and 5. No attempt was made to reduce initial background level. Target
and background signals were almost equal. Consequently, large variations
were present in the measured return (background + target). Computed
target return is also shown. The degree to which cross section varia-
tions are smoothed out is one measure of the usefulness of the subtrac-
tion technique. Cross section obtained after subtraction agrees with
the theoretical value of the sphere to within + 1/2 db. Subtraction
results obtained with a 30-degree sphere-cone are shown in Figures 6
and 7. In the nose-on region, background returns were larger than the
target.
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CONCLUSIONS .7

The feasibility of making phase measurements on a pulsed ground plane
radar range has been demonstrated. An experimental program is continuing
in the areas of background subtraction and scattering matrix.

FREQUENCY
SYNCHRONIZER7 *

MICROWAVE DIRECTIONAL POWER LOCAL OSCILLATOR SIGNAL
OSCILLATO, COUPLER DIVID "TO RECEIVER MIXER

[ SILTOR RMIXER

60 mc PHASE COHERE FILTER TRANSMITTER TRANSMITTED
STANDARD SIGNAL TO T•/T CHAIN / SIGNAL

MEASURING LOOP

Figure 2. Frequency Determining Circuits
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Figure 3. Phase Measurement of Off-Center Sphere
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RF PHASE STABILITY REQUIREMENTS
FOR BALANCED CW REFLECTOMETERS

William D. Fortner, Senior Electronics Engineer

Micronetics Incorporated

ABSTRACT

An analysis is presented which indicates the critical
dependence of the background cancellation capability of a
CW reflectometer on the frequency stability of the trans-
mitter as well as the mechanical stability of both the
microwave circuitry and the environment.

The importance of using an antenna with an exceedingly
low VSWR in a truly monostatic CW system is emphasized. The
desirability of equalizing and minimizing (insofar as pos-
sible) the length of background signal paths and nulling
signal paths is shown.

The bearing of the analysis on both CW reflectometer

design and CW range design is discussed briefly.

INTRODUCTION

Balanced CW reflectometers (CW reflectometers employing
background cancellation) represent one of the oldest and
most widely used instrumentation schemes for performing RCS
measurements. This instrumentation technique is relatively
inexpensive and is conceptually simple.

This type of reflectometer is subject to several well
known limitations1 . Its use is most appropriate to a re-
stricted class of target-wavelength combinations which in-
cludes VHF and UEF measurements involving relatively large
targets as well as higher frequency measurements involving
physically small targets.

The effectiveness with which a background signal can be
cancelled depends firstly on the degree to which the back-
ground is independent of the target and secondly on the
phase stability of the transmitted signal, the stability of
the enviroment, and the mechanical stability of the radar
components"

The analysis of an idealized "equivalent circuit" model
and the discussion which follows, indicates the critical
dependence of background cancellation capability on the
factors listed in the foregoing paragraph and suggest some
expedients for optimizing the performance of the Balanced
CW Reflectometer.
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RF PHASE STABILITY ANALYSIS

Equivalent Circuit

The idealized equivalent circuit to be analyzed is
shown in Figure la. The signal propagating around the long
loop, Path #1, is taken to be analogous to a background
signal encountered on a reflectivity range. The signal
propagating across the short loop, Path #2, is the nulling
signal. An alternate equivalent circuit is shown in Figure
lb. Figure la represents a dual antenna (quasi-monostatic
or bistatic) reflectometer. Figure lb represents a single
antenna reflectometer. As far as the analysis is concerned,
the two circuits are identical provided the assumptions
listed below are made.

Assumptions

The following simplifying assumptions are made:

1. Perfect directivity of directional couplers
shown in Figure la.

2. Perfect isolation of the E and H arms of the
magic tee in Figure lb.

3. A discrete source of background interference.

4. Free space propagation velocity.

The first two assumptions may result in optimistic
numerical results. The third is an obvious oversimplifica-
tion. Its only justification is simplification if an out-
door range is being considered, but in the case of an ane-
choic chamber, it is acceptable as a "worst case" provided
the differential length between Path #1 and Path #2 is taken
to be approximately twice the chamber length. (In general,
the background will be due to N loops of various lengths
with N very large.) The fourth assumption is realistic for
the case where Path #1 is a free space path and is much
longer than Path #2.

Basic Relations

Let E and E2 be the field strengths of the signals
propagating along Path #1 and Path #2 respectively.

E1 = 1E11 ejwt - z 1

E2 = IE21 eJwt - z2
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Reflectometer and Range
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4

Where 7 is the conventional propagation constant

Y=a + j0- (2)

Separating the phase terms A
El = I Ell ejwt - z e-jo zI
E2= ejw1 - z e-J z2"3

Let .

Ele eta:wt -:a zI = EOr (4)ten4
IE21 ejw-a - ao2 2..

' Then earuations (1) and (3) can be rewritten %

E E e-J.8 zI2E1 E°I(5)

The level of the "background reflection" can be adjusted
to any appropriate value via the attenuator in Path #1. Can-
cellation is achieved by adjusting the attenuator and phase
shifter in Path #2 so that E2 is equal in amplitude and in icounterphase with E1

In general, the total field strength, Et, at the detector
is the sum of El and E2 .

Et = E1 + E2  (6) £I

The resultant power, P, is proportional to IEt2I.

P (X IEt2 E 2 + E + 2EolEo2 cos[4 (zl-z 2 )]. (7)

For complete background cancellation, E., = E02 and

PX 2E0  1  + C [8 (z 0 (8) 0
Meaning, for the non-trivial case, that

Cos [P (Zl-Z 2 )j = -i (9)

Let
Zi - z2 = L (10)

and let
2 • 2nL

(zl-z2) 2A L- c f .
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It is convenient to let

2 [1 + cos 0= (12)

which may appropriately be called the quieting factor; the
zero subscript indicates that free space propagation veloci-
ties are involved.

By equations (8), (9) and (12), it is necessary that

o min (13)

for complete background cancellation. This can be true
only if

0 = (2n-l)- 2ctL f n = 1, 2, 3... (14)

by (12) and (13).

It is now desirable to determine how sensitive null de-
gradation is to incidental frequency modulation, frequency
drift, and spurious spectral content of the transmitter
output. Differentiate (11)

df c

or in incremental form
A0- 2(L Af. (15) n

Hence, when a frequency shift is introduced, the cpqieting
factor becomes

CO = 2 [1 + cos (0o +a ) (16)

or, in view of (14),

0 = 2 [1 - cos 0 (17)

Rearranging (17)

Cos A 0 o1 (18)
2

The series expansion for cos /%•is

Cos 0+ (A (A) )2 +(19)= (19)2! 4!
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For the situation of interest 1 0 < < 1 so that all terms -'

past the second in equation (19) will be insignificant. It
then follows from (18) and (19) thatSo = ( • 2 = 4w 2 L2 ( f) 2.

(A 0) 2 (20)

Figure 2 is a graph of versus , f. If an anechoic chamber
reflects a known amount of power into the receiver, then the
amount of quieting necessary to reduce the background to a
specific level can be determined via the radar range equation

Pr G2 X 2  • (21)
Pt (4[) 3 R4

Hence, the maximum allowable frequency deviation of the RF
transmitter can be determined from equation (20) or Figure 2.

Sample Analysis - Phase Stability

Assume an anechoic chamber situation as described
below:

a. Chamber length I = 20 meters

b. Background cross-section OB = -20 dbsm
referenced to a range of
6 meters R=6 meters

c. Reflectometer antenna gain G 30 db
(22)

d. Measurement frequency fo 1 10 Gc.

e. Receiver sensitivity Pr = -95 dbm

f. Cross-section to be O min = -60 dbsm
measured

g. At a range of R = 15 meters
1

h. With a signal-to-background •min 14 dbratio 0 B

i. Receiver signal-to-noise S - 14 db

ratio N

It is necessary to find the required

transmitter power: Pt = ?

quieting factor: 0 = ?
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and the corresponding maximum allowable

frequency deviation: A f -?

The radar range equation reads

Pt = G X20' (23)P-q (4x)3R4"

Substituting conditions (22) b, c, d and g into (23) and
converting to decibel notation, one finds that the ratio of
received power (due to background reflections) to trans-
mitted power, PrB/Pt, is

PrB -- 55 db. (24)

uncompensated

The maximum allowable background level, 0, by (22) f
and h, is IR-15b

BI - -74 dbsm. (25)CrB JR 15

The required compensated ratio of P to Pt can be calculated
by substituting conditions (22)c through h into
the radar range equation yielding

__r_ B -125 db. (26)

Pt
compensated

The difference between (26) and (24) is the required value
for the quieting factor.

0r e -70 db. (27)o Irequired

The receiver signal-to-noise ratio, by (22) i, is to be
14 db so

Pt= +30 dbm = 1 watt. (28)

If - constant, then LAf - constant in equation (20).
Hence, i? is simple to interpolate from the L = 1 meter
scale or the L = 10 meter scale of Figure 2 in order to find
the necessary quieting factor for any other L.

For L - 10 meters andCO = -70 db, Figure 2 indicates

Af = 1.5 x 103 cycles/sec. (29)
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The L of in rest Is about 40 meters (twice the chamber ii
length) so for o M -70 db,

"L1  f L 2 Af 2

10 x (1.5 x i0-o) = 40 (Af 2 )

f 390 cpa. (30)

max=

Recapitulating

Pt = +30 dbm (28)

M -70 db (27)

fa 390 cps (30)

Iax=

for the conditions of equation (22).

Values of Quieting Factor for Wavecuide Systems

Equation (15) was derived on the assumption that

only free space propagation velocity was encountered. When
the expression for waveguide propagation velocity is sub-
stituted for c in equation (11), differentiation yields

dO_= (31)

df c 2 (31)

Figure 3 is a graph of 11/V(,-f -c/f)2 versus f/fc over the
range of f/fC representing the standard waveguide bandwidth
for t.he.--TEo0 wdAe. It demonstrates that the factor
I/ 1/' -(fc'f) 2 varies between 2.1 at the low end of the
band and 1.42 at the high end of the band. Furthermore, it
is clear that for the values of Jf which Might be encountered
(Af/f < 10-4) , the value of I/ ,/l- fc/fLz will remain
essentally constant. So it is justifiable to write

2n - ) 2 (32)

and

2g c 2 L 2[ . (,& f)2

eg 2 ... .33



The subscript, g, indicates that waveguide propagetion
velocities are involved. Figure 4 is a plot of g_1

versus f/f for the range of f/f representing the standard *

waveguide gandwidth for the TEO, mode.

VSWR Problems
When a single antenna CW reflectometer is used, the

VSWR may be a significant source of "background interference".
Figure 5, a graph of Pr/Pt versus VSWR, will demonstrate
this point.

Consider

VSWR = 1, (34)

an excellent value in the context of general antenna practice.
Figure 5 indicates that

r= -26 db (35)
Pt

P uncompensated

The required value of Pr/Pt was stated by equation (26) to
be

rB = -125 db (26)

tPt
compensated -

Hence, the required value of g is
94

Cg = -99 db. (36) -

Assume a differential path length between the VSWR path I
and the balancing path = 1 meter,

L = 1 meter. (37)

By Figure 4, 1

-0 4 db. 
(38) .

Hence, the equivalent value of C is
Cvg o -103 db. (39)

1equiv.
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From Figure 3, one finds that

f =340 cps (40)
fmax 34c

a value slightly more stringent than that imposed by the
reflection from the chamber itself. The value of L = 1
meter can normally be bettered considerably with careful
reflectometer layout.

MECHANICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS

The manner in which L affects RF phase stability re-
quirements is indicated by equations (20) and (33).

The manner in which thermal expansion and similar mechani-
cal instabilities will affect background cancellations is
also interesting.

Note that

f)(41)c T
Phase shift due to change of differential path length is
given by

A0- 2Cf) Vl(°) AL (42) I
so =j 4 2f (AL)2 (43)

-- gmech. C2 fO

Sample Analysis - Mechanical Stability

Consider a reflectometer as follows:

f = 10 Gc.

L 1 1 meter.

The coefficient of expansion for brass is approximately

e = 2 x 10-5 /c°. (45)

Hence, for RG-52/U waveguide,

&L = 2 x 10-5 m/C 0  (46)

L = 4 x 10-10 (m/C (46)
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With the result

C -51.5 db (47)

which is 47.5 db worse than the value of C specified by
equation (36) g 9

This example indicates emphatically that L should be
minimized, and that temperature control of the environment
of the reflectometer may sometimes be necessary.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Equations (20), (33) and (43) indicate the dependence
of background cancellation capability on

a. Transmitter RF phase stability

b. System geometry

c. System mechanical stability.

The simplified analysis may reasonably be applied to
anechoic chamber scattering range design and operation.

The analysis indicates that

a. Chamber design should strive to minimize uncompen-
sated background level.

b. Af should be as small as reasonable.

c. Line lengths should be minimized.

d. Environmental temperature control is desirable.

e. Mechanical vibration should be minimized.

The approach to minimizing line lengths and L within the
waveguide network is straight forward.

Features of chamber design which would tend to minimize
uncompensated background level include:

a. Longitudinal baffles (perhaps controversial).

b. Extremely high performance absorber.

c. Dimensions as large as practicable.
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A back wall which can be opened out during fair weather
is reportedly used by Conductron with favorable results. If
a back wall must be tolerated, it is possible to minimize
the L involved in cancelling its reflection by making the
section of the wall which intercepts half of the incident
power conveniently and remotely moveable along the direction
of the incident beam. The target should be mounted as far
from the back wall as the minimum range criterion permits
and should, of course, be centered in the antenna beam.
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NANOSECOND PULSE SCATTERING SYSTEMS

Robert R. Hively, Vice President
Micronetics Incorporated

ABSTRACT

A description of the pulsed radar scattering systems in
use at Micronetics is presented, with some discussion of
the gated receiver and the handling of data. In addition,
the low cross section model mounts *tsed by Micronetics will
be described.

PULSED RADAR SYSTEMS

Transmitters

The pulsed transmitters in use at Micronetics are
generally categorized according to pulse duration as long
pulse, intermediate pulse, and short pulse transmitters.

Long Pulse The term "long pulse" refers to the
pulse length relative to the length of the model being
measured. All long pulse radars use magnetrons as the basic
r.f. source, and the magnetrons are driven by a line type or
hard tube modulator. The magnetron tube types and their
pulse durations are as follows:

Pulse Duration
Frequency Band (Nanoseconds) Magnetron Type

L 200 Raytheon 5J26
C 250 RCA 6521
X 100 Western Electric 725A
Ku 250 Raytheon QK400
Ka 250 Microwave Associates 5789

These pulse durations are long enough that the target being
measured is immersed in an essentially CW field, and they
are short enough to enable accurate range gating within the
confines of the range. The modulation techniques used are
quite conventional and will not be described further in this
paper. The peak transmitted power in each case is a nominal
500 watts and the pulse repetition frequency normally used
is 1000 pulses per second.

Intermediate Pulse The intermediate pulse dur-
ation available at Micxonetics is 10 nanoseconds at X-band,
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with a maximum peak power output of 25 kilowatts. The basic
r.f. source for the 10 nanosecond pulses is the X-band magne-
tron-modulator combination used for long pulse measurements.
The pulses generated by the magnetron are 100 nanoseconds in
duration with a peak power of about 50 kilowatts and a rise
time of slightly less than 10 nanoseconds. To obtain a fast
rise time on the main bang pulses, it was necessary to
slightly degauss the magnetron's magnet. These pulses are
then fed into a high power ferrite limiter with a 10 nano-
second reaction time. For the first 10 nanoseconds of
duration of the main bang, the ferrite limiter causes about
3 db loss to the signal, and after 10 nanoseconds, it reaches
subsidiary resonance and absorbs the remaining power in the
pulse. The result is an inexpensive source of 10 nanosecond
pulses at a moderately high power level. This technique was
developed as Micronetics-sponsored research, and acknowledg-
ment is given to Dr. M. T. Weiss for helpful discussions and
references.1

The major function of 10 nanosecond pulses is their in-
herent reduction in background noise when measuring low
cross section models whose physical length is much less than
10 feet. Since the background noise of the Micronetics range
is below 10-7 square meters with long pulses, the 10 nano-
second pulses have not found wide usage. They would, how-
ever, find good application for indoor ranges where back-
ground noise is a problem.

Short Pulse The short pulse durations used at
Micronetics have the following characteristics:

Duration Peak Power PRF
Freg. Band (Nanoseconds) (Watts) (Pulses Per Second)

L 0.4 0.5 100 to 100KI
X 0.4 0.5 100 to 100K
X 0.7 100 500 to 2000

The pulses having durations of 0.4 nanosecond are generated
by a variation of a technique described by Pulfer and Whit-
ford2 . The technique basically amplifies the r.f. compon-
ents of a short video pulse to provide a short r.f. pulse.
The video pulse is fed into the r.f. input of a traveling
wave tube, and a 0.4 nanosecond r.f. pulse results. These
pulses are usable at repetition rates variable up to 100K
pulses per second, and the peak power can be amplified with
off-the-shelf traveling wave tubes. Pulses have been gen-
erated by this technique at L, S, C, and X-bands.

The pulse described in the above list with a duration
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of 0.7 nanosecond is simply the spike leakage through a TR
tube. The peak power level is 100 watts and the pulse repe-
tition rate is determined by the magnetron-modulator source;
normally 1000 pulses per second. Photographs of this pulse
are contained in a paper in Session VI of this symposium
titled "Sub-Nanosecond Pulse Methods Of Radar Cross Section
Measurement".

Receivers

The receivers used by Micronetics are variations of
a basic unit. At L-band, the receiver consists of a precis-
ion attenuator, a low-noise TWT, a one watt TWT, a PIN modu-
lator 3 , a filter, a detector, and a recording device. In
all other frequency bands the attenuators are replaced by i
attenuators for the appropriate band, and a mixer (with local
oscillator power) is inserted ahead of the L-band low noise
TWT. The balance of the system then becomes an IF system
with L-band as the IF frequency. The PIN modulator is used
to provide a 100 nanosecond range gate that is adjustable
in range.

Long Pulse For long pulse reception, the filter
described under "Receivers" is a narrow band pass filter to
limit the noise power at the L-band r.f. or IF frequency.
The detector is a bolometer and the recording device is a
rectangular chart recorder.

Intermediate or Short Pulse For the 10 nanosecond
pulse duration and the sub-nanosecond pulses, the filter is
removed from the receiver since greater receiver bandwidth
is required. The detector is normally a special germanium
diode in a special mount. This detector is designed to have
good transient (or instantaneous broad band) response. The
detected signal is then displayed on a sampling oscilloscope
and data is obtained either manually from the scope display,
photographically from the scope display, or on a chart re-
corder driven by the deflection voltages of the scope. It 4
is also possible to record these intermediate and short
pulse signals on a rectangular chart recorder. This is
accomplished by using an AGC loop between the oscilloscope
and the one watt TWT, and using a portion of the AGC signal
to drive the recorder. With this signal, range gating to
six inches has been achieved.

The bandwidth requirements for the short pulse receiver
are quite stringent. The measured spectrum of the sub-
nanosecond pulse reveals that it is triangular in shape with
a spectrum about 700 megacycles wide at the half power points.
The significant spectrum, however, is about 1000 megacycles

3
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wide and this requires that all components in the receiver
have at least a 1000 megacycle bandwidth to prevent distor-
tion of the pulses.

Duplexing

in all scattering radars lised at Micronetics, du-
plexing is accomplished using a ferrite circulator at the
antennas and the PIN modulator in the receiver to provide
120 or more db isolation between the transmitter and re-
ceiver. The only exception is the bistatic range where
space duplexing is used by physical separation between the
transmitting and receiving antennas.

LOTf CROSS SECTION MOUNTS

Styrofoam .

Cylindrical styrofoam columns are normally used as
support structures for models of relatively high radar cross
section at Micronetics. In an attempt to reduce the specu-
lar return from the styrofoam columns, several were placed
in a lathe and circumferential grooves of various depthswere cut. As one would expect, a reduction of cross section

of about 12 db resulted. While this provided much better
mounts with very little reduction in otrength, it was still
not adequate for some measurements that are desired. The
lowest cross section obtained to date for a 16-inch diameter
shaped column is 10-4 square meters at X-band. It is now
planned to cut a series of grooves with resonant dimensions I
in a styrofoam column to determine the effect at a fixedfrequency.

Nylon Cord Suspension

A suspension system has just been installed and
tested at Micronetics, and the preliminary results are ex-
cellent. This system consists of a pair of telephone poles
at a range of 150 feet from the antennas, with nylon sup- A
port cords on top and nylon position cords attached to the
bottom of the model. The poles are set so they are inclined
20 degrees away from the antennas. Care has been taken to
insure that no part of the system is perpendicular to the
radar line-of-sight. As of the end of December, the system
has been evaluated only at X-band and one set of low cross
section measurementshas been made. The background contri-
bution due to the nylon cords is 10-5 square meters when
the main nylon cord is hanging vertically, but drops to
below 10-7 square meters when the cord is tilted at a small
angle. Evaluation at other frequencies will be made early
in 1964.
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THE AUTOMATIC RECORDING OF EFFECTIVE
RADAR CROSS SECTION

Charles W. Matthis, Jr., Research Engineer
The Boeing Company, iirplane Division-Wichita Branch

A plotter that records the average value of radar cross
section of targets at the same time that the instantaneous
value is recorded was designed for use with existing
Scientific-Atlanta radar reflectivity range measurement
equipment. The term "average value' as used here is the
integral of the square root of the target radar cross section
as a function of aspect. The equipment is capable of plotting
the average radar cross section over a 40 DB range in amplitude
in increments of 2 degrees, 5 degrees, and 10 degrees target
aspect. Recording the average value electronically reduces
the time required for manual reduction of instantaneous data
to average or median values. The plotter is particularly
useful in the analyses of comparative data between model
configurationa.

INTRODUCTION

The signatures of the instantaneous monostatic radar cross sections
recorded on backscatter ranges are as varied as there are varied
geometries utilized as targlets. These variations in recorded cross
section will range from the essentially straight line of the sphere
to a rapidly scintillating return depending upon the complexity
(number of scattering sources on the target) and the ratio of the
length to wavelength of the scattering elements.

Unless one is interested in the derivation of empirical equations,
or in the compar. son of theory to measured values, the instantaneous
recorded radar cross section of complex targets such as aircraft
is normally smoothed to an effective radar cross section. We shall
conside.r effective radar cross section of an aircraft as that value
of cross section which can be converted into a probable radar
detection range for the aircraft in question.

RADAR DETECTION PROBABILITlES

One form in which the radar range equation may be written is:

4 " a
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This equation generally assumes that the radar cross section of the
airplane, the only factor not associated with the radar, is a
constant. The radar cross section actually scintillates and changes
radically in value from moment to moment. Radars tend to respond
to the average of the scintillations over the time of illumination
for at least one scan.

The reasons for the fluctuation in the radar cross section of
an aircraft are the rapid changes in aspect during flight at which
the radar observes the target and the rapid change in radar cross
section with aspect. The causes for the changes in aspect are as
follows:

The aircraft changes its geometrical relationship to the
radar as it moves along its path in a curved earth coordinate
system.

Air turbulence and the match of the autopilot or pilot to
the aircraft response characteristics causes the aircraft to
oscillate about ;ts own pitch, roll, and yaw axis. This results
in changes of asp:ct with respect to the radar.

Bending in the airframe causes changes in radar cross
section as seen by the observing radar.

DATA SMOTHING TECHNIQUES

There are several methods of smoothing the instantaneous recorded
data to a value more representative of that observed by radar systems.
Two techniques which should be mentioned are the average radar cross
section and the median radar cross section.

Average Radar Cross Section

The average radar cross section, perhaps the most meaningful
way 6o express effective radar cross section, is simple in concept
but difficult to obtain using manual techniques. To obtain the
average, the data must first be converted from the logarithmic scale
normally used to record the instantaneous cross section to linear
values and then averaged.

Median Radar Cross Section

The median radar cross section has been more universally used
to smooth recorded data because of the relative ease with which the
median value can be obtained. Since the logarithm of a quantity
increases with the magnitude of the quantity, the median value of
the recorded logarithmic plot is equivalent to the median value of
the linear data. In pracxice, the median value over a specified
interval may be obtained by inspection. When a sharp rise or drop
occurs in the radar cross section within a given interval, the median
value will not follow the rapid change as well as the average. A
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detailed examination of median and average radar cross sections of
aircraft performed by McDonald and Strattanl showed that the
differences in the two values are not large and the two values are
considered to be reasonably compatible.

AVERAGE FIELD VOLTAGE INTEGRATOR A

Several technicians are required to process the output from a A
single reflection range to obtain median radar cross section plots
from the recorded instantaneous plots utilizing manual methods.
A need was apparent for a device that would automatically smooth the
data to a value representative of effective cross section at the
same time permitting retention of the Instantaneous plot.

2Dr. Larry Clayton and Mr. George M. Potter of Scientific-Atlanta
designed and built an integrator, the Scientific-Atlanta Model SP-173
Average Field Voltage Integrator, which is used to automatically
average, over each of a number of angular sampling increments, the
detected signal from the receiving antenna on the Boeing-Wichita
Radar Reflection Range 3 . The averaged value of field voltage for
each increment is step-plotted on a slightly modified antenna
pattern recorder. 1. graph of the amplitude of the integrated
signal versus angular orientation is produced. This output may be
described by the equatiou:

I,,

Sampling increments were provided for 2, 5 and 10 degree intervals.

The input to the Average Field Voltage Integrator is obtained
from a modified potentiometer in the recorder used to plot the
instantaneous radar cross section. One Eection of the ganged
potentiometer serves as the normal balance potentiometer for the
instantaneous value recorder while the second section is energized
with a constant dc voltage from the integrator unit and develops a
dc output which is proportional to the field voltage of the receivin
antenna.

A synchro-driven sample-pulse generator controls the sampling
and plotting processes over selectable angular increments. In
addition, pulses from the sample-pulse-generator section are used
to develop an indication of positioner speed.

As the dc signal from the potentiometer is integrated, a similar
integration is performed upon a constant dc voltage. The stored
output of this secondary integrator is used as a reference voltage
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for the pen-function amplifier used in the average-value pattern
recorder which is the output device for the integrator unit. The
secondary integrator accomplishes an automatic compensation for
variations in sample-pulse rate. i

When a sample pulse is generated, the following sequence is
initiated (see block diagram in Figure 1):

(1) The attained values of the primary and secondary
integrators are stored.

(2) Both integrators are reset and allowed to begin a
new integration cycle.

(3) The pen-servo amplifier of the average-value recorder
is energized, thus allowing the pen to assume a position
as dictated by the previously stored values from the
primary and secondary integrators. After a sufficient time
for plotting, the pen-servo amplifier is de-energized.

(4) All control circuits are returned to an initial state to
await the next sample pulse.

The output recorder thus develops an average-value recording

of the detected signal from the receiving antenna.

COMPARISON OF DATA

A scaled model of an aircraft was measured on the reflection
range. At the same time that the instantaneous radar cross section
was recorded the Average Field Voltage Integrator was used to obtain
an average plot of the radar cross section. The median radar cross
section was obtained manually from the instantaneous plot. A
comparison of the average and the median plots obtained is
presented in Fig'ure 2.

CONCLUSIONS

Anytime the instantaneous recorded radar cross section of a target
is alt.ered in an attempt to smooth the data, information is lost.
The significance of this loss must be weighed against the advantages
obtained by the smoothing while considering the intended use for
which the data was obtained.

The use of an average field voltage integrator similar to the
one herein described is considered to give data useful in determining
target detection against radar systems and for the comparison of
data obtained from different model configurations.
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*A METHOD OF STATIC RADAR CROSS SECTION

HEASUREMENT FOR PULSED RADAR SYSTEMS

J. M. Murchison, Group Engineer
General Dynamics/Fort Worth

ABSTRACT

This paper contains a description of a unique receiving system for
the measurement of radar cross section by use of a pulsed radar. The
receiver incorporates a closed loop servo system wherein the target
echo and a reference signal are compared and the amplitude of the refer-
ence signal is adjusted until it is equal to that of the echo signal.
The reference signal is introduced at the IF frequency and is adjusted
by use of a motor-driven wave guide "beyond-cutoff" type of attenuator.
Reference signal attenuation is directly related to echo signal ampli-
tude when the system is at null, and the shaft position of the refer-
ence attenuator therefore represents the relative radar cross section.

INTRODUCTION

Since the determination of static radar cross section involves the
illumination of a target with a microwave source and the recording of
the reflected energy as a function of aspect angle, some unusual and
stringent requirements are placed on the receiving system. Amplitude
variations of the reflected signal can be of such a magnitude that
the dynamic range of the receiving and recording equipment must be in
the order of 50 db. In addition, pulsed systems must be capable of
operation through a suitable bandwidth, and means of selecting the
desired reflection (range gate) must also be provided. The receivers
commonly used for antenna pattern measurements are not suitable since
they are designed for use with CW or square wave signals and are
characterized by rather limited sensitivity. The simple recording of
the peak pulse amplitude of a rezeiver output would limit the dynamic
range to that of the receiver with a fixed gain setting.

Two systems designed to circumvent the above mentioned problems
are in common use. One system incorporates a receiver similar to
those used in tracking radars kFigure 1). In this receiver, the AGC
voltage is recorded as a measure of received signal amplituoe. The
dynamic range of this receiver can be well in excess of the required
40 to 50 db, but the linearity and stability are not suitable for
many applications since they are functions of the AFC characteristics
of the IF amplifier. Another system incorpora-es an attenuator which
is placed in the RF input to the receiver (Figure 2). As determined
by the AGC, receiver output voltage is maintained at a constant level
by means of a servo system which is used to drive an RF attenuator.
This system is capable of stable cperations and linear measurement,
but it has the disadvantage of operating at a fixed signal-to-noise

*Patent ri3gILs reserved
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ratio, and different attenuators must be provided for each frequency
or band of operation. I

In the spring of 1961, the Aerosystems Laboratories at General
Dynamics/Fort Worth developed a now receiving system for broadband
radar cross section measurements. This system, known as "The Sigma
Servo System," operates over a frequency range determined only by the
choice of mixers and local oscillators; it has a stable, linear, dynamic I
range of 50 db. The amplitude of the received signal is available in
the form of a shaft position; consequently, digital and analog output
data are available on the basis of the transducers used in a particular I
operation. The receiver is range-gated and may be operated with sig-
nal and gate pulse widths as low as 0.1 second.

THE SIGMA SERVO RECEIVER

Description

A simplified block diagram of the sigma servo receiving system

is shown in Figure 3. The receiver is a superheterodyne which in-
corporates hybrid mixers and passive preselection. Received signals
are heterodyned to the IF frequency before comparison with the refer-
ence signal. No RF amplification is used so that all active devices
subject to gain variations or limited dynamic range are included in
the feedback loop. The reference pulse is coupled to the IF erplifier
input along with the mixer output. The time relation of the trans-
mitted pulse and other signals in the system are shown in Figure 4. A
PRF of 1000 pulses per second, with a resulting interpulse period of
1000 microseconds, may be chosen for the discussion of system operation.
The reference pulse occurs at one-half of the interpulse period (500

microseconds) which corresponds to a radar range of approximately 40
miles. As shown in Figure 4, the range gate is opened alternately to
pass first the desired echo (target pulse) and then the reference
pulse to the recycling peak detector. The local oscillator is turned
on immediately after "main bang" and off before the reference pulse
time (1) to preclude the possibility of undesired echos which can

cause interference with the reference signal and (2) to reduce IF
saturation. The detector output may have an ac component that is
essentially a square wave in which the amplitude is proportional to
any difference between the amplitude ot the reference signal and that
of the echo signals. The phase of this squate wave is compared to

the echo and reference gate times (as phase), and it will be of one
phase when the echo is larger and of a different phase (180 degrees)
when the reference is larger. The detector output also has a dc com-
ponent that is proportional to received signal strength. The dc out-

put is delayed and fed back to the IF gain control line to maintain
the desired IF and detector levelp. The ac component is fed to a
phase-sensitive demodulatorv the output of the demodulator is a dc
voltage proportional in polarity and magnitude to any difference be-
tween the reference and echo signals. This voltage is converted by
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means of a synchronous modulator to a 400-cycle per second error signal
that causes the reference attenuator servo motor to drive in such a
manner as to reduce the error to zero. Any diff:rence between the ref-
erence and echo signals causes an error signal and a compensating move-
ment by the reference attenuator; therefore, reference attenuation is
a continuous measure of the magnitude of the received signal. Trans-
ducers placed on the drive shaft of the reference attenuator provide
both analog and digital outputs.

Design Considerations

The leference Attenuator. In effect, the sigma servo receiver
is a high-speed, automatic, power ratio meter. The reference atten-
uator is used as the standard, and the linearity and stability of this 4
device determines that of the system. The attenuator is a waveguide-
beyond-cutoff type of unit. The insertion loss of the attenuator is
approximately 15 db beyond that point at which attenuation is a linear
function of travel. Since the attenuator is operated at a fixed
frequency (60 megacycles), both the input and output couplers are tuned
to resonance and loaded to obtain the desired 50-ohm impedance. Aside
from linearity and stability, which are inherent in this type of
attenuator, the main requirement placed on the reference attenuator is
that of low driving torque to permit rapid changes in attenuation.
Attenuators used in the sigma servo receivers were specially designed
in the Aerosystems Laboratories at General Dynamics/Fort Worth.

1F Amplifiers. Operation of the sigma servo receiver is predi-

cated on the assumption that the IF amplifier and subsequent detection
circuitry react in exactly the same manner to the echo and reference
signals. The use of this appruach imposes several rather severe re-
quirements on the IF amplifier; the first of which is that of fast re-
covery. The receivers at General Dynamics/Fort Worth are operated in
conjunction with 1000-watt transmitters on a quasi-monostatic, ground
plane range. In prackice, it has been found that "main bang" may
result in a receiver input of up to +10 dbm, which is more than suffi-
cient to cause complete saturation. Desirable operating ranges are
such that target echos may occur as soon as 0.4 microsecond after
"main bang," and the IF circuitry must be designed so that recovery is I
complete within this interval. Dynamic range is another consideration.
A 50-db operating range, coupled with a possible requirement for 20-db
minimum signal-to-noise ratio, indicates that the receiver must operate
over a range of 75 db above noise without pulse distortion. Distortion
that would be tolerable in a typical radar system is not acceptable in
a system where peak pulse amplitude is of interest. Still another
consideration is "Miller Effect" since a change in either center
frequency or band pass characteristics of the IF as a function of sig-
nal level will almost invariably produce different effects on the refer-
ence and echo signals, and there will be a corresponding degradation in
system linearity.
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Gate Circut•, =. A high-level IF range gate was chosen for the

sigma servo receiver. General Dynamics/Fort Worth has had extensive

experience with various methods of range gating in connection with

radar simulation activities, and choiee of a high-level IF gate was

indicated by a consideration of recovery time, gate width, and the

requirement for a 120-db on-to-off ratio with a minimum of gating
pulse leakage. A high on-to-off ratio (referred to the receiver input)
is readily achievable with a high-level gate since at this point the

gate ratio is only required to exceed the dynamic range of the pre-

ceding IF stages. Gating pulse leakage is held to a minimum through

the use of low gain between the gate and the detector, and leakage is

well below receiver thermal noise without any special balance or

threshold adjustments.

SYSTEM PERFOR•N CE

System performance characteristics are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I - PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Frequency cover&ge Determined by RF
components

Sensitivity Typically 96 dbm

IF noise figure 2.0 db

Bandwidth 10 Mc

Bandpass Gaussian

Pulse width .1 microsecond

PRF 500 to 5000 pps

Gate width .1 microsecond

Recovery time .4 microsecond

Dynamic range 50 db

Linearity +.5 db

Maximum response 120 db/second

Outputs Analog and digital

Figures 5 and 6 are typical linearity curves for the sigma servo re-

ceiver. Figure 5 was obtained by positioning the range gate to select
a large fixed target and recording the signal variations produced by a
precision attenuator placed in series with the receiver input. During
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this particular teat the absolute level of input varied between -75 and
-25 db•. Figure 6 is the plot of a series of calibration spheres which
demonstrates the linearity obtainable in overall measurement. Record-
ings from w•itch this data was obtained were made at a range of 500
feet and a frequ.ncy of 1.7 gigacycles.

System response to a step input of 10 db is showr. in Figure 7.
Damping can be adjusted to any desired value by varying loop gain and
rate feedback. For dumping factors between .5 and 1.0. the velocity
error is typically le~s than 0.5 db/l00 db/second.

Figure 8 is a typical vehicle cross section data plot obtained with
the sigma servo receiver. The vehicle was a small, approximate sphere-
cone test object, and the measuring frequency was 1.2 gigacycles.
Azimuth rotation rate was approximately .25 RPM, and the pattern was
retra:ed as a demonstration of system stability and the ability to re-
peat previous measurements with a high degree of accuracy.

SUOAY

The sigma servo receivers have been in constant use for over two
years 3n the General Dynamics/Fort Worth Radar Cross Section Range.
No more than a normal amount of routine maintenance has been needed for
these receivers, and their initial cost has been more than offset by
the accuracy of data and ease of operation. The basic technique of
the sigma servo receiver has been adapted to the square wave system
used in the avechoic chamber at General Dynamics/Fort Worth, and it
has proven completely successful in this application. It is readily
apparent that the technique could be used for antenna pattern measure-
ments and would offer a considerable improvement in sensitivity and
stability over conventional techniques. The application would be
quite si.milar to that i- the anechoic chawber where recording sensi-
tivities in the or'er of -125 dbm have been realized. Other applications
of the sigma servo receiving system are being investigated in the
Aerosystems Laboratories at General Dynamics/Fort Worth, and patents
have been applied for for this and related techniques.

3
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POLARIZUTION ASPECTS OF RADAR REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

R. D. Timpkins
U. S. Naval R .search Laboratory

Washington, D.C. 20390

ABSTRACT Current interest In ,nlar ization diversity radars reaulres

a better understanding of the Largel influence on polarization coupled I
with an awareness of the potontial of polarization diversity for target

identification, signal enhancement, and clutter rejection. This paper
will briefly review the introduction of the plarizAtion scattering I
matrix into the radar range equat~on, discuss tome of its implications

and applications, ane describe some measurerent techninues and com-
ponents which can be oiued to determine Ahis matrix.

INTRODUCTION The polarization of a tiave backscattered by a radar
target constitutes an important part of the information contained in
the return. A knowledge of this information is important from the
standpoint of fixed polarization racars in trat a portion of the am-
plitude noise appearing in the received signal can be ascribed to polari-
zation variations. This point is particularly apparent fr m some of the
data presented by Olin and Queen elsewhere in this journall. This know- I
ledge is perhaps even more important from the standpoint of the more
sophisticated polarization diversity radar techniques now being con-
sidered if the full potential of polarization information for target
identification, signal enhanceiment, and clutter rejection are to be -
realized.

Some of the implications of polarization in radar will be dis-

cussed in briefly reviewing the influence of the polartzAtion scatter-
inZ matrix on the radar equation. Applications will bt cited, and
some measurement techniques and components which can be used to deter-
mine the polarizAtion scattering matrix will be described.

THE POLARIZATION SCATTERING MATRIX In 1948 Sinclair2 introduced a

modifica,lon to the radar echoing area term in the radar range equation
to take into account the polariz&tion transformation properties of an
arbitrary radar target. He related the scattered, or retirned field,
Er, to the incident, or transmitted field, Et, by the equation

Er - KAEt, (p)

vnere K ts a function of the range to the target and A is the polari-
zation scattering matrix of the form
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tall al2• I:
A 1 21 (2) 1

The term ajk is a function of the target aspect and the radar frequency
and is generally complex. In the radar case, where the same antenna is
used for transmitting and receiving, a,2 a21. It was assumed in the
development that the target was at a sufficient distance from the radar
that the incident field could be represented by a plane wave.

Kennaugh 3 later extended the analysis to include the concept of
null polarizations and its application to target classification. In his
work, Kennaugh showed that there are two particular polarizations which,
when used to illuminate an arbitrary target, will be back-scattered as
the orthogonal, or null, polarization. In the fixed polarization radar
case this means that the backscattered energy would be rejected at the
antenna and the signal level would be zero. The relationship of these
null polarizations with respect to each other provides a classification
basis. For instance, the two nall polarizations may coincide. In this
case, the backscattered polarization will always be the same regardless
of tbeincident polarization. Since a thin wire gives such a return,
Kenna-ugh refers to targets in this class as linear targets. It should
be noted, however, that the return from a linear target need not be a
linear polarization. In another class called isotropic targets, the
two null polarizations are orthogonal to one another. An example of
this class is a sphere which has circular null polarizations. A third
class is called synimetrical targets. Here the null polarizations have
equal axial ratios but are of opposite sense. Any target having a
plane of symmetry containing the radar line of sight will fall, into this
class. Finally, Kennaugh refers to a general class of targets which
have null polarizations which do not fit any of the above restrictions.

In most polarization analyses the basic polarization concepts are
established by considering the linear components of an elliptically
polarized wave; the resolution into circular components 4s usuall'y
mentioned only in passing. There is advantage, however, in thinking in

terms of circularly polarized (CP) components. The reasoning behind
this is associated with the accepted terms defining the state of polari-
zation, namely, axial ratio, orientation angle, and sense. Using circu-
lar components, the axial ratio is a function of the amplitudes of the
two components according to the relation

EL - ER
Axial Ratio (db) - 20 log EL + ER (3)

with the larger CP component determining the sense. The orientation
angle is solely a function of the phase relationship between the CP
components. The practical and analytical utility of this approach lies
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in this parameter indrpendence. Another feature which is perhaps of I
equal Importance lo reflectivity measurements has cemb* out of a tecent
analysis by Brown which de'ela-ps the.transformations between scattering
matrices based on linear and circular components, and which investigates
the effects of target rotation about the radar line of sight. In this
work, it is shown that target rotation about the radar line of sight I
(when the target is illuaina~ed with circular polarizztion) will cause
a phase shift in the same sense C? component of the backscattered signal
which does not appear in the opposite sense component of the return. 4
The amount of this phase shift is eq..al to, twice the angle of rotation
of the target, with the direction being determined by the sense of the 4
illuminating signal and the direction of rotation of the target.

APPLICATIONS From theory it is known that a radar target generally
depolarizes a wave incident upon it and thpt this depolarization can be
predicted from a knowledge of the polcrization scatterinG matrix of the
target. Since the elements of the macrix are a functoi-i of frequency,
target shape, target aspect and target motion, a knowledge of their
values and variations has potential in devisinr polarization control
and measurement techniques for signal enhancement and targo•t classifica-
tion. The form of the display of tnese elements for optimum utilization
of polar zation data is currently ,mdar study by various investigators.
Copeland has suggested a method for -presenting the return polarization
from a target as a combinAtion of two components, one of which represents
the return from a sphere and the other which represents zhe return frou
a linear target. The relationship between these two components, which I
is the key to his classification technique, is obtained from a study of
the complex voltage received ftom a radar with a rotating linearly
polarized antenna

Huynen 6 has proposed a "teauremenr technique on the basis of
changes in null polarizations of f target ag the aspect is varled. By
means of a special plotting technique he obtains the null polarizations
on the basis of the amplitude relationships of the return using four
different illumination polarizations. The special feature of this
approach is that the data is in terms of the target parameters only and
is not dependent on the radar frame of reference.

Before these techniques can be applied to the practical radar case

more information is needed on the spectral components of the target
return, the relationship of the amplitudes in the components of the
returned polarization, and the significance of phase of these components.
Dynamic data is needed on known targets so that appropriate signal pro-
cessing and presentation techniques can be developed to aid in target
classification. Currently, Olin and Queen 1 ace cbtaining polarization
data on dynamic targets. Their system yie&Ld, ir pirt, orthogonal
linear and orthogonal circular components of tMe received signal on a
pulse-to-pulse basis for selected Illuminatiag polarizations.
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES AND COMPONENTS The continuing efforts to
utilize the dimension of polarization to 3ather more information about
radar targets justify increased attention to polarization in radar
reflectivi,y measurements. Two useful components, the polarimeter 7

and the polarization resolver 8 , are available for the instantaneous
measurement of wave polartiation. Both are based on the trimoda turn-
stile junction9 ,10 shown in Fig. 1. The following properties charac-
terize this novel 7-port junction:

a. Complete isolation between the circular and coaxial ports,
b. equal amplitude and in-phase coupling of a signal from the

coaxial port to the four rectangular ports, and
c. equal amplitude and out-of-phase coupling between opposing

rectangular ports and a signal in the co-linear mode in the circular
guide.

Consider a wave of arbitrary polarization incident on the junction
through the circular waveguide. One linear component will couple to a
pair of opposing rectangular ports: the orthogonal linear component will
couple to the remaining pair. If now crystal mixers connected in a
balanced arrangement are attached to the rectangular ports and a local
oscillator signal is injected into the coaxial port, the orthogonal
linear RF components will be heterodyned down to some intermediate
frequency (IF). Since the phase and amplitude relationships of the IF
signals are the same as the orthogonal components of the incident RF
wave, the received polarization state is defined at a lower, more con-
venient, frequency. The block diagram of this polarimeter, shown in I
Fig. 2, indicates these outputs being applied to the orthogonal deflec-
tion plates of an oscilloscope where the display will be a Lissajou
pattern directly depicting the wave polarization. The signals can also
be applied to computational circuitry for direct calculat on of the
polarization matrix elements. In this application, Olint' has shown
that at least two measurements are necessary for a complete determina- I
tion of the matrix. The measurement consists of illuminating the target
with a given polarization and measuring the backscattered polarization
and then repeating the measurement with orthogonal illumination. These
two measurements must be separate and distinct, taken either at different
times or at different frequencies. Since the scattering matrix is a
function of aopect and frequency, the separation must be small enough to
insure no significant variation in matrix elements.

In the form described, the matrix elements will be obtained in
terms of the linear components. A simple modification of the polari-
meter will permit obtaining the matrix elements in linear components
and circular components simultaneously. The modification consists of
inserting a quadrature hybrid between a pair of adjacent rectangvilar

ports of the trimode turnstile junction and the crystal mixers as indi-
cated in Fig. 3. The 90 degree phase shift inherent in the hybrid
performs the required transformation from linear to circular components.
Through the use of this polarization resolver the display mentioned
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above can be obtained and at the same time the phase shifts described
by Brown can be investigated.

The measurement of phase is, of course, an important part of the
polarization measurement. This phase measurement can be made at RF
but to do so generally requires rather complicated vaveguide circuitry 4
which may reduce operational bandwidth. For reflectivity measurements
an effective method involves generating a stable IF low enough in fre-
quency to permit the measurement of phase with available phase meters.
To this end a novel frequency translator has been developed fy] use in
a cw measurement system to provide a local oscillator signal.T1 The
device, mechanical in nature, utilizes a low mass dipole rotating in a
waveguide in front of a short circuit. The device operates in the

following manner. Referring to Fig. 4, a signal of frequency fo is
applied to the input of a circulator. The signal passes through a dual-
mode, rectangular-to-circular transducer and is converted to circular
polarization by means of the quarter wave plate. The phase of this
circularly polarized signal upon reflection from the dipole-short cir-
cuit combination will be a function of the position of the dipole.
Thus as the dipole rotates at a continuous rate the phase will also
vary at a continuoua rate which is twice the rotation rate of the
dipole. The reflected signal, now at frequency fo * 2fr, is separated
from the input in the circulator. Characteristics of the device feature
a low insertion loss, typically less than 0.5 db, with suppression of
the carrier and unwanted sideband in excess of 35 db over a 12% band in
X-band. Greater suppression is obtainable at a sacrifice in bandwidth.
With this device a stable IF at frequencies up to 800 cps can be devel-
oped thus permitting audio frequency phase measuring techniques to be
utilized.

In the applications described, control of the illuminating polari-
zation is required as well as the measurement of the backscattered
polarization. The independence of control of axial ratio and orienta-
tion angle implicit in the concept of circular components can be very
useful in this area. The basic component for polarization control is
a two port circularly polarized antenna. Energy into one port of this
device will cause the radiated signal to have one sense of circular
polarization, while excitation of the other port will generate the
opposite sense. The form can be quite varied ranging from a spiral
with a port at the center and one on the periphery, to a conical horn
coupled through a quarter wave plate to a dual mode transducer. This
type of antenna can be incorporated into the circuit shown in Fig. 5.
The variable power divider will determine the amplitude relationship
between the CP components thus establishing the axial ratio of the
radiated wave. The setting of the differential phase shifter will
determine its tilt angle. Ports A and B will always represent orthogonal
polarizations for any setting of the circuit variables. The generation
of a rotating polarization can be accomplished in two ways. First, the
differential phase shift can be varied in a continuous manner causing
the polarization to rotate. If the rate of rotation is to be constant
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then another technique can be utilized. 1 3 Recognizing the fact that a
constant rate of change of phase can be expressed as another frequency,
it is possible to inject a signal at frequency f, into port A and a
signal at frequency f into port B and thus generate a signal whose
polarization is rotating at a rate equal to one-half the difference
between the two input frequencies. The axial ratio of the rotating
polarized wave will, of course, be a function of the relative ampli-
tudes of the two CP components. When the two components are equal,
a rotating linearly polarized wave results.

A polarization simulator has also been developed for the study of
polarization phenoiena. Although not a measurement device, the instru-
ment is a useful tool for the study of the effects of changes in target
illumination and characteristics under controlled laboratory conditions.
The simulator is basically an audio frequency analog computer which has
been designed to solve Eq. (1). A block diagram of the system is shown
in Pig. 6. The transmitter has two outputs representing orthogonal
components of the radiated signal. The phase and amplitude relation-
ships of these two signals can be varied so that the output will repre-
sent any desired polarization. These outputs are then applied to a
network which represents the target polarization scattering matrix.
The network parameters are adjustable so that the elements of any
matrix, written either in linear or circular compoitents, may be dialed
in. The outputs of the target network represent the polarization of
the backscattered wave and are available in both linear and circular
components. These "backscattered" signals may be viewed directly on
an oscilloscope as a polarimeter display, or they may be applied to a
receiver whose *Dtenna polarization can be varied, or they may be applied
to other display or computational circuitry for additional analysis.

SUMMIRY AND CONCLUSIONS The sipnif.f.cance of polarization as it applies J

to radar reflectivity measurements has been reviewed and sa techniques
and components for measuring the polarization characteristics of targets
have been briefly described. With this theory and measurement capa-
bility, the polarization parameters of a target (scattering matrix, null
polarization, etc.) can be completely determined. The lack of definitive

data in the area of polarization measurements makes it difficult to state
which of these paramters has the moot potential in the utilization of

polarization as an aid to classification or enhancement. The continuing
collection of polarization dura, especially on dy-namic targets, will,
with a careful study of the relationships of the received quantities,
permit the determination of the optimum form of data presentation and
processing.
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REFLEC'TIN PROPERTIES OF AIRCRAFT MATERIALS
AT 0.6943 AND 1.06 MICRONS USING PULSED lASERS

Stephen E. Barber
Electronic Engineer
Michelson Laboratory

U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station
China Lake, California

ABSTRACT

The reflectivity of aircraft materials when illuminated by light at
0.6943 and 1.06 microns wavelength is discussed in this paper. Quanti-
tative results of the return at different angles and the absolute re-
flectance are given. In addition some work on optical cross-section
measurements is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The invention of laser light sources, with properties previously un-
available at these frequencies has stimulated considerable interest in
the use of optical frequencies for radar functions. Optical devices are
limited in their possible uses by high atmospheric transmission losses,
however, the well collimated beam combined with the small physical size
possible for equipment could prove useful as a supplement to present radar
systems.

At optical frequencies (lO 1 5 cps) the necessary size of a radiating
antenna for a given watts per cm2 at the target can be considerably re-
duced. In addition it is possible, within the limits of tracking capa-
bilities, tc keep the beam size the same as or smaller than the target
size. This means a large reduction in background echoes and also a re-
duction in required power since there is then no penalty imposed by the
inverse square law for the transmitted beam.

REFLECTIVITY STUDIES

In order to determine practical design considerations for an optical
radar system it is necessary to learn something of the targets. We have
made studies to determine what sort of return it is possible to obtain
from naval aircraft targets. As part of this study we have made measure-
ments of the reflectivity of aircraft materials, using as radiation
sources the two most c~on solid state laser materials, ruby with output
at 0.6943 microns wavelength and neodymium with output at 1.06 microns
wavelength.

In order to make these measurements,a 15t long optical bench was
built. The laser head was mounted at one end with a beam splitter and a
detector to monitor the output. The monitor is necessary since the out-
put of the laser is a function of a number of variables, and particularly
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of the heating of the laser rod. At the other end of the optical bench
is a quarter-circle arm which carries the measuring detector. This arm
has a 4 ft. radius. The sample to be illuminated was placed at the cen-
ter of this radius. The samples consisted of 6 x 6 in. squares of air-
craft skin material painted with typical aircraft paints. Three samples
were used, a light grey, a dark grey, and a fluorescent orange.

The ruby used for the measurements at 0.6943 microns was a 2" x
rod with multilayer dielectric reflecting coatings on both ends. The rod
for 1.06 microns was a 2" x I" neodymium doped glass with one end totally
internal reflecting and a 984 reflecting dielectric coating on the other.
Both rods were used in a 2" major axis elliptical cavity.

Measurements were first made to show the curve of the distribution of'
the reflected light with angle frm normal incidence to 80W. This was
made by determining the ratio of the return from the target at the various
angles to that from a front-surface mirror at 0C. This gave the relative
reflected signal distribution over 80e of the circumference of a 4 ft.
circle. The graphs in Figures I and 2 show these results for the 3 samples
and 2 wavelengths involved.

In order to obtain numbers for the absolute reflection it was neces-
sary to integrate the reflectance curves of Figures 2 and 3 over the
surface of a hemisphere of radius r (the target to detector distance)
whose base plane lies in the plane of the sample plate, the center of the
plate coinciding with the center of the base plane. The upper half of
this hemisphere is shown in Figure 3.

The numerical integration is based upon the assumption that the re-
flection is essentially constant over the incremental angle Aa shown in
Figure 3, so that it is nearly constant over the area included in spherical
zone A. The area of the curved surface of this zone may be shown to be

A = 2yrrr2 [Cos a - cos(a + (1)

As the aperture of the detector moves through the angle Aa it sweeps
out a finite area. This area is

a = wr~o (2)

where w is the diameter of the detector aperture and As is in radians.
This area is shown in Figure 3.

The area under the reflectance curve may be approximated by a quantity
I, which represents the area under the curve between a and a + Ac. If
Ac is a small increment (20 was used for the present calculations), I may
be taken as

I =A (Ro+ RU + Ao)/2 (
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where Ac is in degrees. This yields an accurate value for I because the
detector subtends an angle of close to 1ý in the a direction. Thus ifdrawn accurately the graphs of reflectance would no' be smooth curves,

but rather a series of steps of 1 width. I is the sum of the heights
of the steps in the increment Ac, and I is finite because the number of
steps is finite. Since the width of each step is 10, I is numerically
approximated by the height of the curve at the mid point of Aa; this is
what is implied by equation (3).

The total reflectance may be found from these quantities as follows:

RT = Z.I A()

a_ 0p a

This is physically interpreted as

RT = total reflectance over &a area over which the reflectance
sampling area is nearly constant.

The total reflectances (ere calculated to be as follows:

Paint RT at 6943 A RT at 1.06u

Light grey 0.37 0.37
Dark grey 0.11 0.11
Orange 1.07 0.77

Obviously the orange paint did not reflect more light at 6943 . than
it received. The actual result was probably close to but less than one
and the above result represented a small cumulative error. The difference
in reflectance of the orange paint at the two wavelengths is possibly a
function of the fluorescence, perhaps the 1.06 micron quanta are not able
to trigger the fluorescence.

OPTICAL CROSS-SECTION STUDIES

In addition to the reflectivity measurements, some studies have been
made of the effective cross-section of naval aircraft. The results of
these measurements are classified and hence will not be given; however
the methods used may be of some interest.

These measurements were made on scale models of naval aircraft. The
models were painted with light grey paint except for the stainless steel
sections and the tailpipe. These were painted with chrome and velvet
black paints respectively.

In order to simulate the relative size of the beam on an actual air-

craft the following arrangement was used. The laser head, utilizing a
2" xkI" ruby rod, was mounted at right angles to the desired beam path,
and a beam splitter placed in front of it for the monitor pulse. A 30 mm
focal length converging lens was placed in the beam 30 rm in front of the
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focal point of a 12.5 inch diameter spherical mirror. An optically flat
45 degree mirror was placed between the lens and the large mirror. The
light reaching the target was then a 12.5 in. diameter circle of colli-
mated light. (See Figure 4).

To obtain the measurements of the cross-section the following method
was used. Measur ments were first made of the return from the background,
which was velvet black with a reflectance of 2%. Measurements were then
made of the return from a flat grey painted piece of metal of known area.
After correcting the background for the area blocked by the metal, the
background return was subtracted fram the readings for the painted metal
to give its actual return. The models were then placed in the beam and
readings taken for various orientations. These readings were also cor-
rected for background return. The ratio of the return from the plate and
the return from the model gave the ratio of the areas. An equivalent
flat area for the model was then calculated from this. These results
were then scaled up to full aircraft size.

Fig. 4. Eq€uipment Diagram at Optical Cross-section Measurements
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MICROWAVE BACK-SCATTERING FROM SUPERSONIC
LABORATORY PLXSVA STREAMS

A.I. Carswell and M.P. Bachynaki
RCA Victor Research Laboratories

RCA Victor Company, Ltd.
Montreal, Canada

ABSTRACT

The scattering of electromagnetic waves by supersonic plasma
streams has been studied in the laboratory in a radio frequency, low
density (0.1 to 10 Torr static pressure) plasma tunnel. Measurements
have been concerned with the aspect dependence of microwave back-
scattering from cylindrical supersonic plasma flow fields and with ýhe
back-scattering of microwaves from turbulent supersonic plasma streams.

The amplitude of the signal back-scattered from supersonic plasmas
in argon has been measured as function of the angle of incidence at
frequencies of 1OGc (x-band) and 25Go (k-band) and comparisons made
with back-scattering from dielectric and metal rods of the same geometry
as the plasma stream. The scattering depends critically on the ratio
of plasma frequency to incident radio frequency, the aspect angle the
polarization (for small diameter columns compared to a wavelength5 and
the nature of the flow itself. For laminar flowing plasmas, similar
scattering characteristics to dielectric rods are obtained and only
slight fluctuation of the scattering amplitude occurs.

When the plasma is turbulent, it is possible to have variations in
the back-scattered signal arising from the turbulence which are as large
or larger than the variations arising from the aspect angle dependence
of the return. A frequency analysis has been made of the random ampli-
tude modulation imposed by the turbulence to the back-scattered micro-
wave si6nal. The frequency content of the back-scattered signal appears
very similar at both I10f, and 25Gc frequencies and is predominantly in
the audio range (0-1OKc) decreasing monotonically with increasing
frequency.

INTRODUCTION

The ionized wake found behind a space vehicle moving at hypersonic
velocities within a planetary atmosphere provides a significant target
from which radar signals can be reflected. A detailed knorledge of the
radar scattering cross-section can provide information on the wake and
indeed on the vehicle itself, thus providing a means of detection (and
possibly discrimination) of such vehicles as they enter the atmosphere.

The dependence of tho scattering cross-section of the walce on the
vehicle and space environment is complicated by the large number of
parameters which are involved. These include the electron density in
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the wake (or more accurately the plasma frequency relative to the radar
frequency wp/w), the polarization of the incident signal, the geometry of
the scattering path (aspect angle 8), the dimension of the wake (dia-
meter and length in wavelengths- dA avd i/A) and on the nature of the
flow surrounding the vehicle (characterized perhaps by some Reynolds
number). Furthermore, the above parameters may vary in space and time
and be complicated by additional factors such as the collisional
(attenuation) effects of the wake plasma, the non-uniform electron
distribution (both radially and longitudinally) in the wake, thermal
non-equilibrium conditions of the plasma and ablation from the vehicle
itself. It thus becomes exceedingly difficult to uniquely interpret
radar scattering crcss-section measurements if the scattering environ-
ment cannot be accurately specified.

Consequently, measurements made in suitable laboratory systems in
which many of the parameters can be controlled can yield considerable
information of value for the interpretation of free-flight radar
scattering cross-section measurements. Because of the large number
of parameters involved, exact scaling of all the geometric, aerodynamic
and electromagnetic properties of the full-scale system is not possible.
However, the laboratory experiment can, in general, be designed to
simulate some specific important aspect of the full scale problem.

A laboratory experiment designed for the study of microwave scattering
from supersonic plasma flow-fields has been conducted. The experimental
system consisting of a low density plasma tunnel' which provides rf
excited supersonic plasma flow streams has been described elsewhere in the
Symposium Record. This paper is concerned with the measurements of
microwave back-scattering from supersonic flowing plasma streams obtained
in this plasma tunnel and with their interpretation in terms of ovrrent
theories of radar scattering.

BACK-SCATTERING FROM LAMINAR PLASMA STREAMS

When a plasma moves under conditions where the :low is laminar, the
plasma can generally be considered as a dielectric with a well-defined
geometry which is determined by the specific flow conditions. Other-
wise the effects of the flow do not manifest themselves in the electrical
properties of the plasma. The plasma electrical properties can then
be described in terms of a dielectric coefficient K where:

S(I)1
K =1I - ( a 1+jvc) (i)

and (i/A) is the ratio of collision frequency to radar frequency.

In order to calculate the back-scatter from a laminar plasma of a
given geometry resort can usually then be made to the large body of litera-
ture on scattering and diffraction by bodies of smcoth geometrical shape
choosing the contour which most nearly approximates the plasma in question.
The major requirement is a model which is simple enough to permit ready
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analytical computation but still sufficiently accurate to describe the
physical situation.

Some insight into the back-scattering properties of a plasma can be
6ained by first briefly considering back-scatter from a plane surface.
The back-scattering cross-sections a from a plane surface whose dimen- "
sions are not too small compared to wavelength and which is located a
distance r from the source land receiver) is given by';

2
a=- cose COSO r e" r'n dA (2)

A

where: G is the angle between direction of incidence and the normal
to the reflecting surface,

n is the unit normal to the reflecting surface,
k is the wave number (2v/A),
r is a reflection coefficient determining the reduction of the

field (both phase and amplitude) at the reflecting surface.

A note of explanation regarding the factor r is in order. In a perfect
conductor r is unity. At normal incidence r is the usual Presnel coeffi-
cient if only a single surface is involved in the reflection. If more
than one surface is involved (say a layer of plasma) thenr is the reflec-
tion coefficient determined by solving the boundary value problem.
Typical values for r for a layer of uniform plasma for an electromagnetic
wave normally incident on the plasma1 are shown in Fig. 1.

Fcr a plane rectangular surface of dimensions a x b for a wave incident
from the polar directions 0,0 rhen the reflection coefficient of the
surface (or layer) is constant over the area, the back-scattering cross-
section is given by:

S (ka)(kb)2 osB coso r' Fs.~J sine Coa 217k' ka sin8 co#p _

•sirnl•- ln s ir43"1'Vkb sine si4)j (3)

The cross-section thus exhibits a diffraction pattern over angle which is
the same as for a modified aperture of twice its dimensions (due to twice
the phase variation in back-scatter compared to forward scatter).

A model more appropriate for the interpretation of scattering from
plasma flow fields as encountered in missile re-entry is that of a uni-
form •,lasma cylinder. Exact solutions exist for both perfectly conduct-
ing 2  and dielectric cylinders'". It is significant to note that the
scattering cross-section is now dependent on the orientation (polarization)
of the incident electromagnetic field. The major difficulty is one of
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numerical e.aluation since the solutions are generally in terms of slowly
converging infinite series. These approaches have been widely used in
the analysis of radar scattering from meteor trails (see for example
Ref. 10). Two limiting cases are of interest which enable a simplifica-
tion of the computations to be attained. These are the underdense case:
(WA/) << I where the radar return can be considered as a summation of
thR scattering of individual electrons and we obtain:

4

a a n or -P)

where: n is the electron density of the plasma cylinder.

In the overdense case, (W/W)' >> I, the plasma approaches a Metallic
cylinder and we obtain t aa

2

0I I
Wq

For a cylinder, the scattering is independent of q and carrying out
the integration in a similar manner to that which was used in obtaining
Eq.(3) leads to:

a(e) = kaL2 cose [in(kL sinO) ]kLsine c

where: a is the radius and L the length of the cylinder, and
r is a phenomenological factor which indicates the reduction

of the field strength upon reflection compared to a perrect
reflector.

Back-scattering of microwaves from supersonic plasma streams has been
studied in the laboratory for both overdense and underdense plasmas. The
aspect angle dependence of back-scattering is foumd to obey the dependence
predicted by Zq.(4) (at least for overdense streams) as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2(a) shows a typical variation of the back-scattered signal from a
metallic rod and Fig. 2(b) the variation of the back-scattered signal
from a stream of plasma moving at Mach 2 under laminar flow conditions.
Both measurements were made under identical conditions (same L, etc.)
at iOGc and for this frequency the plasma was essentially overdense.
Back-scattering measured from an underdense plasma is shown in Fig. 3.
The dependence on aspect angle is somewhat similar to that for the over-
dense case but the signal levels are markedly reduced (as would be the
case for a dielectric cylinder) and asymmetries are apparent. (These
asymmetries are discussed later).

The model of a uniform cylinder is often not accurate enough to
determine scattering from a laminar flowing plasma and a non-uniformity in
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the spatial variation of the plasma is introduced. A number of solu-
tions l,11"a for scattering from a plasma cylinder with a radial varia-
tion of electron density (or dielectric constant) are available although
the computational difficulties are usually severe. Consequently,

numerical results are available mainly for normal incidence and for the
electric field polarized along the direction of the cylinder axis. (No
cross-polarization fields which should be present at oblique incidence'
have thus been evaluated). For ovordense cylinders, the following con-
siderations are appropriate. If the electron density near the surface
is suffioicntly high then the boattering of electromagnetic waves is
predominantly a surface effect and the non-uniform variation has no
influence on the back-scattered signal so the highly overdnse case can
still be considered as a metallic cylinder. If the plasma becomes
overdense only over an interior portion of its volume which is surrounded
by an underdense region of plasma, then the model of a metallic cylinder
(interior region) encompassed by a dielectric (i.e. two concentric cylin-
ders, the interior metallic, the exterior of dielectric) can be used to
describe the scattering. When this is the case the scattering from
both regions mist be taken into account. Because of the complexity of
the problem in this case, it is difficult to find a unique combination
of parameters which will predict the scattering cross-section measured
for a given plasma system at a single frequency.

If the non-uniform plas•a is underdense, then scattering of electro-
ma•netic waves can be considered due to individual electrons. For a
small cylinder (a <4 <1), the phase variation of the waves scattered
from different eleotrons is insignificant and the important parameter
then becomes the total number of electrons per unit length of the
cylinder. For large a/A ratios this phise variation must be taken
into account when summing the soatterine by individual electrons. if
we write the dielectric constant of a plasra with a radial distribution
of electron density as:

,) f (5)

where: f(r/a) is the variation of the electron density with radius r
over a cylinder of radius a so that f(O) = I

Sis the plasma frequency at the centre of the cylinder
P0 (r/A • 0).

Then for aA << I
a

a a : f f(r/a) rdz (6a)

0

Teacinr the phase varietion into account gives:
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C a 2W W f(r/a) -j2kr cos0 dO r drP•0 J
0 0

a (Eb)

P. f f(r/a) Jo (2kr) r dr

0

These expressions must be evaluated for each .iial distribution of
the electron density. It is important to note that Eq.(6) can give a
fairly good first approximation for the scattering cross-section for
small values of W /aw and is far simpler to calculate than the exact
expression. (Fo•°a homogeneous cylinder Eq.(6b) is found to hold
approximately even for w p1w approaching one.)

It is also apparentthat even for this simple case a measurement
"of a cannot give unambiguous information about the electron density
and its distribution. A wide range of distributions having different
maximum electron densities and different effective radii can give the
same value of radar cross-section. This indicates the need of utiliz-
ing at least two radar frequencies simultaneously to study plasmas in
which spatial variations of the electron density exist.

The effects of variations of the electron density along the length
of the cylinder of plasma (longitudinal variation) are more difficult
to predict and to calculate since the problem becomes three-dimensional.
The plasma nov; effectively becomes a tapered cylinder. The effect of
such a plasma is easier to measure than to calculate and in fact Fig. 3
shows the back-scattering characteristics of a plasna whose electron
density (as determined by probe measurements3) decreases with length.
This effect results in the pronounced asymmetry in the maxima and
minima variation with aspect angle increasing the maxima when the aspect
angle is such that the denser region is nearer the receiver and de-

\ creasing the maxima when the reverse is true. Comparison of these
measurements with back-scatter from tapered dielectric rods shows good
agreement.

Thus far, the back-scattering from a plasma under laminar flow
conditions has been described solely on the basis of a dielectric
cylinder. The only plasma property involved has been its effective
dielectric coefficient. This model, however, is not sufficiently
accurate to explain certain phenomena which arise because of the more
complex behaviour of plasma. One striking example of the limitation
of the "effective" dielectric coefficient representation of the plasma
occurs for a cylindrical plasma when a/ << I and the incident field is
polarized normal to the axis of the cylinder.

Under these conditions it has been found that the plasma column
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exhibits "resonances" (often called the Tonks-Dattner resonances) in
its absorption and scattering properties as the electron density of
the p lasma is varied. Calculations14 using the effective dielectric
coefficient model of the plasma show that a resonance behaviour will
only result when the electricwect'istransverse to the column axis and
when a/A is small. However, this theory predictsonly a single
resonance v-hereas the experiments exhibit a resonance pattern comprised
of a main resonance and a series of secondary 'eaks which occur at
electron densities lower (and in some cases higher) than the main peak.
Attempts to describe the secondary resonances on the basis of the
physical oroperties of the nlasma have only recently begun to prove
successful. It apnears fro,: this work that in the "resonance" range
of electron densities the coupling of the transverse electromagnetic
waves with the longitudinal waves in the plasma must be included in
the theory. This has been done recently for cylindrical plasmas ""6and
agreement with experiment has been obtained. Using this theory it is
demonstrated that the observed spectrum of secon7ary resonances depends
very strongly on tac (radial) distribution of electron density in the
plasma.

It was suggested by Ilerlofson14 that this resonance effect (which is
actually an enhancement of the radar return) should be apparent in radar
returns from meteor trails under the proper conditions. This fact
appears to be verified by recent work such as that reported by Billam
and BrovirA1 who have detected resonances in the back-scattered signal for
an incident wave having the electric field transverse to the axis of the
meteor trail. Since the structure of the resonance spectrum obtained
in this way :-rovides (in principle at least) information about the
electron densi3t' and its spatial distribution in the trail, it is of con-
siderable interest to exam;ine the dependence of the resonance characteris-
tics on re-entry parameters.

Studies of ti.is resonance nhenomena have been performedusing both
steady mercury discharge tubes and supersonic i;las;.ia jets. Sample
results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for a microw:ave frequency of 9.4Gc.
Fi 5 . 4 show.s typical resonances obtained in the radar return from a
cylindrical mercury discharge tube as the current (electron density)
is varied. Fig. 5(a) shoos sample signals back-scattered from a super-
sonic plasma jet . (The fluctuations in the 3ignal carried by turbu-
lence in the flow are apparent and this effect will be. discussed later.)
These results show the resonances for the transverse polarization. No
such resonances are observed for the longitudinal polarization in airee-
ment with the theory. It is of interest to cockpare these results with
those for a typical meteor trail obtained by Billam and Browne as shown
in Fig. 5(b). Comparison of Fios. 5(a) and (b) shows the marked
sim:ilarity of the laboratory results to the meteor measurements.
1.,easurements in a two-phase supersonic mercury plasma tunnel' have
also shown evidence of' the resonance effect. Fig. 6 shots sample
results of this work for flow velocities of the order of "ach 3. By
con'aring such results vith the resonances measured in simple vercury
discharge tubes (e.,. Fig. 4) it is possible to derive apparent A/d ratios
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I
for the Jet and these have been found to be of the order of magnitude
of the visible stream diameter. Simultaneous measurement of the
forward and back-scattered component (as shown in Fig. 6) in such a
laboratory study provides further insight into the interaction involved.
Because of the difficulties encountered in measuring and controlling
the plasma stream the resonance measurements thus far have provided
only bemiquantitative data. The results do appear to indicate, how-
ever, that more detailed studies are warranted..

BACK-SCAT!ZRING FROM NEARLY LAMINAR PLASMA STREAMS

When conditions are such that the flow departs only slightly from
being laminar, small scale fluctuations begin to occur in the plasma
stream. The plasma stream can no longer be treated as a uniform
cylinder but a model whereby the plasma is considered to consist of a
uniform cylinder with rough surfaces becomes more appropriate. The
idea of surface roughness can be used to take into account the small
scale fluctuations by means of a phenomenological scattering coeffi-
cient N which is the ratio of the reflection coefficient of the rough
cylinder to the reflection coefficient of the smooth cylinder. The
resulting scattering cross-section is the scattering cross-seotion of
the smooth cylinder multiplied by the scattering coefficient.

The major problem is then the analytical form for the scattering
coefficient. For the situation vrhere scattering elements are equally
probable at azr level from the lowest to the highest of the rough
surface and neglecting multiple scattering and diffraction effects,
Beckmann'" gives for scattering in the principal (specular) direction:

, S = [p + (_ 3n2' (7a)

where: a : kh ainy,
h m •ximum vertical height of the scattering irregularities,
y =grazing angle = 900 minus the angle of incidence,
p = probability of occurrence of scattering element which

scatter in the principal direction.

For back-scatter at normal incidence (y : i/2) we have:

P9 [P-+( - sin~kh (7b

In addition, Beckmann gives a probability di stribution for the scatter-
ing coefficient determining the bounds within which a given percentage
of a large number of measured points should lie.

For back-scattering in directions other thaa normal incidence, the
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scattering coefficient has a Rayleigh distribution.

Experimental measurements of back-scattering from nearly laminar
flowing columns of plasma are shown in Fig. 7. The notable feature
of the back-scattered signal is its reduced amplitude relative to the
purely laminar flow under similar conditions although the envelope of
the variation with aspect angle remains much the same as before. A
fluctuating signal (depending on the deviation from a uniform flow)
is superimposed on the return from a laminar column. Comparing
Eq.(7b) with the experimental measurements leads to values of the
scattering coefficient (pa) of approximately 0.7, the height of
irregularities (h) of the order of X/4 and a probability of occurrence
of scattering elements for back-scatter at normal incidence (p) of
about 1/6. All appear to be reasonable values. As yet, the
scattering coefficient for other than normal incidence has not been
analysed to determine if it follows a Rayleigh distribution.

MICROWAVE BACK-SCATTERING FROM TURBULENT PLASIM STREAMS

then turbulence occurs in the plasma flow, the plasma character-
istics will be random functions of time and position. The exact
nature of the turbulence is exceedingly difficult to ascertain since
theories of turbulence even in the conventional fluid dynamics sense
are at best restricted to ideal incompressible fluids. '"hen these
are complicated with compressibility, electrical conductivity and
particle production and loss processes it is quite hopeless to expect
quantitative results from existing analyses. In a plasma, if the
charged particles are closely coupled to the neutral particles, and
the motion of the neutrals is predominantly determined by the fluid
flow (the plasma velocity is the velocity of the neutral particles)
then the turbulence would be of an aerodynamic type. This should be
the case for a slightly ionized plasma moving at high velocities.
The onset and degree of turbulence would then be functionally depend-
ent on a parameter of the neutral gas flow such as the usual Reynolds
number R where

R = VL//

where: • is the ratio of viscosity to gas density
V,L are a characteristic velocity and length respectively.

The exact dependence of the turbulence on the Reynolds number is,
however, not clear. On the otherhand, for a highly-ionized flowing
plasma, space charges and currents may predominate in determining the
plasma characteristics and the plasma turbulence is more in the nature
of instabilities. The form of the instability would then depend on
the type of space charge forces which manifest themselves in the plasma.
This is the type of turbulence of great interest in studies of
controlled thermonuclear fusion and will not be treated further hero.

Very little work has been done on the intermediate case of high
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density of charged particles and large neutral velocity.

The temporal and spatial variations of the plasma characteristics
due to turbulence should be reflected in the characteristics of the
electromc6netio signal back-scattered from such a plasma. One rould
normally expect that the scattering at directions off normal incidence
would be enhanced while the normal incidence back-scattering would be
reduced. The scattering of electromagnetic raves by turbulent
fluctuations has been studied extensively in connection with tropo-
spheric scatter propagation. Adapting the results of such studies
to baok-scattering from underdense turbulent plasmas the scattering
cross-section is given by:

k4 ~ ~~ C=4 2kA)C

7& Ap) d

V

where: AK is the fluctuation in the dielectric constant K,

c(A•) = ~) is the correlation function between
position p and p + Ap rithin the

scattering volume.

The scattering cross-section can also be defined in terms of a spectrum
function S(k) where:

2I
S(k) = e-j2(k'P) C(Ap) K dV (9)

V
so that:

S(k)

Depending upon the correlation function or spectrum function
various values of the scattering cross-section are obtained. A
general dependence of the scattering cross-section'9 is of the form:

o

r

where, r is a number which depends upon the respective theory (and
hence nature of the correlation function)(r varies from 40to 1). Thus
for back-scatter one should have a direct frequency dependence.

For an overdense trail it is. difficult to formulate a suitable
analytical model for comparison with experiment, other than the surface
roughness considerations presented earlier.
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The back-scattering of electromagnetic waves from a turbulent
plasma has been measured in the laboratory facility. A typical
behaviour of the back-scattered signal with time is shown in Fig. 8,
while a typical display of the frequency content of the turbulent
signal is shovn in Fig. 9. Since the degree of ionization in the
laboratory plasma is low the turbulence is expected to be dominated
by the flow of neutrals. The fluctuations of the charged particles
in position and time is determined by the neutrals and hence the
microwave back-scattering should give an indication of the turbu-
lence of the neutral flow. These conclusions are substantiated by
comparisons of these results with hot wire anemometer measurements"
in a neutral gas which show a similar frequency spectrum of turbulence.
Further measurements which are in progress are necessary in order to
be able to make analytical comparison with Eqs. 8 and 9. These
include direct measurement of the correlation function by means of

electrical probes and focused microwave beams and studies of the
frequency dependence of the back-scatter cross-section.

CONCLUSION I
The present investigation has provided microwave back-scattering

measurements from supersonic plasma flow-fields of relatively well-
defined properties and has provided new information on several aspects
of the scattering process. This type of information is essential
in the interpretation of radar returns from full scale re-entry bodies.
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THE SPIN-DROP METHOD OF MEASURING
MODEL RADAR CROSS SECTION

Peter C. Fritsch

I~ncoln laboratory, *

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The common and time-honored method of measuring radar cross section
on static ranges involves the positioning of the test object ("model") by
means of some mechanical Support. Typical examples in the past have
included styrofoaa or other plastic columns or cantilevers, nylon or
dacron dielectric strings and even metallic structures "shielded" by
microwave absorber. By these means the model is ultimately connected
mechanically to the ground, often through a rotating or other position-
ing mechanism, or to the ceiling of the room, or to support towers of
some sort or other.

It has long been realized that these supports are apt to have an
undesirable effect on the test results, for they tend to modify both
the incident field and the reflected field. In the case of rigid supports,
their backscatter cross section can be measured directly; if the latter
approaches the cross section of the test object, one will naturally view
the results of any measurements with scepticism. In the case of supports
which are held in place by the model to which they are attached, ever this
crude evaluation appears to be precluded. In any case, measuring the
perturbation of the reflected field (which is likely to include multiple-
bounce effects) seems to us impossible.

The principle of the solution is clear: since supports are bothersome,
they must be done away with altogether. The immediate implication is that
the model must consequently be in free fall during the measurement. There
are many ways in which this principle could be implemented, including some
in which forces are imparted to the nodel before radar measurements are
started, in such a way as to minimize or cancel displacement of the model.
Examples which have received consideration include tossing the model up-
ward, in order to make the measurement when zero velocity is reached at
the apogee of the trajectory, and balancing the force of gravity by a
magetic field, or some other force field. We have chosen to let the
model fall as dictated by gravity imparting to it simultaneously a mechani-
cal torque so as to make the model spin about the trajectory (Fig. 1).
The principal purpose of the spin is to let the radar "see" a rapid suc-
cession of aspect angles; however, it is believed that the spin also tends
to stabilize the object through a gyroscopic effect. For reasons now
apparent, we have dubbed this particular free-fall technique of radar re-
flectivity measurement the "Spin-Drop" method.

The spin-drop principle has been implemented in our laboratory by

*Operated with support from the U. S. Air Force.
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attaching a drill press to the ceiling of the room. A face plate
attached to the spindle carries a cradle particulaily made for a spe- i
cific model (i'ig. 2). A rubber band slung beneath the model holds it
firmly in place pressed against the cradle. After the spindle of the
drill press has reached full speed (2000 r.p.m., in our case), the
rubber band is released and the model falls, spinning about its center
of gravity, into a box filled with shock-absorbing material. 4

To date, we have dropped several models up to 8 inches in length
and several pounds in weight. Multiple flash exposures taken against
background of vertical strings (Fig. 3) show that the axis of the model
stays within 10 of horizontal throughout the drop. Frames from a high-
speed motion picture (Fig. 4) further prove that the model separates
from the cradle in a clean fashion.

In order to insure that the model drop straight down, instead of
following an unpredictable path to the possible detriment of men and
machine, it has been found necessary to balance the rotating mass (face
plate, cradle, and model all together) accurately. This is accomplished
with the aid of a balancing machine (Fig. 5) capable of indicating im-
balance to 0.01 inch-ounce. Balancing is then accomplished by
motion of the cradle containing the model relative to the face plate, and
by adjusting movable weights within the face plate assembly.

The distance through which the model falls is about ten feet; the
antenna beam of a Ka-band c.w. radar is pointed so as to intersect this
vertical trajectory half-way down. The beam-width in the plane of the
trajectory is about one foot; this then determines the rotational speed
required in order that the model make at least one revolution within the
beam. A rotational speed of 2000 rpm corresponds to a period of approxi-
mately 30 milliseconds per revolution; an 8 inch long object at a wave-
length of 1/3 inch is about 25 wavelengths long, hence its sidelobes will
be of the order of one degree wide. Assuming that one cycle of bandwidth
suffices to reproduce one such lobe, the recording bandwidth required is
approximately 360 cycles per 30 milliseconds, or 10 kc. Two or more cycles
of bandwidth per sidelobe will yield correspondingly finer data, hence
Lý or 30 kc of bandwidth are to be preferred.

Such recording bandwidths are near the upper frequency limit of oscillo-
3raphs (e.g., Minneapolis-Honeywell Visicorder), and while these were used
"at first (Fig. 6), we have more recently used direct oscilloscope photo-
graphy (Fig. 7) and analog tame recording. In the first instance, a photo-
electric circuit was set up so that its light beam was interrupted by the
falling model a known distance above the antenna beam. This triggered a
delayed sweep (Tektronix oscilloscope Model 545) which was photographed by
a Polaroid camera. The photographs shown in Fig. 7 were so obtained; they
represent (a) the low cross section region of a sphere-cone, and (b) a
series of traces produced by dropping a sphere through the antenna beam;
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Figure .3. Ijultiple-flash Photo of Model During lpiij-drop
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the sphere in question had a backscatter cross section of one square
wavelength, the successive traces being produced by inserting 10, 20,
and 30 db of attenuation ahead of the receiver. The amplitude calibra-
tion can thus be seen to be about 10 db per square (one centimeter in
the original size photo); the sweep speed was 5 milliseconds per square
(centimeter). We have recently constructed a device which will store
several spheres and drop them, one by one, on command, as a convenience
for rapid amplitude calibration. Angular calibration is less easy, and
in fact, we have not faced up to it since it seems relatively unimportant.
For the time being, we have contented ourselves with asseming that uniform
angular speed permits uniform division of one cycle of rotation into 360
degrees.

Another recording method, and one which appears to be the most flexi-
ble, has been by use of a Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation Model
PR 3300 FM magnetic tape recorder. The wide range of available tape
speeds can be used to record at high speed, to play back later at reduced
speed into a relatively narro r-band graphic recorder. We have used tape
speeds of 60 and 1-7/8 inches per second to obtain reasonably satisfactory
traces on a Sanborn strip chart recorder, which has an upper cutoff frequen-
cy about 100 cps. By repeating the recording/playback process, multiplying
the tape speed step-down ratios each time, one could perhaps eventually
obtain data in a form suitable for a very narrow band recorder.

All our experiments with spin-drop to date have been carried out using
a Ka band C.W. radar. While no nearby supports now interfere with the
scattering from the model, other more distant objects, such as the walls
of the anechoic chamber, continue to obtrude as before. To further isolate
the model from such effects, it is necessary to employ a measuring instru-
ment capable of discriminating against the background, such as a pulsed I
radar. We consequently plan to attempt spin-drop measurements soon with
the use of a Ku band pulsed coherent radar. And finally, as models grow
in size and weight, future mechanical improvements will become necessary,
especially in redesigning the model release mechanism.

Thanks are due to Messrs. W. C. Erwin, F. B. Magurn, D. F. Sedivec, and
D. G. Stuart who have all contributed materially to the development described.
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A METHOD OF MEASURING SMALL RADAR CROSS SECTIONS BY
DIGITAL VECTOR-FIELD SUBTRACTION

F. E. Heart and P. C. Fritsch

Lincoln laboratory,*
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The measurement of very small radar cross sections is limited by
receiver noise, amplitude and phase stability of the radar, background
level, and by unwanted cross section contributions from target support
structures. Most notable, and hardest to deal with, of these contri-
butions is the effect of the target support structure.

Often, the cross section of these supports is sufficiently high to
completely mask the low cross section region of the target. Because of
this effect, it becomes increasingly difficult to properly evaluate
target shapes and nearly impossible to further reduce the cross section
of these shapes experimentally. An additional unwanted contribution is
the effect of support coupling. The target under test may couple to the
column if a sigificant portion of the target surface comes in contact
with the column, and the coupling will tend to increase as the dielectric
constant of the column ma.terial becomes higher.

If the coupling between the support and the target has negligible

effect on the cross section of the target, then it should be feasible to
measure the amplitude and phase of the return of the column, and separate-
ly that of column plus target, subtract the fields, and thereby obtain

what would be the return of the target in the absence of a supporting
structure. With this technique, the necessity of reducing the cross sec-
tion of the supporting structure is somewhat decreased, allowing the measure-
ment of larger and heavier low cross section targets. The foregoing idea
has been implemented at Lincoln Laboratory; as a result, we have obtained
a substantial reduction in the interference contribution of the support
structure. First, the support structure is rotated through a full revolu-
tion, and a digital recording is made of the amplitude and phase of the
reflected energy as a function of support structure azimuth. Then the
experiment is repeated with the target in place on the support structure.
The two recordings are then processed in a digital computer to obtain the
vector difference as a function of azimuth. This process provides a sub-
stantial increase in the ability to measure true target phase and amplitude

as a function of azimuth. A secondary benefit of this approach is the con-
venience of digital processing to obtain output presentations of the data
in more useful forms.

The experimental system is illustrated in Fig. 1. A shaft encoder was
installed on the rotatable support turntable of the backscatter range,
Fig. 2, equipped with a phase-locked C.W. Ka-band radar. Azimuth f-om the

*Operated with support from the U. S. Air Force.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of Apparatus Used for Vector-Field Subtraction Method

turntable, along with amplitude and phase from the radar, are recorded

on a slow-speed, IBM-format, digital -a= tic tape recorder. Amplitude

and phase are sampled approximately 50 times per second, and azimuth is
sampled approximately 10 times per second. When the support structure
rotates at 1 rpm, data is obtained at approximately 1/10 degree intervals

of turntable azimuth. Experimental vector subtraction programs were
written for the IB4 7094 computer and the CDC-160A. computer. Computer cut--
puts were obtained on an intermediate magnetic tape, and these results
were then plotted by use of a Calcomp plotter driven by an IBM 1401 com-
puter. The experimental implementation employed several stages in order
to make use of the existing Laboratory computational facilities; if this
technique were to be used on a routine basis, a more natural thing might
be to employ a computer and a plotter connected in real time to the back-
scatter range.

At Ka-band, low cross section shapes commonly exhibit ECS of -10 to
-20 dbk 2 .* It is generally accepted that the target cross section should

be approximately 20 db higher than the radar return of the support structure
for good evaluation of the target characteristics. This means that the
support structure return should be at least -30 dbA2 in the low cross section
region of the target under test.

Figure 3 presents an illustration of the type of preliminary results
obtained. Figure 3(a) shows the cross section of a styrofoam column as a
function of azimuth; Figure 3(b) represents the cross section of a sphere-
cone (cone half-angle = 150, ka = 17.35) as measured with this model em-
placed atop that column. Note how the low cross section region of the
model is totally masked by the return from the column. (The phase angle
corresponding to the above amplitude records was also measured but is not
displayed here.) After the vector subtraction described earlier had been

*(i.e., 10 to 20 db below a = A 2).
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performed, the results shown in Fig. 3(c) were obtained. Observe here the

relative symmetry of the function, and the fact that the amplitude of the

critical nose-on region of the model now lies 10 to 20 decibels below the

amplitude of the column. The resultant phase (after vector subtraction) is

shown in Fig. 3(d). Observe here also the relative symmetry of the net phase

result. This symmetry, however, will prevail only if the target is placed

symmetrically within the illuminating field, and only if the axis of azimuth

rotation lies in the plane of symmetry of the target.

That such promising results have been obtained at millimeter wavelengths,

where even very small mechanical deflections (e.g.,-of the column) will cause

relatively large errors in phase measurement, leads us to believe this method

will be even more profitable to apply at lower frequencies. This, in turn,

suggests that the digital subtraction method of low radar cross section

measurement may be most useful for large objects measured at the lower

frequencies, typically a task of full-scale reflectivity ranges. Measure-

ments results are also expected to be improved by the use of pulse instead

of C.W. methods in order to be able to gate out unwanted returns of objects

other than the column.

The aid rendered by A. J. Yakutis and E. J. Peters in the instrumenta-

tion area, W. R. Crowther and 0. V. Fortier in the computer programming,

and D. F. Sedivec in both, is gratefully acknowledged.
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RADAR CROSS-SECTION MODEL FABRICATION
AT CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY

John E. Hopkins
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.

Buffalo, New York 14221

ABSTRACT

Problems and techniques of model fabrication are discussed.
"The need for lightweight models to permit using supports with small
radar reflection is noted. The merits of wooden models are mentioned,
and precautions which must be taken in working with these models are
presented.

INTRODUCTION

The Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory indoor cross-section ranges
operate in the X and K bands and are used primarily for making
measurements on scalea models. If the measurements are to indicate
accurately the results which can be expected on full-scale targets, it is
necessary that all significant target characteristics be preserved in the
design and fabrication of the scaled models. This paper provides a brief
review of the model construction materials and practice which have been
examined and used at this Laboratory.

Model Requirements

Two factors have been found of prime importance in modeling
practice. One of these factors is model cost, since the expenditure on
models of the more elaborate targets may exceed all other costs of an
experimental program. The other factor is model weight, which must be
kept low for targets with small radar cross-section.

The interrelation between model weight and observable radar

cross-section arises through need for minimizing radar scattering by the
target support. The support which has proven most satisfactory at the
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory consists of two or more thin dielectric
strings. The radar cross section of these strings r.uses unwanted signal
to interfere with the target signal. The unwanted si nal is approximately
proportional to the fourth power of string diameter. The strength varies
with the square of diameter, so that the reduction in support interference
which can be obtained by reducing model weight and thus both tensile
strength and string diameter is evident.

The fourth power relationship ig predicted theoretically. Experi-
mental studies have yielded an exponent of 3. 86.
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Materials for Handling

Early versions of lightweight models were made using
solid aluminum, which has a density of about 0. 1 pound/inch 3 . As
improvements in equipment capability permitted the reliable measure-
ment of smaller radar cross-section, the need for more delicate support
mechanisms became apparent. Models were lightened somewhat by using
magnesium (approximately 0. 066 pound/inch 3 ) and, where external model
contour allowed it by internal hollowing. Hollow magnesium models
generally weigh from one-third to one-half as much as their solid alumi-
num equivalents.

Several techniques for constructing still higher models were
then studied. These included the use of foamed plastics and of molded
plastic shells. The models subsequently were covered with highly con-
ductive silver paint. Although such techniques offer promise of future
development, we have not found them fully satisfactory and they have not
as yet been generally employed at CAL.

Machined balsa wood was also tried for model construction.
It was found that its grain texture is not well suited to the precision ma-
chining commonly required. Furthermore, balsa wood is not dimensionally
stable and the conductive silver coating frequently cracks when subjected to
varying temperature and moisture conditionb.

The material finally chosen and currently being used for the
construction of models is well cured, close-grained white pine. Other woods
have not been investigated sincc white pine,which is commonly used for
pattern material, has been found to be fairly stable, relatively easy to
machine, inexpensive and readily available.

For the construction of very small models and of model
appendages, aluminum is a satisfactory material. Aluminum or magnesium
is also used generally when it is necessary to cover conducting surfaces
with materials having special physical properties such as dielectric coatings,
etc.

Method of Fabrication

Wooden models are generally constructed of a laminate in order
to minimize tendencies toward warpage and splitting. Initial machining
results in a slightly oversize model, the surface of which is then thoroughly
impregnated with a lacquer sealer. The sealer serves the dual purpose of
improving the wood stability and of providing a better surface for final
machining. After final machining, an automobile sanding surface lacquer is
applied which gives the model a hard finish. The latter is then carefully
sandedto produce an extremely smooth surface. Finally, the model is
sprayed with highly conductive silver paint. This paint is applied in several
thin coats in order to assure uniformity as well as maximum surface con-
ductivity.

416
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Precautions .

Certain precautions in handlirng these models are necessary.
Care must be taken not to rub off any of the conductive surface. Also,
wooden models are much more subject to surfa'-e denting, than are those
made of metal. On the other hand, if such damage does occur, the
wooden model can be repaired much more easily.

Prolonged storage of the wooden models and/or subjecting
them to relatively large changes in ambient temperature is very likely to
result in the occurrence of hairline cracks in the conductive surfaces.

The presence of even very minute surface discontinuities must

be avoided, especially where a dielectric (wood, plastic, etc. ) is the
material used for construction of the model base. If such discontinuities
do exist, then the non-metallic medium inside the metallic surface can be
excited by energy radiated through the cracks. The reradiation which may
then result is likely to give a significant contribution to the observed radar
cross section. In order to illustrate this point, two examples from our
own experience are worth noting.

In the first instance, the target was a smooth, symmetrical
body normally having a "nose-on" cross section of about 10-0. 7 X 2 and a
minimum value of the cross section envelope of about 10-2. 5 x 2 between
the nose-on and specular aspects. When a hole . 040 inch diameter was
deliberately introduced in one side of this body, the minimum value of the _
cross section envelope between nose-on and specular aspects on that side

of the body increased by 13 db to about 10- -1 2 2.

In a second case, a body having an original radar cross section
of approximately X2 at X-band was observed, after fairly prolonged -

storage, to have developed fine crazing marks, less than . 005 inches wide.
A measurement of the body in this condition was compared to a measure-
ment taken after the surface had again been prepared carefully to be
continuously conductive. Differences in the cross section of at least 10 db
were observed.

The presence of these discontinuities is therefore unacceptable
and it is desirable to keep the models in a constant temperature, constant
humidity environment to minimize crazing. Even when such care is taken,
it is advisable in the case of a model which has been stored for some time
to perform the relativ'tly inexpensive precautionary task of refinishing the
conductive surface.

Because of the relative ease in handling of wood, the method of
model construction just described has been found economically attractive
even in cases of relatively high cross-section targets where close weight I
control is not particularly essential.
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SUMMARY

For modeling targets of small radar cross section and of appreciable
physical size, the experience at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory has shown
that wooden models painted with conducting silver paint are satisfactory.
They combine ,lght weight with eoonoar in fabrication. The wooden models
must be treated and stored with some care and must be refinished occasion-
ally. The effect of maltreatment or careless storage may be to damage the
skin of the model, which can have major effect on the radar cross section.
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METAL-SPRAYED FIBERGLAS -

RADAR TARGET MODELS

Forest M. Hudson
Senior Engineering Designer

Hughes Aircraft Company
Radar Division

Fullerton, California

IWM0UJCTION
In January, 1962 Hughes Aircraft Company became actively engaged in

performing ultra-short pulse radar signature measurement studies. Among

the radar target models of various geometries which were required for
the measurement programs, five were comparatively large and complex in

shape (see Figures 1 through 4). A major requirement was to produce

these targets at minimum cost while maintaining desired electrical and

mechanical specifications. This paper covers the design approach and
the subsequent solution to the problem.

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS i
During the signature studies, the targets were to be suspended in 4

the radar test range from a single point located at their linear centers.

This scheme would permit positioning at any specific aspect angle with

respect to the radar antenna boresight line. The targets were to be held

in position by means of a system of three or four light (0.03 inch !
diameter) Dacron stabilization lines which would run from the target to a

tiedown circle on the ground. The circle would have 360 anchor points
spaced at 1-degree increments.

The targets were required to be of minimum weight so that the size of

the lines used for target suspension and positioning would exhibit the

smallest possible radar cross section. Another requirement was to obtain

a metal surface with a maximum resistivity of 5 micro-ohms per cubic

centimeter. It was also necessary that the metal surface be as free as

possible of electrical discontinuities. The size of holes for attaching

the suspension elements -was correspondingly held to a minimum.

FLAME M4ETAL-SPRAYING

The key to the choice of a structural material for the targets was

the flame metal-spraying process used ira other areas of industry, but
not widely employed in the field of electronics. Flame metal-spraying

makes possible the use of many low cost nonmetals such as glass, paper,

plastics, etc., in applications where conductivity or electrical reflec-

tivity of metallic surfaces are required. Of particular interest for

this applicat ion were the versatile and easily fabricated plastic

fiberglas laminates.
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Figure 2. 32-Inch Truncated Cone

Figure 3. Spherically Truncated Cone Approximately 8 Feet Long (Target
has three interchangeable tips of different point radii)
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Fiiure 4. Slignature Model Approximately 12 Feet Long
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Spraying Process

.he flame metal-spraying process is a means by which metal
powders or wire are atomized in an oxy-acetylene flame. and sprayed by
compressed air onto the receiving surface in much the same way as paint
is sprayed.

Sandblasting is usually employed to provide a rough and clean
surface to facilitate film adhesion. The metal droplets flatten when
striking the surface, and interlock with irregularities of the base
material and with each other. Heat produced by the molten droplets is
quickly dissipated by the compressed air due to the low mass of material
involved (proper spraying techniques permit some metals to be sprayed
directly onto the human hand without causing discomfort). The costs for
metal-aprayed surfaces range from $0.05 to $0.20 per mil, per square
foot.

Electrical Properties of Sprayed Metal Surfaces

The conductivity of the sprayed metal surface is largely
dependent on film thickness and the spraying technique. Too much heat
increases the oxides content of the film, thereby reducing conductivity;
too little heat gives the film poor mechanical properties. Using a
spraying technique with optimum heating, a 3-mil thick aluminum film
will exhibit a conductivity 80 to 90% of that characteristic of the
basic metal.

Experimental investigation reveals that samples with a film of
approximately 3-mil average thickness and approximately 90% surface
coverage reflect 99% of incident energy. Radar cross section measure-
ments revealed that the measured cross section of a 2-foot diameter
metal-sprayed sphere compared favorably with the theoretical crous
section calculations within a ± 1 db measurement tolerance.

FIBERGLAS PLASTIC LAMINATES

It can be seen that flame metal-spraying makes available a broad
selection of structural nonmetals for the construction of radar targets.
Epoxy-based fiberglas has a higher strength-to-weight ratio than that of
aluminum, and in many cases costs less to fabricate, particularly in the
case of compound curved surfaces. In addition, the method avoids sur-
face discontinuities such as the welded seams or fasteners required in
sheet metal fabrication.

Other advantages include resistance of the materials to corrosion,
and (although the surface is inherently dent-proof and mar-proof) easy
and cheap repair of damage.
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FIBERGLAS FABRICATION

Fiberglas products are fabricated in many ways, ranging from hand
lay-up, through methods in which the materials are sprayed, to the com-
plex filament winding processes. By far the simplest and cheapest
method for most requirements is the hand lay-up process, which employs
an epoxy resin that cures at room temperature.

Although only one target of any given type was required for this
program, the method allows any number of copies of a particular shape to
be produced from the same molds. A master pattern of the desired target
shape was first constructed; a wooden framework covered with Vire cloth
on which casting plaster could be applied to obtain the finished shape
was satisfactory for most cases. If a target were symmetrical about an
axis, the master pattern could be shaped by turning against a profiling
tool.

Castings were taken from the master pattern, providing negative
molds. in which the fiberglas was subsequently laminated. Ribs and
stringers were installed for strength as required. (Such members can be
made of any structural material such as wood or metal, or can be formed
of fiberglas.)

Hardware required for suspension or handling was molded into the
target parts where necessary. Weights were installed in some of the
targets to move the center of gravity into conjunction with the linear
center, so that a level attitude would be achieved when the target was
suspended in the test range.

Target parts were assembled and joined with additional resin and
fiberglas. The finished seams resulted in smooth, unbroken surfaces.
Corrections to exact tolerances were easily made by building up or
removing fiberglas and resin in the pertinent areas.

COST COMPARISON

The costs involved in the fabrication of equivalent fiberglas and
aluminum targets are exemplified by a spherically terminated cone ap-
proximately 12 feet long, and 8 feet at its greatest diameter. Spheric-
ity tolerances were ±0.06 inch for the large end and ±0.03 inch for the
small end. Tolerance for the length and major diameter of the cone was
±0.06 inch. (As a basis for tolerance comparison, 1/16 wavelength at
5 kilomegacycles, C-band, is 0.147 inch.)

The cost of the fiberglas tooling, including master pattern and
castings, was $1450.00. Material costs were approximately $630.00,
and labor was $1400.00. The total cost of the completed target thus
was $3680-00.
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The same target fabricated from aluminum would have consisted of a 3
welded internal framework of extruded aluminum ribs and stringers. The
spherical surfaces would have been spun from aluminum sheet, and the
conical surfaces would have been aluminum sheet riveted to the internal
framework. The spherical ends would have been welded onto the conical
surface, and all seams and rivets of the target would have been welded
and ground. The estimated fabrication costs for the aluminum target
are as follows:

Small spherical end Material ........... $ 60.00
asp herical Tooling ............. . 8o. O1

Labor .............. 320.00

Material ........... 100.00Large spherical end Tooling ............ 3200.00
Labor .............. 800.00o|

Material ........... 200.00
Labor .............. 1600.o0

Material ........... 320.00 1Skin for cone Labor .............. 1200.00

Total .............. $8280.00

The zotal cost for the aluminum target does not reflect a possible

additional $800.00 to $1000.00 for hand rework labor due to distortion

of the skin during the welding processes.

CONCLUSION

The five targets required for the signature study program were
successfully fabricated at a relatively low cost with the metal-sprayed

fiberglas process. All targets were produced within tolerances similar
to those of the cost comparison example. The following tabulation shows
the targets that were made and the production cost of each.

Target Cost, $
2-foot diameter sphere (Figure 1) 335.00

32-inch truncated cone (Figure 2) 415.00

8-foot spherically terminated cone, including 981.00
three interchangeable tips (Figure 3)

12-foot signature model (Figure 4) 2600.00
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ANTENNA SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS* -

D. L. Moffatt
Research Associate
Antenna Laboratory

Department of Electrical Engineering
The Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio 43ZI0

INTRODUCTION

It is sometimes required that one experimentally obtain the
monostatic or bistatic echoing area of loaded scatterers, i. e., ,
targets which have one or more pairs of terminals with associated
loads. Often such measurements are desirably if not necessarily
made using modelled targets, The purpose of this paper is to
present systematic measurement procedures developed at The Ohio I1
State University Antenna Laboratory for the evaluation of the scat-
tering properties of such targets. The interpretation of model
measurements is described, but the measurement procedures
given are equally applicable to modelled or full scale targets. We
restrict ourselves to a scatterer with a single pair of terminals
located on a transmission line supporting a single propagating mode.

ANTENNA SCATTERING

A basic expression for the field scattered by a loaded target
as a function of its load impedance has been developed by a j-
number of authors. 1, z 3,#4 These results show that, in general, I

knowledge of the transmitting and receiving properties of the target
are not sufficient to predict the scattered field. Usually additional
information such as the scattered field for an open or short-
circuited load is required. The form of this expression which we
have found to be most useful was developed by Greens

(1) ES(0, *, ZI) = A(0,4) + B(e,4) r(Z 1 ) ,

*The work reported in this paper was supported in part by
Contract AF 33(616)-8039 between Air Force Avionics Labo-
ratory, Research Technology Division, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio and The Ohio State University Research
Foundation.
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where 6 and 4 are spherical coordinates defining the direction of the
scattered field, ZI - R1 + j Xf is the load impedance, Za a Ra+ j Xa
is the input impedance and the modified current reflection coefficient
is given by

Za - z
(2) r(z 1 ) -

Za + Z

The asterisk (*) denotes complex conjugate. Equation (1) holds for
a single component of the scattered field and for a fixed frequency,
polarization, and aspect of the incident field. The terminal plane
is on a transmission line supporting a single propagating mode so
that the input impedance (Za; and load impedance (ZI) may be
uniquely defined. Equation (1) separates the scattered field into
a component independent of the load impedance (A(OO)) and a
component dependent on the load impedance (B(0,4) r(Zl)). It is
evident that

(3) A(E,¢) = EN(O,,0 Z:) = ½ [ES(e,¢, jXa) + E'(,0, j-)]

and

(4) B(0,.) = ½[E3(EO,, -jXa) - ES(e,4O, j-)]

It is also possible to express B(8,4) in terms of antenna parameterss

_____ e-jpR(5) B(0,0) = 8n Ra hr (0, 4,) (hr . Ei i R ,
8ITRa - R

where Ei is the incident field, hr the vector height and hr a scalar
component of hr. Equation (5) demonstrates that the load dependent
component of the scattered field has the same pattern as the trans-
mitting pattern of the antenna.

For a fixed direction of the scattered field (0 o#c~o), the variation
of the scattered field with load impedance may be graphically
represented conveniently on a Smith chart. Normalizing Eq. (1) by

B (6, 0),
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(6) sE (60, 4z0, Zj) _ A(60 , 0) + r(z 1 )
B(e0 , 0) B(o0 , *o)

Referring to Fig. 1 (coordinates u,v in Fig. I will be utilized later),
the scattered field as a function of load impedance is proportional
to the distance yx, where yo is a vector representing the load
independent component *. A(eo,40 o)/B(%,•b0 ) and ox is the modified
reflection coefficient - r. The relative phase of the scattered field

is given by the angle oyx. For an arbitrary scatterer, the point y
may lie inside, outside, or on the rim of the chart. For passive
loads, I rl is always < 1. Thus point x for passive loads is always
inside or on the rim of the chart. As the load Zf is varied, yo

remains fixed and x wanders over the interior (lossy loads) and
rim (reactive loads) of the chart. The corresponding changes in
yx and angle oyx yield the change in amplitude and phase of the scat-
tered field.

ANTENNA MODELS

A diagram of a receiving antenna is shown in Fig. Za. Region I
is the ambient medium surrounding the antenna, region II is a
transition from free space to a transmission line, i.e., the antenna.
Region ILI is a transmission line on which a single mode propagates
and region IV is an ideal load. As shown in Fig. Za, Eq. (1) may be
used at any terminal plane defined in region II.

Suppose a second antenna was constructed which was intended
to be either a practical geometrical model (same ambient medium
in model and prototype) or a full scale duplicate of the antenna in
Fig. 2a. Such an antenna is shown in Fig. Zb. The linear, passive,
bilateral two-port shown in Fig. Zb is introduced to account for any
differences between either the full scale antenna and its duplicate
or the actual model and a valid practical model. It should be noted

that although the devices in Fig. 2 have been termed antennas, in

the general case they could represent a complex radar target with
an attached antenna system.

Introduction of the twowport in Fig. Zb requires some explanation.

In the case of models, we assume that with strict attention to scale

factor and conductivity effects the physical antenna configuration and

a short section of transmission line can be properly modelled. The
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Figure 1. Geomnetrical Representation of Antenna Scattering.
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transmission line and load will often be encapsulated within a radar
target and not readily accessible, and any leads to the target could

interfere with the scattering measurements. For this reason, a

programmed type load capable of either stepping to various pre-

selected reactances or varying continuously from j= to -jD is used.

It is not feasible to construct a modelled version of this load because

of component size and loss considerations. Also a different load

would be required for each scale factor. Thus in the model the

two-port is deliberately introduced and becomes a transition section

from the modelled line to the programmed load. In the case of the

full scale duplicate antenna, some type of transition may still be

necessary to attach the programmed load. Barring this, slight

differences could also occur in the transmission line leading to the

load.

In general then either deliberately or inadvertently an unnmown

two-port exists between the load terminals li and antenna terminals
31 of the antenna in Fig. Zb. To the right of terminal plane 3' we

assume either an exact duplicate antenna or a valid geometrical

model. Insofar as the anterua characteristics are concerned, the

validity of this assumption could be established by comparing input
impedances, receiving patterns, etc. at terminal planes 3 and 31.

The existence of the two-port could then be established by corre-

sponding measurements at terminal planes 1 and 1' . Finally, a

calibration of the two-port would permit proper identification of

loads at terminal plane 3' and one could proceed with the measure-
ment procedures tc be described. In the case of full scale antennas,

such an approach is straightforward. For models, however, although
this approach is entirely feasible it would involve construction of an

additional transition section as well as modelled loads. In the

following section an alternative procedure involving one two-port

measurement rather than a complete calibration and requiring only

the construction of a modelled open circuit load is described.

Much of the preceding discussion is idealized in the sense that

we have assumed complete knowledge of the prototype antenna. In

many instances one may be dealing with an experimental model
version of an antenna on a complex structure for which no full scale

information is available. In such a case, the burden of proof

would rest with the full s9a.le experimenter. He would be forced

to ensure his antenna parameters agreed with those of the model

before utilizing the model measurements.
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MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

The measurement procedures to be described are designed to
permit the prediction of the echoing area of a loaded target for any
load from a basic set of measurements. They also enable one to
separately identify the load dependent and load independent compo-
nents. While the application is not stressed here, it should be
noted that the techniques for determining the input impedance and
gain of an antenna from scattering measurements can be extremely
useful in cases where exterior leads strongly influence the antenna
parameters.

Consider first the full scale antenna. Equations (3) and (4)
demonstrate that when phase measuring facilities 6 are available,
measurement of the input impedance and the scattered field with
the antenna terminated in two particular reactive loads suffices
to predict the scattered field and echo for any load at any measured
aspect. Usually only echo facilities are available. Let the antenna
be oriented at a fixed aspect and terminated in a reactive load
variable from jo- to .jo . Varying the reactive load over its
complete range we record the maximum, minimum, and average
cross-sections. That is, from Eq. (1) we measure

Smax(eo, o) = K B(Oe, ,o)I A([°'€'°) + I

~Trin(6o3 -00) K IB(80 . to)~A6 0 ~) -
I B(+ o u. o) .1

"(7) "ravg(So, to) eoo) iA(eo, ÷o)

A + (0 o,0 ) +1

K IB(8,'Po) B(90 , t.,) +

Tmax (eo64o) K I B(eo,80 ). ,o)
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where K is the calibration constant of the range and oma (8, +0) it
the maximum cross section when the microwave bridge of our echo
range is misnulled such that (Tmin(Go, +o) is equal to zero. Given
these measurements, the input impedance, gain of the antenna at

+o *o, and the diagram of Fig. 1 for 00, 40 can be determined. The 'A
justification and details of these procedures are given in a series
of reports by Garbacz. 7 ' I• For our present purpose we are
primarily interested in the determination of the input impedance
from scattering measurements,T which requires only the first
three measurements of Eq. (7).

Now consider the duplicate or modelled antenna in Fig. Zb.
It can be shown that the modified reflection coefficients at terminal
planes 1' and 3t are related as

(8) r a+b 'b

and that

a~r+s

(9) b~r-s "*

The quantities r and a can be expressed in terms of the four pole

impedance parameters of the two-port and Zo.'0 It is not
unreasonable to assume that the transition from modelled line to
the load is essentially lossless. In this case r = -s

(10) a =0

bIbl=l

and

, Za" XI a,
r11 3 = - I,* r, P

Za +j Xza

where X. is the reactance looking into the two-port from terminal

plane 1' with an open circuit at terminal plane 3' . Thus it is
possible to transfer a meaningful quantity through the two-port by
utilizing the measurements of Eq. (7) to determine Za and making
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one measurement on the two-port. As a consequence one bench
measurement; requiring a quarter wavelength of shorted model
line, permits us to work entirely from terminal plane 1'. Note
that we have no knowledge of Z1o, nor is it possible to deter-
mine Zao by this method. But knowing r, is sufficient to permit i
us to completely determine the scattering properties of the an-
tenna.o i

In the following we assume that the measurements of Eq. (7)
to determine Za and the bench measurement of Xzz have been
made. We note that

r U =1

I I

''IZ; ; z

IZ' D.ZI =D

where

[z - x_, j

Dz -jXz z

Iz l--2 2

IZ~j a1 ..X 3 (Ra + 2Xa)

x Ra - Xzz 2

-z IzX2 ( a 1.Ra
D4 =mj fZaz (X'Rx- Ii

Xa,+ Ra - XJ
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When the two-port is not present, i.e., for the full scale antenna
these reactive loads become

D= j-

(13) DI -J(Ra + xa)

D4 = J[Ra -a

If K is the calibration constant of the echo range and p is the
modelling scale factor, the echoing area of the prototype antenna
for reactive loads is given by

(14) -(e,o,z 1 ) = Kp2 [IA(e, )[z + IBle,,b)lz -

+ ZIA(o,,) B(I,4)j cos (p(e,ý) - a }]

where •ý(S,) is the phase angle between A and B and a is the
phase angle of r.

1 + -max(Oe,) + ,A/Bl> 1

(15) A(.,) . - o.min() - A/Bl< 1
B(e,) _1 -_max(%e,)1

-max(%, 01 a.(0, ,,DI, ) r .. (0,d, D,,?

(16) = - avg + ( c 0(0 ,4 , )pt 2 cos l•(e,,)

(17) -mino,) o' 1 e,,D ) - i"( ,, Dz
071 - Oavg 0, 4))-

p 2 cos
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(18) ra~vg(eD) ) + , D)
p•

(19) ( tan ' - D3) I

Io-(e,0, DI ) - Zr(e, ,D) J

Thus from echo measurements of the antenna terminated in the four
reactive loads of Eq. (U2) (models) or Eq. (13) (full scale) the echo
area of the antenna for any passive load at any measured aspect can
be predicted. When the relative magnitude of the load dependent and
load independent components is not known, the ambiguity in sign in
Eq. (15) is removed with a fifth echo measurement with the antenna
terminated in an arbitrary known lossy load. In ufilizing the
geometrical representation to predict the echo for an arbitrary load

(20) o0(o, 00,Z) =. J lmax(eo, 00)

[oyl +1

The measurements just described have the advantage that only
reactive loads and possibly one known arbitrary lossy load are
required. Some of the mathematical operations however are non-
linear which precludes averaging or smoothing the measured data
before reduction. A linear procedure is also possible as explained
below.

Referring to Fig. l1 the echo area as a function of load is
proportional to the square of the line length yx, where y is a
fixed point and x varies with the terminating impedance. This
construction holds for a single orientation of the anteima and
for a fixed polarization and frequency. The construction can be
generalized to cases where the aspect, frequency, or polari-
zation of the transmit-receive antennas is varied, 5 A"' in which
case a slightly more complicated construction applies to the
average echo area as a function of load impedance. This change
merely adds a constant to the square of the length yx to obtain
the average echo area. Viewed in this sense, the problem of
measuring the scattering prope•"tles of an antenna reduces to
the determination of the point y, the appropriate scale factor and,
for the case where average quantities are sought, an additive
constant.
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Utilizing the uv coordinates of Fig. 1, the echo area as a function
of load impedance can be written

(21) o(ux V) K, {i[ Uyx)? + (v vx)2 + KZ ,
y

where K, is the scale factor, K& is the additive constant, (ux, vx})

represents the point x and (uy, v ) represents the point y. Note thatSy

K2 would be zero for a fixed aspect and polarization. Choosing j
the four particular loads I -

q(o. l) = K [1 + u +••+y2 .KZ]

Or(l,--) = K, [I +uy + vyZ &uy + K? ]

(22) oO-1) K, [ 1+ uy 2 + vy + vy + K2

a-(O 0) K, [uyz + vy, + K2 ]

and setting

4
(23) -(ux., Vx) 0- Xi (uj' vi) ',

(Z1 I+Xz +)• + U•

(24,X + Xz + X3 + U )vL4

+ Z+%3 Ux 2 X

xl - 3  = vx

3a V ux

Thus

(Z5) u= ½ 2 +vx -ux + vX

kz=ux

X3 = [uxZ +vx "ux Vx]

X4 = I X2 -, VX 3
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Clearly the echo area of an antenna, either averaged or not averaged,
can be obtained from a linear combination of the echo areas measured
for four particular load impedances. Note that a conjugate matched
load is required. In the case of models, a conjugate match for Za is
required and Eq. (11) is used to obtain the required reactive
terminations.

CONCLUSIONS

The echoing area of an antenna as a function of its load impedance
can be predicted from echo measurements with the antenna terminated
in four particular loads. Both linear (requiring a conjugate matched
load) and nonlinear (requiring only reactive loads) operations are
possible. Modelling techniques for the evaluation of antenna scattering
properties can be used, and a single bench measurement eliminates
the necessity for modelling the load impedance and a portion of trans-
mission line.
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THE EFFECT OF FINITE CONDUCTIVITY ON
RADAR CROSS SECTIONS*

Leon Peters, Jr.
Associate Supervisor
Antenna Laboratory

Department of Electrical Engineering
The Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio 43210

INTRODUCTION

The radar cross section of metallic bodies is usually obtained by
considering the conductivity to be infinite. This paper considers the
changes in the radar cross section when the conductivity is not infinite.
These changes are based on physical mechanisms and the change in
radar cross section is readily obtained by slide rule computations.

The first case to be considered is the sphere. The boundary
value solution of an electromagnetic wave scattered by a spherical
shape was originally obtained by Mie.' In order to apply this
solution to spheres of finite conductivity, it is necessary to introduce
Bessel functions of complex argument. This may be done using
modern digital computors but is expensive and this approach cannot
be readily applied to most other shapes. One of the purposes of this
paper consists of presenting a method by which the radar cross
section of the perfectly conducting sphere can be modified readily to
estimate the radar cross section of the sphere with finite conductivity.
The method given is applicable to other shapes whose radar cross
section is due to a specul.r reflection and to a creeping wave. The
first approximation to be used consists of multiplying the radar
cross section of the metallic body by the square of the Fresnel
reflection coefficient. The attenuation of the creeping wave due to
the finite conductivity is also treated by means of a simple approxi-
mation which yields reasonable reduction of this contribution.
Attempts to determine the change in phase of the creeping wave
component due to the finite conductivity have not been successful.

*The work reported in this paper was supported in part by
Contract AF 33(616)-8039 between Air Force Avionics Labo-
ratory, Research Technology Division, Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Ohio and The Ohio State University Research
Foundation.
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The above method is applicable if there are no significant
internal reflections such as would be the case for lossy dielectric
bodies, i.e., dielectric bodies with small conductivity. The
modified geometrical optics a, , 4, method would yield readily the
appropriate echo area for such bodies.

The echo area of long thin targets may be estimated by
considering the target to be a thin traveling wave antenna excited
in the dominant mode by the incident field.' I 'S It is first
assumed that the target is a receiving antenna which couples
energy from the field to a fictitious antenna terminal pair. Any
mismatch at these terminals reflects a portion of this energy
which is reradiated by the target. The echo area of such a
target is given by

(1) e, ) 2

4 1T

whore y is the voltage reflection ccefficient at the terminals,

G(0,(0) is the gain function of the equivalent antenna,

0,0 are the usual polar coordinates and

X is the wavelength.

Previously it has been assumed that the equivalent antenna is lossless
and hence the gain equals the directivity. If the conductivity is

infinite and the body is smooth only the lowest order TM mode or the
principal mode can exist. The directivity of the equivalent antenna

for this dominant mode is readily computed and the radar cross
section is then obtained from Eq. (1). Targets whose echo area
have been computed using this method include a long thin rod, 6 an
ogive and a styrofoam clad rod.$

New modes may be introduced by placing a dielectric shell
on the body or by a rough surface$ or by a lower conductivity. The
case of the dielectric shell and corrugated surfaces have been
considered previously. The boundary value problem needs to be
solved to treat the case for finite conductivity and then the calcu-
lation would parallel the previous case. Consideration of the
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loss mechanism caused by the finite conductivity for the principal

mode is to be introduced in the present paper.

HIGH CONDUCTIVITY SPHERES

It is suggested that the radar cross section of the perfectly
conducting body may be used to approximate the radar cross
section of certain bodies whose conductivity is not infinite. The
first order approximation to be proposed9 is

R4

where a = radar cross section

00= radar cross section of the pertectly conducting

body of the same size and shape.

1-n
(3) R = - = Fresnel reflection coefficient and

1+n

n = the complex index of refraction.

The complex index of refraction n is defined by

(4) J Pon - Po ' j W J S - Li e'

j W ý; Eo or

where y = propagation constant

= angular frequency

6' = dielectric constant

r 0

6•o = dielectric constant of free space

s = conductivity
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1= *permeability

Po= aF = = phase factor of free space and

er =•r. j e = the complex dielectric constant.

The complex dielectric constant

5

W 0

-- 4E (1-J tan 5)

where tan 5 = loss tangent = -"

W E

The approximation of Eq. (2) assumes that all of the energy trans-
mitted into the body is absorbed. 9 The remainder of the energy is
then reflected by the body acting as though it is a perfect conductor.

The results of this approximate solution are compared in
Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4 with those obtained from the boundary value
solution forf our cases; Er = Oj- 0O.1, O- j 1.0, 0 - j 4.0 and
Er = 42. 6275 - j 41. 2692. The first three cases are lor a wave
incident on a iossy plasma sphere with a frequency equal to the
plasma cut-off frequency. The final case is the water sphere
computed by Herman and Battan. 10 These cases do not satisfy
the usual condition of a perfect conductor given by s1w c >> 1 and
were chosen as examples simply because they were available.

This first order approximation may be improved by
considering the reflection mechanisms individually. The

specular component of scattered fields is readily calculated
by multiplying the scattered field obtained from geometrical
optics by the square of the reflection coefficient or

(6) 0sp = opt

where •sp = specular component of radar cross section and

Topt = gemetrical optics radar cross section of the
perfectly conducting body.
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The geometrical radar cross section for a sphere is the well known

Topt = W r

where r is the radius of the sphere. This equation is valid for
this component for all radii exclusive of the region of Rayleigh
scattering.

The magnitude of the component of the scattered field due
to the creeping wave can be found from the maximum and
minimum values of radar cross section of the perfectly con-
ducting sphere. For the radii where these maximA occur, the
specular component and creeping wave component are in phase.
This yields

(7)

where STcw = component of radar cross section due to

the creeping wave and

rmax = maximum radar cross section.

Similarly

(8) cw Wp

where a-min = minimum radar cross section.

Note that 0 cw is a function of radius.

The creeping wave field is attenuated by absorption in
addition to attenuation by radiation if the conductivity is not
infinite. The absorption attenuation factor is taken approxi-d
mately to be equal to the attenuation factor of a wave traveling
along the interface illustrated in Fig. 5. The attenuation
factor for this case is.1

(9) a =

202
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where o= phase factor of ambient medium

el =relative dielectric constant of the
ambient medium and

sz conductivity of the body.
I

The attenuation factor is c= 10r, w, wr/4, ir/41. 269Z nepers per
wavelength for Er equal to O j 0. 1, 0- j 1.0, 0 - j 4.0 and
42. 6275 - j 41. 2692 respectively. The path of the creeping wave
contributing to the monostatic radar cross section is illustrated
in Fig. 6. Its path length is simply ur. The approximate radar
cross section may be written as

(10) .R opt + ITcw e

and

(11) cmin R opt - cw e

where Orax is the maximum radar cross section

Tmin is the minimum radar cross section
of the lossy sphere.

Thi,- method has been used to obtain values for the maxima and
minima for the four cases. The results are indicated in Figs. 2,
3, and 4. The attenuation of the creeping wave is sufficient
that its contribution is negligible for Er = 0 - j 0. 1 and this is in
agreement with the exact solution shown in Fig. 1. The agree-
ment between this approximate solution and the exact solution is
remarkable for all cases except for the nulls of Fig. 4. This
deviation probably occurs because the exact radar cross section
may not have been computed at the precise radius at which the
null occurs.

It is to be emphasized that the radii associated with these
computed values has not been obtained from the approximation.
To date no successful method has been obtained for determining
the change of the phase of the creeping wave component due to
the finite value of the conductivity.
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The radar cross section of a class of targets is due to the

reflection of the creeping wave at a discontinuity. This class of
target may also be treated if the conductivity is finite provided
that the reflection mechanism for the perfectly conducting body
of the same shape is known.

LOSSY DIELECTRIC SPHERE

It has been shown that the modified geometrical optics method
may be used to determine the radar cross section of lossless die-.
lectric bodies. This method may also be used to determine the
radar cross section of lossy dielectric bodies. Since the modified

geometrical optics method has been described adequately elsewhere,
only the factors introduced by loss are to be discussed.

The various reflection coefficients are modified due to the
presence of the conductivity. The reflection coefficients may be
obtained simply by replacing •r for the lossless1 z case by the
complex value given by Eq. (5).

The modified geometrical optics method treats rays that
undergo internal reflections which contribute to the radar cross
section. Several of these are illustrated in Fig. 7. If the
medium becomes lossy, these rays are attenuated by an amount
"ea d where a is the attenuation factor for a plane wave propagating
in such a medium given by the real part of Eq. (4) and d is the
path length of the ray. As either a or d becomes large the
contribution from such components become negligible. This would
lead to a radar cross section similar to that of Fig. 1. As the

conductivity is increased further the creeping component becomes
significant yielding radar cross sections similar to those of Figs.
Z, 3, and 4. These changes may also occur simultaneously.

The phase factor may also be changed from the free space
value and is now the imaginary part of Eq. (4). Computation of
the phase of the scattered field is essentially in order that the
total scattered field be determined.
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RADAR CROSS SECTION OF LONG THIN

BODIES OF FINITE CONDUCTIVITY

The radar cross section long thin bodies may be determined
by the methods outlined in the introduction. Since this case has
been reduced to an antenna problem the fields radiated by the long
thin antenna excited in the principal mode are to be considered
when the conductivity is finite. The current distribution of this
traveling wave now has the form

zI
(12) I(z) =10 e" z

where the coordinate system is illustrated in Fig. 8.

y=a +j =a +j -

p

a attenuation factor of a wave

phase factor of the wave

v
p- -- the relative phase velocity

c

v = velocity of the wave

c = velocity of a wave in free space

po = phase factor in free space.

Walter13 obtains the far field radiated by this antenna as

j L) I• 0 e-jkr
(13) E 4 r L

L 

",aL e(PoCOS o0- Y)u. I e-(j 0oS Co y)s0-Y -

e-7-- sin 6 5 Cos 1-..

Equation (13) may be written in the form
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Fig. 5. Wave propagating along lossy interface.

1

Fig. 6. Creeping wave path. Fig. 7. Several significant internally

reflected rays for a dielectric

sphere.

Z t

F'ig. 8. Coordinate system.
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a L

pk e sin 0sinh 1p Cos a
(14) Ee = p.

P o(p cos O-P) -aop

If the conductivity is large, but not infinite, Eq. (14) may be approx- i

mated by L
jkp e = cosh - sin 8sin (-L.(p cos 0- 1))

(15) ^p

J o (p cos 0- 1)-aop

If po(p cos 0- 1) >> pao, Eq. (15) becomes

((e L L)( sin Osin(P (p cos - 1)(16) E0 lkp e "-7-- cosh (

P (p cos 0-1)

which now is of the form i
Eo0 k p (loss factor) (pattern factor) .

Furthermore the pattern factor is identical to the pattern factor for
a = 0 provided p does not change significantly due to the finite value
of conductivity. For small attenuation factors, the relative phase
velocity is not changed significantly and the pattern factor remains

unchanged.

The condition ýo(p cos e - 1) >> p a 0 must be satisfied for the
first major maxima or for(po/p) (p cos 6- 1) L/2 = 7r/Z. If the
condition is satisfied for this lobe it will also be satisfied for the
remainder of the pattern. Thus the required condition takes the
form w/L>> ao

Since the pattern given by Eq. (16) is identical to that obtained
when a equals zero, there is no need to determine the directivity
once it has been found for the lossless case. It is only necessary to
find the change in the relative magnite.de of E 0 as a function of the
attenuation factor, i.e., to evaluate the loss factor. The attenuation
factor for the cylindrical shape "4 may be obtained from the boundary
value solution of a wave traveling along the cylinder.

I4
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Measurements 6 reported for a steel and silver rod of the same
dimensions show a 5 db difference in the magnitude of their respec-
tive radar cross sections but the pattern shape is essentially the
same for both cases. The rod is 19 172 inches long and 1/8 inch in
diameter. The radar wavelength is 1/2 inch. Computations of the
radar cross section for these two cases show no significant difference.
However the relative permeability of the steel1 5 rod which is not
known was taken as unity. Its value which is considerably larger than
unity is needed to determine the attenuation factor. This measure-
ment does indicate the validity of the suggested approach, i.e., the
use of Eq. (16) to obtain the change in radar cross section. It also
demonstrates that the cross section may be obtained with reasonable
accuracy from the lossless case for ordinary conductors when the
relative permeability is unity.

Decreasing the conductivity would next require that fields
given by Eq. (16) be used. Carbon is an example of a material
for which this may be the case.

Decreasing the conductivity still further would require that
fields given by Eq. (14) be used. This would necessitate a new
derivation of directivity and require a numerical integration.
Some observations may be made however by expanding Eq. (14)
in the form

a L a L [ej Lo

-kp eL Z--cosh -ep (p cos 0- )1 sin 0Ee;ý

j Po(Pco -) - aop

since sinh aL/2 Z cosh aL/2 for large a L/ Z. The pattern factor
is now of the form

sin 6

1150(P cos - + (aop))

Thus the directivity is greatly decreased. It would be further
decreased by a decreased value of p due to the presence of the
lower conductivity. I In addition the loss factor e-a L/Z (co shLa)

would be very small. Thus such radar cross sections due to
traveling waves would not be significant for such materials as the

usual radar absorbers.
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There also exists the possibility of exciting higher order modes
as the conductivity is further reduced. This treatment of high order
modes is best considered from the opposite extreme, i. e., the die-
lectric with a small conductivity. Means of treating the radar cross

section of dielectric rods has been treated previously. 16 Introduction
of loss in the computation of radar cross section would parallel the
methods discussed above. It is also of interest to note that surface
roughness can also cause higher order modes to be excited. The
pattern due to this type of mode may have a maximum value in the I
endfire direction similar to that of the dielectric rod antenna. This

in shown to be true for the case of a threaded rod both by theory
and experiment. s

CONCLUSIONS

Methods of obtaining the radar cross sections of bodies of

finite conductivity have been discussed. Several of these methods
require knowledge of the radar cross section of the perfectly
conducting body of the same shape.

The radar cross section of many bodies is due to a specular
reflection and a creeping wave com~ponent. A first order approxi-
mation consists of simply multip'.ying the radar cross section of

the perfectly conducting body by ;the square of the Fresnel reflection
coefficient. This is reasonably valid for many cases. This
approximation is not valid if the creeping wave is significantly
attenuated. A means of determining the absorption %ttenuation
factor has been given and has been shown to yield accurate radar
cross section values for the maxima and minima of the sphere
with finite conductivity. The method does not yield the radii at
which they occur. This method should be applicable to bodies
of other than spherical shape.

The application of the modified geometrical optics method
for dielectric bodies with small conductivity has been discussed.
In particular the considerations necessary to treat this case
have been described.

The effect of loss on the radar cross section due to traveling
wave modes has been treated. The change in radar cross section
should be small for usual conducting bodies. This mode should be
negligible for bodies of smaller conductivity auch as absorbers.
Higher order modes introduced by low conductivity require treat-
ment to obtain the radar cross section paralleling that of the die-

lectric rod.
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ABSTRACT

The selection and use of dielectric materials in the microwave industry
continues to baffle many engineers and scientists. Materials which exhibit
substantial dielectric losses or very high values of dielectric constdnt, for
example, are not well understood. The variation of dielectric properties
with frequency seems to be a complete enigma to all but a few people who
have had occasion to study this behavior. The measurement of dielectric
properties at microwave frequencies is usually regarded as a major chore
to be left strictly to the experts. As the range of available dielecticic prop-
erties broadens, however, in artificial dielectrics and in mixtures of nat-
ural dielectrics, applications of these materials in both full-scale and
model studies will oblige technical personnel in ever-increasing numbers
to become more familiar with dielectric properties and their measurement.

This paper has the dual purpose of reviewing the range of available
dielectric properties and of summarizing recent advances in the techniques
of measuring dielectric properties, all in the hope of enhancing to some
degree the understanding and the application of dielectric materia.s. We
do not have time to discuss the theories of artificial or mixture dielectrics,
or to include any thorough discussion of the theory of measurement of dielec-
tric properties. We do hope that the reader will appreciate upon scanning
Section I that a tremendous variety of dielectric properties can be combined
with a wide range of physical characteristics, and that it is often possible
to tailor dielectric properties to one's liking. Similarly we trust that
Section I I will convince the reader that many long-standing limitations
on measurement ease and accuracy are gradually disappearing.
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I. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES

A. Low-Loss Dielectrics

A large variety of low-loss dielectrics are presently available for
applications. Dielectric constants vary from 1. 02 for very Low densitv
polystyrene foam to 230 for sintered strontium titanate. Available iate-
rials with higher dielectric constants are generally lossy.

Table I lists room temperature dielectric constants and loss tangents
of several low-loss materials. An idea of the effect of frequency on die-
lectric properties of such materials may be gleaned from the following
data of Von-lippel :

Frequency
Material cycles per second K' Tan d

Polythene A-3305 I x 10' Z.25 0.0003
(DuPont) 3 x 10 Z. 2.5 0.0003

I x 1010 2.25 0.0004

Z.5 x 10 1 0  Z.24 0.00067

TAM Ticon MC 1 x 107 13.9 0.0004
(Magnesium Titanate) 3 x 109  13.8 0. 0017

I x 10 1 0  13.8 0.0028

Z.5 x 1010 13.7 0.0065

TAM Ticon T-3 x96 .0003
(Rutile) 3 x 109  96 0.00034

Z.5 x 10 1 0  91 0.0033

The dielectric properties of lossless dielectrics vary much less with
frequency than do those of losu'y dielectrics. For this reason modeling
cart usually be accomplished using the low-loso dielectrics to be em-
ployed on the cnd item.

Often more t).an one material will have dielectric properties suitable
for a given application. Choice of the material to be employed will de-

pend on one or more other characteristics. These inc'ide.

1. Temperature sabiLit)- (physical)

2. Density

3. Physica" strength

4. Machinability

5. Cort
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TABLE I

LOW -LOSS DIELECTRICS

(Values of tan d are multiplied by 104)

Material Frequfncy k' ta~n d Maximum Continuous

Gc Use Temperature,* F"
Ceramics (based on physical propertiesl) •

Fused Quartz 10 3.78 1.0 2400+
Alumina High Purity~b 8.6 9.40 1. 8 3000+

Eccofoam Q-F c 8.6 1.2 10 1800+

.Cc(ofoam Q-G 8.6 1.4 5 1800+

Eccofoam Q-R 8.6 1.07 5 1800+ 1
Eccof3am LM-45Ac s.6 2.0 o0 3000+

Eccoceram QCc 8.6 2.8 20 2400

Eccocera Hi SM-25c 8.6 3.0 40 2000

Eccoceram 21C 8.6 7.0 60 25004

Eccoflo HiK*Oc 8.6 1.5 thru . 0.0 3 thru 40 2000+
Eccoceram HiKc 8.6 5.0 thru 9.0 270 1500+

Plastics :

Eccofoam PSc 8.6 1.02thru i.I Z thru 0 175

Eccofoam SHc 8.6 1. 04 3 07S
Eccofoat SHli 8.6 2.IZ 3 371+
Eccofoam SHc 8.6 I.8 10 275+
Eccofoam 300Lc 8.6 1.3 20 300+

Eccotocm 3GOLc 8.6 1.5 30 300+
Eccofoarn 300Lc s.6 Z,.0 60 300f

Eccofoam 30OLc 8.6 Z.5 100 300+
Lecofoat 3H0LC 8.6 3.0 IS20 3002
Eccofoam HiK 625Dc 8.6 3 t5 25 30 400+
Ecc€ofoamn HiK 625 DI 8.6 3. G t60 400+
Eccofoamn HfI 625Dc 8.6 3.5 ISO 400+

EccofoAm HiK 62!-•D 8.6 4.0 191) 400+

Eccoioatm HiK 62SDc 8.6 S.0 230 400+
Eccofoam HiK 62aDc 8.6 6.0 270 4pr 0+
Eccofoam M[ 62SDc 8,.6 7.0 300 400+
Eccoloamr .SRs.6 1.3 30 '.;00+
Pu1) ethylene~d 8.6 2.3 1 . 6
Stycaet LoKc 8.6 1. 8 9 AOa+
E,:costock HT000}€ 8.6 2.2 3 500,
Eccostock CPEc 8.6( 2.4 7 350+
styl-aft O00Sc s. 6 2.5 5 260+

sty, Ast HiK0 8.6 3 thro IS 20 21S

Stycast HIK S00Fc 8.6 3 thru ZS 10 thru 2S Soo

Footnlotes- a. C-eoeral Electric 0 data of Vonl-ippal

b. Kearfort 0* granular powder@
c. Epnereon, & Cur~nin, Inc.

d. Masrlex SU Monsantu
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Several other considerations may also enter into the selection. Very
often one or more desirable characteristics will have to be neglected
in order to obtain more necessary properties. All of these propertie3
cannot be discussed in this paper.

An a2proximate high temperature at which the material will retain
physical p-operties is listed for most of the materials in Table I.
VonHippel shows the effect of temperature on the dielectric proper-
ties of many low-Loss materials. For most low-loss materials the
variation of dielectric constant with temperature is much Less at
microwave frequencies than at lower frequencies.

f

B. Lossy Dielectrics

The study of lossy dielectrics is much more complicated than
the study of low-loss dielectrics. In low-loss dielectrics the goal is
usually the preparation of materials of given dielectric constants
having the lowest possible loss tarngents. With lossy dielectrics the
dielectric constant and loss tangent are interdependent variables
which must be controlled. It may be required, for example, to
prepare a series of materials with a given dielectric constant and
widely different loss tangents. Furthermore, when dielectric prop-
erties of a low-loss dielectric are known at a given frequency, one
can be fairly certain that these properties will be similar over quite
a range of frequencies. The dielectric properties of lossy dielec-
trics change rather rapidly with frequency. This can be observed
from the data on lossy dielectric liquids listed in Table II and the
data on lossy dielectric solids listed in Table III.

Lossy dielectric liquids are extremely limited in their use since
their dielectric properties change rapidly with temperature. This
effect is attributed for the most part to the change in viscosity of
the liquid which in tarn affects the ease of ro.ation of the molecular
dipoles. Carbon-containing solids most probably achieve their loss
tangents from resistance to movement of electrons through semi-
conductive chains. For this reason the effect of temperature on such
solids should be different than the effect on liquids. Temperature
effects on lossy dielectric solids should be studied.

The use of carbon in the preparation of lossy dielectric solids has
definite advantages. Carbon is a chemical element. It would appear
therefore to be a simple material which can be tharacterized quite
readily. This is far from the case. As every schoolboy knaws carbon
is available in three forms.: diamond, graphite and amorphous carbon.
But even this is a great simplifiLation where electrical properties are
concerned. Individual particles of different industrial carbons have
various amorphous carbon-graphite proportions, particle sizes,
particle shapes and porosities. Most materials sold as carbon con-
tain signi.icant proportions of other elements. These variables and
others affect the electrical properties ot carbon-containing dielectrics.
Although the wide variei.y of avaiLabl? carbons tends to compUcate the
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TABLE U - LOSSY DIELECTRIC LIQUIDS

iij-

Material 300 Mc 3 0.0 G¢ •"

Ethanol* 22.3 0.27 6.5 0.25 1.7 0.368 I
n-Propanol* 16.0 0.42 3.7 0.67 2.3 0.090

Ethyl polychloro-
benzene* 3.84 0. 14 2.7 0. 126 2.55 0.660

OChloro 2, 5 di-
chlorobenzene* 5.18 0.11 3.31 0.324

Aroclor-1232 a* 3.10 0.190 Z.75 0.103 2.65 0.059

Pyranol-1467b* 3.19 0.150 2.84 0.120 2.62 0.074
C*

Dichloropentanes 040 7.57 0.084 6.81 O.Iq8

Halowax Oil 1 0 0 0 d* 4.67 0.05 3.52 0.25 2.99 0.190

Ethylene Glycol* 39 0.16 12 1.0 7 0.78

n-Butanol* 11.5 0.55 3.5 0.47

Methanol* 30.9 0.08 23.6 o.64 8.9 0.81

Aqueous NaC1(. 3Molgl)71 2.4 69.3 0.435 52 0.605

Water* 77.5 0.016 76.7 0.157 55 0.540

Footnotes: * data of VonHippel 1

a. monochlorobiphenyl
b. chlorinated bonzenes and diphanyls -- General Electric

c. Sharples
d. mixed chloronaphthenes
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TABLE II1 - LOSSY DIELECTRIC SOLIDS

300 Mc 3.0Gc 10.0Gc
MaterK'l K Tan d K' Tan d . Tan d

Pyralinca 374 0.165 3.32 0.131 J

Catalin 500 Base*b 5.79 0. 154 4.77 0. 125 4.43 0.130

Plascon Melamine {.ccellulose)e 5.73 0.099 4.93 0. 103 4.6 0. 110
Meimac 1077* 4.8 0.09 4.7 0.10
Seleniumn Multicrystals* 11.0 0.25 10.4 0. 154 7.5 0. 11
Steak Bottom Round 50 0. 78 40 0. 30 30 0.40

1.0Cc 3.0 Gc 8.6 Gc
K' Tan d K' Tand K' Tand

Eccosorb PMA** 2.7 0. 14 Z.5 0.10 2.5 0. 10
Eccosorb PMB** 5.9 0. 53 4.6 0.44 3.8 0. 33
Thiokol PRI*e Z0. 5 0.26 17. 1 0.Z3 8.4+ 0. 22+
Thiokol ST"f 17.0 0. 30 14.8 0.36 8.5+ 0.40+Polystyren•e 70%• -Polatrb ne 70 11.0 o 23 9. 1 0. 25 8.8+ 0. 11+
Carbon 30%9 *
Carbon 50%g8 J 25.9 0.73 20.8 0.56 1 9 . 4 + 0.z8+

Eccosorb HF2050** 10.0 0. 1 10.0 0. 1
Fccosorb HF 1000"* 15 0.2 15.0 0.2
Eccosorb HF 853"* 40 0.6 Z0.0 0.3
Eccosorb HF680** 50 0.8 25 0.4
Eccosorb HF 1555 5  

90 1.0 30 0.5
Eccosorb VF** 76.0 0.60 48.5 0.76 40.4 0. 36

Experimental Materials"-

(a) Polyurethane foams (open celled) coated with carbon films
Sample A 1.68 0.56 1.33 0.31 1.24 0.22
Sample B 1.90 0.96 1.51 0.56 1.36 0.39
Sample C 2.51 0.67 1.89 0.50 1.43 0.40

(b) Coated foam embedded in epoxy resin
Sample D 4.27 0.45 3.64 0.25 3.29 0.21

(c) Moldings containing carbon and phenolic resin
Sample E 8.95 0.36 7.18 0.27 6.34 0.22
Sample F 24.8 0.82 15.6 0.59 12.2 0.45
Sample G 56 1.18 23.6 1.01 14.6 1.06

(d) Carbor.-loadcd ceramic foams
Sample Hi 2.08 0.020 2.11 0.018 2.16 0.033
Sample 1 3. 3Z 0. 046 2.98 0.036 2.85 0.059
Sample J 7.28 0.182 6.45 0.231 5.65 0.255
Sample K 17.02 0.938 10.58 0.673 9.97 0.717

aCellulose nitrate, Z5% Camphor, DuPont (Thiokol, 100 pts. polysulfide
bCataIhn polymer of bls (chloroethyl)
Cl~bby-Owens- Ford formal, 60 pts. carbon blacks
dAmerican Cyanamid, Z5% alpha pulp, Zn stearate i.Cabot's 09
eThiokol, 100 pts. polysul[ide copolymer of bis VonHippel data

(chloroethyl) (ormal and ethylene dichloride, **Enerson i Cuming, Inc.
60 ptt. carbon blacks +10 Gc measurement
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study of carbon-containing dielectric, this same variety permits the
preparation of lossy materials having greatly differing dielectric
properties. Most of the solids listed in Table III contain a form
of carbon.

In order to obtain a high loss tangent at a reasonably low dielec-
tric constant it appears to be necessary to have semi-conductive
chains of carbon throughout the dielectric. The following example
may illustrate this:

Sample I - A mixture of RTV silicone and graphite
containing 27.4 weight per cent graphite was blended
and then allowed to cure at room temperature. The
cured sample had the following dielectric properties:

Frequency 1. 0 Gc 3.0 Gc 8.6 Gc

K' 14.8 15.5 15.1
Tan d 0.090 0.050 0.067

The specific resistance of the sample was over
106 ohmn-cm.

Sample II - A more conductive carbon was mixed
with granular phenolic molding powder. The mixture
which contained 2. 4 weight per cent carbon was molded
into a disc which yielded the following dielectric prop-
erties:

Frequency 3.0 Gc 8.6 Gc

K' 10.15 6.70
Lan d 0.85 0.60

The sample had a specific resistance of Z58 ohm-cm.

The higher loss tangent of Sample II is attributed to the semi-
conductive chains through the sample which are demonstrated by its
lower specific resistance.

The above example also points out another often obberved phenom-
enon. Higher loss tangent materials u3ually show a greater change of
dielectric properties with frequency than do lower loss tangent mate-

rial a.

Open cell matrices coated with carbo)-ro)in films are interesting *1
dielectrics. Such materials often yieLd high loss tangents and low
dielectric constants. For example, one sample of carbon-resin
coated foam had a dielectric constant of 1.40 and a loss tangent of
1. 77 at 5. 6 Gc. By varying the cell size of such foams one may
prepare materials having similar dielectric constants and widely -
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varying loss tangents. The following data was taken at 11. 3 Gc from
samples having similar carbon-resin films:

Cell Size
pores per inch K' Tan d

10 1.29 0.827
30 1.31 0.600
80 1.33 0.242
100 1.32 0.197

Embedding such foams in low-loss dielectrics results in materials
with increased dielectric constant and decreased loss tangent. Vary-
ing the carbon film in 3uch a composite has a great effect on the loss
tangent and a small effect on the dielectric constant. Variation of the
dielectric constant of the embedding medium has the -everse effect.

Using the techniques described above and others it is possible to
prepare materials with a wide range of dielectric constants and loss
tangents. Actually it appears possible to tailor-make a material to
a given dielectric constant and loss tangent at a given frequency. A
possible exception is high-dielectric-constant high-loss materials.
These have not yet been thoroughly studied.

As pointed out previously, lossy materials show variation of
dielectric properties with frequency (dispersion). This may prove
particularly discouraging in the modeling of absorptive materials.
A given lossy dielectric is expected to have far different properties
at the modeling frequency than at the frequency of final use. A ma-
terial may probably be prepared which has the same dielectric
properties at the modeling frequency as the final-use material has
at the use frequency. It is highly unlikely, however, that both ma-
terials will have similar variation in dielectric properties through
their respective frequency ranges. For this reason, it will most
probably be necessary to prepare several models to permit the use
of modeling techniques over a frequency range.

A program which may lead to improved control of the variation
of dielectric properties of lossy materials with frequency is under
way at Emerson & Curning, Inc.

The complicated study of magnetic dielectrics is considered
beyond the scope of this paper.

1'
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II. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

A. Introductory

It is the purpose of this section of this paper to bring the reader
up to date on some recent developments in the art of measuring micro-
wave dielectric properties. The basic methods used in these techniques,
as set forth in References such as 1, 2, and 3, have not changed. Recent
developments are in the nature of refinements and developm-nt of tools
for more rapid data reduction.

Closed system microwave dielectric measurements are made either .
in a shorted transmission line (waveguide or coaxial) or cavity. This
paper discusses some advances in data reduction for the shorted-wave-
guide dielectrometer.

Free-space microwave dielectric measurements are made either
with interferometers or reflectometers. This paper discusses some
refinements in interferometry as well as some improvements in data
reduction for interferometers.

Before entering into the detailed discussion of these advances in
dielectrometer and interferometer techniques, a few general observa-
tions about their relative merits are in order. The dielectromete"
method, being a closed system, is the more accurate of the two, pro-
vided the sample fits precisely into the transmission line, and is
homogeneous. On the other hand, with care, measurement accuracy
good enough for most applications can be obtained with a free-space
interferometer. In addition, with the interferometer, the problem of
sample fit is eliminated and an effective or average answer is obtained
in a more sensible fashion for the non-homogeneous sample, because,
in contrast with reflection measurements, insertion measurements
give the same result regardless of which face of the sample receives
the incident energy. Nor should it be overlooked that the dielectrometer
measurement is, in most cases, a destructive test because of the neces-
sity of having a small sample, whereas, the interferometer permits
measurements to be made non-destructively on the slab of dielectric
intended for the required application.

Both dielectrometer and interferometer measurements are the
substitution type. That is to say the dielectric sample is substituted
for a standard, usually air, during the measurement. And, the meas-
urements consist of making a comparison between the effect of the die-
lectric sample vs. the effect of the standard on the signal being detected,
both as to its phase and amplitude. With the dielectrometer, the phase
and loss information are derived from the standing wave pattern and
the data reduction is handled as an impedance - propagation constant
problem. With the interferometer the phase and loss are read directly
on precision phase shifters and attenuators, and the data reduction is
handled as a problem in the geometric optics of the passage of a plane
wave through a flat sheet of infinite area.
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The most difficult part of the data reduction problem in both cases
involves the implicit solution of a transcendental equation involving 4

complex variables. Since the explicit solution is the one readily
obtainable, the problem is overcome in both cases by plotting curves
or computing tables of a large number of solutions for the explicit
case.

At this point it is appropriate to discuss the advances in dielec-
trometer and interferometer techniques in the following two separate
sections.

B. Dielectrometer

Dielectrometer measurements have for many years been burdened
with the necessity for a lengthy, time-consuming computation program
to extract the dielectric constant and loss tangent from the raw data
which consisted of null shift and width of a standing-wave minimum.
For the low-loss case it has been possible by certain approximations
and by plottiag a few additional curves to shorten this computation.
Some laboratories have established programs for computers with
which it is possible to feed the raw data into the computer with the
dielectric constant and loss tangent becoming the computer output. I
This approach has the disadvantage of requiring the scheduling of
computer time.

Because of the number of parameters involved in the data reduction,
there has been an apparent reluctance to plot curves or prepare tables I
which permit the complete conversion directly from null shift and null

width into dielectric constant and loss tangent. Rather, the transcen-
dental-complex number part of the conversion has been narrowed to
use of tables or graphs for the following complex functions:

tanh z coth z

tanh z, and -
z z

For the low-loss case, at the expense of losing only a little accuracy,
the complex transcendental functions can be approximated by using the
real functions

tan x cot xand x- -
x x

One advance in this data reduction problem is the establishment at
Emerson & Cuuming, Inc. of new sets of tables which do indeed permit,
for non-magnetic samples, the complete direct conversion of null
shift and null width into dielectric constant and loss tangent for either
the short-circuit or open-circuit case. Figures I and 2 are sample
pages respectively from these tables.
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An interesting development in this work was that, contrary to the
expectations of many engineers faced with this data reduction problem,

the actual physical magnitude and number of solutions required for
excellent versatility in the tables does not turn out to be at all prohib-
itive. As shown in the sample pages, the sample thickness parameter,
which was expected to be the most troublesome, was disposed of simply
by always pairing two tables on a page with electrical sample thicknesses
at and just above the chosen nominal thickness. This permits ready in-
terpolation or extrapolation for any thickness near the nominal thickness.
All length parameters are normalized with respect to wavelength, thus
universalizing the use of any table to any frequency, although the appro-
priate physical thickness for a table computed for a given electrical
thickness does change with frequency. The primary tables are for the
coaxial case. For the waveguide case, the coaxial tables can still be
used provided the ratio of sample thickness to waveguide wavelength
is made equal to the thickness-to-wavelength ratio for which the coaxial
tables were computed. In this case, since the dielectric constant and
Loss tangent obtained from the coaxial tables are not the true values,
they must be converted into the true values by use of a second table,
a sample page from which is given in Figure 3.

For the more general case, where the sample may be magnetic,
and where the conversion involves going from-four known values (the
null shift and width for both open- and short-circuit cases) to four
unknown values (dielectric constant, dielectric loss tangent, magnetic
permeability, and magnetic loss tangent), it is not pdssible to do the
data reduction in one step. Nevertheless, there has been established
at Emerson & Curning, Inc. a procedure involving the use of four uni- :
versal tables which take most of the labor out of the conversion. Fig-
urea 4, 5, 6, and 7 are sample pages from each of these tables respec-
tively. Table I V is & lao. sheet which directs the data reduction.
Desk calculations intermediate between look-up in one table and use
of the next table in the sequence of cperations are reduced to simple
addition and subtraction. The tables can be used for the non-magnetic
case as well as the magnetic case. In the non-magnetic case, the
number of tables required is reduced to two. It is estimated that the
speed of data reduction by use of this scheme for lossy samples,
either magnetic or non-magnetic, is increased by at least a factor
of four over the old method which used tanh z graphs.

In summary, for all methods, increased accuracy will result by
use of tables wherever possible, since mathematical manipulations
are reduced to s..mple arithmetic steps.

C. Interferometer

Interferorneter measurements have for many years been limited
to determination of dielectric constant for low-loss, non-magnetis
samples. This was because there was no convenient way of converting
the measured insertion loss and insertion phase delay into dielectric
constant and los, s tangent. Within the past year this obstacle has been
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overcome for non-magnetic materials. The solution was the computa-
lectric constant, loss tangent, incidence angle, thickness-to-wavelength

ratio, and polarization. Reference 5 describes these tables. Figure 8
is a sample page from these tables. It had been suspected that the
insertion loss measurement on thin flat sheets would not have sufficient
sensitivity for good loss tangent determination. Actually it tMrns out
that for lossy materials with a thickness of the order of one-half wave-
length the loss tangent determination is as accurate as with a dielec-
trometer. For low-loss materials with the samne thickness the meas-urement accuracy of loss tangent is not as good as on the dielectrometer
and is +0. 001 or t3% whichever is greater.

Encouraged by the success with the interferometer measurements,
attempts were made to extend the free space measurement art into
other variations. Potentially, there are several measurable reflec-
tion-transmission parameters for a flat sheet in free space. At
normal incidence, they are: insertion Loss, insertion phase delay,reflection loss, reflection phase, reflection 'Lose with the samrple

rietal-backed and reflection phase with the sample metal-backed.
If oblique incidence is considered, such as 450 incidence as in the
interferometer tables, there are in addition four other parameters:
insertion loss and insertion phase delay for perpendicular and par•llelpolarization. For the non-magnetic case, with only two values, die-
lectric constant and loss tangent to be determined, it should be suffi-
cient to measure any two of the ten parameters listed. Eliminating
parallel polarization at 45', because it does not place the electric
field in the plane of the sample, there are still eight potentially meas-
urable parameters from which any pair could be chosen. Attempts to
deveiop an accurate measurement technique for free space by use ofthese concepts are proceeding, but have not succeeded as of this

writing mainly because of difficulties in making accurate reflection
measurements in free space. To date, these experiments have been
limited to attempts to measure reflected power. Possibly better
performance will bz achieved with reflection phase.

Extension of the free-space measurement to the magnetic case
has not as of this writing, been undertaken.

Another program which grew out of the initial sui.'cess with the
interferometer was the development of techniques for using the in-
strument to check non-destructively the degree of homogeneity of a
flat dielectric sheet. This is described fully in Reference 4.

These measurements were all made at 45" incidence using per-
pendicular polarization to keep the electric field in the plane of the
sample. The new variation in measurement technique developed
was the capability of reducing the measurement area (inspection
zone) for a given single measurement to a minimum. The mirimumn
is an area of approximately one square wavelength. As the meas-
urement is normally made, using standard 15 db gain horns, the
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a

inspection zone is approximately 16 square wavelengths in area.
The technique which permitted reduction of the inspection zone to
one square wavelength was the use of special small-aperture horns
with a minimum of spacing between them, just enough to permit
insertion of the sample between the horns at 45* incidence. The
small aperture was achieved by dielectric loading of an open-end
waveguide, thus making possible an aperture which was about
three-fourths that of the waveguide cross section. At 8. 6 Gc,
for example, with a sample one foot square, it was possible to
layout 100 inspection zones, each one inch square with a one inch
uninspected border all around the periphery. This border was
maintained to minimize edge effects. In addition, to further mini-
mize edge effects guards were used whenever the inspection zone
was within 3 inches of the edge of the sample. These guards con-
sisted of dieleKctric slabs of about the same dielectric constant and
thickness as the sample being measured and were placed along the
edge of the sample to be guarded. To verify the accuracy of the
interferometer in the homogeneity measurement, 10 samples were
cut out at random points from each of 3 sample slabs and measured
in a shorted-waveguide dielectrometer. Correlation within 2%0 was
maintained between the Interferometer and dielectrometer dielectric-
constant measurements, with two-thirds of the measurements agree-
ing within less than 10%. As a by-product of this exercise it was
established that a homogeneity level of less than 35o variation in
dielectric constant at 8. 6 Gc can be held in loaded plastics at the
4 and 6 dielectric-constant level. In the corresponding unloaded
plastics, at a 2. 5 dielectric-constant level, the variation is less
than 1%. Measurements of the homogeneity that can be achieved
in glass are now in progress.
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TABLE IV - DIELECTROMETER LAB SHEET

Sample Identification Name
Date

Time

Sample Thickness---- Frequency (Gc)

Guide Wavelength Free-Space Wavelength-

(.5)n- (,nX + S + ,25) (.5)n - X + S)

xo = Xs -e

Table One Table One
Uo" us
Vo= V a

P x Uo + US = A _-U 0 - Us =
Q a Vo + Vs-M B Vo" Vs=

Table TwoS= C=

Table Three D - _ _

E-
R -- -+ E=

Fe = R + P1 _ _ Fr- = R - P_=_-_ _

Ge = D + 0 Gm = D- Q
Table Four and Five Table Four and Five
Ke = K __ _
Te = Tmi=

After waveguide conversion, if necessary,

Ke M KM--
Te -Tnk =

NOTE: To find Ke and Te by the short-form procedure, ignore Table Two
and Three and use Fe = 2P, Ge = ZQ, in Table Four.
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NANOSECOND PULSE SCATTERING FROM EXTENDED LABORATORY TARGETS

H. S. Rothinan, H. Guthart and T. Morita
Stanford Research Institute

Menlo Park, California

ABSTRACT

Through the use of an X-band (9.4 Gc) radar with a pulse width
of one nanosecond, pulse broadening and interference effects in the
reflected electromagnetic signal have been studied. This paper is
concerned with scattering from targets of simple configuration such
as an array of dipole scatterers as well as a metal cylinder. The
backscatter from a simplified ionized target in the form of an
extended laminar-plasma column has also been investigated and the
measured results compared with calculations based on a homogeneous
model approximation. The initial diagnosis of the ionized
constituents of a turbulent flame has been completed using an
electrostatic ion probe and a microwave electron probe, and the results
are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The radar data from field measurements programs show that during
the altitude regime of the re-entry, when ionization is produced about
the vehicle in the form of a plasma sheath and plasma trail, the
character of the scattered return from the re-entry vehicle is
considerably different from that expected from the bare body; an
enhancement of the scattered return is observed, resulting in an
appreciable increase in the received signal. During this period of
backscatter cross-section enhancement, large pulse-to-pulse amplitude
fluctuations are noticed and significant pulse broadening of individual
received pulses is observed. 1

In succeeding sections, an experimental laboratory electromagnetic
scattering program will be discussed. The program examined X-band
pulses of nanosecond width reflected from a variety of scattering
targets to aid in the explanation of the characteristics of radar
backscatter observed in field measurement programs. The targets
consisted of dipole arrays in free space and in dielectric rods.
By adjusting the number and spacing of scattering elements, any degree
of interference can be achieved.

The work reported in this paper was supported by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency, under Contract SD-103 under ARPA Order
No. 281-62.
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The scatter from columns, both metallic and ionized shall next

be considered. The ionized laminar column was first diagnosed using
Langmuir probes and microwave transmission measuremants. The X-band
scattering measurements shall then be compared with calculations
based on a homogeneous model approximation.

Finally, the initial diagnosis of the ionized constituents of a

turbulent flame shall be discussed and the results preiented.

SCATTERING FROM EXTE61E TARGETS

Interference is a well known phenomenon that is manifested through-
out the electromagneti spectrum. For example, in optics when two
objects are brought close together, their images overlap and inter-

fere, producing light and dark rings. Similarly, if two scatterers
of pulsed microwave energy are brought close enough together, the
scattered pulses will overlap and interfere. The "resolving power"I of the microwave pulse is determined by the pulse length and the
group velocity of the pulse in the ambient medium. For example, if
a millimicrosecond-long, square pulse is propagating in free space,

then the energy of such a pulse is spatially distributed over a width
of 30 cm = (3 x 1010 cm/sec)(10 9 sec), where 3 x 1010 cm/sec represents
the group velocity in free space. As a consequence, if two scatterers

are separated by some distance less than 15 cm, the scattered pulses
overlap and the resultant pulse will have an interference pattern and
an extended length. Let an electromagnetic pulse g(t) propagating

in the positive-x direction be incident on an extended radar target.
The axis of the target is the x axis, and the electromagnetic
backscatter cross section as a function of axial distance is 0Wx).

Define the backscattered radar signal to be f(t). In general C(x)
and f(t) represent voltage functions that contain amplitude and phase

information, and f(t) is given by

f(t) f (Cxe 2,x]1  t L - dx (1)

where f(t) = If(t)le-J(t)

cx) = Io(x)0eJO(X)

u = Group velocity of pulse with respect to the target

= Propagation constant along target.

Equation (1) indicates that the observed signal (amplitude and phase) is
the convolution of the target cross section [inclusive of the plase
factor, exp(-2j~xj with the incident pulse.

Scatter From Dipole Arrays

One of the simplest target configurations is that of an array of

dipoles in free space. For simplicity, let a(x) represent the back-
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scatter cross section of an array of two dipoles separated by a
distance d, i.e.,

a(x) = a 0 6(x) + CO6(x - d) (2)

where 6(x) is the Dirac 8-function. The geometry of this configuration
is shown in Fig. 1. The dipoles are arrayed along the x axis. The
incoming pulse n(t) is propagating in the positive-x direction and the
backscattered signal f(t) is triangular in amplitude and uniform in
phase;then

0 t <

T t + 2 2

AM ? • (3)

- _t-) o < t < T

To < t

Using Eq. (1) and observing, in free-space, that u = c, the velocity
of light

f(t) = j [ao5(x) + (O6(x - d)]ej2xV t - L dx

Substituting for n(t - 2x/c) and carrying out the integration,

f(t) = AM(t) + oaOt (t - L) e-2jod (4)

If d > cT/2, then f(t) is simply two triangular pulses with a
peak-to-peak separation of (2d/c) seconds. When d < c¶/2, the two
pulses interfere and the pulse amplitude as a function of time depends
on Od, the relative phase between the scatterers. Two of the possible
configurations for f(t) are shown in Fig. 1 for the condition d < c'/2
and for (20d), an odd or even multiple of n radians. The total pulse
width is consequently greater than the transmitted pulse width by
(2d/c) seconds. The first (2d/c) seconds of the return pulse represents
scatter from the first dipole, and the final (2d/c) seconds represents
scatter from the second dipole alone. In the overlap region or the
center portion, the amplitude represents the vector sum of the scatter
from both dipoles.

To demonstrate these simple concepts of pulse stretching, the
scatter from an array of dipoles in free-space and in a dielectric
rod was measured.
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Figure 2 is a photograph of the scattering range employed in the
measurements described in the following sections. In this photograph

the horns are mounted on an "H" frame (horizontal in the photograph),
which is pivoted at the sides of the chamber. The calibration sphere

shown is located at a distanze of 28 inches from the horns and in line

with the horns. With this arrangement, the angle of incidence between

the central ray of the antenna pattern and a vertical plane through the

array can be varied through ±25 degrees.

Also visible in Fig. 2 is absorbing material (developed by

Goodrich and designated as Type VHP) mounted in the rear of the chamber,
on portions of the top and bottom of the chamber and on the door, to

reduce the extraneous background scattered signals in those regions
which are within the resolution cell of the scattering object; Hairflex
absorbing material (developed by Emerson & Cwming) is also wrapped
around the interior waveguide circuitry to eliminate stray radiation.

In order to observe pulse-width broadening of the returns from the
targets produced in the laboratory, a natiosecond-(1O"9 seconds) pulse-
width, X-band (9.4 Gc) radar was assembled. With a transmitted pulse
width of one nanosecond, a range resolution of 6 inches is obtained.

Since the radar wil). be used to examine scattering from a thermal

plasma produced in a low-pressure chamber shown in Fig. 2 and described
later in the paper, the scattering range was assembled inside this
chamber. The short pulse will enable separation of tl-e desired

scattering from the target situated inside the chamber from the extraneous

background scattering signals produced by reflections within the chamber.

The technique employed to generate the pulse is the same as that
used by Convair in their short-pulse transmission system. 2 A block

diagram of the nanosecond-pulse radar appears as Fig, 3. With this
instrumentation, the pulse generated is triangular in shape with a
peak output of about 1000 watts. The pulse rises to its peak amplitude
in slightly more than 1.5 nanoseconds, has a base width of 3 nanoseconds,

and a half-power width of one nanosecond.

On the range, cross sections as low as 0.8 cm2 (8 x l0-5 square

meters) can be measured at 28 inches from the antennas with a 6 db

ratio of desired •,cattercd signals to extraneous background scattered

signals.

An array consisting of a 0.66-inch (0.52-wavelength) dipole

scatterer and 0.63-inch (0.50-wavelength) dipole scatterer was

positioned in the range and adjusted for constructive, quadrature, and

destructive phase addition between the two scatterers. The results

are shown in Fig. 4. The correlation of the calculated and experimental

results for the quadrature and in-phase conditions is very good, espec-

ially in regard to the over-all pulse length. The extended width of

the out-of-phase waveform is attributed to scatter from the array that

specularly scatters from the walls of the chamber into the receiving

horn. The multipath scatter becomes apparent only for arrays with

small cross section. There is some time resolution of the multiple
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scatter in that the path length of this ray is greater than that of
the direct ray, so that the stretching of the pulse occurs on the

trailing edge. The correlation of the peaks and central null of the

experimental and calculated waveforms in the out-of-phase condition

is quite good.

In Fig. 4 the ordinate is linear in power and each abscissa

division corresponds to 1 nanosecond; therefore, a sampling point
occurs every 0.01 nsec. The db ratings in the upper corners of the
oscilloscope pictures refer the indicated signal amplitude to the

backscattered signal from a 4-Inch-diameter metal sphere at a range of
28 inches from the transceiving horns. At 0.375 Gc, the sphere cross

section is 74.5 cm 2 .

Before examining the results of the backscatter measurements from
a dielectric rod, let us briefly consider the nature of wave propagation

along the rod. The dieiectric rod is one of a class of structures
capable of guiding an electromagnetic wave. The rod can support a

propagating mode that is intimately bound to its surface. The field
Is characterized by an exponential decay away from the surface and

has the usual propagation function e-JiZ along the axis. For this
reason, the solution to the wave equation is called a surface wave and
the rod may be called a surface waveguide. At discontinuities in rod

configuration, radiation takes place. The tendency toward radiation in

a dielectric rod is turned to advantage when the rod is used as an end-

fire antenna.

The mechanism of backscatter for the surface mode of the dielectric

rod Is described by the following sequence. A fraction of energy from
the incident plane wave is coupled into the surface-wave mode and then
propagates down the rod unattenuated (lossless dielectric rod). The

amount of coupling to the rod is proportional to the gain of the rod
as an antenna, which is in turn dependent on the rod length. At the

far end of the rod, a fraction of the incident sirface-wave energy is
reflected as a surface wave, and a fraction is transmitted as radiation.

When the reflected wave is incident on the near end of the rod, a

fraction is again radiated.

The backscatter signal detected by the nanosecond radar from a
12.6-inch-long, 0.5-inch-diameter polyrod whose axis is rotated 100 with

respect to the direction of propagation of incident energy Is shown in

Fig. 5. In this and succeeding polyrod measurements, the ends of the

rod have been partially metallized to enhance the over-all backscatter
signal as well as to enhance the direct scatter from the end relative

to the surface-wave scatter. The first (left) pulse of Fig. 5 represents

scatter from the cnd of the polyrod and the second (right) pulse Indi-
cates surface-wave scatter. The peak-to-peak separation is 3 nanoseconds,

corresponding to an 18-inch free-space separation of scatterers. The

actual physical sepcration is 12.6 inches. Consequently the group

velocity along the rod is approximately two-thirds the speed of 1ght,
which iF in agreement with the thweretical calculations.
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In a final sequence of measurements, the scatter from a lucite
rod loaded with dipoles was measured. The sequence of backscattered
energy from the dipole-loaded rod is shown in Fig. 6. In Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b) the calibration pulse and the scatter from the unloaded rod
is shown. In Fig. 6(c), the scatter from the rod plus a 0.29-inch
dipole 3.495 inches (three surface-wave wavelengths) from the near end

is shown. Since the dipole scatter is in phase with that from the

near end, the initial pulse scatter is enhanced. Figure 6(d) shows the
backscatter from a configuration similar to the previous case but
where the dipole scatter is out of phase with respect to the initial
pulse, thereby almost cancelling this inim catter. In Figs. 6(e)

and 6(f) a 0.40-inch dipole was added so . scatter in phase with

the initial direct scatter, and the 0.29-±i. dipole was adjusted for a

the in-phase and the out-of-phase conditions. This sequence was
repeated in Figs. 6(g) and 6(h) for different locations of the twodipoles.

Scatter From a Metal Cylinder

The next extended scattering target to be considered was a long

metallic cylinder. Due to the wide illumination of the cylinder by
the transmitting antenna inside the low-pressure vessel, which is used

as the scattering range, the receiving antenna is not in the far zone
of the scattering column (R < 2L 2 /A, where R is range, L is the length
of the column illuminated by the transmitting antenna, and A is the
wavelength). As a result, the scatterer isilluminated with a phase

variation that lags the phase at the point on the column that is the

shortest distance from the antenna (referred to as the specular point).

Since the receiving antenna is in the Fresnel region of the
scatterer and the illumination of the specular region by both antennas
varies with incidence angle tie backscatter cross section will be
modified. Calculations for the backscatter cross section of a metallic

cylinder for 2Aa/X >> 1 (where a is the radius) including the phase
curvature, antenna pattern and illumination by the short pulse were

made using the expressions given in Reference 3. The resulting cross
section for a 1-1/2 inch radius metallic cylinder relative to the

calculated cross section of a 2-inch radius calibration sphere is
plotted in Fig. 7. Also shown in this figure are the experimental re-
sults obtained from this type of cylinder placed in the chamber. As

seen by the figure, the scattering measurements agree to within 1 db of
the calculated backscatter results for all values of angle of incidence

(the angle between the central ray of the antenna pattern and the column
axis), a, chosen.

The level of the broadened portion of the backscattered return
from an extended laminar target is greater than 10 db below the level
of the portion from the specular region. However, the dynamic range
of the sampling oscilloscope is only about 6 db. Hence to observe the
pulse width broadening from a long metallic cylinder the specular region
was shadowed and measured experimentally with the nanosecond pulse width

radar inside the low-pressure chamber. The resultant theoretical return
not including the finite bandwidth of the receJver is plotted In Fig. 8.
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At t = 0, the leading edge of the transmitted pulse is coincident
with the edge of the shadowed region. When the pulse completely illum-
inates the first higher ordei Fresnel zone (t - 0.05 nsec) a peak in
the return is observed and when the first and second zones are illuminated

(t"- 0.1 nsec) the return decreases by about 15 db since the amplitude
of the scattering from the second zone is almost equal to that of the

first zone but 180 degrees out of phase with it. Since the phase of
the scattered contribution from adjacent zones differs by n radians,

the backscattered return will be a maxima when an odd number of zones
are illuminated and a minima when an even number are illuminated.

However, since the amplitude of the contribution from the highest order
Fresnel zones decreases as we move away from the specular region, the
cross section reaches an asymptotic value, when the pulse fully

illuminates the cylinder, of about 10 db below the specular return.

After times greater than T, the pulse is no longer spread over the
whole cylinder, but rather the illumination gradually moves towards

the uppermost portion of the cylinder. As successive higher-order zones

are no longer illuminated, the cross section also begins decreasing

with an oscillatory behavior. When the contribution from the zone

closest to the specular region Is not received, the cross section dips

slightly since it is only a small fraction of the total region now

illuminated. However, as contributions from the additional higher-

order zones are not received the oscillatory behavior of the cross
section becomes more pronounced since the backscattered energy from

the recent shadowed zone is becoming a larger fraction of the total
contribution. This continues until time

(z 2 2
max 0z)

c(R 0 sin C)

when the trailing edge of the pulse is coincident with the top of the

cylinder; R sin c is the range to the specular point, Zmax is the
length of the cylinder from the specular point. z 0 is the half length

of the principal Fresnel zone and c is the spted of light. In the

calculations, the cylinder length z 0 + zmax was chosen as 22 inches.

The effect of changing the cylinder length compresses the time scale

between time i and the time at which the pulse no longer illuminates

the cylinder. The effect of including a finite receiver bandwidth into

the calculations would be to smooth out the oscillatory behavior of the

theoretical waveform by damping the frequency components greater than

the receiver bandwidth. From Fig. 8 we see that the mean level of the

broadened portion of the return varies from approximately 10 to 20 db

below the specular returns. Hence, the sensitivity of the receiver

will determine the observable amount of pulse-width broadening.

In the laboratory, the specular region of a 1-1/2-inch-radius

metallic cylinder was covered with microwave absorbing material so

that the same conditions as in the calculations were met. The results

obtained using the nanosecond-pulse-width radar described previously

are shown in Fig. 8; to determine the extent of the pulse broadening,
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the received return pulses from the cylinder were compared with those

obtained from the calibration sphere. Even though theoretical results

do not take into account the frequency response of the receiver or the
triangular shape of the transmitted pulse, the correlation of the
levels of the experimental and calculated waveforms is quite good.

From the experimental scattering measurements, it is seen that the peak
level of the return was 7.5 db below the measured specular return of the
metallic cylinder when the principal Fresnel zone was not shadowed.

The broadened portion of the return dropped off somewhat faster than
the calculations indicate; due to background scattering within ihe

chamber, we were only able to observe a pulse broadening of 0.6
nanoseconds. These discrepancies may be due in part to the fact that
the calculations do not take into account the variation in the angle
of arrival of the rays of the pattern incident on the cylinder, but

rather assumes that they are all perpendicular to the axis. For the

conditions chosen, the angle of arrival varies from about 800 for the
ray that intersects the edge of the principal Fresnel zone down to
about 550 for the ray that intersects the edge of the cylinder. As

a result, we might expect an additional reduction in the contributions

from the higher-order zones furthest away from the specular point.

Therefore, the peak level of the return should be closer to the initial
luvel of the pulse or closer to the specular level and the effective

length of the scatterer should be decreased or i.e., the broadened

portion should drop off more rapidly.

Scattering From Plasma Columns

The final scattering configuration to be considered is the plasma
column. The first such column to be considered is the laminar-plasma
column. SiIce scattering from this column has been treated in the

literature, the experimental results can be compared with the

theoretical calculations to demonstrate the capabilities of the plasma

diagnostic techniques. The second plasma column is the turbulent
column on which only the preliminary diagnostic results can be reported.

Laminar Columns

The experimental technique used to obtain an extended ionized
column, from which scattering measurements could be made, was to form
a thermally generated plasma by burning premixed ethylene-oxygen in

the low-pressure vessel. The gas equipmcnt is depicted in Fig. 9. The
burner consists of six aluminum rings 1/2-inch high by 5-1/2 inches OD

by 4-1/2 inches ID, between each of which is inserted a fine mesh
stainless steel screen to diffuse the gases so that at the burner top

a uniform velocity exists across the burner surface. Flames can be
sustained within the chamber over a 5-to-40 mmlg pressure range.

Since the electron density concentration produced by the flame would

make the column below critical (plasma frequency, f , less than the
radio frequency, f, where f = 9 x 103 4N and N is •hu concentration

in el/cc) at the illuminatigg frequency of 9.4 Ge, the flame was
seeded with potassium chloride (KCl).
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I

The diagnostic tools used to determine the electromagnetic
properties of the thermally generated plasma are a microwave bridge
and an unbalanced electrostatic ion probe. The microwave bridge
determines the attenuation and phase shift o, a microwave signal
transmitted through the partially ionized hc(t gases in the flame

from which the average electron density and collision frequency, V,

along the transmission path can be determined. Since the desired
electron concentration in the flame is on the orr'ir of 1.,12 el/cc
or greater for a column thickness of approximately 10 cm, the

diagnostic measurements were carried out at frequencies in the K-band

(18.0 to 26.0 Gc) region.

The bridge is formed with the signal transmitted through the
flame as one leg and through a wavegulde network comprising a precision

attenuator and phase shifter as the other. Since similar diagnostic
measurements with dielectric rods have shown the validity of the plane-

wave assumptions, we use the phase shift and att- ',tion of the
microwave signal through the flame and the expresions for the phase
constant and attenuation constant of a plFne save propagating through

a homogeneous ionized plasma to determine -,. ;Average angular plasma
frequency and collision frequency of the flai..e.

The electrostatic coaxial probe measures the positive ion

saturation current collected when it is immersed in the plasma column
with the inner electrode charged with respect to the outer electrode.

The collecting surface of the probe for the positive ions is

made of 0.010-inch diameter iridium wire 0.250 inch long, while the
surface for collecting the electrons is made of tantalum tubing 0.250
inch long. A piece of alumina tubing is used both as a dielectric

spacer between the iridium wire and the tantalum tubing and as a
dielectric sleeve around the tantalum tubing. All of these materials
are required for the probe to withstand the high temperature (20000 K)

and caustic environment of the seeded flame. If the probe radius is
larger than several Debye lengths and small compared with the ion-mean-

free path, the current arriving at the probe is given by 5

i = 0.4 An e(2k T /M )l/2 (5)
+ + e +

where A is the inner probe electrode area, n+ is the ioh density, e is
the charge of an electron, k is Boltzmann s constant, Te is the electron

temperature, and M is the ion mass. A more complete discussion of

probe measurements is given by Taylor.
6

This method of measuring the electron density requires an

independent measurement or estimate of the electron temperature. The

temperature of the gases above the flame was measured using the sodium
line reversal technique.
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The diagnostic measurements carried out within the low-pressure

chamber were taken at a pressure of 15 mmHg. The radial electron
density concentration was measured with the ion probe at distances of
3, 8, 14, 20, and 26 inches from the burner surface, while at 20 inches
the average collision frequency and electron density was measured with
the microwave bridge. From previous measurements the electron
temperature was estimated at 20000 K.

The axial electron density variation as measured by the probe
and the corresponding current drawni with a bias of -45 volts and a
load resistor of 1000 ohms are shown in Fig. 10, while the normalized
radial density variation is shown in Fig. 11. These plots were obtained
by drawing smooth curves through the measured data points. From these
figures, it can be shown that for z (the axial distance above the
burner) between 8 and 20 inches, the electron density varies approx-
imately as

13 ~ -(z/D)+4 .8
N(r,z) = 2.5 x 10 1 Cos n- exp Z- j- el/cc,

where r is the radial distance in inches and D is approximately 6 inches.

With this variation the column for distances above the burner
z, between 4 and 22 inches appears cylindrically stratified for electron
densities up to the critical density Nc [Nc equals (f/9) x 1012 el/cc
for f, the frequency in Gc]. For z between 6 and 16 inches, the
stratifications extend up to 2 N . In these portions of the column,
the radial separation between each of these three contours of 0.5 Nc,

1.0 Nc, and 2.0 N is approximately a quarter wavelength at 9.4 Gc.

The average collision frequency v c and electron density measured
by the microwave bridge for z of 20 inches at a pressure of 15 mmHg was
2 x 101C sec-1 and 2.7 x 1012 el/cc, respectively. With this value of
collision frequency, ,/w = 0.3 for the X-band nanosecond radar. This
rather high value of collision frequency results from the fact that
for the temperature encountered in the flame the collision frequency
is probably largely determined by collisions between electrons and
water molecules, since in this energy range the 'collision cross section
for water is much larger than the other combustion products,

The axial electron density as measured by the probe is about 10%
higher than the average value of electron density as measured by the
microwave bridge. To determine the credibility of this result, the
attenuation expected from a homogeneous plasma slab whose width equals
the antenna separation of the bridge was calculated and compared with
the attenuation expected from the same width plasma slab but including
the radial variation measured by the probe. From these calculations
the axial density as measured by the probe should be approximately 307.
higher than the average density as measured by the microwave bridge.

At a frequency of 22 Gc for the radial electron distribution measured
at 20 inches is cos1"5 Ar/6; hence, the calculated and experimental

results agree to within 20%.
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The scattering measurements were carried out at a pressure of
approximutely 15 mmltg. The measured backscatter cross section from
the column as a function of the angle of incidence is shown in Fig. 7.
Along with these data points are the theoretical curves of the back-
scatter cross section for two homogeneous plasmG columns, one whose
electron density equals Nc[f If) 2 = I1 and radius equals that of the
crit'cal density stratification found in the experimental column
(ac = 2 inches) and another whose electron density equals 2NC[(f /f?= 2]
and radius equals that of the twice critical density stratificaton
(a 2 = 1.7 inches).

The plasma model used to approximate the plasma column of the
laboratory was an infinitely long ionized cylinder with a homogeneous
comglex dielectric constant. Using the formulas of Wait 4 and King et
al. , the cross section of plasma columns such as studied here has
been calculated using IBM library subroutines to calculate the Bessel
and Neumann functions for complex arguments.

The cross section of the region of the plasma column between z
of 2 and 22 inches is approximately equal to that calculated for a

homogeneous column of critical electron density and whose radius equals
that of the critical density stratification found in the experimental
column. To see whether this result is reasonable, let us consider by

using a plane wave theory approximation the cortribution to the
scattering by the electron density concentration in the column at
radii less than and greater than the critical radius. From plane wave
theory we find that (1) due to the high atcenuation constant of the
medium at 9.4 Gc within the critical contour (6.0 db/cm) there is no
effective scattering from the regions within the critical ( ntour and
we can assume that for radii less than the critical radius, the column
appears homogeneous with an electron density equal to the critical
value; (2) the signal scattered by the critical contour would be reduced
by about 1.5 db in transversing the underdense region twice. On this

basis, the expvcted return should be about 1.5 db below the curve
calculated for a 2-inch-radius critical column.

However, this does not take into account the incremental
scattering from the electron density concentration outside of the
critical contour. Since the radial separation between the contours
of 0.5 hc and Nc is less than a quarter wavelength, the backscattered
energies from this radial portion of the column have in-phase components.
This will tend tr produce a scattered return above that expected from
the critical contour alone and closer to the calculated value for the
homogeneous column of critical density.

The pulse-width-broadening effects were observed in scattering
measurements made oa an extende-I metallic cylindrical scatterer with
its principal Fresnel zone shadowed. These broadening effects were
otservablv because the peak level of return was about 13 db above
the minimum sensitivity level. However, the peak of the scattered
returns from the plasma column with its principal Fresnel zone shadowed
is only 3 db above the minimum sensitivity level. Hence, we were only
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I]
able to observe that the peak level of the return was 8.5 db below
the measured specular return; this level compares very well with
the calculated value.

Turbulent Columns

In the laboratory an extended turbulent plasma was formed by
seeding the premixed ethylene-oxygen flame in the combustion chamber
and then exhausting through an expansion nozzle into a low-pressure
vessel. The measurements reported were made at an ambient pressure
of 16 mmHg, a combustion chamber pressure of 32 mmHg and a mass flow
of 0.002 lbs/sec. Under these conditions the velocity and Reynolds
number a• the nozzle exit are approximately 3000 feet/sec. and
3.0xlO.1

The density fluctuations of the ionized particles were
measured by an unbalanced probe. When the probe is used to measure the
spectrum of the ion fluctuations the inner electrode is based negatively
with respect to the outer electrode and the probe response is given by

Eq. (5).

When the probe is used to measure the spectrum of the electron
fluctuations it is excited from a CW microwave source through a tee
junction and the signal reflected from it is observed with a crystal
detector. Since the length of the dipole is small compared to the
wavelength, it behaves like a capacitive reactance. The region of the
electrostatic field is approximately defined by the radial electrode
separatio;n. If the electron concentration in the plasma medium is
much less than the critical concentration, NcO (Nc = f 2 /81 x 10-3 el/cc
where f is in cycles/sec) variations in the impedance of the dipole are
linearly related to variations in the electron density. Thus fluctuations
in the reflected signal from the dipole are a measure of the fluctuations
in the electron density surrounding the probe.

To obtain the frequency spectrum of the fluctuation ion or
electron density, the output from the probe was fed into a Panoramic
sonic analyzer Model LP-la. This instrument scans the frequency range
from 40 to 20,000 cycles/sec. in one second. The average fluctuation
was obtained by photographing a number of traces from the display tube
by multiple exposure. Figure 12 is a photograph of a typical display
of the one-dimensional ion spectrum.

Froma measurements of the spectral distribution of charged
particles measured by the probe in its dual capacity, it is seen that
the electron and ion fluctuations have identical spectrums in the
thermally produced plasma. The frequency characteristics of the ion

saturation current at various points downstream from the nozzle was
obtained from other intensity-modulated photographs and plotted in
Fig. 13; a line with a slope corresponding to f has been included
in the figure. These curves have been normalized to unity at a
frequency of 100 cycles/sec.
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IRlood = 10,000 ohms
i+ = 0.02 nm
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Figure 12 Spectrum Of The Io•nized Density Fluctuations At A
Point 12 Nozzle Diameters Downstream From The Exit
Of A 2.5 CM Diameter Sonic Nozzle E::uhausting Into
A Pressurc (if 16 mmlig.
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From Fig. 13 it is seen that the one-dimensional spectrum
of the positive ion fluctuatiois for various positions downstream
of the nozzle follow an identical power law. The normalized power
spectral density, F(f)/F(l00), where f is the frequency in cyclrs/seT.,
is found to be represented rather well by the expression (1 + c f2)-

where c is 2A A/U for values of F(f)/F(IO0) greater than 0.l(cf < 3). I
The corresponding spatial correlation function would be exp(-[2n/cUJxl)
wheic U is the mean velocity in the x direction; going downstream
from x/D = 12 to 28, c goes from 3 x 10-4 to 2.5 x 10-3 sec. For
values of cf greater than 3 the measured stectrum falls below the
values given by the expression (1 + c 2 f 2 )- . This same result (although
it related to the spectrum of the turbulent velocity components) was I
obtained from measurements made by Liepmann9 for grid Reynolds number
of the order of 104. On the other hand, the spectrum at x/D = 22

approximates the Kolmogoroff spectrum (f-5/ 3 ) over the frequency range
from 600 to 10,000 cycles/sec.

Preliminary velocity measurements indicate that the mean flow
velocity 16 diameters downstream is approximately 500 feet/sec. With
this velocity and a value for c of 7.0 x 10-4 sec. obtained from the
measured ion spectrum, an average eddy size of 3/4 inch is inferred.
This work is more fully described in Reference 10.

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained from the scattering from the extended targets
have shown how extremely sensitive the backscattered pulse is to the
separation between scatterers. However, these results and the
calculations presented from representative targets have shown that
the base width of the backscattered pulse is an excellent measure of
the total length of the scatterer when there is a high signal-to-noise
ratio.

The backscattering measurements from the laboratory produced laminar-
plasma column have shown that the laboratory produced laminar-plasma
column is a coherent scatterer. A comparison between the experimental
results and the calculated results, which incorporate the measured
electrical parameters from the column, shows that the column scatters
electromagnetic energy that is polarized with the electric vector
along the column axis in the same manner as a homogeneous column of
critical density with the column radius equal to that of the critical
radius. Finally, in the thermally produced turbulent flame, the
electron and positive ion fluctuations have identical spectra.
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SURFACE ROUGHNESS AND TOLERANCES
IN MODEL SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

T. B.A. Senior
Radiation Laboratory, The University of Michigan

I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of surface finish on the scattering behavior of a target is a
subject on which a variety of diverse opinions have been expressed, but for
which there is very little definitive information available. Nevertheless, it is
a matter of considerable importance in model scattering experiments, particu-
larly those where a large number of similar models are required to investigate
the size (or frequency) characteristics of the return. The cost of fabricating
the models can then be high, and it is clearly uneconomic to specify a degree of
surface finish or overall tolerance better than is necessary to ensure an accurate
determination of the scattering.

If a given surface is perturbed a small amount, the change in the scat-
tering cross section is a function not only of the type of perturbation but also of
the scattering from the original base surface. This in turn introduces a depen-
dence on aspect, polarization and frequency, and it is obviously impossible to
estimate the minimum construction requirements which will be satisfactory in
all cases. It therefore comes as no surprise that experimentalists have erred

on the side of safety by seeking the best finish that can reasonably be achieved.
Primich, for example, stated in 1959 that the models used at DRTE were con-
structed with an rms surface finish better than 12 microinches, which implies
a high degree of competence on the part of the machinists. He added that "if
the surface is allowed to get rougher than, say, 20 or 30 microinches, we can
normally detect a change in echoing area," but in contrast for the overall dimen-
sions a tolerance of 10-3 inches was regarded as sufficient. Similar require-
ments were imposed at both the Royal Radar and Royal Aircraft Establishments
in England, and a summary of the RAE view has been given by Dawson (1960).
For low cross section objects of cone-sphere type the importance of having no
ridges or kinks was emphasized, and from a study of data obtained with many
models constructed with varying degrees of accuracy it was concluded that sur-
face roughness can be important when the object is large in comparison with the
wavelength. On the other hand, with smaller models (base radii less than 3X)
no effects were observed on going from a roughish surface to a shiny mirror-
like finish. As a result of this study all later models were constructed with a
surface roughness of no more than 30 microinches, equivalent to 2 x 10- 6 X at
the X-band wavelength used by RAE, and it seems that a factor in this choice
was the desire to have the rms amplitude less than the skin depth.
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Valuable as these conclusions are, it would appear that they are largely
based on isolated measurements carried out on bodies which, through faulty
manufacture, turned out to have some specific form of surface irregularity.
In many cases the irregularity was discovered only after inspection of a scat-
tering pattern, and usually no further experiments were made to discover the
variation as a function of frequency, polarization, aspect, etc. Because of the
stray effects which all measurements are prone to in this area, care is neces-
sary to avoid giving undue weight to a single observation, but in the absence of
controlled experiments to examine in detail the scattering produced by selected
types of surface perturbation, we have to draw what conclusions we can from the
limited data available.

In the following paragraphs an attempt is made to provide a few general
statements about the effect of surface perturbations based on our experiences
in the Radiation Laboratory. The dimensions of the perturbations are assumed
small in comparison with those of the base surface and usually, but not always,
small in comparison with the wavelength. The perturbations may take the form
of deformations (e. g. a sphere into a spheroid of small ellipticity) pertinent to
overall tolerance criteria, ridges or grooves (as at the join of a badly constructed
cone-sphere) or random roughness (as might occur in a casting process), and
brief remarks are made about each class. For simplicity, attention will be con-
fined to metallic bodies. If the surface is non-metallic, or coated with a dielec-
tric or absorbing material, the effect of irregularities tends to be reduced, and
this is consistent with Dawson's hypothesis about the size in relation to the skin
depth.

To keep the discussion as general as possible, bodies will be categorized
according to the nature of the return from the unperturbed surface at different
aspects and frequencies. The cases to be distinguished are those in which the
return is (i) volume-dominated, (ii) specular and (iii) the result of singularity
(tip, edges, etc) or surface wave contributions, and the consequences of surface
perturbations in the three cases are considered in Section 2 through 4. The final
section is concerned with experimental studies of random roughnesses.

I. VOLUME-DOMINATED BEHAVIOR

At sufficiently low frequencies a finite body appears only as a singularity
in the field and the Rayleigh scattering law then applies. With an accuracy
which is adequate for most purposes, the back scattering cross section is

a = 1k 4V 2F2
7r

where k is the propagation constant (= 21Tr /X), V is the volume and F is a

shape factor dependent on the length-to-width ratio (Siegel, 1958, 1963). Any
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surface irregularity is now tantamount to a 'singularity on a singularity' and is
negligible in its effect on a. Since F is a slowly varying function, any slight
deformations of shape are also unimportant, as are small changes in the vol-
ume resulting from a relaxation of the overall tolerances.

III. SPECULAR BEHAVIOR

Any body will produce a specular return at some aspect if the frequency
is high enough, and in most cases such a return will dominate all other contri- j
butions. If a portion of the surface is plane and normal to the incident field
direction, the corresponding back scattering cross section is

A2

4irA (1)S2

where A is the area. Similarly, for a section of a circular cylinder of radius
a and length.t

27r a,_2
C = a, (2)

and for curved area with (finite) principal radii of curvature R 1 and R2 ,

a = -rRR 2  (3)

All of these are high frequency approximations, and in spite of the differing
wavelength dependence the formulae go over continuously one into another. If,
for example, A = -•b and the surface is now bent in the direction of the b di-
mension to form a section of a circular cylinder whose rim is displaced a dis-

tance 6 relative to the middle of the element, the cross section will remain
essentially unchanged until 6 exceeds the value X/ 16. The radius a of the
cylinder is then 2b 2 /X and equations (1) and (2) give identical results, but as
8 increases beyond X/ 16 equation (2) must be used, and the cross section
falls off as 6-1/2 The transition from equation (2) to equation (3) is similar.

Of the above cross sections the flat plate one is potentially the largest,
and can be equalled only by a return from a similar flat surface or aperture.
Any perturbation of the surface is more likely to degrade this return than to
increase another until its size is comparable. If the scattering region is uni-
formly perturbed, the extent to which the cross section is affected can be de-
duced from the preceding discussion. Thus, for example, a plate 1OX on the
side can be bent into an arc subtending 3-1/2o, or tilted through an angle
2-1/20, before the cross section is reduced by 1 db. Corresponding data for
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curved surfaces can be obtained from equations (2) and (3), and all suggest that
a relatively loose tolerance ( - 10-2 X) would be satisfactory for most purposes.

If the perturbations can be likened to a regular series of ridges and fur-
rows whose depth 6 is small in comparison with the wavelength, the change in
the back scattering cross section can be estimated using results for corrugated
surfaces. The analysis for a plane sheet (Senior, 1959) shows that to a first
order the corrugations are equivalent to a voltage reflection coefficient Jo(2k&),
which will reduce the back scattered energy by less than 1 db if 6 < 0. 1 X. On
the other hand, from the solution for a corrugated cylinder (Clemmow and Wes-
ton, 1962) it is seen that to a first order the effective surface of reflection is
displaced to lie along the top of the corrugations, leading to an increase in the
return from a convex body, and partially compensating for the smaller scat-
tering from each element.

In the case of more general perturbations which can be modelled by ai
random distribution of irregularities of small slopes and amplitude, an alter-
native approach is to represent the surface by a smooth but imperfectly conduc- I
ting one whose impedance is defined in terms of the statistical properties of the

irregularities (Senior, 196] ). If the roughness is such that k L, ko«<< 1 where

1t and ýo are the scale and amplitude respectively, the surface impedance Y7
is almost purely imaginary, but as the scale increases, r1 assumes a resistive
part as well. The latter can be attributed to diffuse scattering which, in the
back scattering direction, is indistinguishable from absorption. Since the impe-

dance increases the cross section of a large sphere by a factor II-,ji 2 , the I
roughness will serve to increase the return as long as k t << 1 and is equivalent
to reflection at a surface of larger radius. As k L approaches unity, however,
the cross section may fall below the smooth sphere value depending on the mag-
nitude of arg r7.

In view of these results it would appear that only the most severe rough-
ness can produce a noticeable effect on a specular return, and this has been con-
firmed by experiments carried out with a rough sphere at a series of different
frequencies. The experiments were described by Hiatt et al (1960), and the data,

together with some more recently obtained, is summarized in Section 5. As an
example of the findings, a roughness of amplitude 0. 037 cm and scale 0. 101 cm.
produced an average increase in cross section of only 0.02 db at X-band. The
standard deviation was 0.4 db and the maximum change observed was 1.5 db.
When the wavelength was decreased to 1. 3 cm the corresponding values were
0.41, 1. 04 and -3. 9db, which shows how rapidly roughness becomes important
as its relative scale increases. At this frequency, however, ýo -- 0. 03 X and
J, - 0. 1 X, with actual bumps having dimensions greater by a factor 2 or more,

and one would hardly conceive of using such a surface to represent a smooth
body.

It is therefore tempting to conclude that extremely smooth surfaces are

not as essential as had been supposed, and both theory and experiment suggest
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that an rms surface finish good to 10-3X should be more than adequate for all
measurements of specular contributions. Theoretically, however, there is a
danger in adopting this as a criterion because of the possibility that even slight
roughness may so effect the side lobes of a specular return as to produce a
sizable contribution at aspects where the smooth body provided none. Similarly,
if a smooth body had two specular contributions which cancelled one another at
some aspect, roughness could modify this cancellation. Any discussion of

modelling ultimately leads to the question of the accuracy with which a scatter-
ing pattern must be reproduced, and obviously the deep minima are the most
susceptible to perturbation effects, but because of the approximations inherent
in any theoretical study of roughness, such degradations of a pattern can only
be investigated experimentally. Some pertinent data is presented in Section 5.

IV. SINGULARITY AND SURFACE WAVE BEHAVIOR

Two of the commonest types of contributor to the back scattering cross
section are singularities (edges, tips, etc) and surface (travelling or creeping)
waves. A singularity is essentially aplacewhere the surface or one of its deri-
vatives changes rapidly within a small fraction of a wavelength, and any direct
return is therefore local in origin. This is in contrast to a surface wave con-
tribution, which is generally produced by waves which have travelled some dis-
tance around the body, and which is consequently more susceptible to the cumn-
lative effect of small perturbations. In both cases, estimates of the cross
section are usually based on high frequency approximations, but the results have
also found application in the upper half of a resonance region defined in terms
of the overall dimensions of the body.

To determine the influence of perturbations on these forms of scattering
it is convenient to concentrate on a particular body, and the cone-sphere is
ideal for this purpose. At nose-on and near nose-on aspects the dominant
sources of return are the join of the cone and sphere and the creeping waves
which have traversed the rear. The former is a degenerate version of a circular
edge or rim, and measurements of the overall cross section at closely-spaced
frequencies have shown that the return from the join is in reasonable agreement
with the predictions of physical optics. For the creeping wave contribution,
however, the agreement is not quite so good, and for base radii one to two wave-
lengths the magnitude appears to exceed that for a sphere of the sam.. size by a
db or two. Direct measurements of the surface field intensity have confirmed
this enhancement, and the effect may be due to an 'overflow' of the travelling
wave supported by the cone.

At precisely nose-on incidence (8 = 0) the cross section associated with
the tip is

A2

tan a (4)
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where a is the half-cone angle, and for most a of practical interest this cross
section is insignificant in comparison with the return

X.2 4
a. -i sec a (5)J II

attributable to the cone-sphere join. As 0 increases away from zero, ao
decreases according to the factor

£Jo(2ka cosa sine) 2 ,

where a is the radius of the spherical base. The appearance of the Bessel

function J is characteristic of the return from a ring, and it is now trivial to

investigate the consequences of an angular displacement of the join relative to

the axis of the body. However, a more probable inaccuracy in a model is a

failure to match precisely the first derivatives of the surface in this region. If
8 is the angle between the tangents to the cone and sphere at this point, the

physical optics cross section becomes

X 2 4[ 12(
G! sec aI+ 2ikacos atan& (6)

(Senior, 1963), and for any non-zero value of 6 the second term will predom-
inate at sufficiently high frequencies. Taking, for example, S = 10, the
second term will exceed the first if a cosa > 4.6X, and with further increase
of frequency the cross section will approach the constant value

7r (a seca tan&) 2  (7)

instead of decreasing in accordance with equation (5).

It is believed that errors in matching the sphere to the cone have been

responsible for many of the discrepancies in experimental data, particularly

in those measurement programs where a large number of models were em-

ployed. Nevertheless, the importance of good construction in this region should

not be exaggerated, and if the rear of the body were still spherical in spite of
the non-zero value of 6, an overall surface tolerance of 10-2X would be enough

to ensure that the return from the join was not out by more than I db at any fre-

quency.

Because of the large area of surface on the sides of the cone, it might

be imagined that at nose-on and near nose-on incidence a small amount of rough-

ness could generate a signal comparable to that from the join. That this is not
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so can be seen by postulating a dense collection of identical hemispheres of
radius E. The number of such protuberances on the cone itself is thea
(a/E) 2 cosa cota. If there is no shadowing and each provides one quarter of the
Rayleigh cross section of the corresponding sphere, the net return is

97r sn(W42 a 2
9r= -sna(ke)4a2

Hence

"r 9coseca (k cos) 4 (kacosa)2 (8)

which is comparable to unity only for large roughness, very large ka or ex-
tremely small a. In this last case the assumption of no shadowing is clearly
inappropriate and if, for example, a = 7-1/20, ka = 20 and ke = 0.05 (ex-
treme roughness), the ratio is about 0. 1.

For a roughness which is random but statistically uniform in character

an alternative approach is to represent its effect using an impedance boundary
condition. If the scale and amplitude are small in relation to the wavelength,
the appropriate impedance rl does not differ substantially at grazing and normal
incidence. The former is a reasonable approximation for the sides of the cone
at nose-on aspects and Weston (1960) has shown that at high frequencies at and
5 are both increased by a factor I1- ri(sina + coseca) 12, but since n} is purely
imaginary for small scale roughness, the factor is almost unity in most practi-
cal cases in spite of the term involving coseca. Thus, for example, with
k. = 0.2 and k~o= 0.05, r1 - 0.01i, and even for a = 7-1/20 the predicted
increase in cross section is less than 1 percent.

This same method can also be used to estimate the change in any creep-
ing wave contribution. For a smooth cone-sphere the 'theoretical' creeping
wave cross section at nose-on incidenes is grea'er than aj by a factor 2 when
ka.,r-, 10 and is equal to a j when ka -,, 18. At higher frequencies o, dominates,
but the value of ka at which this situation obtains is increaced due to the en-
hancement of the creeping waves. If the spherical portion of the body is now
roughened in such a way that an impedance boundary condition is applicable, the
main effect is to increase fractionally the apparent radius of the cap, and there-
by force the wave to describe a larger path. In addition, scme attenuation can
be expected resulting from scattering of the wave in its passage, but analyses
suggest that the total change in the back scattering cross section is entirely neg--
ligible for roughnesses of order 10-2X or less. The measured data on rough
cone-spheres does not disagree with this conclusion.
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For travelling waves, an estimate of the effect of roughness is harlr
to come by because of the absence of a precise theory for the dependence of
these waves on the parameters of the unperturbed body. There is, however,
no evidence to indicate that they are more sensitive than creeping waves.

Although the above analyses are neither rigorous nor all embracing, they
do give some information about the probable influence of surface finish on the
behavior of low cross section shapes, and on this basis it would seem that a
finish good to 10-3 X should be more than satisfactory for most (if not all) model
measurements. As in the case of specular returns, lwever, this criterion has
been arrived at by considering only the dovnant features of the scattering pat-
tern, and any imperfections in surfacar tolerance will clearly affect the mini-
ma to a greater extent. To see what changes can be expected in these portions
of the pattern, experimental data is essential, and some pertinent results are
presented in the next section.

V. A MEASUREMENT PROGRAM

In early 1960 an experimental study of sturface roughness was under-
taken partly to confirm the applicability of the surface impedance approach to
random roughness, but also to obtain some direct measurements of the effect of
roughness on the back scattering behavior of selected objects. To begin with,
attention was confined to a large sphere and the results were reported by Hiatt
et al (1960). The program was then allowed to lapse, but was resurrected in
late 1961 and has been pursued intermittently ever since.

The rough sphere employed in the initial experiments was approximately
10 inches in diameter and was cast in aluminum a hemisphere at a time. It was
found that the casting process could be modified to provide an acceptable degree
of relatively uniform roughness, and this is the method by which all of the
models were constructed. The mean radius a of the sphere turned out to be
12.86 cm, the total depth d of a typical bunip from crest to trough (approxi-
mately twice the rms amplitude ýo) was 0. 07 cm, and the total width w (rather
than the width between 3 db points required for the specification of the scale L)
was 0.3 cm. The measurements of d and w were made with a vernier caliper
and Lhough there were variations from point to point on the sphere, the above
values are typical of those obtained not only for this one body but for all of the
rough models used.

A close-up photograph of the surface A given in Hiatt et al (1960), which
reference also contains a description of the e cperimental technique. At three
frequencies in the S, X and K-band ranges the cross section was recorded as
a function of rotation angle, 00 through 3600, for a variety of different positions
of the hemispheric join relative to the plane normal to the direction of incidence.
The traces were compared with those for a companion smooth sphere of almost
identical size, and at frequencies where roughness was found to have an effect
the differences in cross section were tabulated and analyzed. At the two higher
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frequencies the data was reinforced with 'point by point' measurements obtained
by constructing a grid on the surface of the sphere and directing the antenna
beam successively at each of these points, and at X-band the program was en-

larged to include measurements taken at ranges from 16 feet down to 6 inches.
Since the publication of the Hiatt paper, results have been obtained with a still
higher (Ka-band) frequency, and the relative values of the sphere parameters
in the four cases are listed in Table I. ,

TABLE I: SPHERE PARAMETERS

Freq. (Gc) X(cm) ka d/k w/X

2.87 10.5 7.73 7 x 10- 3  3 x 10-2

9.70 3.09 26.1 2x1O"2  10-1

22.97 1.31 62.0 6x 10- 2  2x10- 1

31.97 0.938 86.2 8x 10- 2  3x 10" 1

At S-band the roughness had no perceptible effect. The cross section
was almost constant as a function of rotation and nowhere differed by more than
0.2 db from the level appropriate to a smooth sphere of the same diameter.
When the frequency was increased to X-band, however, the roughness became
apparent and the traces oscillated about the smooth sphere value with peak de-
viations as much as I db. Nevertheless, the average change in cross section
was infinitesimal, which is in accordance with the theoretical prediction. As
expected, there was no statistically significant range dependence. At the two
highest frequencies, the roughness was playing a major role. The dimensions
of the bumps were now such that they could act singly, or in combinations of a
few at a time, to produce individual features in the traces, and quite large vari-
ations were observed. Portions of sample traces at the four frequencies are repro-
duced in Figure 1, and in Table U the fractional changes in cross section are

TABLE II: RELATIVE CROSS SECTION OF ROUGH SPHERE

aver. st. dev. no. of max. min.
Freq. (Ge) ar/as ar/Os readings ar/Us cr/Cs

2.87 <0..2db -0. 1db

9.70 0.02 db 1.10 1272 1.5db -0.8db

22.97 0.41db 1.27 1488 2.3db -3.9db

31.97 -0.09db 0.263 541 2.4db -6.4db
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summarized. Note that the standard deviations are pure numbe-s (not db) and
thit differences attributable to the slight discrepancy in size bet ;een the rough
and smooth (calibrating) sphere have been removed.

Ka-band measurements have also been made with a sphere of larger
radius (a = 19, 50 cm), ana since the results are quite similar to the above, it
would appear that the size of the sphere is not a major factor at these frequen-
cies.

Perhaps the most striking feature of all the data is the rapidity with which
an increase of frequency brings out the roughness effect and this is particularly
noticeable in the peak deviations. At S-band the roughness produces no really
observable change in cross section and the aspect traces are sensibly uniform,
but at X-band variations of 1 to 2 db are common, rising to as much as 6 db
at Ka-band. The character of the patterns also changes, with the gentle oscil-
lations found at X-band giving way to jagged and almost noisy traces at the high-
est frequency. In spite of this, the average cross section shows little frequency
dependence over the above range, and at K and Ka bandE at least the individual
values of ar/ar are normally distributed. A typical distribution curve is that

for the Ka-band data in Figure 2. Since the horizontal scale is linear, it is obvi-.
ous that in any db plot the minima will tend to be deeper than the maxima are

high, and this is true of all our measurements for the larger roughnesses. It
is also evident from Table U.

If the frequency is increased still further, the average cross section will
ultimately decrease. Although the initial effect of small roughness is to increase
the apparent radius of the sphere and thereby increase the cross section, the
change is relatively small and will sooner or later be swamped by the decrease
in the apparent reflection coefficient of the surface. The decrease is actually
due to the diffuse scattering but is indistinguishable from absorption as regards
the direct polarized return in the monostatic case. Nevertheless, the true source
of the reduction can be discovered by examining the cross-polarized signal, and
this fact was pointed out by Senior and Siegel (1960) who presented some experi-
mental data for a condition of extreme roughness. When the 10-Inch diameter
smooth (calibrating) sphere was partially covered with bumps whose dimensions
were of order 1 inch and illuminated at X-band, the average back scattering cross
section was found to be 7 db below that of the sphere without bumps. Minima as
deep as -25db were observed, and even the maximum return was 4db below
the smooth sphere value. In contrast, the average cross-polarized return was
only 6 db below the direct one and for our present purposes this data is impor-
tant in providing an effective continuation of Table II. Based on the size of the
roughness alone, these changes in cross section should be comparable to what
the original rough sphere would show at a frequency of around 200 Gc.

When the general roughness investigation was resumed in late 1961 it was

decided to give most attention to a low cross section shape for which the back
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scattered returns over a reasonable aspect range were not specular in charac-
ter. The cone-sphere was selected. Three rough bodies were constructed with
half-cone angles a = 7-1/2 0 , 12-1/20 and 150, and mean cap radii 5.613,
4.513 and 10. 104cm respectively. Each was composed of two identical por-

tions cast in aluminum and after the slight ridge at the join had been removed,
the seam was roughenedwithahand tool. The resulting bodies seemed reason-
ably symmetrical, with a roughness which was sensibly uniform in character
and of approximately the same dimensions as for the rough sphere previously
described. For purposes of calibration, companion smooth bodies of similar
size were milled from cold rolled stock.

Thu back scattering cross sections were measured at a variety of S, X
and Ka band fAequencies. Full 3600 aspect patterns were obtained as well as
-480 to 480 patterns and a host of individual nose-on values. For brevity, only
the earliest data on the 12-1/20 half-angle body will be discussed, and even
this has not yet been analyzed with the thoroughness that it deserves.

At S-band the nose-on cross section of the •mooth cone-sphere varied
from 0. 097 X2 at a frequency of 2.67 Gc to 0.25 X at 3.07 Gc, and though the
simplest creeping wave approximations are not valid for ka as small as it was
here, it seems reasonable to attribute the variation to an interference between
a return from the join and a disturbance which has travelled around the rear of
the cap. For horizontal polarization the cross st.Ltion remained fairly constant
at aspects out to (about) 240, and then fell to a deep minimum at 400 to 480,
before ris.Vig through the side lobes of the specular flash. Beyond the flash the
cross section was highly oscillatory and continued so out to 1800. Since thare
was no such oscillation with vertical polarization, it was probably due to a trav-
elling wave contribution interfering with the specular sphere return.

The S-band rough cone-sphere measurements were carried out at
2.67(0.10)3.07 Gc using horizontal polarization and, in one case, vertical as
well. The average variation in the cross section for the aspect range
-360 4 0 360 was 0. 2 db, but this is somewhat misleading as the roughness
appeared to enhance the return at frequencies for which the nose-on value was
near to a minimum, and decrease it when the cross section was near a maximum,
suggesting a differential action on the main contributors. The maximum cross
sectional change in this aslypct range was 1.1 db, but 0.5 db was more typical.
There was some filling-in of mininma (by as much as 2db at 15db minima and
5 db at 25 db ones), but part of this was undoubtedly due to background effects.
For 1 0 > 600, no variations due to roughness could be detected.

In the expectation that roughness would play a najor role at X-band, the
investigation at these frequencies was more extensive. For the smooth body the
aspect patterns were similar in character to the S-band ones and the interpre-
tation follows the same general lines. The nose-on cross section had a pro-
nounced variation as a function of frequency with a maximum of 0. 19X2 at
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8.6 O and a minimum of 0. 025X2 at 9.5 Gc. To pin down this oscillation with
the highest possible accuracy a total of 17 separate frequencies in the range
7.98 to 10. 97 Ge were employed, and at each of these 9 or more individual
measurements of the cross section were made using vertical polarization (see
Figure 4). As the aspect moved away from e = 0 the cross section rose or fell
according as the nose-on value was neitr a maximum or a minimum respectively,
and at frequencies corresponding to these extreme cases the pattern was com-

parable to that of a ring with the same radius as the cone-sphere join. For c
greater than (about) 150 a behavior sinxilar to that at S-band obtained.

As soon as the rough cone-sphore was measured, it was apparent that
the body was not as uniform as had bedn supposed. The aspect patterns were
no longer symmetrical about nose-on And in addition a marked roll sensitivity
existed. When the radius of the cap was re-examined it was found to vary fr?m
4.463 to 4. 560cm (equivalent to a toleIrance of only 3 x 10-2k at X-band), aid
though two new rough models were iminediately ordered, the program had
lapsed by the time they were delivered. There was no alternative, therefore,
but to pursue the study with the imperfect model that was available and to think
of the asymmetry as an added blessing. It should be added that when subsequent
tests were made at S-band, the variations which had been attrib4ted to rough-,
ness alone turned out to be sensitive to roll. Though the overall magnitude of
the cross sectional changes were not affected, the details were, and some of
these were almost certainly a consequence of the asymmetry of the mean surface.

The cross section of the rough cone-sphere was measured at 12 X-band
frequencies for a variety of roll angles. Complete 3600 patterns were obtained
in each case as well as supplementary patterns for the -480 to 480 aspect
range. As an example of the latter, the results for 9.3 Gc with vertical polari-
zation are shown in Figure 4 with the smooth gody trace for comparison. The
roll sensitivity is clearly apparent and at some roll angles the main features of
the pattern are entirely obscured. From a study of data such as this it was con-
cluded that the average change in cross section in the forward aspect range was
about 2db, but changes of as much as 5db were quite common and 10db not
unusual. At aspects corresponding to the specular flash and beyond, the changes
were considerably less and rolling had little effect. The main structure of the
smooth body pattern came through with only slight disturbance, and the cross
sectional variations found with the rough sphere (see Table fI) were fairly typi-
cal here.

For 0 = 00 the above data was reinforced with 'point by point' measure-

ments, and some of the results are presented in Figure 4. Each point is the
average of between 9 and 27 individual readings of the cross section for vertical
polarization, and in spite of the roll sensitivity the regular oscillation charac-
teristic of the smooth body is still evident. The minimum cross section at about
9. 5Gc is not substantially changed, but the maxima are increased (and perhaps
displaced), suggesting an enhancement of both contributors. With the same
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weighting for each point regardless of the number of readings which composed
it, the average values of arias for 00o 450 and 900 roll angles were 1.2,
1. 5 and 1.3 db respectively. The overall standard deviation of the ratios was
0. 76, but nevertheless some of the cross sections differed from the correspon-

ding smooth body values by as much as 6 db.

The Ka-band measurements of the 12-1/20 half-angle cone-sphere were7
confined to 3600 aspect patterns for different roll angles with vertical polari-
zation. In the aspect range out to the side lobes of the specular flash, the re-,

turn corresponding to a smooth body was entirely swamped by contributions
from the roughnessand other perturbations. The average increase in cross
section here was of order 10db, with individual maxima rising 10db above this,
and the roll sensitivity merely jiggled an already jumbled mass of peaks. For
aspects greater than 700, however, the smooth body behavior was still discern-
ible, with a superimposed structure which was comparable to the roughness
effect observed in the sphere experiments at this frequency.

VI. CONCLUSION

The theoretical and experimental studies described above strongly sug-
gest that a high degree of surface finish is not essential for model seattering
work. Of necessity, the investigation has been limited to specific shapes and
roughnesses, but it is believed that the cases chosen were of sufficient, gener-
ality to allow a definitive conclusion to be reached. In none of theae cases was

a surface finish better than 10-3 X required, and we have no direct knowledge
of any evidence to indicate that this would not be satisfactory in all circumstances.
Any imperfections of magnitude 10`' X should affect the dominant features of a
back scattering pattern by only a small fraction of a db, and the 'deep' minima
by no more than a db or so. A similar criterion for the overall tolerances should
be more than adequate.
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ESTIMATES OF THE 'VOLUME' RETURN FROM STYROFOAM+

T. B.A. Senior and E.F. Knott
Radiation Laboratory, The University of Michigan

I. INTRODUCTION

Styrofoam is a cellular material produced by the extrusion of polystyrene
and is by its very nature inhomogeneous. Not only does the refractive index
vary from unity (inside the cells) to 2. 55 (the value for polystyrene), but in j
addition the cell size, shape and wall thickness differ from place to place in a
manner which, for a well chosen sample of material, appears to be quite random.
As a direct consequence of these fluctuations, the interior of a sample will pro-
vide a contribution to the backscattered field over and above the more regular ,
and predictable return associated with the outer surfaces. Theoretically at

least, it is expected that the 'volume' return will be incoherent, with a phase
which is random from sample to sample (or aspect to aspect with a single
sample) and an intensity which is Rayleigh distributed and proportional to the

volume. It therefore represents the minimum to which the effective cross
section of a column of this material could be reduced, and whereas the coherent
surface scattering could conceivably be decreased to an arbitrarily small level
by shaping and/or cancellation, it cannot be assumed that the volume return is
susceptible to these techniques. ,

H. THEORY

Theoretical estimates of the magnitude of the incoherent scatter have I
been made by PlonusI using the concept of a medium whose index of refraction
is a variable function of position defined only by a mean value and a cor-
relation function, and also by assuming an aggregate of Rayleigh scatterers.
When the physical constants of a typical cellular material are inserted into the
equations, both methods yield cross sections per m 3 in the range 10-4 to 10- 6 m 2  i
at X-band and as an example of the formulae obtained we have A

25 ta 2Gi:8• 7r 4 (1E- 1)2 V. 1),

+
The work reported here was performed for the General Dynamics Corporation

(PO 905616X) as part of the program being carried out under Contract AF30(602)2831
with the Rome Air Development Center.
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based on the assumption of closely spaced spherical shells of mean radius a 4
and thickness t. V is the volume, X the wavelength and c the relative permittivity
of polystyrene. For the Dow Chemical Company styrofoam used in the later
experiments, the cell wall thickness deduced from the density of the material was
t=0.009 a. Visual inspection indicated that the average ceU radius was about
0.05 cm and since e = 2.55, the cross section associated with the incoherent
return is

-5 2 3a= 7.4x10 m per m

at 10 Gc. Observe that the e'ight hand side of (1) Is inversely proportional to X4

in accordance with the Rayleigh scattering of the individual cells, so that the
cross section decreases rapidly with decreasing frequency.

Ill. EXPERIMENT

In an attempt to measure the electrical properties of styrofoam including the
volume return, an experiment was undertaken in which the back scattering from
a sequence of shaped blocks was determined at a series of closely spaced
frequencies in the X-band range. The scheme was to take a large rectangular
block and measure its end-on cross section at-sufficient frequencies to locate
the maxiva and minima in the oscillatory curve produced by the interference
of the front and rear returns as a function of frequency. From this data, having
the dimensions of the block, the permittivity and loss factor of the material
could be deduced. The rear end of the block was then sliced off at such an angle
as to remove the return from it, leaving only the contribution from the front.
Apart from any volume contribution, the resulting values for a)L2 should be
frequency independent. Finally, the front of the block was also sliced off, and
hopefully any residual return could be attributed to incoherent scatter alone.

The process was now reversed by first squaring off the front edge, then
the rear edge, leading to a sequence of blocks of three basic shapes but of
ever decreasing volume. If the scattering from the third type of block was due
only to the volume effect, the average cross section should decrease at the same
rate as the volume, leading to an estimate of this return.

The original parent block had dimensions 5 inches x 12 inches x 36 inches
and was cut from a Dow Chemical Company buoyancy billet. Care was taken in
the selection of the billet to ensure a piece whose cellular structure was as
uniform as possible and devoid of large cavities. The measurements were all
made for normal incidence on the smaller face, using vertical polarization with
the 12 inch dimension lying in a horizontal plane. For the entire experiment
over 100 different frequencies in the range 8. 5 to 9. 9 Gc were employed, but
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with any given block the frequencies are limited to those necessary to pinpoint the
cross section versus frequency curve. This generally required only 30 or so,
and at each of them, several measurements were made to minimize experimental
error.

Typical of the results obtained are those shown in Figure 1. The sinusoidal
oscillations expected for the squared block (G) are regular and well dveloped,
and from the maximum and minimum values estimates of the dielectric constant
and loss factors can be deduced. When the rear was sliced off (block H) almost
the entire oscillation was suppressed, and when both ends were sliced (block J)
the cross section was still further reduced. The measured values were now more
scattered as would be expected if only the volume return were present, with some
indication of an increase in the mean level with frequency. The average cross
section a computed from this curve is 2. 8 x 10-3 m 2 per M3 , which is an order
of magnitude greater than the theoretical estimate of the volume return. Later
blocks of the same type in the sequence gave 1.8 and 1. 2 x 10-3 m 2 per m 3 which
are somewhat closer to the predicted values, but more important is the fact that
as more data was accumulated a regular variation was detected due apparently to
an interference between the side lobes of the specular contributions from the faces.
Although the ends had been cut at an angle to the vertical corresponding to the
third minimum in the back scattering pattern from these surfaces at the center
frequency, it was clear that their contribution was still significant in comparison
with cri, and consequently the above estimates can only be regarded as upper
bounds for the volume return.

An alternative approach was therefore tried based on the use of an ogive in
place of the slanted blocks. The ogive (an arc of a circle rotated about its chord)
was cut from a similar piece of styrofoam, with overall dimensions 17.2 inches
by 5.8 inches and volume 4.1 x 10-3 m 3 . To minimize the return from the sup-
port, the ogive was suspended with fine cotton threads and its nose-on cross
section measured at a series of X-band frequencies for both horizontal and ver-
tical polarizations. Some of the data obtained is presented in Figure 2. The
values vary quite widely from frequency to frequency and were often different for the
two polarizations, but when averaged for each polarization, the mean values were
quite similar: 6. lxl0- 7 m 2 for horizontal and 6.9x10-7m 2 for vertical. The
accuracy of the measurements was better than 3 db at the smaller values (-70 dbm 2 )
and of the order oi 1 db at the larger values. It was verified that the return

from the support threads was small in comparison with the means.

Although there is some evidence of a periodic variation, particularly at
the lower frequencies, it is probable that the above cross sections are mainly
due to incoherent scattering from the inhomogeneities within the styrofoam.
The estimated value for the volume return is therefore

a1 =1.6x10 4 m perm
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and some confirmation is provided by the fact that when the same ogive was I
examined at S-band (2. 69 and 2. 87 Gc) the return was below the system
sensitivity. This implies a reduction of more than 8 db, compared with the
theoretically expected reduction of 21 db.

It is hoped to measure other ogives, including ones of different cellular
material, in the near future.

REFERENCES

1 Plonus, M A., "Theoretical Investigations of Scattering From Plastic
Foams," To be submitted to the Trans. IEEE-PTGAP for publication
(1964).
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THE NEAR FIELD OF A STYROFOAM CYLINDER+

T. B.A. Senior and E.F. Knott
Radiation Laboratory, The University of Michigan

I. INTRODUCTION

At the request of the General Dynamics Corporation a study was under-
taken to explain an unusual. scattering effect observed when a sphere was mounted
on a long styrofoam cradle. The nature of this effect can be seen from Figure 1.
The cradle was here a circular cylinder 6 inches in diameter and 43 1/2 inches
in length, with ends at right angles to the axis, and was milled from a Dow
Chemical Company buoyancy billet. To support a sphere in a stable manner,
a saucer-shaped depression was cut into the surface to a maximum depth of 1 inch.
The diameter (at the surface) was approximately 3 1/2 inches and the lip was some
3 inches from one end of the cylinder. A metal sphere of diameter 3.935 inches
was now placed in the hollow and the back scattering cross section measured as
a function of the rotation angle 0 of the entire assembly in the horizontal plane,
where 0 = 1800 is the aspect at which the sphere was furthest from the trans-
mitter. The results for horizontal polarization at 9. 3 Ge are shown in Figure 1.

Apart from aspects within about 200 of 1800, the cross section is almost
independent of aspect and differs by less than I db from that appropriate to the
sphere alone. As 0 increases beyond 1600, however, the net return begins to
oscillate with a period of approximately 70 about a level which falls rapidly to
a minimum some 16 db below the free space return from the sphere. This
behavior appears to be independent of polarization and is similar to that pre-
viously found by the General Dynamics Corporrtion using a larger sphere and
a cradle of somewhat more complicated shape. On the other hand, when the
sphere was raised 7 inches above the cradle, no reduction in the cross section
near to 0 = 1800 was found.

It is obvious that these effects are of major importance in the design of
target support pedestals, and an understanding of their origin is therefore
essential. Several possible mechanisms were examined and in the light of this
study it was concluded that only an amplitude an4/or phase disturbance, confined
to the immediate vicinity of the surface and increasing with the length of styrofoam
+

The work reported here was performed for the Gereral Dynamics Corporation
(PO 905616X) as part of the program being carried out under Contract AF30(602)2831
with the Rome Air Development Center.
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over which the field has travelled, could suffice to explain the observations.
Direct measurement of the amplitude and phase of the field near to a styrofoam
cylinder have since confirmed the existence of a disturbance, and it is the
purpose of this paper to detail the results.

IH. METHOD

The measurements discussed here were carried out with the styrofoam
cylinder described in Section I. For the early ones the frequency was 9.2 Gc,
and these were made before the saucer-shaped depression was cut into the
surface. Subsequently, however, the frequency was increased to 9.3 Gc. This
was used for all the work on the cut cylinder, and to minimize the effect of the
depression on the near field measurements, the cylinder was placed on the
support pedestal with the hollow on the side opposite to that being probed.
The probe traverses were in a horizontal plane at several stations along the
side of the cylinder. The illumination was at end-on incidence from a horn
situated 15 feet (approx.) from the mid-point of the cylinder using vertical
polarization.

A sketch showing a plan view of the experimental components is given
in Fig. 2. A receiving dipole, 1.51 cm long, was attached to a rigid, hori-
zontal coaxial line IM/ inch in diameter and 22 inches in length. The output
was fed to one of the symmetrical arms of a hybrid tee through a section of
flexible RG-9/A coaxial cable, and based on a few trial positions of the cable,
it is estimated that flexing introduced no more than 50 of phase shift.

The illuminating antenrza was fed by a suitably-padded cavity-stabilized
oscillator. Some of the energy was sampled, and passed through attenuators
and a phase shifter to the other symmetrical arm of the hybrid tee, after
which the sum of this signal and the one from the dipole was detected and fed
to a superheterodyne receiver. The amplitude of the received signal at its
highest was 50 to 60 db below that delivered to the illuminating antenna. The
amplitude and phase were obtained by adjusting the attenuators and phase
shifter in the symmetrical arm of the tee for a null at the receiver, and could
be read directly from these devices.

All the hardware was shielded by a 2 inch thick barrier of hairflex. The
operator of the equipment was likewise shielded, as was the wooden framework
which supported the coaxial line feed from the dipole.

Ill. PROCEDURE

In the initial experiment the probe was traversed in a radial direction
at t-iree selected stations along the length of the cylinder, corresponding roughly
to the two ends and the mid-point. The actual distances d of these stations
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from the front end were 2, 22 and 42 inches, and at each location the field was
measured at a variety of different radii starting at 1/8 inch above the surface
(r 3 1/8 inch, where r is the distance from the axis) and continuing out to
r 14 1.1 or 15 I/8 inch.

To provide some basis for canparison, most of the measurements were
repeated without the cylinder in place, but since the main purpose of the work
at this stage was to confirm the capability of the probe technique, no attempt
was made to achieve common amplitude and phase calibration with and without
the cylinder present. It was not possible, therefore, to deduce the amplitude
and phase of the scattered field from a comparison of the total and incident field
data without additional information, and in this connection we remark that a
change of station of only 0. 6 inches between the two casee would change the phase
by 1800. Nevertheless, the marked differences in the shape of the curves after
the cylinder was introduced were sufficient to show the existence of a relatively

large perturbation, and as this appeared to increase with distanice from the front
end of the cylinder, additional measurements were made at two stations 13 1/4
and 21 inches beyond the cylinder. These will be discussed later.

At the conclusion of the above work, a depression was cut into the cylinder
to support a metal sphere for the back scattering experiment, but the interesting
and challenging nature of the near-field results demanded a renewal of this
study. The frequency was now increased to 9.3 Gc, and to ensure accurate and
uniform calibration, the following procedure was adopted. At each station,
measurements were carried out with the cylinder present starting 1/8 inch
above the surface aad going out to the furthest desired distance. The cylinder
was then removed with the probe left untouched, after which the incident field
was sampled as the probe retraced its original path. To determine the extent
to which such data was repeatable, the measurements at one station were
reinforced with incident field values taken as the probe was moved out again
to its maximum distance. The average amplitude discrepancy was a mere
0. 04 db, and though the phase differences were somewhat larger, averaging 30,
this was mainly due to a single 150 change at one point.

IV. RESU LTS

Incident and total field data at the middle station for which d = 22 inches
is presented in Figures 3 and 4 respectively, and the analogous results for a far
station (d = 41-1/2 inches) are given in Figures 5 and 6. Since the amplitude and
phase scales are now the same for both fields, the graphs can be compared
directly and, if required, the scattered field deduced.

Taking first the incident field measurements at the two stations, the
general trends of the amplitude and phase curves are reasonably consistent
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with a planar intersection of a spherical wave pattern originating some 15 to 17
feet away. What small variations there are, are almost certainly due to the
support pedestal and/or to room reflections, and we observe that the amplitude
seems to vary a little more at the far station (behind the pedestal) than it does
at the middle station where the pedestal is located.

The effect of introducing the cylinder can be seen by comparing Figures 3
and 4, 5 and 6. For d = 22 inches the regular decrease in phase as the probe
approaches the surface is arrested some 2 inches away and thereafter the phase
increases rapidly. This turn-over is accompanied by a dip in the amplitude
curve which is apparent even out to a distance of 3 inches from the surface, but
is centered about 1 to 1 2 inches away. Such perturbations are even more
apparent at the far station. The phase of the total field changes by over 1000
within the first two inches from the surface and there is some evidence of a
levelling of the curve as the probe makes its nearest approach. We remark
in passing that later measurements of the field with a cylinder 57 1/4 inches
long (probe station 50 inches from the front) have shown that the phase does
indeed remain constant very close to the surface. The radial extent of this
platform increases with d, confining the phase swing to a smaller and smaller
radial span.

Perhaps more striking is the amplitude behavior when d = 41 1/2 inches.
The dip observed in Figure 4 is accentuated in Figure 6. Its depth has increased
to about 12 db and since the width is less, the position of the minimum ampli-
tude can be located at almost precisely 1 inch above the surface. At distances

less than this the amplitude increases, and has almost achieved the incident
field value by the time the probe gets to 1/8 inch from the surface.

A comparison of the incident and total field data also shows that as r
increases beyond the position of the minimum the two fields approach one
another. At all the stations examined the differences were negligible for r
greater than (about) 10 inches and consequently, whatever the true origin of

the scattered field, its influence is restricted to the first few wavelengths
from the surface. This is in accordance with the conclusion reached from the
experiment conducted by the General Dynamics Corporation in which the sphere
was raised above the cradle, and suggests that the scattered field is some form
ot surface wave. It also enabled us to resurrect the earlier measurements of
the near field by introducing a calibration based on the equality of the incident
and total fields for r > 10 inches. Such calibration confirmed that the scattered
field at the forward station (d = 2 inches) was insignificant, a fact which was
otherwise obvious from the complete identity of the curves with and without
the cylinder in place. It is therefore unnecessary to present the data.
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At stations beyond the cylinder, however, the results are more interesting,
and for d = 56-3/4 inches the incident and total field data is given in Figures 7
and 8, with the analogous results for d = 64-1/2 inches in Figures 9 and 10. Note
that the frequency is here 9, 2 Gc, and that the calibration has been based on the
assumed equality of the fields for r 11 and 12 inches. Bearing in mind that
the measurements now go down to r 0, the incident field values are similar to
those found at stations along the cylinder. The total field, on the other hand,
does show some differences. The phase decreases uniformly with r, changing
rapidly for r between 6 and 4 inches, and tapering off as the probe enters into
the shadow region. There is no longer the turn-over characteristic of the measure-
ments at d = 22 and 41 Va inches. The minima in the amplitude curves are
deeper than before (about 15 db instead of 12) and occur at a somewhat greater
radius, though the precise location is difficult to determine because of the radial
separation of the probe positions. For r less than about 5 inches, the amplitude
increases, rapidly at first but more slowly within the shadow, and achieves a
value some 6 to 8 db greater than the incident field on the continuation of the
axis. No important differences in behavior at d = 56 3/4 and 64 1/2 inches are
apparent, and the most that can be detected from the total field data is a slight
tendency for the radial distance of the minimum to increase with d.

Knowing the amplitude and phase of the incident and total fields, it is a
trivial matter to deduce the scattered field. For the two stations along the length
of the cylinder, the results normalized relative to the incident field values, are
shown in Figures 11 and 12. The rapid and possibly exponential attenuation of
the field in the radial direction is now obvious, and both the surface value and
the rate of attenuation increase with d. For r > 8 inches the ratio of the incident *

and total field amplitudes is so close to unity that small errors in the measured
data (primarily of phase) produce quite sizable effects on the scattered field I
values, and at least some of the behavior at r = 7 and 8 inches may also be
attributable to this. Nevertheless, the startlingly different character of the phase
curves at d = 22 and 41 1/2 inches is believed genuine. At the middle station,

the phase remains constant for the first two inches, and then decreases slowly,
whereas at the far station the phase increases almost uniformly out to the largest
distance at which data is available. It may be pertinent that the difference in the
phase velocities in styrofoam and free space would create a phase lag of 1150 at
the middle ;tation and 2180 at the far one, and on this basis the results for d 22
inches might be expected to resemble those f i. d-'52 inches rather than 41 1/2
inches. Measurements at d = 50 inches made with the longer cylinder have
indeed shown that the scattered field phase is once again constant for the first
inch or so, and then increases.

At the two stations beyond the cylinder the derived values for the scattered
field are given in Figures 13 and 14. The results are quite similar. At the nearer
station the amplitude decreases steadily from a (relative) value of 3.0 at r = 0
and is negligible for r>10 inches. The phase, on the other hand, increases after
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an initial fall, but appears to decrease sharply beyond r 9 inches. It is not
known if this effect is real, although it does occur at the further station as well.
The amplitudes here are fractionally less than for d - 56 3/4 inches, and show
a slight increase as the probe moves away from r z 0. Outside the optical
shadow of the cylinder both sets of curves are not unlike those of Figure 12 in

general character, which suggests that the perturbation simply launches itself
into space when the cylinder terminates.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In an attempt to explain the above results, two different theoretical studies
have been undertaken. Since the scattered field at any point is almost certainly
affected by the progressive phase lag between a wave attempting to propagate
down the cylinder and the incident field streaming past the outside, the simple
problerm of a source placed above a flat styrofoam medium was considered. This
is analogous to the problem of propagation over a flat earth, but instead of the
pole which is responsible for many features of the solution when the refractive
index n is large and complex (the usual case), the dominant singularity for n
almost real and near to unity is a branch point. As a consequence of this, the
region where the diffraction effects are important is stretched out in directions
parallel to the surface, and there the total field has a sinusoidal behavior, with
maxima and minima whose magnitude and position are determined by (n - 1)d,
where d is the horizontal distance from the source.

Of more immediate application to the physical problem is an investigation
of the surface or Goubau waves which could be supported by a cylinder of this
size and material. This is currently in progress, and it is hoped to model the
experimental set-up by considering a styrofoam cylinder of infinite length excited
by a circumferential ring source. Until such time as more information Is obtained
aboutlhe ,scattered field either by analyses of this type or by more experimental
work, it is premature to attempt a detailed interpretation of its influence of the
far zone scattering pattern oi an object placed on the cylinder, but it is clear
that the maLoiitude of the perturbation is quite sufficient to explain results such
as those shown in Figure 1.

It is equally obvious that the existence of a large surface wave has an
important bearing on the design of support pedestals for crose secticn measure-
ments, and the cross section of the pedestal itself is not necessarily an indi-
cation ofthe effect that it will have. Since the intensity of the wave apparently
increases with the length of styrofoam over which it has travelled, it is essential
to keep to a minimum the diameter of the upper pcrtions of the pedestal. The
shaping of the upper surface, leading to an effective immersion of part of the
target within the styrofoam, should be as little as possible consisfent with the
required stability, and this is particularly vital for such bodies as the cone-sphere
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where a dominant contributor to the cross section Is a surface wave. It may
well be that for the measurement of heavy low-observable shapes, the design
of a styrofoam support with an acceptable surface field perturbation is more
difficult than the construction of cne with a small enough cross section.
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I
MODELING OF RAM-COVERED COMPLEX BODIES

A. S. Thomas

A. S. Thomas, Incorporated
Westwood, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

It can be shown that scaling of complex bodies covered with lossy

materials may be possible with materials having parameters somewhat

different from those used on the full-scale model, provided that the

experimenter can immerse the model in a medium with permittivity

greater than free space and adjust the permittivity of the materials on

the model by the same factor over that of the lull-scale mnodel.

INTRODUCTION

Both, from the point of view of defense and offense at least an
approximate value of the radar cross section versus aspect angle of

complex bodies covered by RAM materials is essential. The most

desirable approach would be to compute the radar cross section of

such objects. Unfortunately, even the slightest deviation from the

simple figures of revolution represent a formidable theoretical

problem when covered with a lossless dielectric. The next best

approach is to measure the radar cross section on a model scale,

preferably at X-or K- band in an indoor anechoic chamber. The

scaling principle here is quite straightforward; linearly scale all

physical dimensions, but preserve e and p. Here the experimenter

is faced with a materials problem. Since complex e and complex p

are generally monotonically decreasing functions with increasing

frequency, the materials developed for the full-scale model do not
lend themselves for the use at the model frequency. This would imply

a serious materials development, at least comparable to that of

obtaining the original material used or to be used on the full-scale

model. It is doubtful that the magnitudes of p', p", c' and E " over

the range needed can be obtained. However, if a reasonable range

of values of these materials can be obtained, it is conceivable, if the

experimenter is not restricted to free space as the medium, that

scaling with materials having parameters somewhat different from

those on the full-scale model may be used.
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It is clear, of course, that the reflection coefficient, or the scat-
tering coefficient, at a given frequency is uniquely determined by the
geometry and the materials. Conversely, there is an unlimited number
of geometries and materials that could give the identical reflection or
scattering coefficient. Lacking a theoretical capability of computing
the radar cross section of complex bodies covered with RAM materials,
the problem of obtaining a geometry and materials that will give a
representative description of the full-scale model is formidable indeed;
however, one may infer a great deal from the simple geometries.

A study of the exact expressions for reflectivity from a stratified
planar medium and for scattering from a set of concentric cylindrical
shells about a perfectly conducting cylindrical core will give insight as
to the probability of successfully modeling with material parameters
different from those on the full-scale model.

PLANAR MEDIUM

Let us consider first the planar medium at normal incidence con-
sisting of N layers, each homogeneous in 4 and/or iL, backed by a
perfectly conducting plane sheet. The reflection coefficient R is given
by:

R = ej2Q (1)

where

Q tan[ tan(-K t1 + tan- -? tan(-K t2 +''.

.... +tan M tan(-K t .... (2)

+ tan 1 [4N- tan(- tN

Z = Mm=O, 1, 2. N
m

Km = 2Trf m'

f operating frequency,
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P complex permeability of the mth layer,

fm complex permeability of the mth layer,
E complex permittivity of the mhlyr n

t thickness of the mth layer.

Now let the superscript 'Is" relate to the model scale parameters.

The standard scaling criteria for a scale model frequency fs such that

f = pfS requires:

PM= }•m' *rm Em, and t = pt.

Basically, to satisfy equation (2), it is merely required that

K at = K t , and (3)
m m m m

z z
m m (4)

z 8 z

throughout.

Now assume that it is possible to obtain materials such that

8 6

m m
S= ql and = q2 '
m M i

with q and q2 real positive numbers, it is readily seen that

1. If q q 2  q and pfS, then

pt

a m s s
t m = q I ýLm = q Lm, and e m = qcm 1h

will give an exact scale model at the frequency s.

2. If q i q2 and f = pf , then

t = ptm $ ls
m m = q q

q 
0

an& z =will satisfy equation (2Y.
0 V 2I

/5/
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'Phis then requires that the model be immersed in a medium having a
permeability q .L and a permittivity qe. If, however, c 6 can be1 0 . o.. m

chosen such that q > q , immersing the model in a medium with
permeability 1 aný pe'rmittivity q c /q 1 will satisfy equation (2). Thiso6 2
therefore requires for example thatlhe antenna and the model be im-
mersed in an anechoic chamber filled with a suitable substance having
a relative permeability q 2 /q 1 .

C YLINDRICAL MEDIUM

It is of interest to examine the scaling conditions developed for
the planar medium as they apply to the infinite cylindrical medium.
For the sake of brevity, the discussion will be restricted to normal
incidence and the electric vector parallel to the plane of incidence.
The normalized radar cross section S is given by

S -)nC o (5)s R f "G-oo "C "

000

Now for homogeneous concentric layers C is obtained from
the following re ursive relationship:2  n

Cnin I H n Z)(K. ni- Rm-1 i)+ H n 0 )(K n_1IR m_1)
nC k-1H (2)(K R )+H 1'(K R 1

rnM-i r-i n M1rn-I

\(6)

-/ C nm H (2) (KmRm-) H

/ / m-I C mH ( 2 )(KmRr +n (K Rm-i
Sn 'ý. r.- n m n- i

w ere
th

0, 1, 2 .... M relates to the m layer

- withO relating to free space.

IK - 2 f '

Z m
VrmKM

I li5.5
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R radius of the boundaries of the layers
m with R , the total radius, and R , the

radius of the cylindrical perfectly con -

ducting core, and pm',E and f as pre-
viously defined.

Now for m = M

cM H()n ( ) • )

M n
C -(7)n H (2) (KMRM

n MM

M-1hence, starting at qW rmetallic core and applying equation (7), Cnisobaie, he M-2, et 1 to0,
is obtained, then C -2etc. to Cn, with Cn finally obtained from the
following relations1aXp:

3(K R )+ C0H(2)(K R)n o o n n 0 0

J' (K R ) H (+ C1[ (K Rnl 0 0)C n n o0 (8(8)

Z[ CIn1 (2) (K R + H(1) (K1R
I Cn n 0K)+ (Kn R)

Z C 1 H(2) (K R) + H11) (K.R)]0 n n 0 n 0 o.

Here again the classical scaling criteria for f = pf5 requires
that:

r = 2 m andR = pRPm -rn' rn m m m

and hence equation (5) is satisfied. j
Now let q and c and f = for the casem im mr qm

1. q I q 2 = q,2j

CMn to C n are satisfied by:

m - (m = qE., and R = pRm/q.
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However, equation (8), relating Cn to C is not satisfied unless 0o1
2 0

is replaced by pocoq to satisfy the requirement that Ro =pRo/q. This,

unlike the planar medium for this case, requires immersion in a
medium with permittivity or permeability p times that of free space.

2 . q , q

C to C are satisfied by:
n n

s s s

VM = q1Lm' "m =qZEm, and Rsm =pRm Z"

Here again, to satisfy equation (8), it is required that FL F be replaced
by q 1 oq 2 co and for q2 <qI the immersing medium could consist of a

relative permittivity q 2 /q 1 > 1. 0.

Although this discussion has been restricted to normal incidence,
it is readily shown that these results also apply to oblique incidence
by demonstrating that the scaled paramet~ri satisfy the scattering
coefficients and hence the scattered field.

CONG LUSIONS

In the event that the complex permeability and complex permittivity
of materials on a full scale model cannot be satisfactorily reproduced
at the higher model frequency, it may be possible to scale lossy
materials provided one can obtain a magnetic material having approxi- 4

mately the same tan5 of the scale model frequency as at the full scale I
and can properly adjitst the dielectric loading to satisfy the scaling
criteria given above.
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